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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

'The Vermont Agency of Transportation, together with the Vermont Rail Council and its team of
consultants, has completed this final report of the Vermont Rail Feasibility Study. The goals of the study
were to look at opportunities for expanding passenger rail service in the State of Vermont, the feasibility of
implementing commuter rail service as part of a Route 7 Reconstruction traffic mitigation program, ways
to improve the economic benefits to the State from its rail freight industry, and strategies regarding
abandoned or under-used rail rights-of-way. The results of the study have been incorporated into a set of
conclusions and recommendations. The study concludes that the railroads in Vermont are at risk from
years of deferred maintenance and policies that favor alternative modes for the movement of people and
goods. Furthermore, although the population densities in the State would not support regular commuter
rail service, there is strong evidence to support a Shelbume Road Reconstruction Demonstration Service
as part of a total traffic mitigation program. Finally, although there is currently inconclusive evidence on
the market for, or economic impact of, a tourist-type rail service, preliminary findings indicate that a tourist
train is a potentially exciting concept that could work in Vermont. This study concludes, therefore, that this
concept warrants further investigation.

BACKGROUND
Historically, the State of Vermont depended on passenger railroad services for connections to the New
England states and the rest of the nation. Passenger station buildings are still visible along the railroads
in towns, including St. Albans, Rutland, Burlington. Brandon and Vergennes. Many of them have been
preserved and used for new functions and they continue to be an important part of their communities.
Today, the only passenger rail service still provided in Vermont is a round-trip Amtrak train moving
northbound and southbound in Vermont connecting Montreal to the Amtrak passenger rail network from
the Northeast Corridor. This train is an important part of the State's transportation system, and in 1991
more than 60,000 passengers used the senrice in the State.
Freight continues to be moved by rail in and out of the State, as well as through the State (as overhead
traffic with ultimate destinations outside Vermont). Three major carriers, the Central Vermont, Vermont
Railway, and Green Mountain Railroad, operate within the State. Of these railroads, only the Central
Vermont owns its right-of-way. Both the Vermont ~ai1wa.yand the Green Mountain Railroad operate

-.
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primarilyover rights-of-way leasedfrom the State. The maintenance and long-termcapital investmentsin
these rights-if-way have been historically limited by the State's resources and policy on investment in
railroad infrastructure.
Although rail right-of-wayconnects the major population, employment, and recreational activity centers
within the State, the use of this right-of-way for passenger service is limited or non-existent. Amtrak
operates its Montreaier service over the Central Vermont right-of-way from Bellows Falls through
Montpelier to Essex Junction and St. Albans and then on to Montreal. This Montrealersewice is the only
inter-city rail service in Vermont, although both the Green Mountain Railroad and the Lamoille Valley
Railroad operatetourist excursions over poftions of their rights-of-way. Major populationand employment
destinations in Rutlandare not served by rail, and there is no direct service to Burlington.

RAIL SERVICES CONSIDERED
Passenger sewices considered focused on three potential markets: commuter, inter-city, and tourist.
Within this context, four different service options were evaluated. These options included commuter
service, inter-cityservice (Amtrak), tourist service, and a traffic mitigation service in conjunction with the
proposed Shelburne Road Reconstruction Project. Each service type was analyzed separately; ~

O W ~ V ~ F

a synthesized alternative was identified to meet the service characteristics of commuter, inter-city, and
tourist markets .
Existing rail rights-of-way considered in this study connect Burlington, MontpelierJunction, White River
Junction, Bellows Falls, Rutland, and Whitehall (New York). Figure S.l identifies the included rights-ofway.
COMMUTER SERVICE

.. .,

Three corridors were identifiedfor potentialcommuter rail service in Vermont:
St. Albans to Burlington,
Rutlandto Burlington, and
Baneto Burlington.
These three corridors serve the major population and employment centers in Vermont. They were
selected for consideration based on an analysis of population or employment concentration near existing

..
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rail lines. Although these corridors are more densely populated than other areas, the population densities
in Vermont are relatively light compared to the typical densities associated with commuter rail.
ROU'TE 7 RECONSTRUCTION SERVICE
Shelburne Road (Route 7) will be reconstructed in approximately 1996. During the reconstruction, traffic
conditions will worsen and the level of service within the corridor will be degraded. A potential traffic
mitigation measure to alleviate the congestion and inconvenience would be to institute passenger rail
service on the Vermont Railway located adjacent to Shelburne Road. Communities that would be served
by this service are Charlotte, Shelbume, South Burlington, and Burlington.
TOllRlST SERVICE
Tourist, excursion or dinner trains have been implemented in many locations across the United States.
Two rail operators currently offer excursion service in Vermont, the Lamoille Valley Railroad and the
Green Mountain Railroad. The Lamoille Valley operates between Johnson and Morrisville and between
Morrisville and East Hardwick, with two trains operating on both segments. The Green Mountain operates
between Bellows Falls and Ludlow. The tourist service proposed in this study would consist of a loop
connecting Rutland, Burlington, Montpelier Junction, White River Junction and Bellows Falls. Two trains
would operate in a clockwise and counter-clockwise fashion, connecting communities and tourist
attractions along the loop.
INTER-CI'WAMTRAK SERVICE
To develop possible increased levels of Arntrak connecting service for discussion, Amtrak was asked to
consider a branch of its New York State service into Vermont, a daytime extension of its Springfield
service, and a second section of its Montrealerto serve the western side of the State. Expanding intercity service to include the Rutland area is a priority.

The feasibility of passenger rail was evaluated .for each of the proposed service alternatives. A
comprehensive physical inventory of the existing rail rights-of-way was conducted through field
inspections, interviews, and the review of railroad track charts and other relevant documents. This
physical inventory identified the conditions of the rights-of-way and was used to develop cost estimates to
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upgrade those areas requiring improvement. An incremental approach to upgrading the conditions of the
rights-of-way resulted in the identification of a range of improvements

- upgrades to either Class 2

(speeds of up to 30 mph) or Class 3 (speeds of up to 59 mph without signals) were identified where
appropriate. There are significant cost implications to operating a universally higher-speed railroad.
Particularly where rights-of-way were under consideration for tourist-type service only, upgrading Class 1
or 2 railroads to Class 3 would be prohibitively expensive and would not significantly improve the
marketability or quality of the proposed service.
For each service alternative, operating plans were developed that identified routes, station locations,
schedules, and travel times. In addition, prototypical station layouts were developed for the commuter
service. Station amenities and service linkages were clearly identified for commuter and tourist services.
In light of the need for both commuters and tourists to reach their final destinations from the train station,
reliable feeder services as well as options for off-peak "emergency"service are critical service features.
Based on service characteristics, ridership forecasts were developed for each service alternative.
Commuter ridership was estimated for a base year (1993) and a forecast year (2003). In the case of the
Shelburne Road Reconstruction Demonstration Service option, demand was also forecast for 1996, when
reconstruction is scheduled to begin. Ridership in each commuter corridor was then used to calculate
total revenues. As shown in Table S.l, the most attractive of the commuter corridors was the St. Albans
to Burlington corridor.
Table S.1

-

ANNUAL RIDERSHIP AND REVENLIES COMMUTER CORRIDORS

Corridor
Barre

l

Rutland
1st. Albans

Burlington
Burlington
Burlington

Ridership

Revenues

1

94,500 - 133,000

II

$78,875 - 113,125

1

111,500-161,000

1 I

57,000 80,000

$125,125-175,125
$162,500-235,375

Revenues for the Shelburne Road Reconstruction Demonstration Service were estimated following the
same methodology as that used for the commuter service. However, additional time penalties for
automobile travel were included to reflect the expected delays on the highway during reconstruction.
Penalties ranging fmm 10 to 40 minutes were used to estimate a range of ridership. As demonstrated in
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Table S.2, increased delays for auto travel would significantly impact the demand for passenger rail
service.
Table S.2

-

ANNUAL RIDERSHIP AND REVENLIES SHELBllRNE DEMO

Ridership

Revenues

10 minute delay

130,500

$163,125

140 minute delay

244,500

1 1

$305,625

Ridership and revenue projections for both the inter-city (Amtrak) and tourist service were forecast less
precisely. Amtrak service options will be further analyzed by Amtrak at the request of Vermont,
particularly for the possibilities of operating 403(b) service as a connection to the Montrealer, an extension
of Springfield service, or a connection to Amtrak's 'Empire Service' at Albany. Tourist-type service was
evaluated generally, but it was determined that insufficient State data is available to determine either the
existing tourist market or the attractiveness of a tourist service to existing or prospective travelers.

CAPITAL. OPERATING. AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
Capital costs for improving the various segments of the identified rights-of-way reflect the option of
upgrading to either 30 mph or 59 mph operating speeds. Capital costs associated with track, roadbed,
signals, and grade crossings have been estimated. Table S.3 summarizes costs by segment by operating
speed.
Table S.3
CAPITAL COST SUMMARY

Whitehall to Rutland
Rutland to Burlington
Burlingtonto Essex Junction
Essex Junction to St. Albans
Essex Junction to Montpelier Junction
Montpelier Junction to Barre
Montpelier Junction to Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls to Rutland
Total
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The capital costs identified in Table S.3 reflect the capital investment required to rehabilitate the rail line
so that it could be supported by a normalized maintenance program. Opportunities for phased
implementation of the required improvements have been identified to facilitate the rehabilitation of the
infrastructure over time. Similarly, a reduced investment was identified in the context of the ~helburne
Road Reconstruction Demonstration Service.
Capital investments were also identified for stations, ranging from $128,000 for an interim station with
limited parking to $224,000 for a terminal station at Burlington. As identified in the rehabilitation of the
right-of-way, a "bare bones" station concept was identified in conjunction with the Shelburne Road
Demonstration, resulting in an estimated cost of $600,000 for four stations. Capital investments for rolling
stock were identified for commuter, inter-city, and tourist fleets. Due to physical constraints, push-pull
equipment is required for any service alternative. Diesel-hauled coaches were generally assumed,
although alternative technologies such as self-propelled vehicles were also evaluated. In all cases, both
new and rebuilt equipment was considered.
Total annual operating and maintenance costs were calculated for each commuter service alternative.
Operating costs were based on current wage rates for both the Vermont Railway and the Central Vermont
Railway. Equipment and station maintenance was based on comparables from other operating commuter
railroads. Table S.4 summarizes operating and maintenance costs for each corridor.
Table S.4

-

OPERATING & MAINTENANCE COST SUMMARY COMMUTER CORRIDORS
ST. ALBANS
TOTAL ANNUAL
MAINTENANCE COSTS

$660,000

TOTAL OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS

$1,557,600

RUTLAND
$670,000

$1,505,350

BARRE
$680,000

$1,655,500

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

s stir nates of the impact of

passenger rail service on the environment were generated for the three

commuter corridors and the Shelbume Road Demonstration Service. Societal costs of highway usage,
reductions in vehicle miles traveled, emissions, and gasoline consumption were forecast for each service
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alternative. Although each commuter service carried only a small percent of total daily work trips, it was
estimated that from 1,084,404 to 1,461,713 average annual vehicle miles would be removed from the
highways. Similarly, the implementationof the Shelbume Road Demonstration Service might result in the
saving of more than 85,000 gallons of gasoline !

EVALUATION OF OPTIONS
AMTRAK CONNECTIONS

.

The State should take every appropriate step to improve the Montrealer service. Improved running times
and consistent service quality on the Montrealer would appear to be important factors not only in attracting
new riders, but also in maintaining the existing inter-city market. Opportunities for connecting service,
either as operated by Amtrak or another operator, should be pursued by the State of Vermont.
The evaluation of a market for the proposed Amtrak service extensions or connections through Albany
and Whitehall, New York, as well as Springfield, Massachusetts, warrants additional investigation and
analysis by Amtrak to secure its support. The State of Vermont should pursue further detailed ridership
forecasting with Amtrak, concurrent with Amtrak's analysis of operating costs and capital requirements for
the proposed service extensions.

COMMUTER SERVICE
The cost of providing two peak hour trains a day is $1.5 million to $1.7 million a year for each corridor.
This cost is offset by projected revenues of between $78,875 and $235,375 a year, depending on the
corridor. Based on the percent of annual operating costs recovered through passenger revenues, the
proposed commuter service would require extensive passenger subsidies for annual operations. The
percent of fares recovered through the farebox is estimated to be from 7% to 15%. In addition to annual
operating and maintenance costs, the capital costs associated with improvements to the infrastructure,
station construction, and the purchase of rolling stock are also significant.
Based on projected operating deficits and the relatively high capital outlay versus low overall user
benefits, commuter rail service as proposed does not appear to be a cost-effective option in these three
corridors.

..
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SHELBllRNE ROAD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
As a construction mitigation service, the criteria for evaluation of the Shelburne Road Demonstration
Project are somewhat different from those of traditional commuter rail alternatives. The reduction in
mileage from the full-length corridor results in lower capital and operating costs, especially since the
shorter distance allows both trips to be covered by a single consist and crew. The transportation
'

mitigation and environmental benefits are relatively high for the level of service provided. The
Demonstration Service can benefit from the competitive advantage that commuter rail service has over
significant traffic delays. Finally, riders who begin using the train during the Demonstration project are
potential passengers in a continuation of service.
The viability of the Demonstration Service is significantly impacted by the expected travel delay. With a
10-minute delay, passenger revenues are estimated to be approximately 17% of the total operating costs.
With a 40-minute delay, and a significant increase in ridership, passenger revenues recover 26% of the
total operating costs. Table 5.5 summarizes the revenues and costs associated with the passenger
service assuming traffic delays of 40 minutes.
Table S.5

SHELBllRNE ROAD DEMO (40-MINUTE TRAFFIC DELAYS13 CAR TRAINS)
REVENUES & EXPENDITURES

Operating Costs
Revenues
Annual Trips
COST ANALYSIS

Farebox Recovery

26%

Cost Per Trip
Cost Per Train Mile
Avg. Cost Per Train
Net Subsidy
Subsidy per Trip
With a 26% farebox recovery ratio, the Demonstration Service is considered feasible. The cost of the
service is additionally offset with environmental and economic impacts, including reductions in fuel
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consumption and pollutants and the societal cost savings associated with a reduction in vehicle miles
traveled.

SYNTHESIZED SERVICE ALTERNATIVE
The analysis of several alternative passenger service options gives rise to the possibility that a
combinationof travel demand requirements can be served by one or two services that are designed to:
Providesome level of tourist-basedservice linking key tourist destinationpoints,
Serve the Burlingtonarea as a destination in the "commuter" hours of the morning and evening from
at least one corridor,
Provideservice between Charlotte and Burlington during the reconstruction of Route 7, and
Provide a new link to the nationalrail passenger networkfrom Albany.

The synthesized service could be provided using a two consist strategy. One daily train could begin in
Montpelier, carry morning commuters into Burlington, and continue to Albany via Rutland and Whitehall to
link with Amtrak service to New York. The train could either carry through cars destined for New York
City, or passengers could change trains at Albany. The train would then pick up Vermont passengers
and/or cars from New York and return the same way, passing through Burlingtontowards the end of the
evening peak.
The second daily train could beginat Bellows Falls, picking up a car from the northbound Montrealer, and
make a clockwise loop through Rutland, Burlington, Montpelier and White River Junction, arriving back at

i

I

Bellows Falls in the early afternoon. The train would then reverse and cover the same loop counterclockwise, delivering a car to the southbound Montrealerthatnight.
I

Commuter service to and from Burlingtonon boththe Rutlandand the Montpelier corridors is provided by
these trains. The Montpeliertrain serves the AM and PM commute in the Montpelier-Barrecorridor, and
the Bellows Fallstrain serves the AM and PM commute in the Rutlandcorridor.
This strategy provides a high level of service with only two trains (consists) running each day. It
presumesthat the core railroad networkis accessible to passenger trains at Class 3 speeds except for the
GMRC, which requires upgrading to only Class 2 unless Amtrak operation of these trains dictates

I
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otherwise. It also assumes that the Montpelier trains can enter D&H/Amtrak territory between Whitehall
and Albany.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDKTIONS

Based on the results of this study, the Vermont Rail Council has developed a set of conclusions and
recommendations that identify actions to be taken by the State of Vermont. A critical component is the
identification of a Core Rail Network for the movement of both passengers and freight. The recommended
Vermont Core Railroad Network is shown in Table S.6.
Table S.6
RECOMMENDED VERMONT CORE RAILROAD NETWORK

Owner
Whitehall to Rutland
Rutland to Burlington
Rutland to Bellows Falls
Burlington to Essex Junction
Essex Junction to St. Albans
St. Albans to Canada
Essex Junction to Montpelier Junction
Montpelier Junction to Barre
Montpelier Junction to White River Junction
White River Junction to Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls to Brattleboro
Brattleboro to Connecticut

Ooerator

CLP
CLP
(Clarendon & Pisford)
State of Vermont
VTR
(Vermont Railway)
State of Vermont
GMRC
(Green Mountain Railroad)

cv
(Central Vermont)
cv
cv
cv

cv
cv
cv
cv

cv
cv
cv
cv

cv
cv
cv
cv

State of Vermont
WACR
(Washington County Railroad)

The conclusions and recommendations developed by the Vermont Rail Council identify actions to support
and promote both freight and passenger railroads in the State, with a primary focus on services operating
over the Core Rail Network. The conclusions and recommendations address general rail issues,
passenger, and freight activities. These conclusions and recommendationsare summarized below:
The State should promote the use of existing freight lines through the support of current freight
carriers and a continued investment in State-owned rail rights-of-way.
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The State should initiate a Shelbume Road Reconstruction DemonstrationService in conjunction
with the reconstnrction of Route 7 (Shelbume Road).
The State should continue to analyze the feasibility of a tourist-type rail service through additional
data collection on the tourism industry and the potential market for this type of service.
The State should enter into discussions with .Amtrak regarding opportunities for providing
connecting or extendedservice out of Albany andlor Whitehall, New York.
The State should enter into discussions with Amtrak regarding opportunities for improving the
existing Montrealer service as well as connecting or extending that service through Rutland to
Burlington.

1. INTRODUCTION
L

The Vermont Rail Feasibility Study has produced proposals and recommendationsin,threemajor areas:
Expanding passenger rail service in the State of Vermont,
Improvingthe economic benefitsto the State from its rail freight industry, and
Using rail rights-of-wayin the State that will not be used for railroad services.

BACKGROUND
Vermont's current rail system is as much a product of geography as of rail competition. Because Vermont
is bounded on the west by Lake Champlain and bisected by the Green Mountains, the State's rail systems
began as local systems and evolved by the twentieth century into a network of lines that connected New
England with Canada. Lines in Canada, in turn, had good connections at Detroit and Chicago with other
U.S. rail lines, so freight betweenwestern states and New Englandoften flowed thmugh Vermont.
Historically, the State of Vermont depended on passenger railroad services for connections to the New
England states and the rest of the nation. Passenger station buildings are still visible along the railroads
in towns, including St. Albans, Rutland, Burlington, Brandon and Vergennes. Many of them have been
preserved and used for new functions and they continue to be an important part of their communities.
Today, the only passenger rail service still provided in Vermont is a round-trip Amtrak train moving
northbound and southbound in Vermont connecting Montrealto the Amtrak passenger rail network from
the Northeast Corridor. This train is an important part of the State's transportation system, and in 1991
more than 60,000 passengers usedthe service in the State.
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This .report investigates the various operating railroads in the State of Vermont. Throughout the report,
conventional railroad abbreviations are used for each railroad. These abbreviations are provided in the
Table 1.I.
Table 1.I

RAILROAD ABBREVIATIONS

,

RAILROAD NAME

ABBREVIATION

Boston & Maine

B&M

Canadian National Railroad

CN

Canadian Pacific Railroad

CP

Central Vermont Railway

CV

Clarendon & Pittsford

CLP

Green Mountain Railroad

GMRC

Lamoille Valley Railroad

LVRC

Springfield Terminal

ST

St. Lawrence & Atlantic

SLR -

Twin State Railroad

TSR

Vermont Railway

VTR

Washington Countv Railroad

WACR

PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE
Consideration of expanding passenger rail service must be made in the context of the future. The
definition of a strategy to develop new services must be based on the existing context of an automobiledominated transportation system. All public transportation in Vermont is marginal, in that the number of
users is a small percentage of the total persons traveling on the transportation system. A marginal mode,
however, can make a significant contribution to the overall effectiveness of the transportation system and
help meet other important goals, including greater mobility and capacity, energy efficiency, less land use
concentration, better air quality, etc.
Changing consumer habits requires a long-rangestrategy-with an understanding of the incremental costs
and benefits, as well as a goal for the future. For passenger rail, plans need to be very practical in terms
of what can be accomplished in the short term while developing a strategy that can build incrementally as
consumer response increases.
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In Vermont, the full potential market that may be attracted to rail service must also be identified. The
State attracts a large number of business and recreationalvisitors who are potential rail passengers, as
well as Vermont's citizens. These visitors can become the core market for an expanded Vermont
passenger rail system.
ELEMENTS OF A PLAN
The study scope of work was divided into four passenger rail sections:
ExpandedAmtrak service;
Commuter service from three corridors focused on Burlington, the State's largest concentration of
travelers;
The use of passenger rail during the reconstruction of Route 7 between Shelbume and Burlington;
and
The development of a tourist-based rail service connecting the major attractions in Vermont.
Right-of-way
To consider any use beyond the current freight sewice operated on Vermont's railroad rights-of-way, the
physical condition of the railroads needed to be inventoried. The results of this inventory served as a
basis for the determination of right-of-way improvements that would be needed to achieve a reasonable
passenger rail service speed, and to permit additional service to be operated safely. The level of current
right-of-way maintenance is determined in part by the financial abilities of the operating railroads, the level
of freight service operated, and practicaloperating speeds needed by the marketplace.
For a portion of the rights-of-way inspected, for example, the Amtrak route through Vermont, a high level
of maintenance is standard. On this section, Amtrak operates the Montrealer at a maximum operating
speed of 59 mph.
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Expanded Amtrak Service
Section 403(b) of the Federal Rail Passenger Service Act provides for the extension or expansion of
Amtrak's network by a sponsoring organization on a cost-sharing basis. Amtrak policy, based on its
current overall financial situation, further defines its ability to enter into 403(b) agreements. Currently the
incremental operating expense could be shared on a 70%-30% basis. Amtrak's'share of long-term
avoidable losses would be no more than 30%, up to a .maximum annual Amtrak cost of $1,000,000.
Capital costs could also be shared on a 70%-30% basis. Again, Amtrak's share would be no more than
30%. Rolling stock, however, must be provided by the sponsor unless Amtrak can assign equipment
currently on hand. At this time Amtrak has no spare rollingstock.
In Amtrak's basic authorizing legislation, Congress authorized funds for new 403(b) services. The
authorized amounts were $7.5 million for FY 1993 and $9.5 million in FY 1994. For FY 1993, however,
none of these funds were appropriated.
To develop possible increased levels of Amtrak connecting service for discussion, Amtrak was asked to
consider a branch of its Adirondack into Vermont, a new day time service from Springfield,
Massachusetts, and a second section for the Montrealer to serve the western side of the State. An
Albany, New York, based train could operate to Whitehall, New York, continue on into Vermont at
Rutland, and then go directly to Burlington. A variation of this route would be connecting service off the

Montrealer. Under this scenario, cars would be dropped off in Bellows Falls or Brattleboro for continued
service to Rutland and Burlington. Amtrak was also asked to consider day service from Springfield,
Massachusetts, with a destination of Buriington via Rutland. Amtrak is considering these concepts in the
context of its national rail passenger network.

Commuter Sewice
Three corridors were identifiedfor potential commuter rail service in Vermont:
St. Albans to Burlington,
Rutlandto Burlington, and
Barreto Burlington.
These three corridors serve the major population and employment centers in Vermont. They were
selected for consideration based on an analysis of population or employment concentration near existing
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rail !ines. Although these corridors are more densely populated than other areas, the population densities
in Vermont are relatively light compared to the typical densities associated with commuter rail. Creating a
successful commuter rail service depends on the existence of an adequate market and the ability to
create a rail service that can be competitive with the convenience and efficiency of the private automobile.
Route 7 Construction Service
Shelburne Road (Route 7) will be reconstructed in approximately 1996. During the reconstruction, traffic
conditions will worsen and the level of service within the corridor will be degraded. A potential traffic
mitigation measure to alleviate the congestion and inconvenience would be to institute passenger rail
service on the Vermont Railway located adjacent to Shelburne Road. Communities that would be served
by this service are Charlotte, Shelburne, South Burlington, and Burlington. An additional option involving
continuing service to Essex Junction would serve employment destinations in Winooski and Essex
Junction. Service could be initiated before the major construction start-up, providing an alternative to
automobile travel and a prototype for returning commuter rail service to Vermont.
Tourist Service
Tourist, excursion or dinner trains have been implemented in many locations across the United.States.
Two rail operators currently offer excursion service in Vermont, the Lamoille Valley Railroad and the
Green Mountain Railroad. The Lamoille Valley operates between Johnson and Morrisville and between
Momsville and East Hardwick, with two trains operating on both segments. The Green Mountain operates
between Bellows Falls and Ludlow. Both operators provide seasonal service and generally do not
operate during the winter months. Only the Green Mountain Railroad is the subject of this study.
The tourist senrice proposed in this study would consist of a loop between Rutland, Burlington, Montpelier
Junction, White River Junction and Bellows Falls. Two trains would operate in a clockwise and counterclockwise fashion, connecting tourist attractions along the loop.

Vermont currently has nine active freight railroads. Five of these constitute the core of Vermont's freight
network Central Vermont (CV), Green Mountain Railroad (GMRC), Vermont Railway (VTR), the
Clarendon & Pisford (CLP), and the Washington County Railroad (WACR).
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The major route for traffic originating and terminating in Vermont is that of the VTR and associated CLP
between Burlington and Whitehall, New York. VrR's route south of Rutland is not as active. The CV's
line is the most heavily used, carrying traffic through the State between Canada and Massachusetts. The
Green Mountain route is more lightly used; however, since it is the only east-west route, it should be
considered critical due to its potential importance as part of a passenger loop. The CV route is already
maintained at a high level to meet requirements for Amtrak service and its heavy level of traffic.

-

-

lnvestment in upgrading the Burlington Rutland Whitehall route of the VTWCLP could be justified on
the grounds of performance and public safety, given the heavy volume, as well as on the basis of public
\

ownership of part of the route. lnvestment in upgrading the GMRC could be based on passenger
operations. Maintaining the Washington County Railroad is justified on the basis of its service to
Montpelier and its link to the manufacturing plant of the Bombardier Corporation in Barre.
The other four Vermont railroads carry significantly less volume and are not considered part of the core
railroad. The St. Lawrence & Atlantic (SLR) has operated exclusively as a bridge carrier, although it may
have new customers in 1992 in Island Pond. CP Rail serves feed grain mills from the north and has all
but eliminated its handling of through traffic. The Twin State line has light traffic. Springfield Terminal
operates mostly over CV tracks in Vermont with light local service on its owned trackage between White
River Junction and Wells River.
MAINTAINING A CRITICAL RAILROAD FREIGHT NETWORK
In 1992 Vermont conducted a review of its economic development policy through a joint legislative
initiative of the House Commerce and Senate General Affairs & Housing Committees. These committees
sponsored an Economic Development Conference on June 26, 1992, entitled, "Linkages: All Parties
Summit on the Development of Vermont's Economy," which included testimony by 16 public officials and
private individuals, half of whom reported the findings of 16 focus groups.
Leaders on this issue recognized the constraints of location and State policy priorities that narrow the
window of opportunity for attracting industry to the State. On the other hand, clear benefits related to
environment and energy policy indicate that it would be consistent with State policy to provide incentives
to business to encourage the use of railroads to move freight. The work of the Economic Development
Conference should be reviewed so the Vermont Rail Council can submit its views to the two legislative
committees.
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INVESTMENT IN VERMONT'S RAILROAD NETWORK
It should be noted that the scope of this study has not involved an evaluation of the maintenance
practices of Vermont's railroads. However, we can conclude that the freight business in the State is
inadequate to generate sufficient financial contribution to meet long-term capital investment
needs. Consequently, the operators would probably be vulnerable in the event of a major disruption to
service, such as major repair or replacement of a bridge. In addition, they are unable themselves to
significantly improve their rights-of-way beyond their current condition.
Aside from a major investment in 1988 to restore Amtrak service to the State, Vermont has not made
recent, substantial capital investments in the infrastructure it owns or in that of other railroads owning
rights-of-way in the State. The State's lease with the Vermont Railway, renegotiated in September 1990,
as well as the terms of the lease negotiated with the Green Mountain as of November 1992, provides for
the State to assume responsibility for maintaining most bridges and certain aspects of highway grade
crossings, but to continue the practice of placing lease payments in the Transportation Highway Fund of
the State without earmarking these funds for reinvestment in the rail right-of-way.
.Action is necessary to establish a program with sufficient funding to meet the State's new and existing
maintenance obligations. In addition, the Vermont Railway and the Green Mountain are not positioned to
take on the obligations of long-term capital projects needed to keep the properties operating. First, as
renters, there is no incentive to do so, as any materials put in place become the property of the State.
Second, it would be difficult for the operators to obtain financing since no collateral could be advanced.
In addition to the current level of State spending on rail right-of-way, it might be appropriate to consider
specific contributions to projects other than bridges and crossings, such as providing material for tie
replacement, track renewal, or resurfacing. In this case, it might be appropriate to revise the rental
schedule, which is based on the amount of maintenancesf-way (MOW) expense incurred by the railroad.
Other assistance to the State-owned railroads probably will be necessary should the State realize its
objectives in examining and improving highways that parallel its owned railroads. Part of the highway
planning process should recognize that such construction will divert traffic from rail to road and either
include funding of rail improvements to restore the balance or provide increased State assistance to
restore rail viability and service.
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..
TheState should evaluate the benefits and costs of investing in specific projects such as an intermodal
facility. It would be premature for the State to initiate any action such as a major clearance project to
permit double stack trains along the Central Vermont (CV) route, It is incumbent on CN North America,
the owner of the CV, to determine whether it will provide this service and to make the case as to an
appropriate level of participation, if any, by the State of Vermont.
In the next decade, other shortlines will also experience capital spending shortfalls and can be expected
to seek State funding. State activities should anticipate and have a funding policy rather than react after
service is threatened or has ceased.

POLICY ISSUES
After preparation of the 1986 Vermont State Rail Plan, Vermont prepared a statement as part of a process
with a two-year planning horizon that was published as 'Vermont Agency of Transportation Interim State
Agency Plan 1991-1992.' This was supplemented and reinforced in a 1992 document, "Vermont On The
Move: Agency of Transportation Policy Plan.' This Plan presented five policies and associated goals
(listed in Figure 1.I) "designed to guide and direct public planning and programming for transportation for
several years

.. .with an intended longevity of a decade or more with little alteration."

The statement is

intended as a broad policy guide for regional and urban town planning processes in Vermont.

Figure 1.1

VERMONT TRANSPORTATION POLICIES AND GOALS

Pollcy 1:

Preserve The Exlalng System Of Facil?les And Services,
And Expand The System Only If There Are No Alternatives

Goal 1.1:

PreserveAnd Make Efficient Use of Existing Transportation
Facllitles To Assure Continued Service To Users And Protect
Pubilc_lnvestments

Goal 1.I1

Consider Safety As A Major Criterion in Ail Decisions Affecting
The Transportation System, And Support Safety Enforcement,
Education And Regulation Activities Designed To Prevent Or
Reduce Injuries

Goal 1.12

in Order To Better Serve Citizens, Decentralize Customer
Service, Including Those Of'The Department Of Motor Vehicles.
Taking into Consideration Economic Efficiency and Customer
Convenience

Polky 2:

Assure Transportation Access To All Areas of The State In
Order To Promote Economlc Growth

Goal 1.2:

In Cwperatbn With Others. Manage The Operation of The
System And ImproveAnd Expand Intermodal Connectivity Within
And BetweenAll TransportationTypes

Goal 1.3:

RehabilitateOr Replace Deficient BrkJges

Goal 1.4:

Undertake Development Of Added Capacity Through
RehabilitationAnd New Constructbn

Goal 2.1 :

Examine The Transportation Challenges And Develop
Alternatives For Economically Lagging Areas

Goal 1.5:

When Developing Policies, Plans And Programs, Emphasize
Cooperative Arrangements With All Transportation Organizations
And With Towns And Public And Private Employers

Goal 2.2:

Pursue Actions Designed To Connect Interstate 89 Through The
Mid-State andlor BenningtonAreas With interstate 87 in New
York

Goal 1.6:

Where Appropriate Expand And Support New And Existing
Public Transportatbn Services, Affordable to Ail Vermonters

Goal 2.3:

Assess Local And Regional Attitudes Regarding Alternative
Transportation Corridor Development

Goal 1.7:

Foster Intercity Public Transportation

Goal 2.4:

Examine The Potential Of U.S. Route 7 Expansion And
improvements Between Burlington And Rutland

Goal 1.8:

Provide Full Accessibility To Users Of Transportation Facilities
And Services

Poiky 3:

Make Transportation lnvestment Decisions Whlch Minlmlze
The Negatlve Effects Of Transportation On The Human And
Natural Environment

Goal 3.1:

Satisfy Environmental Requirements.ln Transportation DecisionMaking

Goal 3.2:

Carty Out investment That Sustains Efficient Land Use
Development, As Well As The Historic Settlement Pattern Of
Compact Village And Urban Centers. Separated By Rural
Countryside.

Goal 1.9:

Acquire Or Protect Corridors Designated For Future
Transportation Facilities

Goal 1.10

PreserveAbandoned Transportatlon Corridors For Future
Transportation Purposes, And Permit Public Use Of Abandoned
Corridors For Recreational Trails Or Other Lowintensity
Activities

Figure I.I(continued)

VERMONT TRANSPORTATION POLICIES AND GOALS

Goal 3.3:

Promote Transportation In built Up Areas. Downtown And
Village Centers Which Feature Bicycle. PedestrianAnd Other
Non-Motorized Forms Of Transportation

Goal 3.4:

Protect Scenic and Historic Resource Associated With
Transportation Corridors And Facilities

Goal 3.5:

Support Energy conservation Through Choices Of Development
Of Facilities. Funding of Services And Management Of The
System

Policy 5:

Seek A Secure Financial Base For Maintaining And
Development The Transportatlon System, While Advocating
Flnanclal Cholces Fair And Equitable To User Groups And
Each Mode

Goal 5.1:

Support Financial Policies And Actions Which Assure The Fair
And Equitable Treatment Of All Transportation Users

Goal 5.2:

Pursue An Adequate And Stable Source Of Funding
Transportation Program Needs

Pollcy 4:

Undertake Investment Decision-Maklng in close
Cooperatlon Wlth Vermont Resldents, Towns, Regions And
Other Affected Partles

Goal 5.3:

Advocate Continuing Of The Historic Federal-State Financial
Partnership For Establishing And Maintaining Major
Transportatlon Facilities

Goal 4.1:

Malntaln A Transportatlon Policy Planning Process To Guide
And Shape Balanced Expenditures And Investment Within A
Partnership Process By Towns. Regions And State Agencies,
And Assure All Citizens And Groups An Opportunity For
Involvement

Goal 5.4:

Explore Alternate Funding Mechanisms For Facilities And
Services Development

Goal 5.5:

Address The Unique Problems Associated With Rural
Transportation In The Planning Process. including The
Movement Of People And Goods. Access Of All Citizens To
Rural Recreational Opportunities And Economic Development

Goal 4.2:

Within The Policy Planning Process, Attain Consistency With
State Planning Goals And Compatibility With Other Applicable
Plans

Goal 4.3:

Carry Out Public Transportation And Public Transit Plans At The
Town, Region And State Levels

Goal 4.4:

Coordinate The Planning, DevelopmentAnd Management Of
The Transportation System With Public Economic Policies And
Plans

Goal 4.5:

Continue The Winter Bare-Or-Safe Road Policy, While
Continuing To Reduce Environmental Impacts

Goal 4.6:

Support Growth Center Transportation Plans
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RAlL PASSENGER ISSUES
The Vermont Public Transit System Plan, as drafted for the Vermont Agency of Transportation (AOT),
clearly identifies the importance of State policy recognizing that the State's passenger transportation
system must take into account the needs of its residents and the needs of those who are visiting the State
or just passing through it. Assessing the role of the existing rail infrastructure is an important component
in fulfilling this mission.
'The Vermont Railroad Policy and Draft Action Plan, prepared in conjunction with the Vermont Public
Transit System Plan, is included as Appendix A.
The critical policy issue is to consider the market, commercial and economic feasibility, and contribution to
Vermont's mobility of expanded passenger rail services. The specific possibilitiesdiscussed above and
analyzedwithin this report will form the basisfor future investmentactions by the State of Vermont.
RAIL FREIGHT ISSUES
A review of the State's transportation policy documents and discussions with Vermont companies
providing and relying on rail freight service indicate a number of issues stemming from State policies and
practices that affect rail freight service in Vermont. A summary of these issues (which are discussed
below) is as follows:
Should the State pay the expense of maintaining a critical railroad freight network to meet specific
operating criteria?
Should the State of Vermont modify its economic/industrial development policy to encourage local
industry, which would be a net user of rail for itsfreight needs?
Should Vermont increase its current level and the nature of its investment in its railroad network?
How should Vermont treat its tenant railroads?
Should Vermont provide equipment to railroadson a pooled based for specific services such as brush
cutting, weed control, and maintenance-of-way?
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.Shouldthe State provide assistance to railroads in dealing with State regulations?
Should the State equalizetreatmentof State-ownedand private railroads?
Should the State take full responsibilityfor highway protection and pay all grade crossing costs?
Each of these topics is discussed below.
Taxation of Railroads
Research should be conducted to document the State's taxes paid by railroads by type over the past ten
years. This could be compared with national averages and levels in neighboring states. This is an issue
being addressed by the Economic Development Conference for business in Vermont in general. This
analysis would be essential to the development of balanced transportation policies and incentives. For
example, even if Vermont's railroad tax practices may be similar to national experience, they could be
favorably compared with those for non-transport industries, yet be unfavorable compared with truck
taxation. Tax treatment should be consistentwith the State's objectives in reinforcing rail freight.
Treatment of Railroads
It is appropriate for the State to acknowledge the critical service provided by freight railroads. Public
officials and the general public need to recognize the dramatic impact that would occur were all freight
(including hazardous material)to be taken off the railroadsand movedon the highways.
The consequenceseems to be that freight railroads merit some priority in funding of projectsto which the
State is obligated and committed. The State, however, may consider the need to provide assistance to
the railroadsthat own their rights-of-way as well, particularlyon an "essential" rail network.
State Ownership of Maintenance Equipment.
Specialty railroad maintenance equipment is not used sufficientlyon small railroadsto justify purchase but
could be justified were railroads to pool resources and share the expense. This idea appears to have
merit, with primary impediments being organization and financing. The State could purchase such
equipment and make it available throughout the State by assigning management responsibilityto one of
its tenant railroads. Certainly, were the State to have such equipment available, it would be difficult to
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justify making it available to the renters on terms more favorable than those offered to other railroads in
the State.
Assistance in Dealing with State Regulations.
Railroads in Vermont make use of legal assistance in Montpelier in doing business in the State. It would
seem appropriate for the AOT Rail, Air, and Public Transportation Department to have an interest in
supporting its tenants' interests in dealing with the State. Similarly, energy and environmental benefits of
moving freight by rail suggest that agencies specializing in those areas could provide such assistance to
all the railroads in certain circumstances. Finally, to the extent that economic development agencies
assist companies in developing new business in Vermont, railroads would likely benefit from access to
such expertise.
Differentiating Among Railroads
Legal responsibilityassociated with ownership, as well as agreements entered into by the State to provide
investment in other projects (such as clearances for double stack), would require a policy-based
justification including the benefits to the State, the essential nature of the right-of-way, the impact of a
particular investment on economic development, the creation of jobs, the use for State-sponsored
passenger operations, etc.
Responsibility for Highway Grade Crossings
Providing warning where railroads cross public highways clearly benefits the motoring public and as such
could be provided and maintained by the State. Research as to State law on rights and liabilities of the
railroad as a private property owner at crossings, as well as of the railroad as a renter on public property,
should be considered in developing policy. This issue will become more important in the future as costs
rise when more crossings are signaled and old, obsolete crossings have been replaced. Already, annual
maintenance on a single-gated crossing may be half as much as a mile of shortline track (excluding tie
and rail replacement), and each year more crossbucks are replaced with signals at highway crossings.
There may be a strong argument for more State financial responsibility in this area as an element of the
State's overall traffic control operations and maintenance budget, especially on publicly owned rights-ofway.

.

.

2. PASSENGER RAIL FEASIBILITY
L

INTRODUCTION
One purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of instituting passenger rail service in Vermont.
Extended Amtrak service, commuter service or tourist service would operate over rail right-of-way of
varying quality that is under both State and private ownership. Each of these different service types have
service plans, fleet requirements, costs, and consumer demand. Ultimately, recommended rail service for
Vermont might represent components of each of these three alternatives. Therefore, it is important to
follow a similar analysis methodology in each case.
The analysis of each alternative requires the identification of critical pieces of information or "building
blocks." The elements of this analysis are:

-

Physical Inventory Assess the condition of the physical infrastructure and identify the requirements
to operate passenger service.
Operational Service Plans

- Propose routes, schedules, stations and intermodal connections for

different service types.

-

Ridership/Patronage Assess the potential demand for each passenger service.

-

Ancillary Issues Identify environmental and economic impacts of proposed rail service and identify
equipment, facility, and infrastructure requirementsto provide service.

-

Cost Estimates ldentify capital and operatingcosts for each service alternative.

-

Funding Issues Evaluate the funding requirements and identify opportunities for financing capital
and operating costs, through both public and private resources.

-

Action Plan ldentify a plan for implementing service.

-

Preliminary Market Plan ldentify a plan for promotingservice.
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Evaluationof Options - Analyze market and costlbenefit of each passenger service option.
Synthesized Service Alternative - Identify a comprehensive service plan to meet inter-city, commuter,
and tourist travel requirements.
The focus of this analysis is on the passenger service options. Each option is evaluated as a stand-alone
service. Several options are proposed to operate over the same rail rights-of-way. In the case of all
options, an in-depthassessment of the existing rail infrastructurewas a critical first step. For each of the
analysis components, an overall assessment was performed as well as service-specific analyses. For
example, the physical inventory identified the condition of each relevant track segment as well as specific
improvements required for each service type. Often the improvement requirements are the same for
commuter, tourist or Amtrak service.
The following analysis incorporates the four subjects of this study into the building block structure. They
are:

.

Amtrak service,
Tourist service,
Commuter service, and
Commuter service during Route 7 (Shelburne Road) reconstruction.

Within each building block, specific attention is paidto these tasks. The conclusionsand findings relevant
to each task are presented in the appropriatesection.

PHYSICAL INVENTORY

The conditions of the existing infrastructures of five existing Vermont railways were analyzed for
passengertrain use. These railways include:
Palmer, Roxbury and Winooski Subdivisions of the CentralVermont Railway;
Washington County Railroadfrom MontpelierJunctionto Barre;
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Vermont Railway from Rutlandto Burlington;

. .

Whitehall Branch of the Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad; and
Green Mountain Railroad.

.

.

A segment of the Palmer Subdivision of the Central Vermont Railway between Bellows Falls and Windsor,
which is in New Hampshire (recently of the Boston.&Maine), is also considered in this analysis.
Freight service currently exists on all these railways. The Central Vermont Railway is the only railway with
continuously scheduled passenger service since it is used by Amtrak's Montrealer. Of the five railways
analyzed for passengertrain service, excursion (tourist and special) passenger trains currently run on only
the Green Mountain Railroad.
For each of the rail segments identified for possible passenger service, an assessment of the physical
condition was performed. This assessment was based on the review of existing railroad documentation
and a physical inspection. The assessment of each rail segment identified existing conditions and the
upgrade necessary for the operation of passenger service. Each of the service options under study,
however, has different service requirements. For example, service qualities of a commuter service,
operating on schedules to arrive at workplace destinations at specified times, are different from those of a
tourist-type service that has more flexibility in both arrival and departure times as well as total travel time.
Similarly, the requirements for inter-city service, as provided by Amtrak, must comply with Amtrak
operating standards for ride quality, equipment, and speed. Therefore, the suggested upgrade
requirements for each rail segment may cover a range of service options.

METHODOLOGY
ASSESSMENTS
Right-of-way assessments were performed to determine the feasibility of existing railway facilities to
accommodate passenger train service. The assessments were basedaon existing railway documents
(includingtrack charts, maintenance records and personnel interviews) and a field inspection.
The Vermont Railway, Clarendon & PiltsfordRailroad and Green Mountain Railroadwere inspected using
a high rail vehicle (a standard highway vehicle that has equipment enabling it to ride on the rails) in order
to obtain field documentation of their existing conditions. Randomly selected locations of the Central
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Vermont
Railway and the Washington County Railroad were visited to obtain information on the existing
. .
conditions of those lines.
Visual right-of-way inspections were performed. Track drainage, subgrade, ballast, track structure and rail
conditions were visually examined; however, no detailed measurements were taken. Based on the visual
inspections and data supplied by the railways, the conditions of the rights-of-waywere assessed. General
descriptions of the rights-of-way, organized by railway, follow.
UPGRADE REQLIIREMENTS
Discussions about the upgrading requirements for desired services (commuter, expanded passenger and
tourist train) were prepared for each section under study. Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) track
classifications are used throughout the discussions to indicate the recommended track condition to
accommodate passenger train operations over the line without any speed restrictions.
Railway improvement requirements were determined based on desired operating speeds and travel trip
times for trains operating over the rail lines. This allows capital costs for upgrading the existing rail lines
to be compared with passenger train trip times.
The minimum speed that is desirable for a passenger train in this study is 30 mph. The minimum
acceptable track condition required for passenger operation, therefore, is FRA Class 2. It must be
realized that the FRA standards are minimum safety requirements for operating at a particular speed
range on any given track. Meeting FRA safety requirements does not ensure an absolutely safe or
comfortable ride. ,Similarly, maintenance requirements and costs increase when running regular
passenger service over track meeting only the minimum FRA safety requirements. Table 2.1 on the
following page provides the maximum authorized speed (MAS) associated with each class of track.
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Table 2.1

MAXIMUM AUTHORIZED SPEEDS FOR PASSENGER TRAINS
Over track that meets all the
requirements prescribed in
FRA Part 213 Section 9
Class 1 Track
Class 2 Track
Class 3 Track
Class 4 Track
Class 5 Track
Class 6 Track

Maximum
Passenger
speed
15
30
60
80
90
110

For most of the lines studied, passenger maximum authorized speeds of 30 rnph and 59 rnph are the
basis of improvement recommendations (although Class 3 track is rated at 60 rnph, 59 rnph is the
maximum allowable speed on Class 3 track in non-signaled territory). We did not consider upgrading the
existing rights-of-way for speeds greater than 60 rnph because it is believed that civillspeed constraints
(areas on the line where speed is restricted by the horizontal and vertical alignment of the right-of-way)
would prevent a noticeable savings in trip times, and track and signal improvement costs would be
excessive for the systems to be economical based on patronage projections.
It is important to note that when upgrading track to achieve the maximum allowable speed for a particular
FRA classification, construction tolerances should be less than FRA maximum allowable track deviation
(maintenance) tolerances. In other words, to upgrade a track for 60 rnph (the maximum allowable speed
for FRA Class 3 service), the reconstructiontolerances will be closer to FRA Class 4 allowable tolerances.
This takes into account degradation caused by normal operations.
Improvement recommendations are based on upgrading the existing rail lines for economic, safe and
reliable passenger service. Of the railways studied for passenger service, only the Roxbury and Palmer
Subdivisions have a normalized maintenance program capable of supporting both freight and regularly
scheduled passenger service. The other rail lines currently have deferred or spot maintenance programs
that are largely dependent on the availability of external funding sources or the vagaries of business
revenues. Although the Vermont Railway, Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad and the Green Mountain

l ~ i v irefers
l
to physical or structural characteristics.
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Railroad all have right-of-way improvement programs scheduled, these programs are not adequate to
upgrade or maintain the railways sufficiently for regularly scheduled passenger service.
Running safe, reliable, comfortable and economic passenger service that will attract and sustain ridership
requires the improvements recommended in this report. Except for the Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions,
all the rail lines considered in this study require a substantial capital investment to provide a right-of-way
that could support an economic normalized maintenance program required for commuter or Amtrak
service. This initial capital investment would reduce the annual maintenance costs and, over the long
term, be more cost effective.
In general, rights-of-way supporting passenger traffic are normally maintained to at least FRA Class 3
standards regardless of desired operating speeds. This provides a strong maintenance program base
whereby track problems or deviations are usually minor and can be corrected economically without an
extended impact on operations. Trackage that is maintained at a condition lower than Class 3 may
require frequent and significant work and maintenance expenditures to correct abnormalities that may
occur through normal operations and the impact of winter weather.
All lines that will support either commuter or expanded Amtrak passenger service should be upgraded to a
condition that will allow a normalized maintenance program to FRA Class 3 standards. Amtrak has stated
that they will not consider regular operation over lines that are not maintained to at least Class 3
standards. Where tourist trains will be the only passenger traffic on the line, it may be feasible to upgrade
the track so it can be normally maintained to FRA Class 2 standards. Maintenance costs, however, may
surpass the initial capital cost savings in the long run. Since the Vermont Railway is currently a Class 3
railroad with slow orders due to track degradation, it is recommended that the entire railroad be upgraded
for a normalized maintenance program .conforming to FRA Class 3 standards for the operation of
commuter, expanded Amtrak or tourist train service.
Capital cost estimates for all lines considered for passenger service assume maintenance to FRA Class 3
standards. Since the frequency and level of service requirements for passenger trains in Vermont may be
less than in other U.S. settings, capital costs to upgrade to a condition that will support normalized
maintenance to only FRA Class 2 tolerances have also been determined, except for lines that are already
Class 3 railroads. Again, for commuter service, it is recommended, and for Amtrak required, that the track
be upgraded for a normalized maintenance program conforming to FRA Class 3 standards.
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The.capital
investment recommended in this report could be deferred and programmed over a multiyear
.
period; however, this would result in an increase in normal maintenance activities and costs to support
additional rail traffic, maintain reliable service and provide a comfortable ride. Deferring an investment in
upgrading the quality of the right-of-way could impact passenger ride quality and operating speeds, with
increased maintenance track time losses and reduced reliability. Deferring the initial capital investment,
however, may enable passenger service to be more quickly implemented and permit.a multiyear financial
strategy within the capabilities of the State.
RAIL IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS AND TERMINOLOGY
Rail is primarily classified by two characteristics: weight per linear yard and profile (cross-section) design.
For example, standard main line rail is designated as 136 RE, which notes that one linear yard weighs
136 pounds and the profile of the rail is of the American Railway EngineeringAssociation (AREA) design.
Rail sections that are currently rolled today for use on passenger or freight railways range from 100 to 140
pounds. Today, 115 pound or heavier rail is usually used on main lines. Lighter new and relay (used) rail
sections are usually confined to sidings or secondary tracks. Relay rail is classified by head (rail profile)
wear. Class 1 wear represents the category with the least amount of head wear.
Throughout the history of railroads, many rail section designs have evolved. Currently, the standard
sections for U.S. railroads are AREA design, which are designated "RE" after the weight per yard of the
section. American Railroad Association (ARA) sections are' still rolled in U.S. steel mills, are used mostly
on transit systems, and are currently designated as "RA" and "RB" sections depending on the design. In
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, several railroads, including the New York Central and Pennsylvania
Railroads, had their own standard rail sections. Dudley rail, which is largely found throughout Vermont,
was a standard section of the New York Central and was designed by P.H. Dudley beginning in 1888.
Originally, rail was joined together using bolted joints and consisted of two fish plates held in place by
bolts, nuts and washers. 'These joints have a tendency to loosen over time causing rail batter, track
pumping, and increased wheel and rail wear. As early as 1930, continuously welded rail (CWR) was
introduced in the United States. It was quickly realized by railroads that CWR increases rail life and
reduces track maintenance. Advantages of CWR include longer rail life due to the elimination of joint
wear and rail batter, a reduction in wheel wear, a reduction in the frequency of rail replacement, and better
track conductivity in signalized track territories.
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Existing
rail on most of the lines under study is jointed. Much of the rail, particularly on the Vermont
..
Railway, Washington County Railroad and Green Mountain Railroad, dates back to the 1920s. Post11940
rail is considered less prone to rail cracks and failures due to the introduction of the controlled cooling
process in 1931 and the addition of high amounts of carbon in steel making beginning in the late 1930s.
These manufacturing improvements made rail more ductile, tougher, and harder than pre-1930 rail.
Most of the pre-1930 vintage rail on the railways studied are 80, 85 and 90 pound sections. The
Clarendon & Pittsford and Vermont Railway have performed and scheduled incremental rail replacement
programs to replace this rail; however, considerable amounts of rail on the Green Mountain Railroad still
consist of 90 pound Dudley sections pre-dating 1930.
To operate safe, comfortable and maintainable passenger service, pre-1930 rail should be replaced.with
new or relay (used) rail having section weights of at least 100 pounds per linear yard. This type of rail
replacement program is required to maintain track supporting passenger service at FRA Class 2
tolerances. Currently the Clarendon & Pittsford and Vermont Railway are undertaking incremental rail
replacement programs to replace 80,85 and 90 pound sections with Dudley or ARA "RA" Class 1 relay
rail. The Clarendon & Pittsford will install approximately 10,560 track feet of 100 pound RA relay rail and
the Vermont Railway will install approximately 15,840 track feet of 105 pound Dudley relay rail in 1993.
Although some of the 80, 85 and 90 pound rail might, for the short term, support 30 mph passenger
operation, it will not support reliable and comfortable passenger sewice; similarly, maintaining the track
would be quite difficult and expensive, with frequent service disruptions. For 60 mph operation, all 80, 85
and 90 pound rail pre-dating the 1930s should be replaced. Eventually, regardless of the function
performed by the railroads (passenger or freight), all this older rail must be replaced.
Rail condition also impacts other track components. Light rail sections with jointed construction tend to
promote pumping due to bending stresses at the joints. Track modulus (track stiffness) is greatly
improved by using heavier rail sections and repairing (tightening) joints. CWR, which eliminates joints
altogether, provides the greatest improvement in track modulus on ballasted track. The staff of several
railroads have indicated that subgrade problems on the railways could be improved if CWR is installed.
They believe that other reductions in maintenance activities could also be realized through CWR
installation.
It is recommended that for all rail replacement programs, new or Class 1 relay CWR be installed.
Installationcosts of jointed rail tend to outweigh the welding cqsts. Maintenance-of-way activities are also

.

,
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substantially
reduced in track with CWR as opposed to track with jointed rail. Where jointed track will not
. .
be replaced with CWR, the existing track should be repaired before passenger service runs. where
necessary, these repairs would consist of tightening or replacing rail joints, anchoring rail, respiking and
other track repairs.
Cross-ties are an essential component of the track structure. They transfer loads from the rails directly
into the ballast, restrain the track from lateral movement, aid in anchoring rail and help maintain track
gage. For these reasons, the .FRA has stringent tie requirements for each track classification. Generally,
in climates similar to Vermont timber cross-ties have life spans of between 25 and 35 years. Soft wood tie
life spans are often considerably shorter than those of hard wood ties. Similarly, there are tremendous
economies of scale in performing an automated continuous (rather than a spot) tie replacement program.
For most of the railways, tie replacement programs are required before reliable, cost-effective passerrger
service can run over their trackage.
Ballast principally serves three functions: it transfers load from ties into the subgrade, it provides a
resilient track structure capable of holding line and surface, and it provides a means for runoff to be
removed from the track structure. Hard crush rock such as granite or trap rock are the recommended
materials for ballast. Other materials such as cinders do not provide adequate support or drainage
properties to appropriately support a reliable and maintainable system.
Good drainage is k n important function of a road bed. Track that is not drained properly frequently loses
its line and grade and requires large maintenance expenditures. Many track bed and subgrade problems
can be reduced with drainage improvements.
The subgrade provides the foundation of the track bed. Several railways in this study have significant
subgrade problems that cause track conditions requiring frequent and costly maintenance activities.
Improving poor subgrade conditions is largely an investment in reducing future maintenance costs.
ONGOING MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
Future maintenance costs will depend on the capital investment in upgrading or reconstructing the track
and roadbed. This study recommends an investment program that would ensure reliable and
maintainable passenger operations. Reliable service requires that track repairs and speed restrictions do
not interfere with regularly scheduled service. An economically maintained track structure will allow the
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track to be conservatively inspected, repaired and upgraded to support additional passenger train
operations and ensure reliability.
Once capital improvements are undertaken, a normalized maintenance program will be required to ensure
service reliability and to maintain the value of the capital investment. Normalized maintenance will keep
the track at its upgraded condition by programmatically replacing long-lived track materials (materials that
have reached the age of their useful life) and by routine maintenance (day-to-day repairs) required for
normal wear and tear.
Individual track components have different service lives, so one or more track components is constantly
being renewed. Some typical component lives given light traffic are shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2

TYPICAL COMPONENT SERVICE LIVES

COMPONENT

sEBmuEE

Ties

25 to 35 years

Surfacing (Track Smoothing)

5to 10 years

Rail

50 to 100 years

Road Crossings

15 to 20 years

Timber Bridges

50 to 75 years

Steel Bridges

100 years or more

Normalized maintenance over a given period of time is a theoretical estimate of what must be expended
each year on average to repair wear and deterioration of the property over that period. Since components
fail at different times, actual expenditures may be higher some years and lower in others, although the
average should equal the normalized maintenance level. The normalized maintenance concept applies to
all track expenditures, although accounting practices divide them into two categories: capital and
expense. This division closely parallels railroad management distinctions of program maintenance
(planned replacement of long-lived components) and routine maintenance (day-to-day repairs,
emergencies and work done every year such as weed and brush control). Program maintenance often
may be postponed (or 'deferredn), although the cost to do so often is higher than first believed. Routine
maintenance is largely inescapable.
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Tie Renewals
and Windows of Opportunity
..
Ties are important because : 1) tie replacement can represent more than one-third of light-density rail line
maintenance expenditures, 2) ties on any particular line segment represent a major expense when
replaced at 5- to 10-year intervals and 3) much government rehabilitation funding is for ties.
Understanding tie renewal cycles can help Vermont anticipate railroad problems and plan for needs rather
than react afterwards at a higher cost.
Railroads do not replace a few ties per mile each year. They use the more economical approach of
waiting until sufficient numbers require replacement to justify disturbing the roadbed. This 5- to 10-year
frequency can create sharp spikes in maintenance expenditures. Since typical tie life on a light traffic line
in Vermont is 25 to 35 years, a typical eight-year replacement program would require replacing about 800
ties per mile in each of four cycles. Such a program, including roadbed smoothing (surfacing), would cost
about $45,000 per mile, about 5 to 10 times all other annual maintenance expenses. Since many areas
of a line need work, State-funded jobs with fixed resources often reduce the number of ties installed per
mile to extend the number of miles that can be rehabilitated. This practice results in more track being in a
"rehabilitated" condition, but it may shorten the effective life of rehabilitation to five years or less. In
theory, each line should be subdivided into segments, one of which is renewed each year.
If rail revenue declines following tie replacement, a railroad finds its income insufficient to justify tie
expenditures and the ties continue to deteriorate until the line is inoperable. While called deferred
maintenance, this is more accurately described as capital disinvestment/reclamation.
Thus, whenever a government entity provides rehabilitation money, it does not buy a permanent solution

-- instead it is purchasing a 'window of opportunity" whereby the railroad can afford to maintain the track
at the desired FRA Class with only routine maintenance for another eight years or so. If the railroad
(rather than the government) is to pay for the next round of tie installations, it must have adequate
revenues, i.e., new business. 'Thus, a railroad has an eight-year "window of opportunity" to seek new
business; otherwise it must return to the State for rehabilitation funds if it is to sunrive.
Likewise, if the State wishes to avoid a future decision about whether to fund more rehabilitation or to
allow rail line abandonment, it must at least monitor a railroad's revenue progress, or at most become an
active participant during this "window of opportunity" to encourage rail use and avoid the need to make
future public expenditures.

..

.-
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When
additional passenger service is added to the lines, railroad maintenance costs can be expected to
. .
increase. Again, the condition of the right-of-way before passenger train operation begins will largely
determine maintenance expenditures while passenger service is in continuous operation. For example,
existing jointed rail is more costly to maintain than new or Class 1 relay CWR. Joints will come loose, rail
ends will batter and isolated pumping action may occur at joints. Similarly, line and gage will be more
difficult to maintain without sufficient cross-ties in good condition or with worn, jointed rail.
Costs of Deferring Maintenance
Since rail operations could be conducted safely for several more years, albeit at slower speeds, without
track maintenance, it often seems that one could wait another year and not replace a tie (or other track
component). If all one needs to meet Federal track safety Class 22 track standards is eight good ties per
39-foot section of rail, why rehabilitate track to fifteen or more good ties per rail? There are essentially
two reasons. First, since Federal standards are minimum standards, bare compliance today naturally
erodes to non-compliance tomorrow. Second, the fewer good ties in a rail, the faster the rate of
deterioration and the sooner the time of failure. Although FRA Class 2 conditions are necessary for
efficient over-the-road daily operations, most railroads would maintain track to meet Class 33, or higher
standards, so that any problems or deviations that occur are minor and can be repaired readily by track
forces without an extended reduction in service.
There are other effects of failing to replace ties in a timely manner. If tie replacement is postponed,
adjacent ties must carry increased loads and remaining ties will fail prematurely. Also, as a result, rail
ends become permanently bent, shortening rail life. In addition, non-maintenance costs increase; that is,
derailments and slow orders to 10 mph increase, which in turn increases labor and freight carhire costs
and wastes fuel because of extra braking and acceleration. Rail work force productivity also decreases
when it is necessary to respond to problems instead of performing preventive maintenance. Finally, rail
operations over some worn out materials, for example bent rail, can continue only with repeated repair
work to the defective rail.

*Maximum speed for Class 2 freight service is 25 mph for freight and 30 mph for passenger.
3Maximum speed for Class 3 freight service is 40 mph and 60 mph for passenger service.
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CENTRAL VERMONT RAILWAY
Three subdivisions of the Central Vermont Railway could be used for commuter, expanded Amtrak or
tourist train service: The Palmer Subdivision between Brattleboro and Windsor, the Roxbury Subdivision
between Windsor and St. Albans, and the Winooski Subdivision between Essex Junction and Burlington.
The portion of the Palmer Subdivision between Windsor and Bellows Falls is located in western New
Hampshire.
The Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions are currently used by Amtrak for passenger service. Amtrak
passenger stations might be used for commuter and tourist train service in St. Albans, Essex Junction,
Waterbury, Montpelier Junction, White River Junction, Bellows Falls and Brattleboro. 'The subdivisions
are also used for Central Vermont freight service. The Winooski Subdivision is used for freight service
only.
Vermont commuter service would operate between St. Albans and Burlington and between Montpelier
Junction, Montpelier or Barre and Burlington via portions of the Roxbury Subdivision and the Winooski
Subdivision. Tourist trains would operate between Bellows Falls and Burlington via portions of the Palmer
.and Roxbury Subdivisions and the Winooski Subdivision. Expanded Amtrak service might operate over
all three divisions from Burlington to Brattleboro.
EXISTING CONDITION
Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions
The Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions consist of single-track right-of-way with numerous passing sidings
currently in use. Because the Palmer Subdivision was historically double track between Claremont
Junction, New Hampshire, and the Massachusetts State Line, many of its passing sidings are more than a
mile long. The trackage is rated FRA Class 3. Currently maximum operating speeds on the subdivisions
are 59 mph for passenger service and 40 mph for freight service.
Generally, speeds on the right-of-way are not restricted by the physical plant configuration. Most curves
on the line are less than three degrees. There are a few curves greater than three degrees; however,
values of actual superelevation greater than three inches allow for no or minimal reductions in operating
speeds on some curves. Speed is restricted at a few locations because of interlocking plants or
clearances.
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At least
eighteen passing sidings on the Central Vermont Railway between Windsor and St. Albans could
..
be used for commuter, expanded Amtrak and tourist service. Facilities at these sidings are currently in
use and are in good condition.

..

Most of the rail on the two subdivisions is 115RE jointed. There are several sections of 115RE
continuously welded rail (CWR) between Brattleboro and Montpelier. Small sections of 100RA rail are
found throughout the subdivisions
Parts of the Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions are signalized. Signal and communication systems on the
subdivisions are as follows:
Centralized traffic control (CTC) between the Massachusetts State Line, Brattleboro and Windsor,
controlled remotely by the Central Vermont Dispatcher in St. Albans.
Automatic block signals (ABS) betweenWindsor and White River Junction.
Outside CTC territory, train dispatching and safe separation of trains between White River Junction
and St. Albans is by a computer-aided occupancy control system (OCS) with authority for train
movementsgiven by radio.
Three separate interlockings,all controlled by the train dispatcher, are located in St. Albans.
Major bridge structures are locatedover the Connecticut River at Windsor and Bellows Falls, the Lamoille
River at Georgia and the Sugar River at Claremont, New Hampshire. A tunnel is located beneath the
town center of Bellows Falls; its clearances were improved by the predecessor Boston & Maine. The
tunnel, however, cannot accommodatetri-level auto racks or double stack containers. The tunnel abuts a
bridge that crosses a hydroelectric dam impoundment area, making further clearance improvements
difficult.
Central Vermont Railway headquarters, dispatching, engineering, freight car and diesel repair facilities are
located in St. Albans.
The Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions have numerous public grade crossings. Public grade crossings
are protected by gates and flashers, flashers only, or crossbucksonly. Privatecrossings are protected by
crossbucks or warning signs.

I
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Winooski
Subdivision
. .
The condition of the seven-mile-long Winooski Subdivision, located between Burlington and Essex
Junction, is fair. Present freight train speed limits over the subdivision indicate that most of the track is at
least FRA Class 2. Two areas, however, have slow orders because of poor track condition. They include
the Winooski Tunnel,and an area under overpasses between Mileposts 3.00 and 3.28.
Generally, the track structure appears substandard for regular passenger service. There is poor drainage
along the right-of-way. Ballast mostly consists of cinders. Much of the rail shows excessive wear. Both

90 and 100 pound rail exists on the branch. Rail is supported on AREA Class 3 (6 inch) cross-ties.
As noted, there is an existing tunnel on the Winooski line. This tunnel is approximately 340 feet long from
back of portal to back of portal and imposes clearance restrictions on the line. The tunnel is adequate for
"Plate C" freight cars at 10 mph; however, the tunnel might impose a clearance restriction for standard
passenger cars due to poor track conditions. The tunnel also has several moisture leaks in its walls and
ceiling.
There is a radio-dispatched occupational control system (OCS) on the Winooski Subdivision. Only
Central Vermont trains currently operate on the line. All grade crossings on the subdivision, with the
exception of Intervale Road, are protected with flashers and often gates.
At Essex Junction, the switches connecting the two legs of the Winooski Subdivision wye to the Roxbury
Subdivision are hand thrown. This requires a trainman to throw switches for train movements. Power
switches could be added and interlocked at the wye. The interlocking could be remotely controlled by the
dispatcher in St. Albans.
UPGRADE REQUIREMENTS
Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions Existing Rights-of-way
Because Amtrak currently runs over the railway in the Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions, no upgrading is
required for commuter, expanded Amtrak or tourist train service. Some additional maintenance-of-way
will be required by the railway since more traffic will be operating over the line; however, these costs
should be minimal.
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Winooski
Subdivision Existing Right-of-way
..
The Winooski Subdivision would be upgraded for either FRA Class 2 maintenance (30 mph maximum
authorized speed [MAS]) or Class 3 maintenance (59 mph MAS). Although most of the line is currently in
FRA Class 2 condition, a moderate amount of work would be required to upgrade for reliable and
comfortable 30 mph.passenger operation. Drainage improvements consisting of ditching each side of the
track would be made. The entire line would be retied and topped off with crushed rock ballast. Rail
showing excessive wear or defects would be replaced, and loose rail joints would be repaired.

.

Several areas on the Winooski Subdivision require upgrading for any passenger service. The tunnel
requires track rehabilitation to remove the slow order and improve clearances. The track profile in the
tunnel could be lowered approximately six inches by undercutting to improve passenger train clearance.
Lowering the track, however, would not improve existing freight clearances. (Chipping the tunnel to
improve clearances is not a suitable alternative because of the brick arch type construction of the tunnel.)
The area under the overpasses between Mileposts 3.00 and 3.28 requires drainage improvements

-

currently runoff collects, but does not drain, in the track bed of the almost zero grade track area causing
pumping and other track irregularities. The Railway has identified seven crossings that need rebuilding or
repair before passenger service can run over the line. These crossings are located at Mileposts 2.31,
3.54,4.6, 5.45,6.45,7.37 and 7.66.
Moisture leakage occurs in the tunnel walls and ceiling and may require repairs. Passenger rail or tourist
excursion service might be able to operate through the tunnel initially without the repairs; however, it is
recommended that a detailed assessment of the tunnel be performed before the tunnel is used for
passenger or excursion service.
The CV has indicated that maintenance costs on the line could be significantly reduced with the
installation of CWR. Depending on the desirable track condition for initial service, CWR installation could
be phased over a multiyear period with an initial replacement of substandard rail. Central Vermont

-

Railway's policy is to install CWR during any track rehabilitation program installing jointed replacement
rail is not cost effective according to Railway officials.
Other improvements vary depending on the decision to upgrade the track for either Class 2 or Class 3
maintenance. Again, for the most economical track maintenance program, the track should be initially
upgraded for maintenance to Class 3 standards regardless of the desired MAS.
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Specifically,
it is estimatedthat the following work would be requiredto upgrade the Winooski Subdivision
. .
for 30 mph passenger train operation and a normalizedmaintenance program to FRA Class 2 standards:
Replace and interlockthe Essex Junction wye turnouts;
Replace approximately23,000 track feet of rail showing excessive head wear;
Replace approximately35%, or 7,400, cross ties;
Repair approximately 18,000 feet of jointed track;
Raise, line and surface the entire subdivision;
Rebuild 5 public and 2 private at-gradecrossings;
Undercut and rebuild track in the Winooski Tunnel;

*

Improve drainage by defining ditches for approximately31,700 feet of track and provide an adequate
drainage system between Mileposts3.00 and 3.28; and
Rebuildtwo turnouts.

Most of the rail not initially replaced on the system (approximately 18,100 track feet) should be replaced
with CWR. This should be accomplished as part of a multiyearcapital improvement program.
Extensive trackwork would be required to provide a reliable, comfortable and maintainable passenger
service at speeds over 30 mph. The track would be upgraded for a normalized Class 3 maintenance
program and reliable passenger service.

The effort involved would require the same drainage

improvements as for 30 mph service as well as additional undercuttingat select locations. More cross-tie
replacements would be required. All existing rail would be replaced with new or relay CWR with at least
100 pound sections.
It is estimated that the following work would be required to upgrade the Winooski Subdivision for
normalized Class 3 maintenance and passengertrain speeds exceeding 30 mph:
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Replaceand
interlock the Essex Junction wye turnouts;
.

.

Replace rail on the entire subdivision,with 100 pound or heavier new or Class 1 relay CWR;
Replaceapproximately50%, or 10,500, cross ties;
Raise, line and surfacethe entire subdivision;
Rebuild 5 public and 2 private at-gradecrossings;
Undercut and rebuild track inthe Winooski Tunnel;
Undercut the track at existing bridge and at-grade crossing approaches and through the tunnel
(approximately16,800 feet of track);
Improve drainage by defining ditches for approximately31,700 feet of track and provide an adequate
drainage system between Mileposts 3.00 and 3.28; and
Rebuildtwo turnouts.

The Washington County Railroad connects to the Central Vermont Railway at Montpelier Junction.
Trackage on the Washington County Railroad between Montpelier Junction and Barre has been
examined for commuter service to Burlington.
EXISTING CONDmON
The single-track Washington County Railroadbetween MontpelierJunction and Barre is in poor condition.
Freight trains currently operate at restricted speeds of 10 mph over the 14-mile segment. The track
structure is overgrown with vegetation on long sections of the right-of-way. Areas of the line used by
Barre rail car builder, Bombardier, appear to be in better condition than areas that are not; however, all
trackage appears to be below FRA Class 2 standards.
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Much of the track bed has poor drainage. Similarly, ballast is severely fouled and overgrown with
vegetation and a considerable number of ties have deteriorated. Rail is jointed and consists of 80,85 and
90 pound sections. Most of the alignment is insufficiently rail anchored; thus, rail creep (longitudinal

displacement of the rail) is apparent.
The right-of-way is.also plagued by sharp curves and unprotected at-grade crossings that reduce
operating speeds. There are several 8 and 10 degree curves. 'Three hundred feet of the north wye track
at Montpelier Junction connecting the Washington County Railroad to the Central Vermont Railway have
been removed. Currently a parking area exists where the track used to be.
UPGRADE REQUIREMENTS
Even with right-of-way improvements to FRA Class 3, operating speeds would be severely limited.
Because of the high degree of curvature on the line, the average achievable passenger train speed would
be less than 35 mph, although the maximum allowable operating speed would be 59 mph (the highest
allowable speed for passeoger trains running over lines with no train control signal system).
Operating any reliable and comfortable commuter service on this line requires extensive track
improvements. Substantial drainage improvements, undercutting, surfacing, and cross-tie and rail
replacement would be required for commuter operations.
Regardless of the operating speed for which the line is upgraded, maintenance-of-way costs for the
Washington County Railroad would significantly increase for passenger train operations. A much higher
degree of maintenance would be required to run commuter service over the line.
Upgrading for 30 mph Passenger Train MAS and FRA Class 2 Maintenance
To obtain a condition suitable for passenger rail service with a 30 mph MAS, substantial track
improvements are required. The track would be upgraded to a condition where it would be maintained to
at least FRA Class 2 standards.
The roadbed requires substantial improvements. These improvements include ditching and surfacing
substantial portions of the line. Similarly, ballast would need to be undercut in some areas and replaced
with new crushed rock ballast. Significant amounts of ties would be replaced.
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Because
of the condition of the existing rail, a significant amount of rail should be replaced with 100
. .
pound or heavier new or Class 1 relay rail sections. The remainingexisting rail would have joints repaired
and additional anchors installed.
For 30 mph passenger train operations, it is not anticipated that turnouts would be replaced. Spot switch
tie replacement, however, would be required.
It is estimated that the following work would be requiredto upgrade the Washington County Railroad for
30 mph passenger train operation:
Repair the sink hole at Pioneer Street;
Undercut approximately 4,300 feet of track and replace existing ballast with clean crushed rock
ballast;
Brushcut along 4,300 feet of track;
Improvedrainage by defining ditches over most of the line, or approximately42,800 feet of track;
Raise, line and surface the entire subdivision;
Replace rail showing excessive wear or defects on approximately 12,900 feet of track;
Repair approximately30,000 feet of jointed track;
Replace approximately 35%, or 7,700, cross-ties;
Reconstructthe northwye track at Montpelier Junction and install two turnouts (in conjunction with the

CV); and
Rebuildsix public road crossings.
The remaining 30,000 track feet of rail could be replaced in a program that extends over several years. It
is assumedthe rail replacement programwould extend for seven years.
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Upgradingfor
Passenger Train Speeds Greater Than 30 mph and FRA Class 3 Maintenance
. .

To achieve passenger train speeds greater than 30 mph or a right-of-way capable of supporting FRA
Class 3 conditions on the Washington County Railroad, additional roadbed and trackwork would'be
required.
To allow for FRA Class 3 "alinement" and "gage" requirements and provide a safe and comfortable
operation, all existing rail on the line would be replaced. Similarly, approaches to undergrade bridges and
at-grade crossings would be undercut to provide smooth profile transitions for areas being surfaced.
Turnouts on the line would also be replaced to allow for better maintenance and to improve comfort at the
higher speeds.
To allow passenger train speeds of greater than 30 mph or FRA Class 3 maintenance on the Washington
County Railroad, the following work would be required:
Repairthe sink hole at Pioneer Street;
Undercut approximately 16,500 feet of track and replace existing ballast with clean crushed rock
ballast;
Brush cut along approximately4,300 feet of track;
Improvedrainage by defining ditches over most of the line, or approximately 42,800 feet of track;
Raise, line and surface the entire subdivision;
Replace rail on the entire line, or approximately42,900 track feet of new or Class 1 relay CWR having
sections at least 100 pounds or heavier;
Replace approximatelySO%, or 11,000, cross-ties;
Replace six turnouts;
Reconstruct the north wye track at Montpelier Junction and install two turnouts (in conjunction with
CV); and
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Rebuild six public crossings.
VERMONT RHLWAY

The Vermont Railway connects with the Green Mountain Railroad and Clarendon &. Pittsford Railroad in
Rutland. It also connects with the Winooski Branch of the Central Vermont Railway in Burlington. The
line is currently used solely for freight service.
The corridor was studied for upgrading for commuter, Amtrak and tourist train service. The Vermont
Railway was examined for 67 miles from Milepost 54.9 in Rutland to Milepost 121.91 in Burlington. The
Vermont Railway also maintains the connection to the Green Mountain Railroad in Rutland(approximately
two miles). This track provides the Vermont Railway revenue solely derived from the Green Mountain's
use.
EXISTING CONDITION

The Vermont Railway between Rutlandand Burlington has a single-track right-of-waywith approximately
nine passing sidings (seven sidings could be used for new service since two of the sidings are usually
occupied by freight cars). The line has a manual block system with no train control circuits. Blocks are
dispatched by radio during the day. No dispatcher is provided during evening and night hours. The
dispatcher is located in Burlington.
Vermont Railway provides its own right-of-wayservices. Maintenance-of-wayequipment and facilities are
located at Rutland and BurlingtonYards.
The line's horizontal and vertical alignments permit good operating speeds and controlled maintenance
costs. All curves on the Vennont Railway, except for one within the RutlandYard limits, are three degrees
or less, with most curves being less than two degrees. All grades on the line are below one percent.
Some private (farm) crossings on the line are unprotected and do not have whistle boards. Many local
and private crossings are paved with guard rail used as flange-ways.
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Much
of the right-of-way appears to be FRA Class 3; however, numerous areas on the line are currently
..
speed restricted because of track degradation. 'The present maximum operating speed on the line'is 40
rnph for freight service. For example, slow orders in October 1992 were as follows:
10 rnph over Route 3 Crossing, Milepost 56.62;

25 rnph from Mileposts 56.75 to 59.75;

10 rnph from Milepost 59.7 to Bridge 211, Milepost 60.9;

25 rnph over Bridge 219, Milepost 64.9;

25 rnph from Florence Crossing, Milepost 65.14 to Milepost 68.6;

10 rnph from Milepost 68.6 to Milepost 69.0;

25 rnph from Milepost 69.0 to Union Street Crossing, Brandon, Milepost 70.6;

25 rnph from Leicester Crossing, Milepost 76.32, to Hubbards Crossing, Milepost 79.4;
25 rnph from Milepost 84.8 to Milepost 86;

10 rnph at Bridge 241, Milepost 87.42;

10 rnph approachingTemporary Crossing at Milepost 87.66;

10 rnph approaching and over Bridge 241A at Milepost 87.73;

10 rnph from Milepost 95 to Milepost.98;

10 rnph from Milepost 100 to Milepost 101.4;

10 rnph from Milepost 104.5 to Milepost 109;

25 rnph from Milepost 109 to Milepost 119.1; and
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10mphfromMilepost119.1toMilepost120.1.

These slow orders amounted to approximately 12 miles of FRA Class 2 track and approximately 3 miles
of FRA Class 1 track.
Most of the poor track areas are caused by poor subgrade conditions. Much of the line was built in a
floodplain. The railroad's embankment was built of clay and has severe settlement problems in isolated
areas. Poor track conditions due to settlement begin at approximately Milepost 65.5 and continue through
Milepost 121, with the worst areas occurring around Mileposts 80,82 and 96.
The trackage is in cuts and the track does not drain properly on several areas on the right-of-way. Most of
these areas occur at overpasses.
At Milepost 60.8 side clearances are encroached upon by rock cuts. Retaining walls at Milepost 87 have
clearance restrictions.
Generally, ballast is in fair to good condition. It consists mostly of crushed rock. There are areas where,
due to poor subgrade and drainage conditions, the ballast is in poor condition.
Cross-ties are in fair condition; however, the railroad intends to have adequate tie renewal programs in
the near future for the line to maintain its FRA class.
Most of the rail on the line is between 90 and 105 pound rail. Almost all rail sections are Dudley type.
The oldest rail on the line was rolled in 1920, with most rail on the line being rolled prior to 1948. Much of
the rail is severely worn and has visible defects. The railroad, however, has been replacing sections of
the line with Class 1 relay rail.
Most undergrade structures on the line are open deck bridges dating from the 1890s and are in fair
condition. There are open deck undergrade bridges at Mileposts 59.1,77.3,83.3,

87.0 and 90.9 with 10

mph speed restrictions for 100-ton cars. There are also open deck bridges at Mileposts 87.1and 115.5
(LaPlatte River) where the deck is in poor condition. Bridges at Mileposts 59.1 and 90.8 require partial redecking.
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UPGRADE
REQUIREMENTS
..
Because of the age of the existing rail and the subgrade problems on the line, it is believed that safe,
maintainable and comfortable passenger train operations are not achievable on the Vermont Railway
without a major rail replacement and repair and lining and surfacing program. Approximately 80%, or 57
miles of rail, on the VTR between Rutland and Burlington was rolled prior to 1940, with almost all of the 90
pound rail dating back to the 1920s. Much of this rail is worn, has battered ends and loose joints. Many
of the curves on the line would have to be relined and resurfaced to provide the proper superelevation to
achieve speeds greater than 40 mph. The subgrade settlement condition also requires a major surfacing
program, including undercutting at several bridges and at-grade crossings to ensure a comfortable ride
and economic maintenance programs for trains operating at speeds up to 59 mph.
The segment between Rutland and Burlington would be upgraded to provide passenger trains with a
maximum allowable speed of 59 mph. The track is currently rated FRA Class 3 in most areas. The
current condition of the track, however, is inadequate for safe, reliable and comfortable 59 mph passenger
operations.
The track would initially be reconstructed to tolerances that are more stringent than maximum track
deviations for Class 3 track. To operate at 59 rnph passenger speeds ensuring both safety and comfort,
90 pound rail sections would be replaced with new or Class 1 relay rail 100 pounds or heavier. 105 pound
Dudley rail would be repaired or welded in most areas and replaced or transposed where it shows
excessive curve wear. Turnouts on the line have all been upgraded to 100 RE or 105 pound Dudley rail;
therefore, turnouts would not be upgraded.
Areas where track settlement due to the poor subgrade and drainage is a problem should be permanently
upgraded by undercutting and through the use of geotextile fabric and improved drainage systems to
correct track irregularities.
Five locations between Rutland and Middlebury, nine locations between Middlebury and Charlotte, and
five locations between Charlotte and Burlington appear to require soil stabilization and subgrade
improvements.
Drainage through the cuts at Mileposts 60.8 through 61.2 and 87.03 to 87.40 would be improved by
installing perforated piping on both sides of the track.
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Several
culverts should be rebuilt or replaced. The rock cut between Mileposts 60.8 and 61.2 would be
..
cut back where requiredto ensure proper clearances. Similarly, retaining walls between Mileposts 87.03
and 87.4 would be repaired or rebuilt to provide proper clearance. Track through the cuts would be
surfaced or undercut at selected locations.
Surfacing of curves.would be required to increase actual superelevation on the line to increase curve
speeds to 60 mph. Areas with slow orders and poor soil conditions would also be surfaced. At-grade
crossings and undergrade bridge approaches would be undercut to tie the resurfaced profile into the
crossings and bridges.
The bridge decks at Mileposts 87.1 and 115.5 would be replaced. Bridge decks at Mileposts 59.1 and
90.8 would be partially replaced.
Representatives of the Vermont Railway have stated that the Burlington Yard capacity could not handle
the additional passenger train movements if commuter service is activated on the railway. An additional
track through the yard would rectify the capacity problem. Representativesof the railroadhave stated that
the present configuration of the yard might allow for the additional track; however, its feasibility should be
further examined.
To upgradethe Vermont Railwayfor regular passenger service, the following work would be required:
Stabilizethe embankment at approximately nineteen locations;
Undercut approximately91,600 feet of track and replaceexisting ballast with crushed rock ballast;
Improve drainage by defining ditches over approximately 111,100 track feet, providing 4,000 feet of
perforatedpipe in cuts, and reconstructingculverts;
Raise, line and surface approximately 205,700 feet of track;
Line and dress approximately323,500 feet of track;
Replace rail on approximately 148,300 feet of track;
Repair approximately212,400 feet of track;
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Replace
approximately 34%, or 61,400, cross ties;
.

.

Redeck four bridges;
Cut rock between Mileposts 60.8 and 61.2 and repair or rebuild retaining walls at Milepost 80;
Brush cut approximately2,000 feet of track;
Construct the additional yard track and turnouts in Burlington;
Rebuild four public grade crossings; and
Lengthenat-grade crossing signal circuits and whistle board limitsfor increased speeds.
Approximately 154,400 additional track feet of rail would need to be replaced over several years. 'This
should be accomplishedas part of a multiyear capital program.

The Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad Company (CLP) owns a 23.7-mile east-west line, purchasedfrom the
Delaware & Hudson Railway Company (DBH) late in 1983, between Rutland, Vermont, and Whitehall,
New York, where it connects to the Third Subdivision of the D&H. A separate one-mile segment, owned
and operated by CLP, serves Florence. It connects to the Vermont Railwayjust west of Center Rutland.
Unlike the other railways studied, the Whitehall Branch currently has no customers. All freight service on
the line is overhead or through traffic.
EXISTING CONDITION

The Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad from Whitehall, New York, to Rutland is mostly FRA Class 2 railroad.
Through freight trains operate over the line at 25 mph except for speed-restricted areas in which trains
operate at 10 mph.
Except for one seven degree curve in Castleton, a four degree curve in Fair Haven and a thirteen degree
curve at the wye at Whitehall, curves on the line are three degrees or less. The seven degree curve could
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be realigned
if required to provide a higher civil speed on the curve. All grades on the line are 1.3 percent
..
or less. Operating speeds are not currently limited by civil constraints on almost all the right-of-way.

'

Over most of the line, the subgrade and drainage are good. There is one area approximately 2,500 feet
long near Whitehall where railroad maintenance is difficult due to clay subgrade problems. This site is in
a high fill area. When the embankment was constructed, streams were relocated. The clay fill area at the
old stream beds appears to be saturated.
Crushed rock ballast is used throughout the line and, except for a few spot locations, is generally in good
condition. Similarly, for Class 2 track, cross-ties are in good condition.
The line has a mixture of rail sections. Most of the rail is jointed; however, short sections of the railroad
have CWR. Much of the line has 90 RA rail; other rail sections with weights between 80 and 115 pounds
per yard are mixed throughout the line. Areas with 80 and 90 pound rail are often difficult to maintain
according to railroad officials. The railroad plans to install 3-112 miles of 100 RA Class 1 relay rail
between Mileposts 82.0 and 87.3.
There is no train control signal system on the line. Many of the at-grade crossings are signaled and
protected with flashers and gates, or flashers alone.
UPGRADE REQUIREMENTS
To support expanded passenger service, the Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad between Whitehall and
Rutland could be upgraded for 30 rnph or 59 rnph passenger train MAS operations. For passenger train
operations with 30 rnph MAS, the track would be maintained to at least FRA Class 2 standards. For
passenger train operations with 59 rnph MAS, the track would be maintained to at least FRA Class 3
standards. Amtrak operation of service on this line would require upgrade to FRA Class 3 standards.
Upgrading for 30 rnph Passenger Train MAS and FRA Class 2 Maintenance
To achieve 30 rnph MAS passenger train operation, the track would be upgraded so that slow order areas
could be maintained to FRA Class 2 minimum requirements. This would require providing drainage
improvements in rock cuts and improving the subgrade problems in the high fill area. Small amounts of
rail and cross-ties would be replaced.
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It is estimated that the following work would be requiredto upgradethe Whitehall Branchfor 30 mph MAS
passenger train operation:
Repair high fill areas at Mileposts82.8 and 83.3;
Improve drainage by ditching along approximately 52,800 feet of track and installing approximately
2,000 feet of perforated pipe in rock cuts;
Undercut approximately7,000 feet of track;
Line and dress approximately 92,200 feet of track;
Replace rail on approximately12,100 feet of track;
Repair approximately 113,600 feet of jointed track;
Replace approximately 23%, or 14,400, cross-ties;
Replacetwo turnouts;
Cut rock at Milepost 85.7; and
Lengthenat-grade crossing signal circuitsfor increasedspeeds.
Approximately 72,400 additional track feet of rail would need to be replaced over several years. This
should be accomplished as part of a multiyear capital improvement program.
Upgrading for 60 mph PassengerTrain MAS and FRA Class 3 Maintenance
If it is upgradedto FRA Class 3, service on most of the line would achieve MAS. At the former Castleton
Station, however, passengertrain speed would be limited by the almost seven degree curve (which could
be realigned, if necessary). Much of the work required to upgrade this track would consist mostly of rail
replacementand liningthe track.
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The .work
would consist of the following:
.
Repair high fill areas at Mileposts82.8 and 83.3;
Improve drainage by installingapproximately 2,000 feet of perforated pipe in rock cuts;
Line and dress the entire line, or approximately 125,700 feet of track;
Undercut approximately 23,000 feet of track;
Replace approximately84,500 track feet of 90 pound and 80 pound rail with new or Class 1 relay rail
having sections of 100 pounds or heavier;
Repair approximately 41,200 feet of jointed track;
Replaceapproximately 40%, or 25,600, cross-ties;
Replacetwo turnouts;
Cut rock at Milepost85.7; and
Lengthen at-grade crossing signal circuits for increased speeds.
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GREEN MOUNTAIN RAILROAD
Green Mountain Railroad Corporation (GMRC) operates a 50-mile line that it leases from the State of
Vermont between Rutland and Bellows Falls, with a one-mile extension to its North Walpole Yard in New
Hampshire. The Green Mountain Railroad connects with the Central Vermont Railway at Bellows Falls.
The other terminus of the line is at Rutland where it meets the Vermont Railway. The4ast two miles of the
line in Rutland from the Rutland Yard to the eastern limit .in Rutland is maintained by the Vermont Railway.
Freight and passenger excursion service is currently in operation on the Green Mountain Railroad.
Excursion service runs between Bellows Falls and Chester (approximately 13 miles). Freight service runs
over the entire railroad.
Freight trains currently operate over the Green Mountain Railroad at 25 mph except where speed
restrictions apply. Excursion passenger trains operate at a maximum speed of 30 mph.
Maintenance on the Green Mountain Railroad is performed by its own forces. The maintenance-of-way
facility is located in Chester. Signal maintenance equipment is located at Bellows Falls. The railroad's
engine and car maintenance and repair facilities are located at Walpole, New Hampshire.
EXISTING CONDITION
The Green Mountain Railroad right-of-way has a large number of curves that are limited by civil
restrictions on the line. A fair number of curves are greater than five degrees. These sharp curves also
require increased maintenance in order to hold line, and because of increased rail wear.
Most grades on the line are one percent or less. These grades are acceptable for both freight and
passenger operation. There is, however, a grade of 1.94% at Milepost 29. 'This grade is worsened
because it falls within the limits of reverse horizontal curves.
To sustain the present operating speeds, the existing track should be maintained to at least FRA Class 2.
There are large sections on the line, however, where speed restrictions are posted due to track
deterioration below its FRA classification. Between Ludlow and Rutland track maintenance was at one
time deferred because of low traffic volume.
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Track conditions are randomly deteriorated throughout the line. This indicates a railroad that performs
spot improvements on an as-funded basis. The railroad currently performs normal maintenance activities
and line improvements; however, it is dealing with prior deferred maintenance problems.
The rail on the line is 90 pound and 105 pound Dudley. Most of the 90 pound rail dates back to :he 1920s
and exhibits a large amount of wear, particularly in curves. All rail is jointed. On sidings, the rail is usually
80 pound Dudley predating this century.
Rail anchors are substandard throughout the line. There is typically only one anchor per tie. This allows
the rail to creep. Most of the track has loose joints on the low rail of curves due to excessive actual
superelevation for 25 mph speeds. Similarly, lock washers have not been used at joints, allowing bolts to
become loose.
The railroad is reducing superelevation to 1-112 to 2 inches on curves when resurfacing. Most curves,
however, still have superelevationvalues greater than is required for 25 mph operation.
Many areas on the line have poor ballast and subgrade conditions. Although there are areas on the line
that have recently been surfaced, approximately half of the line exhibits extremely poor subgrade and
ballast conditions. Ballast is mostly crushed rock; however, there are areas on the line that have cinder
ballast. The railroad placed 12,000 tons of crushed stone as ballast on the line in 1992.
The railroad has several rock cuts. Three rock cuts (Summit Cut, Cavendish Cut and Gassett Cut) have
substandard clearances. These cuts are currently restrained by rail struts. Drainage through the cuts
needs improvement.
In areas where the ballast is in poor condition, so are the cross-ties. Many cross-ties are severely split
and plate cut. There are several areas on the railroad where tie replacement is required. Although a
substantial tie replacement program was performed in the early 1980s, soft wood ties were installed that
have greatly deteriorated. 2,000 to 3,000 cross-ties will be replaced on the railroad this year. In excess of
9,200 ties were installed in 1990.
Excessive vegetation poses significant maintenance problems on the Green Mountain Railroad. 'The
tracks are slightly overgrown by weeds in many areas. Also, in many areas of the railroad, vegetation
control by chemical means is not permitted by State regulations because of potential contamination of
open water sources including wells and streams.
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There are 75 at-grade road crossings across the 52-mile line (roughly 14 over 10 miles - an unusually
high number). Farm and private crossings are mostly timber and are removed during the winter. Highway
crossings are mostly rubber or asphalt and appear to be in good condition. However, one timber local
road crossing is scheduled to be replaced by the State. An additional five public crossings also need
replacement.
Most of the local roadway and private (including farm) at-grade crossings are unsignaled. Many of these
crossings have obstructed views of the tracks. Whistle boards are posted at unsignaled public crossings.
There is no train control signal system on the Green Mountain Railroad; however, there is a manual block
system. Blocks are assigned by a dispatcher who is on duty from 7 AM to 4 PM daily. There is also an
interlocking that is owned and maintained by the Central Vermont Railway where the Green Mountain
Railroad crosses the Central Vermont in Bellows Falls.
UPGRADE REQUIREMENTS
The route would be used for passenger andlor tourist train service, as well as continued freight
operations. Because of the alignment and the frequency of sharp curves with restricting civil speeds, it is
estimated that even with the track upgraded for Class 3 maintenance, the average train speed on the line
would be no greater than 43 mph.
Upgrading for 30 mph Passenger Train MAS and FRA Class 2 Maintenance
To upgrade the Green Mountain Railroad for 30 mph passenger train MAS, the line's existing condition
would be upgraded so that the entire line could be maintained to FRA Class 2.
Drainage on the line would be improved by ditch cutting and providing perforated pipe i~stallation
through
cuts. Areas with cinder or fouled crush rock ballast would be surfaced. Undercutting at-grade crossings
and undergrade bridges would be required to tie into the reprofiled grade lines of the existing facilities.
Cross-ties would be replaced as required to allow for the maintenance of line and gage to FRA Class 2
standards.
Sections of badly worn and damaged rail would be replaced. On other sections, improvements such as
anchoring the rail and tightening or replacing joints would be performed. Turnouts on the line would not
be replaced for 30 mph passenger operations.
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Areas that would be resurfaced, have rail replaced, or are currently under slow order would be lined.
Where required, curves would be resurfacedto allow the proper actual superelevation for 25 mph freight
and 30 mph passenger operations.
Areas with extensive vegetation growth would be brush cut. Rock cuts would be made at Mileposts 17.5
and 22.4.
It is estimated that the following work would be required to upgrade the Green Mountain Railroad for 30
mph passenger train operation:
Brush cut approximately 33,400 track feet;
Improve drainage by defining ditches over approximately 55,000 feet of track and installing
approximately 6,000 feet of perforatedpipe in rock cuts;
Raise, line and surface approximately 150,800 feet of track;
Line and dress approximately39,200 feet of track;
Replace rail on approximately 39,200 feet of the track;
Repair approximately235,400 feet of jointed track;
Replace approximately35%, or 49,200, cross-ties;
Cut rock at three cut locations;
Replace 12turnouts; and
Replace six bridge decks.
Approximately 235,400 additional track feet of rail would need to be replaced over several years. This
should be accomplished as part of a multiyear capital improvement program.
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Upgrading for PassengerTrain Speeds Greater Than 30 mph or FRA Class 3 Maintenance
To operate passenger trains at speeds greater than 30 mph, the track would have to be maintained to
FRA Class 3 standards. This would require upgrading the entire line.

The amount of brush cutting, ditching and drainage work on the railroadwould be the same. Most, if not
all, of the rail would be replaced with new or relay Class 1 rail with sections greater than 100 pounds per
linear yard. The entire line would have to be realigned to tolerances more stringent than FRA minimum
Class 2 tolerances. Similarly, to attain maximum achievable speeds greater than 30 mph, curves would
have to be resurfaced to increase actual superelevation. Some bridge decks and turnouts might also
require replacement to maintainthe track to Class 3 tolerances.
To operate at passenger train speeds of greater than 30 rnph on the Green Mountain Railroad, the
following work would be required:
Brush cut along approximately33,400 feet of track;
Improve drainage by defining ditches over approximately 55,000 feet of track and installing
approximately 6,000 feet of perforated pipe in rock cuts;
Raise and surface approximately 108,800 feet of track;
Undercut approximately42,000 feet of track;
Line the entire line, or approximately274,000 feet, of track;
Replace rail on approximately274,000 feet of track;
Replace approximately45%, or 63,400, cross-ties;
Cut rock at three cut locations;
Replace 25 turnouts;
Replace six bridge decks; and
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Lengthenat-grade crossing signal circuit limits for increased speeds.

OPERATIONAL SERVICE PLANS

COMMUTER SERVICE
Three corridors have been identified for commuter rail service consideration. Those corridors are
identified below and are shown on Figure 2.1.
St. Albans to Burlingtonvia the Central Vermont Railway,
Rutlandto Burlington via the Vermont Railway, and
Barre to Burlingtonvia the CentralVermont Railway and the Washington County Railroad.
The proposed service plan for feasibility analysis of each of the above corridors calls for two peak period
trains in to Burlington in the morning and two out in the evening, using two sets of equipment. One
optional "reverse-peak"trip is scheduled in each direction, making use of one of the peak direction trains
and crews. However, in order to accommodate a reverse peak service, a passing siding would be
required at the point on each corridor where the reverse train would pass a peak direction train.

Figure 2.1
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COMMUTER STATION LOCATIONS
Potential commuter stations were identified based on the "Vermont Public Transit System ~ l a n . "This
~
report identified specific communities that have a high Demand ~ e n s i t yfor
~ transit service. Demand
Density data was reviewed for identificationof those localities that have a potential for being served by
existing rail rights-of-way. Localitieswith fixed route boardings per day per square mile of more than 10
boardings per day per square mile were identified. Boardings per square mile of more than 10 were used
to provide a broad range of .transit potential. These localities were then mapped to understand their
spatial relationships. Rail rights-of-way were overlaid to determine which municipalities are "linked" by
rail. A radius of ten and fifteen miles was drawn around each of Vermont's urban areas and assumed to
be the limit of a particular municipality's commuter rail influence. Identification could then be made of
which municipalities have not only a spatial relationshipand a linkage by rail right-of-way, but also those
that show a potential for transit services. Station locations identified for each corridor as a result of the
above process are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3

POTENTIAL COMMUTER STATION LOCATIONS*
St Albans to Burlington

suL!am
Milton
Colchester
&sex JundiM
Winsooski
Burlinaton

Barreto Burlington
Barre
Montpelier
MontmlierJunction

Rutland to Burlington
Rutland

Brandon
Middleburv

Waterbunr-

.Veraennes

Richmond
Winooski
Essex Junction
Burlington

Charlotte

Shelbume
S. Burlington

Burlinaton

Existingstations are underlined.

There are some existing station buildings on the rights-of-way, although in most cases they are no longer
used as rail facilities.

"Vermont Public Transit System Plan," prepared for the Vermont Agency of Transportation by CGA
Consulting Services, February j 992.
Demand Density, in the Vermont Public Transit System Plan is defined in terms of fixed route boardings
per day per square mile.

.
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CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIMES

Each corridor's rail travel time was calculated based on the distance between stations, alignment-specific
speed restrictions, and an average running speed of 50 miles per hour. Two minutes were allowed at
each station for acceleration and deceleration in and out of the stations, and station dwell time was
assumed to be 30 seconds. Distances and travel times are shown in Tables 2.4.
Tables 2.4

VERMONT COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE PLAN
CORRIDOR TRAVEL TIMES
St. ALBANS TO BURLINGTON
From
To
St. Albans
Milton
Milton
Colchester
Colchester
Essex Junction
Winooski
Essex Jct.
Winooski
Burlington
Subtotal
RUTLAND TO BURLINGTON
From
To
Rutland
Brandon
Brandon
Middlebury
Middlebury
Vergennes
Vergennes
Charlotte
Charlotte
Shelbume
Shelburne
S. Burlington
S. Burlington
Burlington
Subtotal

Distance (Mi.)

Estimated
Travel Time

13.0
7.2

3.6
5.0
3.0
31.8

I

Distance (Mi.)
12.5
17.5
13.0
9.0
5.0

3.6
3.4
64.0

Estimated
Travel Time
20
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Tables 2.4 (continued)

BARRE TO BURLINGTON
From
Barre
Montpelier
Montpelier Junction
Waterbury
Bolton
Richmond
Essex Junction
Winooski
Subtotal

To
Montpelier
Montpelier Junction
Waterbury
Bolton
Richmond
Essex Junction
Winooski
Burlington

Distance (Mi.)

Estimated
Travel Time

6.5
1.5
9.5
7.2
6.0
9.2
5.0
3.0
47.9

12
4
14
11
10
14
8
8
81

SCHEDULES
Based on a travel behavior study performed in 1986 by Resource Systems Group for the Chittenden
County Regional Plannirlg Commission, most AM peak period departures occur between 7:00 and 9:00
and most PM peak departures occur between 4:00 and 6:00, typical of peak periods nationwide.
Accordingly, a schedule was developed for each of the identified corridors, with each corridor considered
independently using identical arrival and departure times in and out of Burlington. The Burlington arrival
times are targeted to accommodate work start times of 8 AM and 9 AM, with departures accommodating
4:30 PM and 5:30 PM quits.

Reverse-peaktrains are scheduled to depart Burlington after the first inbound train arrives in the morning,
and to arrive at Burlington prior to the departure of the second outbound evening trip, requiring a passing
siding en route but no additional crews or equipment. Passing sidings would be located south of
Colchester on the St. Albans corridor, south of Charlotte on the Rutland corridor, and east of Essex
Junction on the Barre corridor. Ten minutes has been added to each reverse peak schedule to allow time
for its crew to line and re-line the hand-thrown switches.
Tables 2.5 on the following page show commuter rail schedules for each corridor.
Note that if more than one corridor is selected for implementation, different arrival and departure time slots
in and out of Burlington would have to be assigned to each corridor. Significant investments to increase
station and throat track capacity would be required as well.
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Tables 2.5

VERMONT COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE PLAN SCHEDULES
St. ALBANS CORRIDOR
Read Down
6:50 AM 7:50 AM
7:11AM 8:11AM
722 AM 8:22 AM
7:29 AM 8:29 AM
7:37 AM 8:37 AM
7:45 AM 8:45 AM

450 PM Dp
5:11 PM
5:22 PM
5:39'~~
5:47 PM
555 PM Ar

I

St. Albans
Milton
Colchester
Essex Junction
Winooski
Burlington

Read Up
Ar 9:05 AM 6:.10 PM
8:44 AM 5:49 PM
833 AM 5:38 PM
8:16 AM 5:31 PM
8:08 AM 5:23 PM
Dp 8:00 AM 5:15 PM

t

7:10 PM
6:49 PM
6:38 PM
6:31 PM
6:23 PM
6:15 PM

Read Up
Ar 9:47 AM 652 PM
9:27 AM 6:32 PM
9:03 AM 6:08 PM
8:45 AM 550 PM
8:32 AM 5:37 PM
8:13 AM 5:28 PM
8:06 AM 5:21 PM
Dp 8:00 AM 5:15 PM

7 5 2 PM
7:32 PM
7:08 PM
6:50 PM
6:37 PM
6:28 PM
6:21 PM
6:15 PM

Read Up
6:36 PM
6:24 PM
6:20 PM
6:06 PM
5:55 PM
545 PM
5:31 PM
523 PM
515 PM

7:36 PM
7:24 PM
7:20 PM
7:06 PM
655 PM
6:45 PM
6:31 PM
6:23 PM
6:15 PM

RUTLAND CORRIDOR
Read Down
6:08 AM 7:08 AM
6:28 AM 7 2 8 AM
652 AM 7:52 AM
7:10AM 8:lOAM
7:23 AM 8:23 AM
7:32 AM 8:32 AM
7:39 AM 8:39 AM
7:45 AM 8:45 AM

4:08 PM Dp
4:28 PM
452 PM
5:lOPM
5:23 PM
5:42 PM
5:49 PM
5:55 PM Ar

Rutland
Brandon
Middlebury
Vergennes
Shelburne
South Burlington
Burlington

BARRE CORRIDOR

6:24 AM
6:36 AM
6:40 AM
654 AM
7:05 AM
7:15AM
7:29 AM
7:37 AM
7:45 AM

Read Down
7:24AM
7:36 AM
7:40 AM
7 5 4 AM
8:05 AM
8:15AM
8:29 AM
8:37 AM
8:45 AM

4:24 PM Dp
4:36 PM
4:40 PM
454 PM
5:05 PM
5:15PM
5:39 PM
547 PM
5:55 PM

Barre
Montpelier
Montpelier Junction

Richmond
Essex Junction
Winooski
Burlington

Ar

9:31 AM
9:19 AM
9:15 AM
9:01 AM
8:50 AM
8:40 AM
8:16 AM
8:08 AM
Dp 8:00 AM
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PASSENGER AMENITIES
Guaranteed Ride
To further enhance commuter rail as an attractive alternative to the automobile, an investigation was
made into the feasibility of offering a "guaranteed ride," complimentary service. This concept is similar to
that used by various ridesharing programs throughout the country. In conjunction with rail service, this
provision can make rail an attractive alternative for auto commuters.
The 'guaranteed ride' would provide service to those rail patrons who either have to leave their
employment during the course of the working day or who have missed the last departing train. The
guaranteed ride would be offered only to those patrons who had used the commuter rail for their inbound
trip. The intent is to augment the limited rail service and thereby make it more attractive to existing auto
commuters. It is not anticipated that the "guaranteed ride' would take the place of the existing taxi
service. This emergency service would be a demand-response type service within a station's service
area for "emergency" travel needs. To prevent abuse of this special service, rides could be limited to a
certain number per month. This policy of limiting rides home is currently being used successfully by
Campus Area Transportation Management Association (CATMA) in Burlington. The actual delivery of the
service could be provided either by the region's taxi service or through the use of demand-response
vans/vehicles. Funding of this setvice could be through the rail operation or the support of area
employers.
Burlington Shuttle Service
A Burlington end shuttle service would be required to distribute passengers to their final destinations.
Such a service could be developed in cooperation with the Chittenden County Transportation Authority
(CCTA), City of Burlington, CATMA, and the Vermont Public Transportation Agency (VPTA). Service
should be designed to meet the train when it arrives in Burlington in the morning and transport riders to
the train in the evening. Additionally, a shuttle service to the university area could be offered by CATMA.
CATMA vehicles would meet the trains upon their arrival in Burlington in the moming and deliver riders to
the train station for the evening return trip.
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Stations
All stations along the proposed routes, including the terminal stations, would be unmanned. Tickets,
schedules and other information would be available on board the various trains. The use of unmanned
stations is a reasonable assumption given the extent of the proposed service and would result in
significant operating.cost savings.
Path finder signs would be used to indicate the locations of commuter stations. Station locations, in most
cases, would be proposed to be in the vicinity of former rail stations, if feasible. It should be noted that
Winooski's Act 200 Land Use Plan designates a specific use for commuter or passenger rail stations. The
Plan also identifies several sites that could be used for passenger stations. Figures 2.2 through 2.4 show
the typical layouts of a station that accommodates 25 parking spaces, 50 parking spaces and a layout for
the Burlington Station, respectively. Adequate passenger information signage is accommodated in the
design of the stations. All stations would be designed to cost-effectively comply with the accessibility
requirements established in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This can be accomplished with the
use of mini high-level platforms or a mobile lift. The mobile lift can be carried either on the train itself or
stored at the station. Mobile lifts could be lower in cost, less problematic to the freight operations (where
clearances can be impacted with the mini high-level platforms), and quite feasible with the level of service
proposed.

Figure 2.2

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4
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The Shelburne Road Reconstruction Project scheduled to begin in 1996 will provide a unique opportunity
to test the viability of rail service in the Rutland to Burlington corridor. Reconstruction of Route 7
(Shelburne Road) from Shelburne to Burlington is expected to require the partial closing of the highway
and the diversion of traffic to an alternate parallel route. 'This diversion is expected to result in traffic
delays, particularly in the peak commuting periods, of at least 10 minutes. As part of a total traffic
mitigation program, a proposed passenger rail service could operate from Charlotte to Burlington. A
distance of just 12 miles, it would be possible to provide two peak period trains, in both the morning and
evening, with a single set of equipment. With an expected travel time of under 25 minutes from Charlotte
to Burlington, passenger rail service would offer a competitive alternative to the automobile during
reconstruction.
The capital investment for this type of construction mitigation or demonstration service can be minimal.
The proposed stations at Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte could be designed as
temporary stations to keep capital costs low. The demonstration could serve as a base on which to build
incrementally with improved amenities, increased frequency and extended service. Parking and feeder
service as discussed above would be needed from the start in order for the service to succeed.
A preliminary operating schedule is shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6

-

PRELIMINARY OPERATING SCHEDULE DEMONSTRATION SERVICE
SHELBURNE ROAD CORRIDOR

7:23 AM
7:32 AM
7:39 AM
7:45 AM

Read Down
8:23 AM 5:47 PM Dp
8:32 AM
8:39 AM
8:45 AM 6:05 PM Ar

-

4

Charlotte
Shelburne
South Burlington
Burlington

Read Up
537 PM
5 2 8 PM
521 PM
Dp 755 AM 315 PM
Ar 8:13 AM

t

:

6:37 PM
6:28 PM
6:21 PM
6:15 PM
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AMTRAK
SERVICE OPTIONS
..
NEW STATIONS ON THE MONTREALER
Bolton and Randolph have been identifiedas possible new station stops on the,existing Montrealer. Due
to the location of Bolton and the Bolton Valley Ski Area, a connector service would be necessary to
transport resort patrons. A similar connector service at the proposed Randolph Station would be required
to transport Amtrak patrons to the Killington Basin Ski Area. Connector service could be provided either
by the resorts themselves or by a private bus operator. The RandolphChamber of Commerce's AMTRAK
proposal of April 15, 1991, identifies a privatecarrier, The Stagecoach, as having interest in providingthe
necessary connector service. As a marketingtool, 'rail-ski" packages would include Amtrak passage, any
connector senrice, and a ski lift ticket.
Arntrak has indicated it does not believe additional stations would generate new riders. Furthermore, it is
Amtrak's view that a station in Bolton would threaten the viability of Waterbury and Montpelier Stations
(staffedstations) by diverting their ridership base.
In conjunction with an analysis of these two additional stations, the feasibility of providing a downtown
Montpelier Station was also examined. This new downtown station would replace the existing Amtrak
station at MontpelierJunction. A downtown MontpelierStation would add approximately 30 minutesto the
Amtrak schedule and would require a difficult back-up movement up the WACR from Montpelier Junction
to reach the station. If push-pull consists were used, the wye at Montpelier Junction would have to be
reactivated, and the crew would have to change ends in Montpelier, with passengers riding backwardfor
the remainder of their trip. The capital investment and operating difficulties of this proposed station do
not appear to be cost or operationally effective.
EXTENDEDOR NEW SERVICE OPllONS
Three options for providing additional inter-city rail service to Vermont were identifiedfor considerationby
Amtrak:
Connections to the existing Amtrak New York State senrice at Albany or Whitehall with through
serviceto Rutlandand Burlington;
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Connections to the existing Montrealerservice at Bellows Falls with through service to Rutland and
Burlington; and
Extension to Burlington of existing Amtrak Springfield service, either over the existing Montrealer
route or via Rutland.
These services are shown on Figure 2.5.
New York State Service Options
The Whitehall gateway to New York offers two service possibilities: A Vermont extension or section of
selected Amtrak Empire Service trains via Albany, or a Vermont connection to Amtrak's Adirondack at
Whitehall. The two services as shown below are complementary and could be implemented together, or
each could stand alone as a viable service linking Vermont with the Amtrak system in New York State.
While each service requires just one trainset, the Vermont section of an Empire Service train would
require Amtrak-compatible equipment and probably Amtrak operation of the train. The Whitehall
connection with the Adirondackcould use any equipment and be locally operated, provided the necessary
,whitehalltrackage agreements and reconfigurationsare arranged with CP-owned D&H.
A different set of investments at Whitehall would be required for each of the two service options: a
through Amtrak service would require interlocked power switches and crossovers at the CLP-D&H
connection south of the Whitehall Station, and a Whitehall connecting train would require an interlocked
route into the station and at the connection, as well as a station layover track. A time-consuming backup
move would be required into the station from the CLP connection, and for this reason the through service
is shown to bypass Whitehall Station or.stop at a relocated station farther south. Details of these
investmentsare outside the scope of this report.

Figure 2.5
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Rail travel times and distances are shown in Table 2.7, followed by Tables 2.8 and 2.9 showing schedules
for both the proposed options. Average running speed along the VTR is assumed to be 50 mph, and 45
mph along the CLP. Five minutes are added for each station stop to account for deceleration, dwell, and
acceleration back to running speed. For the Amtrak portions, existing scheduled running times are used.
Table 2.7

TRAVEL TIMES AND DISTANCES

BURLINGTON-ALBANY
From
To
Whitehall*
Albany
Rutland
Whitehall*
Rutland
Middlebury
Middlebury
Shelburne
Shelburne
Burlington
Total
* No stop for through sewice

Miles
78
24
43
17.6
3.4
166

-

Connecting
Service
Minutes
Connection
47
41
37
13
139

Northbound
Through Svc.
Minutes
94
37
41
37
13
223

Southbound
Through Svc.
Minutes
114
31
41
37
13
237

Table 2.8

SCHEDULE BLIRLINGTON-ALBANY ROUND TRIP

Northboundtrain also connects at Albany with Amtrak #286 from Niagara Falls
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Table 2.9

SCHEDULE BURLINGTON-WHITEHALL ROUND TRIP

Montrealer Connection Service Options

The Montrealer alternative is a branch of the existing Amtrak service. This alternative would serve the
southern portion of Vermont and provide improved access to Vermont's southern tourist attractions such
as the Killington Basin Ski Area and the Okemo Mountain Ski Area. Connector service and "rail-ski"
packages, as described above, could also be offered through Arntrak, the local resorts, or travel agencies.
Stations along this proposed route would include Bellows Falls, Ludlow and Rutland.
Operation of this service over the GMRC as shown in Tables 2.10 would not require track upgrading
beyond Class 2, since the Burlington cars, after being dropped off the Montrealer at 3:50 AM at Bellows
Falls, actually need an excuse for delay prior to reaching key Vermont stations at a reasonabletime in the
morning northbound, as well as a reason to leave Vermont stations early enough southbound. Note that
an exemption would be required to Amtrak's usual policy regarding track class, or this service would have
to be operated by another entity. In the latter case, preservation of the car interchange at Bellows Falls
would still require Amtrak's cooperation.
Slight manipulation of this schedule to provide appropriate times at Burlington could result in a useful
supplement to a Shelbume Road Demonstration Service. Such manipulation is possible due to the nature
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of the connection at Bellows Falls, which can range from 45 minutes to 2 hours without affecting its
viability. Any sustained layover would necessitate installing a 480 volt power source to maintain hotel
power in the cars from the Montrealer prior to departure from Bellows Falls.
Travel times. stations and the schedule, showing marketable arrivals and departures at the key Vermont
stations, follow as Tables 2.1 0.
Tables 2.10
TRAVEL TIMES, STATIONS AND SCHEDULE
MONTREALER BRANCH
To
From
Bellows Falls Ludlow
Ludlow
Rutland
Rutland
Middlebury
Middlebury
Shelbume
Shelbume
Burlington
Total

Miles
27.6
25.9
30.0
27.0
7.0
118

Minutes
60
57
41
37
13
209

-

Daytime Springfield Burlington Extensions
Institutionally this is the least feasible option, since a dispute with Guilford-owned B&M a few years ago
forced Amtrak's Montrealer off the B&M north of Springfield. Amtrak now uses an all-CV routing north
from New London for its Montrealer. Barring an unlikely willingness on the part of Amtrak and Guilford to
enter into a new agreement, any extension of existing trains that now terminate in Springfield would have
to proceed east from Springfield over Conrail's ex-B&A mainline before heading north on the current
Amtrak route over the CV.

.
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Due to the high costs of upgrading the GMRC to Class 3 standards, which would be necessary for a timesensitive daytime service, as well as to meet Amtrak operating criteria, an alternate routing over the
existing Montrealer Montpelier Junction route is shown for consideration, as well as the more desirable
route through Rutland. The non-Montrealer portion of the route over the CV's Winooski Subdivision
between Essex Junction and Burlington is shown operating at Class 3 speeds, but this represents much
less investment than.a GMRC upgrade.
For the Rutland route, running speed over the GMRC was assumed to be 45 mph, with 50 mph over the
VTR, and five minutes added for deceleration, dwell, and acceleration at each station. Existing Amtrak
timings were used over the Montrealer portions of both routes, and 50 mph running over the CV Essex

-

Junction Burlington, except for 10 mph through the Winooski Tunnel.
One additional set of Amtrak equipment would be required to operate either service. Schedules are
shown in Tables 2.1 1 and 2.12 below. The trains selected for extension were suggested by Amtrak to
complement the Montrealer's overnight service.
Tables 2.11

-

SPRINGFIELD BURLINGTON EXTENSION VIA RUTLAND
SPRINGFIELD EXTENSION VIA RUTLAND
From
TO
Miles
Springfield
Brattleboro
Bellows Falls
Brattleboro
Bellows Falls Ludlow
Ludlow
Rutland
Rutland
Middlebury
Middlebury
Shelbume
Shelbume
Burlinaton
Total
212 (

I

I

-

1

I

Minutes

323
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Tables 2.1 1 (continued)

Tables 2.12

-

SPRINGFIELD BURLINGTON EXTENSION VIA MONTPELIER
SPRINGFIELD EXTENSION VIA MONTPELIER
1 From
ITo
1 Miles 1 Minutes
Springfield
Brattleboro
70
115
Brattleboro
Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls White River Jct.
White Rive r Jct. Randolph
Randolph
Montpelier Jct.
Montpelier Jct. Waterbury
BoRon
Waterbury
Bolton
Burlington
Total

1

I

1

1

I
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Tables 2.12 (continued)

White River Junction
Montpelier Junction

TOLlRlST TRAIN SERVICE OPTIONS
Several concepts for a tourist or excursion train were identified to determine the best service option for
Vermont. At this point, the market for a tourist train has not been clearly defined; therefore, the
recommended service concept includes the flexibility to adapt to two distinct markets: 1) a market for a
sightseeing or excursion train, and 2) a market for a tourist train with service-specific destinations that
offers the rider the opportunity to customize his route, and provides specialty 'theme" packages or special
services. The concept of a tourist loop from Burlington to Montpelier to Bellows Falls to Rutland and back
to Burlington was identified as the primary route.
The varied requirements for the tourist service could be met with a tourist or excursion train service
operating in the central portion of Vermont, in a clockwise and counter-clockwise manner. Trains would
operate in opposite directions, providing riders the choice of traveling all or part of the total loop. This loop
alignment consists of the CV, GMRC (right-of-way owned by the State of Vermont) and the VTR (right-ofway owned by the State of Vermont). This configuration would connect Burlington, Bolton, Montpelier,
White River Junction, Bellows Falls, Rutland, Middlebury, and Shelbume (see Figure 2.6). One train
would originate in Burlington and traverse the State in a clockwise manner serving the locations of
Burlington, Essex Junction, Bolton, Waterbury, Montpelier Junction, Randolph, White River Junction,
Bellows Falls, Ludlow, Rutland, Middlebury and returning to Burlington. The counter-clockwise movement
would also begin service in Burlington; however, it would service each locality in the reverse order.
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Loops as described above could use commuter equipment laying over in Burlington during the day if any
of the corridors, or the Shelbume Road Demonstration, were implemented. A set of equipment could also
.

come from the MontrealerBranchtrain as it lays over in Burlington(see Table 2.10).
Table 2.13 provides two sets of travel times between the various points mentioned above. The first set
shows a Class 3 running speed of 50 mph (except over Class 2 sections as noted), with times identicalto
those of the Montrealeroverits portion of the route. The second shows a leisurely 40 mph running speed
over all the Class 3 portions. Five minutes are added for deceleration, dwell, and acceleration at each
station in both cases.
Table 2.13

TOURISTTRAIN TRAVEL TIME

I TOURIST TRAIN
Burlington
Bolton
Waterbury
Montpelier Jct.
Randolph
White River Jct.
Bellows Falls
Ludlow
Rutland
Middlebury
Shelbume

I

Class3 *

1

Bolton
Waterbury
Montpelier Jct.
Randolph
White River Jct.
Bellows Falls
Ludlow
Rutland
Middlebury
Shelburne
Burlinaton

Except Class 2 on the GMRC and between Essex Jct and Burlington

40 MPH

I

.

Figure 26
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SERVICE
CHARACTERISTICS AND PASSENGER AMENITIES
. .
As none of the tourist attractions are located exactly on the right-of-way, connector services would be
necessary to transport potential patrons of the tourist train to their desired destinations. Some Vermont
ski resorts currently provide a connector service between the Amtrak Bellows Falls Station and the resort.
This type of service.could be combined with a tourist train by offering joint ticketing. By purchasing a
ticket on the tourist train, the customer could avail himself of a connector service at no extra cost.
Equipment used on the tourist train should be consistent with a Vermont tourism "product." Americana
type cars, converted to push-pull vehicles, offer the best opportunity. Americana cars would offer the
correct ambiance and amenities associated with train travel. 'The interior of the car could be decorated to
return the patron to a more relaxed time. By having historical value and an aura of romance, the tourist
train would be more appealing. Seating arrangements should provide comfortable room and good views
from every seat. The provision of good views may require more extensive brush cutting along some
segments of the right-of-way than is currently performed.
A further enhancement of the tourist train could be to provide additional amenities that would add to the
traveler's pleasure. Such amenities could be costumed train personnel who could provide live
commentary, while at the same time announcing upcoming station stops. Well-prepared foods, either a
snack bar or sit-down dining, could be another enhancement of the tourist train travel. Other amenities
could include bar service, entertainment, club car, porter service, secure parking, concessions, etc.

SERVICE LINKAGES
For the commuter service, Shelburne Road Demonstration Project and a possible tourist service,
providing reliable and attractive connections to each traveler's ultimate destination is critical to the
success of the service. The existence of an extensive statewide network of public service organizations
and non-profit brokerage services coordinated through the Vermont Public Transportation Association
(VPTA) provides a unique set of opportunities for ensuring that the necessary linkages are provided in
conjunction with proposed rail service. Furthermore, the Chittenden County Transportation Authority
(CCTA), a member organization of VPTA and the operator of fixed-route and demand-responsive service
in Chittenden County, operates service in Burlington, South Burlington, and Shelbume, three of the key
areas requiring train station access. Existing CCTA service to Union Station in Burlington has been
included in our demand forecasting model, as both direct service and as a connecting service through the
Cherry Street bus terminal.
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As part of this project, contact was made with Catherine Debo, General Manager of CCTA; Helene
Chapman, Executive Director of VPTA; and Dona Bate, Central Vermont Transportation Association
(CVTA). These individuals expressed interest in working with the planners of the proposed rail service to
implement adequate feeder service. Additionally, Helene Chapman identified a willingness on the pait of
the VPTA membership to respond to any demands for service, throughout the State. Numerous public
service agencies and transportation brokers serve communities located along the core railroad network.
In addition to these services, there are numerous taxi and inter-city bus services available within the area.

-

Each of these service providers represents an opportunity to offer a variety of connecting services both
public and private.
Additional opportunities for feeder or connecting service should be pursued with tourist attractions,
accommodations, and major employers near the service areas. The research performed to analyze the
existing tourism market for rail service grouped a partial list of major attractions by the nearest rail station
or community. The list of attractions developed is not intended to include every Vermont tourist attraction,
but attempts to highlight the opportunities for service linkages to a tourist train. These attractions are
listed in Table 2.14 on the following pages. Several attractions or accommodations already provide
shuttle bus service connecting to either Amtrak or the Burlington Airport. Specifically, the Sheraton and
Ramada Hotels and the Holiday Inn in the Burlington area offer on-demand shuttle service to the airport.
Ski resorts in Killington, Okemo, Pico, Randolph, Stowe, and Smuggler's Notch offer shuttle service to
and from Amtrak stations in Bellows Falls, Whiie River Junction, Waterbury, and Essex Junction.
In addition to public transportation linkages, proposed stations must also include adequate automobile

-

access in terms of parking facilities, roadway access, and passenger amenities. Availability of land for
parking near proposed stations, with provisions for access by disabled persons, should be a critical factor
in determining specific station siting.
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Table 2.14

TOllRlST AlTRACTlONS BY LOCATION
COMMUNITYISTATION
Bellows Falls

White River Junction

Randolph

BarrelMontpelier

Waterbury

Bolton
Burlington

Shelburne

Middlebury

Rutland

Chester

AlTRACTlONS
Green Mountain Flyer
M.G. Car Museum
Vermont Country Store, Weston
Santa's Land
Basketville
Weston Bowl Mill
Vermont State Craft Center
25,000 Gifts & Woolens
Billings Farm & Museum
Montshire Museum of Science
Simon Pierce Mill
Timber Village
Historic Downtown Railroad District
Green Trails Cross Country Ski Trails
Vermont Castings
White River Salmon Hatchery
Joseph Smith Birthplace Memorial
Floating Bridge
Rock of Ages Granite Quarry
Montpelier State Capitol
Vermont Historical Society
TW Wood Art Gallery
Cabot Creamery
Stowe Ski Area Village
Stowe Alpine Slide & Gondola
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream Factory
Cold Hollow Cider Mill
Lamoille Valley Railroad
Sugarbush ski Area
Bolton Valley Ski Area
Ethan Allen Homestead
Fleming Museum
Spirit of Ethan Allen Cruises
Lake Champlain Ferries
Church Street Marketplace
Shelbume Farms
Shelbume Museum
Vermont Wildflower Farm
Vermont Teddy Bear Company
Morgan Horse Farm
Kennedy Brothers Factory Marketplace
Vermont State Craft Center at Frog Hollow
Sheldon Museum
Bromley Ski Area
Vermont Marble Exhibit
Wilson Castle
Chaffee Art Center
Norman Rockwell Museum
Historic Grafton Village
Vermont Country Store, Rockingham
Joseph Cemiglia Winery
Black River Academy Museum
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Table 2.14 (continued)

COMMUNITYISTATION
Ludlow

AlTRACTlONS
Weston Bowl Mill
Weston Priory
Historic Plymouth Village & ~ a l v i nCoolidge
Homestead
Killington Ski Area
Okemo Ski Area
Manchester Village
Vermont Country Store
Stratton Ski Area

Note :This is a partial list and includes only a representative sample of all ski and other recreational areas. The list
does not include colleges, restaurants, or lodgings.
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FORECASTING RAIL RIDERSHIP
Forecasts of ridership for three distinct marketswere estimatedfor the Vermont Rail Feasibility Study:
Commuter rail,
Inter-city rail, and
Tourist rail.
Each of these markets has unique characteristics that require variations in the standard approach to
transit demand forecasting. Forecastingdemand for commuter rail in an area without any existing rail
service is often difficult. Commuter rail generally serves work trips and it is often difficult to predict
demand in an area without any commuter rail service experience. For example, it is difficult to estimate
the percent of total trips that will be diverted from other modes (mode split) to the new rail service.
Traditionally, transportation forecasting tools such as mode split models are designed for estimating
transit trips. The characteristics of commuter rail are quite different and the consumer has different
requirementsand is attractedto the service for different reasons.

ESTIMATING DEMAND FOR COMMUTER-TYPE SERVICE
Demand for commuter rail is a function of the attractiveness of the commuter service compared to that of
the automobile, as well as demographic and economic development in the area. Of particular concern in
estimating commuter rail demand is the locationof the destinationstation relativeto work trip destinations.
Similarly, the success or desirability of commuter rail service is a function of the location and accessibility
of origin stations.
Forecastsdeveloped by the Vermont Office of Policy Researchand Coordination projectthat overall State
population will increase 7% to 14% in the period 1990 to 2000. This population growth is projected to
follow the patterns of the period 1980 to 1990, with major population centers remaining in Addison and
Chittenden Counties. Employment growth in Vermont is forecast to remain relatively flat (with a 2%
average growth by county to the year 2000) and to follow current employment trends. According to the
Vermont Department of Employment and Training, most jobs will continue to be located in the northwest
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(Addison, Chittenden, Grand Isle, and Franklin Counties) and the south (Rutland, Windsor, Windham, and
Bennington Counties).
For this study, demand for passenger rail service in each of the identified markets was estimated for a
base year (1993) and a forecast year (2003). In the case of the Shelburne Road Reconstruction
Demonstration Service option, demand was also forecast for 1996, to identify demand for rail service
during reconstruction.
METHODOLOGY

Our approach to estimating demand for commuter-type rail reflects a concern with creating "reasonablen
and "achievable" ridership forecasts. A primary resource and tool in our travel demand estimating was
the 1989 Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) household survey conducted by
Resource Systems Group. Data from the 1989 CCRPC household survey was used to calibrate a
transportation network model (TModel) for Burlington. Using a map of the transportation network and land
use, TModel distributes auto trips on the network for a 24-hour period according to trip type (e.g., work-tohome, home-to-shopping, etc.). The calibration of TModel achieves a high match between where people
are actually going and the model output. The TModel is calibrated to PM peak travel and network
characteristics. Since the PM peak is essentially the mirror of AM peak for commuter rail service, the
TModel was found to be an appropriate tool for forecasting total travel demand in each commuter corridor.
Additionally, the attractiveness of commuter rail is most vulnerable in the PM peak, when there is less
certainty about departure time. Using the PM peak demand contributes to more realistic demand
forecasts.
Ridership for the proposed commuter-type rail service is forecast as a range, relying on travel demand
estimates derived from two sources. First, actual 1990 Census Journey-to-Work data was used to
estimate total travel demand. Numbers available from the Census were used to develop estimates of the
percentage of the work force commuting from area towns to Burlington. Employment from each origin
town or zone was then distributed among destination employment sub-zones in Burlington based on
actual Burlington employment.
Since the Census data reflects all work trips, regardless of what time of day those work trips occur, the
data was modified to reflect those work-to-home trips occurring within the two peak hours served by rail.
The adjustments were based on CCRPC household surveydata that indicates that approximately 40% of
all work-to-home trips take place during these two peak hours. Therefore, the Census data was reduced

I
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by 60%. Furthermore, the Journey-to-Work data is developed from a questionnaire that tends to
overestimatethe number of trips that would be taken on a particular workday. Based on FHWA guidance,
the Journey-to-Workdata was reduced by 10%to correct for this bias.
Second, travel estimates were forecast using the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission's
TModel Burlington Sub-zone Analysis. Trips forecast with the 'TModel were converted from auto trips to
person trips based on a vehicle occupancy factor of 1.1. A recent analysis of travel characteristics of
Route 7 motorists (surveyed at locations in South Wallingford, Brandon, Vergennes and Charlotte)
performed by Wilbur Smith and Associates for the Vermont Agency of Transportation indicates a vehicle
occupancy factor of 1.23. Based upon our analysis, the lower vehicle occupancy rate of 1.l,
however, still
applies for most of the commuter corridors under review.
In addition to the information obtained through the 1990 U.S. Census Journey-to-Work data and the
CCRPC household surveyKModel, site-specific employer surveys were conducted to identify
opportunities for additional rail demand within and outside Burlington. Results of an employer survey
conducted in conjunction with IBM (Essex Junction) and the University of Vermont were tabulated and
have been included in final travel demand estimatesfor the commuter-typeservice.
Total travel demand estimates were used as the basis for estimating total commuter railtrips with the use
of a mode split model. The mode split model used in this study was developed for the Chicago Area
Transportation Study (CATS) specifically to estimate commuter rail service demand. The model was
adapted for use in Vermont and was validated using Chicago-area commuter rail passenger data. 'This
model is one of the only operational, validated mode choice models specifically designed to estimate
commuter rail ridership. According to the CATS model, the probability of choosing auto or rail is based on
the disutility of each choice which, in tum, is based on the following factors:
AUTO
Auto travel time (minutes from home to place of work),
Parking cost (daily cost of parking in downtown Burlington), and
Central business district (CBD)(whetherthe workplace is located in a central business district).
RAIL
Station distance (miles from home to embarking rail station),
Railtravel time (minutes from embarking rail station to disembarking railstation),
Walking distance (milesfrom disembarking rail and/or bus station to place of work),
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Bus distance (miles on a bus from disembarking rail station to a bus stop near the workplace), and
Fares (sum of rail and bus fares, if bus is used).
Existing public transportation services are also included in the calibration of the model to reflect bus or
shuttle access in Burlington. Current CCTA bus and CATMA shuttle service i n Burlington are used to
calibrateeach variable for the study area.
The CATS mode split model places particular importance on the location of work destinations in the
central business district, implying walk access from place of employment to shopping and other retail
activities. A sensitivity analysis of this and other variables indicatedthat a factor of 1.5 to 2 appropriately
weighted this factor for Vermont comm~ters.~
Commuter rail demand forecasts are based on work trips. However, particularly in Vermont, work trips
represent a relatively small percentage of total travel. Recent information obtained through the CCRPC
study indicates that only 25% of all PM peak-hour trips are work-to-home trips. Of this 25%, it is
reasonableto estimate that commuter rail might attract from 15%to 20%, depending on the convenience
of the service, the cost, congestion and travel times by private auto. Assuming a reliable service, with
good public and private transportation connections, there is the opportunity to capture other trips (other to
home, other to other, shopping to home, etc.). The exact magnitude of the total non-work trips riding
commuter rail is difficult to forecast; however, for estimating purposes we have assumed a range of 12.5%
to 25%.

-

RIDERSHIP FORECASTS COMMUTER RAIL CORRIDORS

I

For each commuter corridor a range of ridership estimateswas developed reflectinga change in the CBD
variable from 1.5 to 2. Although forecasts were generated for a range of non-worktrips, for final analysis
it was determinedthat the high end was not reasonablegiven the competitivenessof auto travel.
Base year (1993) and forecast year (2003) projections of ridership demonstratethe environment in which

-

commuter rail is attractive clusters of population going to clusters of employment over a congested
highway network. The size of the Vermont commuting population, the condition of the highway network,
and the locationof jobs dramatically impact the competitiveness of commuter rail. The ridership estimates
clearly highlightthe difficulty of making a public transit alternative competitive with the private automobile.

The original CATS model used a factor of 3.08.
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A range
of ridership forecasts developed for each of the three commuter rail service corridors
..

demonstrates the limited demand for commuter rail service. Although demand is limited by the popuiation
and employment densities in the rail corridor, it is important to note the capture rate for the proposed rail
service of the total commuter market. For the purposes of this study, the proposed service schedule
meets the travel requirements of 40% of the commuting popu~ation.~Based on total 1990 U.S. Census
Journey-to-Work data, this represents approximately 1800 work trips in the Rutland corridor with
destinations in ~urlin~ton.8Of these 1800 potential trips, a forecast ridership of 189 to 266 trips
represents 11% to 15% of the identified market. Thisrange of ridership estimates is consistent with
commuter rail in other areas, which often represents approximately 10% of the total commuter market.
Table 2.15 on the following page summarizes the range of daily one-way trips estimated for the base year
(1993) and the forecast year (2003).
In addition to demand for service to Burlington, this study evaluated the potential market for service from
the Rutland corridor origins to Winooski and Essex Junction. An estimated 500 additional work trips were
identified through analysis of the Jouney-to-Work data, again estimating that the proposed commuter
service schedules would meet the requirements of 40% of the total work trips. Of these 500 potential
trips, a forecast ridership of 27 to 34 trips represents 5% to 6% of the identified market.
Table 2.15

DAILY ONE-WAY TRIPS
1993

Corridor
Barre

lI

Rutland
st. Albans

-

Burlington
Burlington
Burlington

114 160

I
I

189-266

-

223 322

2003

-

126 178

1 I

209-298

I

248 - 357

I

The commuter rail forecasts assume a highly reliable service accompanied by good connections to each
employee's ultimate workplace destination. The success of commuter service, especially in the Vermont
market, is highly dependent on providing adequate and reliable connecting service, adequate customer
information, and aggressive advertising and promotion. At a minimum, all commuter service assumes a
shuttle at the Burlington Station. Additionally, the 'guaranteed ride home" will be a critical element for
those emergency situations that necessitate travel outside the regularly scheduled service.

Based on research performed by Resource Systems Group for the Chittenden County Regional
Planning Commission, 1989.
Total U.S. Census Journey-to-Work numbers have been reduced by 10% to correct for bias in the
questions asked.
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REVERSE
COMMUTE BURLINGTONTO BARRE
..
We have investigated the potential of attracting rail commuters who commute in an easterly direction,
from the Burlington area towards Barre. The key major employer along this route is the State of Vermont,
with concentrations of office employees in Waterbury and Montpelier. According to the Central Vermont
Transportation Agency (CVTA), there are no other employers as large as the State. Similarly, only the
State has readily available employee residence data. CVTA, however, is preparing to canvass employers
in the area in the near future. Other major employers that might be expected to provide rail riders are
National Life and Vermont Mutual Insurance Company in Montpelier, Blue CrossIBlue Shield of Vermont
in Berlin, and Bombardier in Barre.
To estimate the potential ridership in the reverse direction, we have first chosen the towns from which
commuters would be drawn. We have limited our research to those towns that would be likely candidates
for a rail stop along this route, or those with easy access to a proposed rail stop. Table 2.16 on the
following page shows these towns, along with estimates of employees residing in those towns who work
in Waterbury or Montpelier.
From our earlier work in determining the share of the commuter market claimed by a potential rail service,
we developed mode shares for a variety of home-to-work configurations. The rail stations in Waterbury
and Montpelier are not typical downtown stations, so a shuttle service would be necessary to bring rail
commuters to downtown or workplace locations. Furthermore, the attractiveness of rail is likely to be
somewhat higher for employees destined for Montpelier than for those destined to Waterbury because
Montpelier has a more compact urban design and, thus, an employee can reach a variety of shops and
services on foot. Typical mode splits for employees using shuttle services are 4%-7% for those destined
for non-central business district areas and 12%-18% for those destined for central business district areas.
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Table 2.16
ORIGINS AND NUMBERS OF EMPLOYEES
WHO WORK IN WATERBURY AND MONTPELIER
PLACE OF
EMPLOYMENT
RESIDENCE
S. Burlington
Burlington
Winooski
Colchester
Essex
Williston
Jericho
Richmond
Bolton
TOTALS

WATERBURY
MONTPELIER
'Other
State
Other
State
0
17
5
0
12
47
55
70
8
0
4
0
23
8
5
8
7
15
38
0
9
10
0
5
0
16
9
6
13
0
22
33
1
0
19
13
203
47 123
105

Source: State of Vermont & US Bureau of Census, 1980 Journey-to-Work (adjusted to represent peak-hour
commuting).
Analysis of opportunities to capture additional ridership with a reverse commute service in the Burlington
to Barre corridor estimated a total ridership of 37-59 commuters daily (one-way trips). Based on the size
of the market, further investigation of reverse commute demand was not included in this study.

-

RIDERSHIP FORECASTS SHELBURNE ROAD RECONSTRUCTION
The anticipated additional travel times during construction should make rail service more competitive with
the private automobile. To evaluate the effectiveness of a rail service as a construction mitigation tool,
demand forecasts for this demonstration project were generated for the base case (1993), the
construction period (1996) and post construction (2003).
Demand estimates for the Shelburne Road Reconstruction Demonstration Project followed the
methodology identified above; however, in the case of Shelburne Road reconstruction, additional
penalties were added to driving times to replicate the expected travel delays during reconstruction (1996).
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Based on discussions with the AOT Department of ~ i g h w a ~ an
s , additional
~
10-minute travel delay was
incorporated into the travel times in the Route 7 corridor during reconstruction. Additionally, to understand
the sensitivity of ridership to delay, forecasts were estimated with 20,- 30-, and 40-minute delays.
Demand is highly sensitive to increased delay, and at an additional 30 minutes (for a total delay of 40
minutes) ridership will increase more than 100%.
Ridership by origin zone was estimated for a

lo-, 20-, 3p, and 40-minute penalty during the Shelbume

Road reconstruction (1996). 'With a projected 40-minute auto travel time delay, commuter rail service
would attract 36% of the estimated travel market in the two AM and PM peak hours served.1° For the
Shelburne Road Demonstration Service, estimates of ridership to Essex Junction were also developed.
Although there are additional capital and operating costs associated with extending the service through
Winooski to Essex Junction, the potential demand warranted further investigation. Tables 2.17 detail the
estimated number of boardings in the PM peak by origin zone
Tables 2.17

1996 PM TRIPS WITH 10-MINUTE DELAY

I
ORIGIN ZONE
So. Burlington
Shelbume
Charlotte
Hinesburg
Other Addison

DAILY ONE-WAY
TRIPS
32
103
57
32
37

Subtotal

261

To Winooski
To Essex Jct.

25
11

Subtotal

36

DAILY TOTAL ONE-WAY TRIPS
ANNUAL TOTAL ROUND TRIPS

1

9 Based on information obtained from Gordon MacArthur, VAOT Department of Highways.

The total market is estimated as 36% of U.S. Census 1990 Joumey-to-Work data (daily).
2-70
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Tables 2.17 (continued)

1996 PM TRlPS WlTH 20-MINUTE DELAY

ORIGIN ZONE
So. Burlington
Shelbume
Charlotte
Hinesburg
Other Addison

DAILY ONE-WAY
TRIPS
'

33
135
81
42
51
342

Subtotal
To Winooski
To Essex Jct.

27
15

Subtotal

42

DAILY TOTAL ONE-WAY TRIPS
ANNUAL TOTAL ROUND TRIPS

384
192,000

1996 PM TRlPS WlTH 30-MINUTE DELAY

ORIGIN ZONE
So. Burlington
Shelbume
Charlotte
Hinesburg
Other eddison
Subtotal

DAILY ONE-WAY
TRIPS
35
160
102
55
64
416

To Winooski
To Essex Jct.

27
18

Subtotal

45

DAILY TOTAL ONE-WAY TRIPS
ANNUAL TOTAL ROUND TRIPS

461
230,500
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Tables 2.17 (continued)

1996 PM TRIPS WITH 40-MINUTE DELAY

I
ORIGIN ZONE
So. Burlington
Shelbume
Charlotte
Hinesburg
Other Addison

DAILY ONE-WAY
TRIPS
36
183
123
69
78
489

Subtotal
To Winooski
To Essex Jct.
- -

-

Subtotal
DAILY TOTAL ONE-WAY TRIPS
ANNUAL TOTAL ROUND TRIPS

I

While a 40-minute delay may seem unlikely, it is important to note that the commuter's "perception" of the
delay may in fact be closer to 40 minutes than 10. Particularly in Vermont, where delays of 10 or 20
minutes are considered quite onerous, a regular delay of 10 to 20 minutes may have the impact of a 40minute delay. Wihout any added construction congestion, ridership in the Shelbume corridor is estimated
at 262 PM peak period trips in 1993 and 285 PM peak period trips in 2003. Ridership in this corridor
represents more than 85% of the total ridership forecast in the Rutland corridor.

,
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Table 2.18

DAILY ONE-WAY
TRIPS

ORIGIN ZONE
So. Burlington
Shelburne
Charlotte
Hinesburg
Other Addison

.

32
102
59
35

26
254

Subtotal
To Winooski
To Essex Jct.
Subtotal
DAILY TOTAL ONE-WAY TRIPS
ANNUAL TOTAL ROUND TRIPS

I

I

'The ridership estimates for inter-city service are based on new or expanded Amtrak service, as follows:
Expanded Montrealerservice providingadditional stops in Randolph and Bolton.
New Amtrak service with stops in Ludlow, Rutland, Middlebury and Burlington. As described in the
Service Plan section, this service could be a branchof the Montrealerwith a car drop in Bellows Falls,
or the extension of Amtrak's New York State service into Vermont from Albany or Whitehall, New
york.11
New Amtrak day service from Springfield, Massachusetts,to Burlington.
There is a high likelihood that a Randolph stop will divert some ridership from the Montrealer's White
River Junction and Montpelier stops. Randolph is equidistant between the two stops and connected to
both by Interstate 89. White River Junction experienced the highest number of boardings of all of
Arntrak's Vermont stops in 1991, 19,768; Montpelier recorded boardingsof 8,472. Our ridership estimate

l 1 John Prokopy, Director of Market Forecasting and Planning, Washington, DC, Office, Amtrak, has
suggested that the operation of both would serve, and split, the same markets.
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does not explicitly account for diversion from existing stations. Estimates for ridership to Burlington do not
account for the likelihood that this service would divert passengers from current Montrealer service to
Essex Junction.

METHODOLOGY
To estimate ridership for the proposed Amtrak services we have calibrated a regression model using
existing ridership data from a rural Illinois Amtrak service originating in Chicago and existing ridership data
from Vermont Montrealer stops. The regression model and approach were suggested by John Prokopy,
Director of Market Forecasting and Planning, Washington, DC, Office, Amtrak, since the two services are
comparable in serving a rural area and in originating in a major metropolitan center. Thus, a regression
model designed to estimate ridership for the known service (Illinois and Montrealer) is a reasonable
analytic tool for estimating ridership for the proposed service.
Table 2.19 on the following page shows the stops for the Illinois and Montrealer sewices, the
corresponding town populations, and the 1991 ridership figures.
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Table 2.1 9

COMPARISON OF POPULATION AND RIDERSHIP FOR RURAL ILLINOIS AND VERMONT TOWNS
SERVED BY AMTRAK

TOWN
Mattoon
Effingham
Centralia
Gilman
DuQuoin
Kankakee
Mendota
Princeton
Kewanee
Macornb
Quincy
Rantoul
Bellows Falls
White River Jct.
Montpelier
Waterbury
Burlington/EssexJct.

1990 TOWN
POPULATION
18,441
11,851
14,274
1,816
6,697
27,575
7,OI 8
7,197
12,969
19,952
39,681
17,212
3,313
9,601
8,247
4,589
47,523

1991 .
RIDERSHIP
13,594
7,785
9,839
1,539
3,072
9,256
5,730
10,807
4,165
33,094
18,807
5,153
2,608
19,768
8472
4,101
15,766

The regression model originally developed by Amtrak and calibrated for use in Vermont estimates
ridership based on the above data within the following formula:

In this model, ridership is projected as a function of population and the presence of a university
(represented by the variable 'Univ" in the above equation). 'rhe'university component is a 0-1
dummy variable. Table 2.20 on the following page shows the ridership estimates generated with
the above equation.
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Table 2.20

ACTUAL MODEL-ESTIMATED AMTRAK RIDERSHIP
FOR ILLINOIS AND MONTREALER STOPS

'TOWN

Mattoon
Effingham
Centralia
Gilman
DuQuoin
Kankakee
Mendota
Princeton
Kewanee
Macomb
Quincy
Rantoul
Bellows Falls
White River Junction
Montpelier
Waterbury
Burlington/Essex Junction

1991
RIDERSHIP
13,594
7,785
9,839
1,539
3,072
9,256
5,730
10,807
4,165
33,094
18,807
5,153
2,608
19,768
8472
4,101
15,766

MODELESTIMATED
RIDERSHIP
8,711
7,259
7,793
5,048
6,124
10,724
6,194
6,234
7,506
22,228
13,391
8,441
5,378
19,947
6,465
5,659
26,453
t.

AMTRAK RIDERSHIP FORECASTS

Using the regression model developed by Amtrak and calibrated to Vermont by RSG, order-of-magnitude
estimates of ridership for each of the proposed new Amtrak services have been estimated. It is important
to note, however, that these ridership estimates do not reflect specific ski train or other tourist promotions.
The forecasts generated through the regression model indicate those areas with market potential based
on population. Table 2.21 on the following page summarizes ridership estimates by town.
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Table 2.21

ANNUAL RIDERSHIP ESI'IMATES FOR NEW VERMONT AMTRAK STOPS

TOWN
Bolton
Brattleboro
Burlington
Ludlow
Middlebury
Randolph
Rutland

RIDERSHIP
ESTIMATES
4,821
7,500
26,453
5,155
6,418
5,698
9,498

These estimates indicate a potential market in Rutland for rail service through either Albany or Bellows
Falls. However, these forecasts do not identify the attractivenessof a particular type of senrice. Similarly,
they do not reflect the impact of tourism travel on the area. 'They are primarily based on the correlation
between travel and population. For Bolton, Randolph and Burlington, the estimates have not been
adjusted to reflect diversion from the existing Montrealerstop at Essex Junction or White River Junction.
Based on this preliminary analysis, it is, therefore, not conclusive whether the additional Amtrak stops on
the current Montrealer divert existing riders or create additional ridership.

ESTIMATING DEMAND FOR TOURIST SERVICE
METHODOLOGY
Forecastingdemand relies on existing data on total tourist travel, since demand for tourist rail is a percent
of total segment travel (e.g., skiers). Initially, it was anticipated that as part of this study we could use
existing data on the Vermont tourism market as a basis for identifying demand for a tourist rail service. A
two-pronged approach was used to assess the total tourist market: 1) review of currently available data
from the State of Vermont Department of Travel and Tourism, and 2) discussions with tourist industry
experts (both within and outside Vermont). The second approach was conducted with the creation of a
Tourism Task Force, which includedthe following experts:
Eric McDowell, The McDowell Group
Roberta Harold, Harold & Associates
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Joel Ann Rea, Burson-Martseller
Preliminary data collection activities included discussions with the Vermont Department of Travel and
Tourism regarding available origin and destination data for tourists and the implementationof a survey of
key Vermont attractions on the desirability of a tourist rail service. Data available from the Vermont
Department of Travel and Tourism was limited and primarily identified potential tourists through an inquiry
database. Concurrent with these data collectionactivities, the resources of the Tourism Task Force were
convened in Vermont, along with members of the Rail Council with particulartourism expertise, to discuss
the market for, and service characteristics of, a tourist train. Although the discussions of the Task Force
provided useful information on the impacts a tourist train could have on Vermont (e.g., creating a distinct
Vermont image), it also identified a problem with continuing further at this point to estimate the market for
such a service. There is no economic base data for the State of Vermont from which to estimate the
financial impact of the train on the State, and there is little information about the current tourist market
from which to estimate the segment likely to use a tourist train. Based on this discovery, it was concluded
that it would not be prudent to continue to identify the demand for, or service characteristicsof, a tourist
train untilfurther economic and market researchwas performed.
Analysis of the potential market for a tourist-type train was conducted based on information obtained from
the State of Vermont Departmentof Travel and Tourism, interviewswith operators of similar services both
within and outside Vermont, interviews with ownersloperators of key tourism attractions in Vermont,
interviews with a sample of potential travelers to the State made available from the State Department of
Travel and Tourism's Inquiry Data Base, and a series of executive interviews conducted with tourism
industry experts in the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan.

Reports

documenting these interviews have been prepared by Harold & Associates and The McDowellGroup and
are included in Appendix B.
While a detailed market analysis for a tourist-type service is not possible in the context of this study,
preliminary "indicators" of the market for, and service characteristics of, a tourist train in Vermont can be
identified from the information gathered in the surveys conducted. The executive interviews provided
information on general issues raised by the tourism industry in response to questions asked about the
desirabilityof an excursion train in Vermont:
Vermont needs to create more awareness in the tourism industry of Vermont as a destinationthat is
distinguished from other New England states.
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A Vermont excursion train has potential, but should include quality amenities and services: food

..

service, live commentary, special seating and seating arrangements, etc.
A Vermont excursion train should offer flexibility, with options for taking the full-day loop or making
stopovers along the travel route.
Using the State of Vermont Department of Travel and Tourism's Inquiry Data Base of persons interested
in traveling to Vermont, a telephone survey was administered to a sample of 316 inquirers. In general, the
response of these potential travelers to the concept of a tourist train was positive. The survey found:
There was considerable interest in using the proposed Vermont excursion train for a variety of travel
experiences.
The train concept appears to add to Vermont's attractiveness and, therefore, its economy. Half of
those respondents interested in the train said they would lengthentheir stay in Vermont.
Finally, a survey conducted within the State among key tourist attractions, through the membership of the
Vermont Attractions Association, and operators of tour trains outside Vermont identified several key
issues:
A tourist train service should offer a unique experience en route and not just be a mode of
transportation. The train itself should be a vacation "destination."
There can be a long start-up period for a new service within which the capital and operating
investments exceed revenues.
The market for excursion trains is different from the market for short and inexpensive scenic
excursions or dinner excursions.
Group tours, conference attendees, and overseas visitors present a market for a tourist train that is
includedas part of a total travel package.
A tourist train may appeal to new markets outside of those traditional to Vermont, such as skiers, who
do not now visit the State.

..
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'The preliminary analysis performed for this study indicates strong possibilities for success of a tourist train
if it is packaged and promoted carefully. The findings included in this study provide guidance that can be
valuable input to continued market research and analysis on this exciting concept.

FARES AND REVENUE PROJECTIONS
COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE FARES
As a preliminary step in developing a commuter fare structure, an analysis of existing commuter fares was
performed. Representative railroads selected were the Virginia Railway Express (VRE), a newly initiated
commuter service, and the Metro-North Commuter RailroadILong Island Rail Road (MNCFULIRR). Table
2.22 illustrates the commuter fare structure for both VRE and MNCFULIRR (part of the same parent

agency and therefore operating under similar or related fare policies).
Table 2.22

COMMUTER FARE STRUCTURE FOR VRE AND MNCRRIRR

SYSTEM

DISTANCE

VRE
(ZONE FARE)

7
14
21
28
35
42
49
56
63

MNCFULIRR
(MILEAGE FARE)

7
14
21
28
35
42
49
56
63

OFF-PEAK
FARE

I

PEAK FARE
(MONTHLY)
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Analysis
Of Comparable Commuter Fare Structures
..
Suggested fares for Vermont commuter service are based on the analysis of other commuter rail
operations, trip distances, and fares for existing public transit (bus). The proposed fare structure assumes
an average per mile charge of $.07 for up to 20 miles and $.08 for more than 20 miles. A minimum fare of
$1.25 is suggested.. This minimum is competitive with local service on CCTA ($.75) and yet reflects the
efficiencies of commuter rail in serving the longer trip. Tables 2.23 on the following page indicate
proposed commuter fares for each rail corridor, by boarding station, to Burlington.

-.
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Tables 2.23

PROPOSED COMMUTER FARES

1

IST. ALBANS LINE
PEAK COMMUTER FARES 1992 $'s

FARETO
ST. ALBANS
MILTON
COLCHESTER
ESSM JCT.
WlNOOSKl
BURLINGTON

I

MILESTO

$1.50
$1.25
$1.25

I

IRUTLAND LINE

1 PEAK COMMUTER FARES 1992 $'s I
FARES TO 1 MILES TO
BUR~INGTON
RUTLAND
BRANDON
MIDDLEBURY
VERGENNES
CHARLOTTE
SHELBURNE
BURLINGTON

$1.50
$1.25

IBARRE LINE

1PEAK COMMUTER FARES 1992 $'s
FARES TO
BARRE
MONTPELIERJCT.
WATERBURY
BOLTON
RICHMOND
E S S M JCT.
WlNOOSKl
BURLINGTON

I
( MILES TO
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COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE REVENUES
Revenues for each of the commuter service options are calculated from estimated total ridership and the
proposed commuter rail fare structure. Revenues are calculated by origin station on a daily basis and
converted to total annual revenues (based on weekday service only). Projected revenues in each
corridor, based on the fare structure described above, are shown in Table 2.24.
Table 2.24

PROJECTED REVENUES IN EACH CORRIDOR

Corridor
Barre

Burlington

Rutland

Burlington

St. Albans

Burlinaton

1993

1993

Ridership

Revenues

94,500 - 133,000
111.500 - 161.000

$125,125 - 175,125
$162.500 - 235.375

57,000 80,000

$78,875 113,125

SHELBURNE ROAD DEMONSTRATION SERVICE REVENUES
The range of ridership forecasts for the Shelbume Road Demo are primarily a function of the actual or
perceived delays caused by reconstruction. Revenues are, therefore, also estimated as a range for the
forecast year 1996 (construction start). Table 2.25 highlights the range of ridership and revenues forecast
for a minimum and maximum traffic delay. These numbers do not reflect service to Essex Junction. It is
estimated that Essex Junction ridership would generate an additional $16,250 to $34,375 in revenues,
depending on the traffic delay.
Table 2.25

SHELBURNEDEMOANNUALFAREBOXREVENUES

Ridership

Revenues

10 minute delay

130,500

$163,125

140 minute delav

244.500

$305.625

I

AMTRAK FARE STRUCTURE
Proposed extensions of service operated by Amtrak would follow Amtrak's nationwide fare structure. This
structure provides marketing opportunities with excursion fares on the Montrealer during non-summer
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months
and ski promotions (primarily in the west). ~ t t e - m ~tot spromote ski-traintravel packageshave not
. .
yet been successful in Vermont. There are, however, opportunitiesto create "packages" that includetrain
fare, lodgings, etc. Infact, the Killington.SkiResort has its own travel agency that can write Amtrak tickets
as part of a total vacation package.
TOURIST SERVICE.FARE STRUCTURE
As part of this study, a review of tourist rail operations elsewhere in the U.S. was conducted to identify
service, fare, and marketing strategies that might be applicable in Vermont. The different types of tourist
rail service operators identified and interviewed were:
PrincessTours (Alaska)
Holland-AmericaWest Tours (Alaska)
Alaska Railroad (Alaska)
The Bud (Rio Grande) Ski Train (Colorado)
Newport Star Clipper (Rhode Island)
Santa Cruz, Big Trees, and Pacific Railway Company (California)
Curnbries & Toltec Railroad (California)
The tourist rail services interviewed serve a variety of markets. Typically, the Alaska services operate
over longer distances (a 6- or 7-hour excursion) and are priced between $70 and $170 for a one-way fare.
The range of fares for Alaska service is based on type of equipment (dome car or regular car) and the
type of trip (excursion or point-to-point). The Colorado Ski Train operates between Denver's Union
Station and Winter Park (120-mile round trip). One-way fares range from $30 to $45, depending on
season and travel class. The Ski Train provides specially designed lockers for skiers. The Newport Star
Clipper is a dinner train that operates over a 30-mile round trip routefor $45.48 per person.
Additional analysis of the type of tourist service most appropriatefor Vermont should include an analysis
of the consumers' willingness to pay. Typical fares identified above could help establish order-ofmagnitudefares for similar services. Of a sample of potentialVermont tourists interviewed in conjunction
with this study, 91% indicated that they were willing to spend more than $40 for a day's scenic ride
through the State, while 80% were willing to spend at least $80. The fare structurefor the tourist service
would certainly depend on the type (excursion, point-to-point,etc.) and quality of service provided.

.

.
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ANCILLARY ISSUES

ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The so-called ancillary effects of rail fall into several categories, some of which are measurable. The
literaturein this area is extensive, and centers on the following categories of impact:
Relief of traffic congestion;
Reductionin accident costs;
lmproved environmentalquality, including reduced:

-

Air pollution,
Noise pollution,
Other ecological damage,
Visual intrusion, and
Community sprawl;

lmproved efficiency of the rail-servicedeconomy, including publicfacilities and city centers; and
Reduced energy consumption.
We have estimated the ancillary impacts for the base year of each of the four proposed commuter rail
services. Quantifying these effects is made easier by the existence of cost coefficients developed by
FHWA and others. Table 2.26 on the following page shows the societal costs of automobile travel for
certain aspects of cost from three sources.
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Table 2.26

SOCIETAL COSTS OF LIRBAN AUTOMOBILE TRAVEL
CENTS PER VMT
FHWA
(80)

Accidents
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Noise
Public Services
Unrecovered Hwy. Expenditures*
TOTAL

1.5
0.1
0.7
1.3
3.6

Hanson
(89)

4.1
1.5
0.2

Khisty
(88)

12.5
2.5
0.4

1 .I
1.3
8.2

1.3
16.7

SOURCE: Decorla-Souza and Kane, I'TE 1991 Compendium of Technical Papers
Unrecovered Highway Expendituresare taken from the above-cited source and are not part of the FHWA, Hanson,
or Khisty estimates.

To develop a consistent set of coefficients with which to make quantitative estimates of costs savings, we
used the FHWA data, adjusted to 1992 dollars, and also included the Hanson estimates for water
pollution costs. We have developed a cost of 4.2 cents per vehicle mile traveled (vmt) for accident costs
based on data published by the Vermont Agency of Transportation in 'High Accident Locations, 1983-

1987 Data.' This compares favorably with the 1989 Hanson estimate. Table 2.27 shows the parameters
we used in this analysis.
Table 2.27

SOCIETAL COSTS OF URBAN AUTOMOBILE
1992 CENTS PER VMT
FHWA
(92P
Accidents
4.2
Air Pollution
2.6
0.4
Water Pollution
0.2
Noise
1.2
Public Services
1.3
Unrecovered Hwy. Expenditures*
9.9
TOTAL
*Values are based on 1980 FHWA estimates escalated to 1992 and include estimates for water pollution and
accidents, as discussed.
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Table 2.27 shows that there are nearly 10 cents of unrecovered costs to society for every vehicle mile
traveled. 'These coefficients, when applied to the base case ridership estimates for each of the four
proposed commuter rail services, yield the annual societal cost savings shown in Table 2.28.
Table 2.28

AVERAGE ANNUAL VEHICLE MILES DISPLACED AND THE ESTIMATED SOCIETAL
COST SAVINGS RESULTING FROM FOUR PROPOSED COMMUTER RAlL SERVICES

Proposed Rail
Service
Shelburne Rd.
Rutland
St. Albans
Montpelier

Avg. Annual
Vehicle Miles
Displaced
1,461,713
1,415,950
1,080,130
1,084,404

Estimated
Annual
Societal Cost
Savings
$144,710
$140,179
$106,933
$107,356

Table 2.28 is based on a 250-daylyear rail operation and an assumption of 1.1 passengers per vehicle.
Vehicle miles displaced sre based on average estimated rail ridership. Figures for Shelburne Road are
based on estimated ridership for 1996; figures for the other three services are based on estimated
ridership for 1993. (This accounts for the lower displacement of vehicle miles in the Rutland corridor
relative to the Shelburne service). Estimates for the Montpelier service include the vehicle miles
displaced by the reverse rail commute. These "vehicle miles displacednestimates provide the basis for
calculating other impacts discussed below.

Another measurement of ancillary impact is direct air pollution resulting from estimated rail travel and the
automobile travel displaced by rail. Table 2.29 shows the coefficients of the three major air pollutants
resulting from automobile and rail travel.
Table 2.29

ESTIMATES OF PER MILE EMISSIONS FOR 'THREE MAJOR AIR POLLUTANTS
FOR THE FOUR PROPOSED CORRIDORS, AUTO AND RAIL

Pollutant
HC
CO
NOx

LbsNehicle Mile
Shelbume &
Rutland Corridors
0.0044
0.0414
0.0039

LbsNehicle Mile
St. Albans &
Montpelier Corridors
0.0023
0.01 92
0.0034

LbslRail
Mile
0.034
0.1 07
0.632
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The automobile data in Table 2.29 are from EPA, Mobile 4.1. Estimates for emissions on the Shelburne
..

Road and Rutland corridors are based on an average speed of 30 mph, rush hour conditions; and
composite automobile characteristics. . The emissions estimates for the St. Albans and Montpelier
corridors are based on an average speed of 50 mph, non-rush hour conditions, and composite automobile
characteristics. Rail data is based on line-haul measurements of a ~ ~ 9 locomotive
1 2
provided by
GMRC.
Table 2.30 provides the annual emission estimates for the three major pollutants, for each of the four
proposed rail corridors.
Table 2.30

ESTIMATES OF NET ANNUAL REDUCTIONIN EMISSIONS DUE TO FOUR PROPOSED RAlL
SERVICES LBSJYEAR (DISPLACED AUTO EMISSIONS LESS RAlL EMISSIONS)
Proposed Rail
Service
Shelbume Rd.
Rutland
St. Albans
Montpelier

'

co

HC
5,616
1,878
308

57,947
44,924
13,890
10,549

(770)

NOX
(9,467)
(75,374)
(36,776)
(56,985)

Gasoline usage would also be affected by commuter rail. The Table 2.31 summarizes the effects on
consumption resulting from the ridership estimates.
Table 2.31

NET ANNUAL SAVINGS OF GASOLINE RESULTING FROM COMMUTER RAlL SERVICES
Gasoline Saved
(gallons)
85,448
30,397
28,007
12,245

Proposed Rail
Service
Shelburne Rd.
Rutland
St. Albans
Montpelier .

Table 2.31 is based on fuel efficiency data supplied by GMRC and assumes two miles per gallon of diesel
fuel consumed by a GP9 locomotive. Displaced automobile gasoline consumption for the four commuter

'2 The GP9 is the locomotive used in GMRC passenger excursion service.
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routes is based on an assumed average automobile fuel efficiency of 15 miles per gallon for the
Shelburne and Rutland corridors and 19 miles per gallon for the St. Albans and Montpelier corridors.
Other types of ancillary impacts that are unmeasurable, but likely to accrue, include reduced congestion
and increased urban efficiency. The effect of reduced congestion will be most pronounced onthe
Shelburne Road corridor. Lessened congestion will reduce travel times for the remaining automobile
commuters. Time savings resulting from reduced travel times will yield many cost savings to the corridor
users as well as non-users.
The effects of increased urban efficiency are important to note as well. Experience in communities served
by rail has shown reinforcing patterns of settlement whereby people who want or have to take rail move to
communities served by rail. Further, new rail stations typically serve as a focal point for renewed
commercial investment. This, in turn, leads to stronger property values in the immediate vicinity of the rail
station.
SHORT AND LONG-TERM FACILITY AND ROLLING STOCK NEEDS
COMMUTER ROLLING STOCK
Operating equipment for all the commuter service would be push-pull or self-propelled cars. Push-pull
equipment means that the train engine is operated from either end of the train, i.e., control of the train is
possible from the locomotive or from the last car of the train, known as the cab car. Self-propelled
equipment means that the passenger car contains its own motive power along with the necessary
passenger equipment for passenger amenities, such as heating, air conditioning, toilets, etc. Both types
of equipment offer the'flexibility of operating train service without having to physically turn trains, thereby
eliminating the need to construct loop or wye tracks that are required to turn non-push-pull trains. Pushpull equipment is used by several transit operators, such as New Jersey Transit, and on some Amtrak
service. Amtrak has adapted to local conditions and has used push-pull vehicles in its operations in the
Chicago, California and Atlantic C
ity areas.
Self-propelled equipment is used on passenger railroads including the VIA Rail in Canada. Self-propelled
vehicles are not now being manufacturedfor the American market. 'The only such cars available are used
vehicles that could require extensive rehabilitation, including an upgrade of the diesel power plant.
Although some self-propelled railroad equipment is being used in Europe, such vehicles do not comply
with American standards and would be used only with special experimental waivers from the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA). Such an experiment is not recommended.
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Push-pull
cars have a capacity of approximately 130 for the trailer car and 115 for the cab car. Table 2.32
..
provides information on the train consists for push-pull vehicles. Ridership estimates are reported for the
two-hour peak period. On the basis of .the data presented in the following table, and depending on the
ridership scenario used, the fleet requirement for push-pull cars is two to three. The fleet requirements
are based on ridership as well as the operating requirements of a push-pull fleet (both a cab and a trailer
car). Additionally, spares would be required for both passenger cars and locomotives;
Table 2.32

PUSH-PULL TRAIN CONSISTS
ST. ALBANS -1993
Ridership
Push Pull Car

-

-

ST ALBANS 2003
Ridership
Push - Pull Car

-

BARRE 1993
Ridership
Push Pull Car

-

-

BARRE 2003
Ridership
Push Pull Car

-

-

RUTLAND 1993
Ridership
Push Pull Car

-

-

RUTLAND 2003
Ridership
Push Pull Car

-

LOW
223
2

High.
322
3

LOW
248
2

High
357
3

Low
114
2

High
160
2

LOW
126
2

High
178
2

LOW
189
2

High
266
3

LOW
209
2

High
298
3

TOURIST RAIL ROLLING STOCK
Equipment requirements for the tourist train would also have to be push-pull or self-propelled to operate
within existing physical constraints. For the tourist service, rolling stock that is either historical or is an
attraction itself is recommended. For example, the use of classic stainless steel Budd cars from the
1950s, refurbished with plush interiors, would be an appealing vehicle for a tourist service. Similarly,
dome cars, of the type used in Alaska and Colorado, would also enhance the marketability of the service.
Both new or used dome cars are currently available for purchase in conjunction with Vermont's proposed
service.
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MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
No new maintenance facilities would .be required for the maintenance of passenger equipment.
Interrogatories were sent to the CV, VTR and the GMRC regarding each operator's interest in maintaining
a passenger fleet, including fueling, storage and cleaning of rail cars. Each of the operators stated that
maintenance capacity is available and that it is willing to enter into discussions with the State.
CV's maintenance facility is located in St. Albans. Use of a maintenance facility in St. Albans would incur
some additional operating costs as the facility is approximately 32 miles from Burlington and 25 miles from
Essex Junction. Specifically, this distance would add to the operating costs of the tourist train.
VTR's maintenance facility is located in Burlington and offers full maintenance services. A smaller facility
in Rutland is capable of handling running repairs. Both of these facilities are located on the proposed
routings of the tourist trains.
GMRC's maintenance facility is located in North Walpole, New Hampshire. GMRC maintains its existing
passenger and freight equipment at this facility. Although the facility is not located precisely on the routing
of the proposed tourist train, the distance between Bellows Falls and North Walpole is approximately 311 0
mile. This distance would not significantly add to the operating costs of the tourist train.

T AIN ONTR
0
Under existing freight operations, train control is maintained by manual block systems for the VrR and the
GMRC. In other words, train operations are performed based on written train orders and without wayside
signals. The CV is also under a manual block system (occupancy control system) except for its section
between White River Junction and Brattleboro, which is controlled by CTC (centralized train control) in St.
Albans.
The implementation of passenger service would require upgrading the existing train order and block
systems, as well as the existing protected grade crossings. Furthermore, existing wye tracks would have
to be upgraded with power switches. The following describes the recommended improvements to the
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existing
control system. It should be noted that, with the implementation of passenger service on the
. .
VTR, four grade crossings13 would have to be upgraded with crossing signals.
MONTPELIER JUNCTION
Montpelier Junction is currently in unsignalized territory and is operated under manual block from the St.
Albans Control Center. 'The proposal for service between downtown Montpelier, St Albans and Bellows
Falls would require that the junction be upgraded. The use of manual switching by train crews should be
eliminated to provide a reasonable trip time through the junction. This would require the installation of
power switches and supporting signals and providing an interface with the St. Albans Control Center.
Grade crossing equipment also must be provided for the new connection track from the west leg of the
Montpelier Junction wye to the CV mainline.
BELLOWS FALLS
The existing CV track is operated under central traffic control from St. Albans, while the GMRC operates
under manual block. To provide access to the Bellows Falls Station for the proposed push-pull tourist
trains, traffic on the GMRC/CV may require two new power switches, signals and a supporting interface
to the St. Albans Control Center. The power switches would replace existing manual switches. It should
be noted that the push-pull train turnaround at the station might require 10-15 minutes for terminal tests.
Although our cost estimates include these switches, an operating assessment needs to be made to
determine if they would be cost-effective.
ESSEX JUNCTION
The existing CV track is operated under manual block with no signals. Existing manual switches should
be replaced with power switches to eliminate excessive delays related to manual switch operations.
Power switches would also support the route from the south through the yard to the Winooski Subdivision
for commuter and tourist trains. The power switches and supporting signals would interface with St.
Albans Control Center.

l3
Existing grade crossings that would have to be upgraded on the VTR are located between Charlotte
and Burlington and are Shelbume Shores, Clear Water Road, Windmill Bay Road and Pine Haven
Shores.
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ST. ALBANS
..

Existing code and central control systems would have to be reconfigured and upgraded to support
signaling improvements at Montpelier Junction, Bellows Falls and Essex Junction.

GRADE CROSSINGS
Existing grade crossing equipment (lights, bells andlor gates) for the CV is 59 mph maximum, while Stateowned crossings are currently designed for a 30 mph (maximum) operation. Upgrading these railroads to
a 59 mph operation would require that the waming time (start distance) be increased. An increase in the
start distance would require bonding, moving tuned shunts or insulated joints, and altering or adding new
equipment in existing enclosures. In some locations the increased starting distance would create an
overlap with adjacent crossing equipment. In this case, constant waming devices should be installed to
minimize overall costs. Additionally, grade crossings would be required for passenger service operation
from Shelbume to Burlington.

'The existing safety procedures are designed for freight operations. While these procedures and
regulations adequately address this situation, there may be additional requirements for the operation of
passenger service. Currently, limited sections of the rights-of-way of the CV, VTR and GMRC are fenced
off from the adjacent properties. This is primarily to keep farm animals from wandering onto the tracks.14.
There may be very limited additional sites where fencing may be warranted due to abutting land uses. In
addition, many of the private grade crossings have obstructed views either from the track or the wayside.
These obstructions should be cleared to permit visual sightings of oncoming trains.
Proposed stations may require low-level platforms equipped with mini-high platforms to accommodate
handicapped access as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Low-level platforms
present an additional safety risk (stepping up to board or alight from the train) that is not present with highlevel platforms. Train crews would be instructed in the correct procedures to assist passengers who are
boarding or alighting from the trains.

l4 State law requires that the railroad fence off the right-of-way when the abutting property is a working
farm.
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COST ESTIMATES

-

CAPITAL COSTS TRACKWORK
Whereas the rights-&way under investigation may already be rated as either FRA Class 2 or FRA Class
3 track, improvements are necessary to initiate suitable, reliable and comfortable passenger service.

Detailed capital cost estimates for upgrading the existing tracks for a normalized maintenance program
were developed. Capital costs for the recommended right-of-wayimprovements(see Physical Inventory)
are provided for each operator by rail segment as follows:
CLP
Whitehall to Rutland
VTR
Rutlandto Burlington

Burlingtonto Essex Junction
Essex Junction to St. Albans
Essex Junction to MontpelierJunction
Montpelier Junction to Bellows Falls
WACR
MontpelierJunction to Barre
GMRC
Bellows Fallsto Rutland
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For the
purposes of analysis, capital costs for upgradingthe Vermont Railway were divided into three
..
segments from Rutlandto Burlington: Rutland to Middlebury, Middlebury to Charlotte, and charlotte
to Burlington. This provided the level of detail necessary to separately evaluate the Rutland Burlington corridor options and the Route 7 reconstructioncommuter service between Charlotte and .
Burlington.
The capital- cost estimates represent the required investment to upgrade the existing rights-of-way for
either FRA Class 2 (30 mph.MAS) or FRA Class 3 (60 mph MAS) normalized maintenance programs.
The tables on the following pages provide capital cost estimates for each railway's right-of-way by
segment. Again, as stated in the Physical Inventory Section, estimates are based on visual right-of-way
inspections of track drainage, subgrade, ballast, track structure, other track materialsand rail. No detailed
measurementswere taken during the inspection. All estimates are in 1992 dollars.
Capital cost estimates for upgradingthe right-of-wayfor a normalized FRA Class 2 maintenance program
were not developedfor the Palmer and Roxbury Subdivisions of the CV or the VrR between Rutland and
Burlington. The CV's track, except for the Winooski Subdivision between Essex Junction and Burlington,
is currently at least a Class 3 track in a condition capable of supporting a normalized maintenance
program. The VTR is rated Class 3 track; however, there are a large number of areas where track speed
is restricteddue to track degradation.
Five capital cost scenarioswere developed:
Total investment for an FRA Class 2 normalized maintenance program,
Staged,investmentfor an FRA Class 2 normalizedmaintenance program,
Total investment for an FRA Class 3 normalizedmaintenance program,
Staged investmentfor an FRA Class 3 normalizedmaintenance program, and
Investment for an initial Class 2 maintenance program where the track would be incrementally
upgraded to support an FRA Class 3 normalized maintenance program.
Capital cost estimatesfor the rights-of-waydo not include estimatesfor bridge super or substructure. The
State of Vermont performed a railroad bridge inspection on State-owned rail lines in September of 1991.
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This report estimated it would cost $1,919,600 to improve the structural integrity and general condition of
the existing railroad bridges. This report was reviewed in the context of passenger operations. 'The
review concluded that, given existing operations, the results of the inspection of 1991 and the associated
cost estimates were acceptable. For those railroads that are being upgraded for higher speeds, the
associated bridges should be re-evaluated for impact loadings due to higher speeds of both freight and
passenger trains.
FRA CLASS 2 RATED RIGHT-OF-WAY
Capital cost estimates for an initial FRA Class 2 normalized maintenance program were developed for the
GMRC, CLP, WACR and the Winooski Subdivision of the CV. Whereas the Winooski Subdivision, the
GMRC and the VTR are rated as Class 2, several subgrade and clearance problems should be eliminated
for passenger operations. Similarly, the present condition of the track bed and rail may not support a
normalized maintenance program capable of providing the desired passenger operation. Slow orders are
also present. Cost estimates presented for the GMRC and the CLP represent the capital requirement to
eliminate slow orders and clearance problems and institute a normalized maintenance program to
maintain the track at its existing FRA classification. Cost estimates, therefore, represent the requirements
necessary to implement a normalized maintenance program and track condition capable of allowing
reliable, comfortable and economic passenger operations. Initial investment capital costs are presented
in Table 2.33 on the following page for the CLP, VTR, CV (Winooski Subdivision), GMRC, and WACR.
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Table 2.33
INITIAL INVESTMENT CAPITAL COSTS FOR CLASS 2 (30 MPH MAS)
TOTAL 0 CLASS 2

From

To

CLP
Whitehall

Rutland

VTR
Rutland

Burlington

$7,312,501

cv
Burlington
Essex Jct.
Essex Jct.
Montpelier Jct.

Essex Jct.
St. Albans
Montpelier Jct.
Bellows Falls
Subtotal CV

WACR
Montpelier Jct.

Barre

GMRC
Bellows Falls

Rutland
TOTAL Q CLASS 2

$4,554,403

$21,479,982
$37,576,540

An alternative to the initial investment for upgrading the Class 2 right-of-way so it would be capable of
supporting a normalized maintenance program would be to stage the investment over a seven-year
period. Under this scenario, the interest rate is assumed to be zero.15 The assumption is that funds for
this project would be raised through a state AOT funding program based on Federal grants or a new
source of State funds. Table 2.34 on'the following page presents capital cost estimates required for a
Class 2 normalized maintenance program.

1 S w ~ c o n o m i cD.,Newman, Engineering Press, Inc., 1988, page 423.
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Table 2.34

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR CLASS 2 (30 MPH MAS)
NORMALIZED MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
From

To

CLP
Whitehall

Rutland

VTR
Rutland

Burlington

Initial

7 Year Total

$3,808,533

$8,089,471

NIA

NIA

Essex Jct.
St. Albans
Montpelier Jct.
Bellows Falls

$3,638,992
NIA
NIA
NIA

$4,709,655
NIA
NIA
NIA

Subtotal

$3,638,992

$4,709,655

$9,461,325

$23,377,168

cv
Burlington
Essex Jct.
Essex Jct.
Montpelier Jct.

WACR
Montpelier Jct.

Barre

GMRC
Bellows Falls

Rutland
TOTAL 8 CLASS 2

$19,688,013

$40,727,579

FRA CLASS 3 RATED RIGHT-OF-WAY

Initial investments for an FRA Class 3 normalized maintenance program were developed for the Winooski
Subdivision of the CV, the WACR, the CLP, the VTR and the GMRC. Numerous slow orders currently
occur on the VTR, although it is rated FRA Class 3 track. In its current condition, the VrR could not
support a normalized Class 3 maintenance program or reliable passenger operations. Therefore,
improvements are included to eliminate these numerous slow orders and allow for a normalized
maintenance program and reliable passenger operations.
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Table 2.35

INITIAL INVESTMENTS FOR A CLASS 3 (60 MPH MAS) NORMALIZED MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
CLASS 3 60 MAS
From

To

CLP
Whitehall

Rutland

VTR
Rutland

Burlington

TOTAL Q CLASS 3

,

cv
Burlington
Essex Jct.
Essex Jct.
Montpelier Jct.

Essex Jct.
St. Albans
Montpelier Jct.
Bellows Falls
Subtotal

WACR
Montpelier Jct.

Barre

GMRC
Bellows Falls

Rutland
TOTAL 0 CLASS 3

$5,078,522

$23,950,508
$73,144,817

Again, as an alternative to an initial capital investment, a staged scenario was developed. The
assumptions used in the development of a staged investment for a Class 2 normalized maintenance
program were used to develop a staged program to upgrade the right-of-way for a Class 3 normalized
maintenance program, incrementally, over a seven-year period. Table 2.36 on the following page
provides capital cost estimates for a staged program to allow for Class 3 normalized maintenance.
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Table 2.36

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR A STAGED PROGRAM FOR CLASS 3 (60 MPH MAS)
NORMALIZED MAINTENANCE
CLASS 3 60 MAS
From

To

CLP
Whitehall

Rutland

VTR
Rutland

Burlington

Initial

7 Year Total

cv
Burlington
Essex Jct.
Essex Jct.
Montpelier Jct.

Essex Jct.
St. Albans
Montpelier Jct.
Bellows Falls
Subtotal

WACR
Montpelier Jct.

Barre

GMRC
Bellows Falls

Rutland
TOTAL @ CLASS 3

$5,078,552

$5,078,552

$23,950,508

$23,950,508

$65,259,140

$74,389,633

INCREMENTAL APPROACH TO BUILDING CLASS 3 RATED RIGHT-OF-WAY
The fiih capital cost scenario assumes an initial investment to upgrade the track to a normalized Class 2
maintenance program. At some point, additional investments would be made to further upgrade the
tracks to a normalized Class 3 maintenance program. Again, the assumptions used in the previous
staged scenarios were used in this scenario. Table 2.37 on the following page presents these cost
estimates.
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Table 2.37

INITIAL INVESTMENTSTO UPGRADETRACK TO A CLASS 3
MAINTENANCEPROGRAM
From

To

CLP
Whitehall

Rutland

VTR
Rutland

~uhin~ton

7 Year Total

Initial
$3,808,533

$9,996,954

NIA

NIA

cv
Burlington
Essex Jct.
Essex Jct.
Montpelier Jct.

Essex Jct.
St. Albans
Montpelier Jct.
Bellows Falls
Subtotal

WACR
Montpelier Jct.

Barre

GMRC
Bellows Falls

Rutland
TOTAL CLASS 2 TO 3

$3,638,992

$5,588,999

$9,461,325

$27,162,750

$19,688,013

$48,353,879

Capital costs for the train control, signaling and communications include those items identified previously
in this report. Costs are presented for signal and communications requirements and grade crossings.
Signal costs represent the cost requirement regardless of the type of service offered, commuter, tourist or
extended Amtrak.
Table 2.38

CAPITAL COSTS FOR SIGNALS AND COMMUNICATIONS

Item
Montpelier Jct.
Bellows Falls
Essex Jct.
St. Albans*
Total
Communications

Capital
Cost
$1,050,000
$423,000
$840,000
$300,000
$2,613,000
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Again, grade crossing costs representthe cost requirement regardlessof the type of service offered.
Table 2.39

GRADE CROSSINGS*
GMRC VTR CLP TOTAL
3
12
25
10

CV
Constant Warning Devices
Conventional'Track
Circuit
Total

9
9

5
15

11
23

11
14

36
61

TOTAL
$562,500
$801,000
$1,363,500

Includes any overlap costs.

In addition to improvements at existing grade crossings, new grade crossings in the Shelburne area are
estimatedto cost $800,000.

Each of the proposed passenger rail services have stations. While stations may differ in terms of a
thematic scheme, all stations would have the same basic elements. The following section describes the
.elementsof the typical stations and the BurlingtonTerminal.
INTERMEDIATE STATIONS
Stations would be accessed by a driveway from the appropriate public street or highway. Depending
upon ridership projections, parking is provided for 25 or 50 cars. Accessible parking spaces would be
included, one space in the 25car lot and two spaces in the 50-car lot. A drop-offlpick-up passenger zone
is proposedto be located adjacent to the accessible parking spaces and the mini high-level platform. A
curb ramp would be provided betweenthe parkingarea and the low-levelplatform. All paving is proposed
to be asphalt, with paintedtraffic markings.
Signage would comply with ADA requirements, and would include station identification signs, accessible
route signs, and parking signs.
Lighting is recommendedfor the platform and overall site. Lighting levels should be 5 footcandles under
the canopy, 2 footcandles at the open platform, and one foot-candleat the remainder of the site. Lighting
would be controlledby timers and by photo sensors.
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Landscaping materials should be local species and plantings should be selected for minimal maintenance
and environmental conditions.
The typical station would be served by a single track and would have a concrete low-level platform with
the platform surface 8 inches above top of rail. The platform is recommended to have a 2-foot-wide tactile
(detectable) warning strip at the trackside edge. Access to the rail vehicles for,riders with mobility
impairments should be provided by a mini high-level platform and wooden ramp. It is recommended that
an audio-visual train approach warning signal be installed adjacent to the mini high-level platform. A
bridgeplate would be provided to allow riders using wheelchairs to cross the gap between platform and rail
vehicle. Typically, a bridgeplate is stored in a lock-box on the mini high-level platform.
Amenities for riders include a platform canopy, accessible shelters, schedule information panels, and an
accessible post-mounted public telephone with volume control. Other amenities, such as newspaper
vending machines, would be provided on the platform at the discretion of the railroad. Tables 2.40 on the
following pages provide capital cost data for the various elements for both 50 and 25 car parking.
Real estate acquisition is not included in the following station construction costs. Depending on the
specific sites selected for stations, acquisition of real estate for both the station as well as parking would
be a component of the total station cost.
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Tables 2.40

INTERIMSTATIONWITH 50-CAR PARKING SPACES

Item Description
Low- level concrete platform
Tactile warning strip, 24' wide
Mini high-level platform, wood
Bridgeplateand lock-box
Accessible shelter
Access. public telephone
Station identification sign
Drop-offlpick-upsign
Accessible parking sign
Accessible route signage
Schedule informationpanel
Train stop markers
Curb ramp
Parking area paving and striping
Landscaping
Platformand site lighting*
Utilities*
Access driveway
'

Quantitv
100

Unit
Sa.Ft.
in ~ t .
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
Lump sum
ea.
Lump sum
ea.
Per Space
Lump sum

I
I

Unit Rate
$25.00

Subtotal
General ConditionslSitePrep. @ 15%
- Subtotal
Overheadand Profit @ 25%
Subtotal
Overall Contingency @ 20%
Total Station cost Estimates basedon previous work and not site specific

Cost
$2,500
$840
$27,000
$800
$5,000
$1,300
$280
$110
$180
$150
$700
$700
$600
$8,000
$5,000
$10,000
$15,000

$11,724
$89,884
$22,471
$112,355
$22,471
$134,826
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Tables 2.40 (continued)

INTERIM STATION WITH 25-CAR PARKING SPACES
Item Description
Low-level concrete platform
Tactile warning strip, 24" wide
Mini high-levelplatform, wood
Bridgeplate and lock-box
Accessible shelter
Accessible publictelephone
Station identificationsign
Drop-offlpick-upsign
Accessible parking sign
Accessible route signage
Schedule information panel
Train stop markers
Curb ramp
Parking area paving and striping
Landscaping
Platform and site lighting'
Utilities*
Access driveway
,

Unit
Sq. Ft.
Lin Ft.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
Lump sum
ea.
Lump sum
ea.
Per Space
Lump sum

Quantity
100
28
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
25
1

1

Unit Rate
$25.00
$30.00
$27,000.00
$800.00
$5,000.00
$1,300.00
$140.00
$110.00
$90.00
$150.00
$350.00
$700.00
$600.00
$160.00
$5,000.00

cost
$2,500

.

'

I

Subtotal
General ConditionsISite Prep. @ 15%
Subtotal
Overhead and Profit @ 25%
Subtotal
Overall Contingency @ 20%
Total Station Cost
Estimatesbased on previous work and not site specific.

BURUNGTONTERMINAL
Burlindon Terminal is similar in design to the intermediatestations, with identical platform, canopy, and
rider amenities. No parking for riders is provided, but the terminal plaza has boarding locations for two
buses adjacent to the platform, and space has been provided for a shuttle van, as well as for four taxis.
The terminal plaza has a vehicle turning area adequate for 45-foot buses and a drop-offlpick-up
passenger zone is provided for private cars and taxis. Signage, lighting, and landscaping are similar to
those features described for intermediatestations. Estimatedcapital costs for the BurlingtonStation are
shown in Table 2.41 on the following page. 'These costs do not include real estate acquisition for either
station or access construction.
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Table 2.41

BURLINGTONTERMINAL STATION
Quantity

Item Description
Low-levelconcrete platform
Tactile warning strip, 24" wide
Mini high-level platform, wood
Bridgeplateand lock-box
Accessible shelter
Accessible public telephone
Station identificationsign
Drop-offlpick-upsign
Accessible route signage
Schedule informationpanel
Train stop markers
Curb ramp
Bus area paving and striping
Landscaping
Platformand site lighting'
Utilities*
Access driveway

100
28
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
12,000
1

Unit
Sq. Ft.
in ~ t .
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
Lump sum
ea.
Lump sum
ea.
Square Ft..
Lump sum

Unit Rate

Cost

$25.00

$2,500

.

Subtotal
General Cor litiondsite Prep. @ 15%
Subtotal
Overhead a1
Subtotal
Overall Coni igency Q 20%
Total Statior Cost
Estimates basedon previouswork and not site specific.

-

CAPITAL COSTS ROLLING STOCK
COMMUTER SERVICE ROLLING STOCK
As identified earlier in this report, the equipment necessary to operate the intended service would be
push-pull vehicles. The fleet size required for the commuter service is two locomotives plus one spare
and two to three passengercars plus spares. Unit costs for a newlrebuilt locomotive is $1,400,000 and a
passenger car (cabltrailer) costs approximately $1,100,000. Some savings in cost can be obtained by
acquiring rehabilitated vehicles. The cost per rehabilitatedvehicle is $500,000 each for a locomotive and

The other type of vehicle identified for the proposed service is self-propelled. Used RDCs available in
Canada have been priced between $150,000 and $300,000 per car. This price includes the cost of
rehabilitatingthe equipment.

I
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TOURIST SERVICE ROLLING STOCK
Either a historic "Americana" fleet or an excursion dome car would be appropriate for the proposed tourist
service. Americana type cars could be either vintage equipment or the classic Budd cars from the 1950s.
1950s Budd cars are available that could be refinished for the proposed service. These cars are not now
equipped for push-pull service and would need to be retrofitted for service in Vermont. This equipment
can be acquired for approximately $250,000 to $350,000 per car. The proposed tourist service would
require two locomotives (and one spare) and 10 coaches.
Additionally, a dome car fleet would also be appropriate for the proposed tourist service. Rader Railcar in
Colorado has estimated the cost of a l k f o o t dome car at $800,000 to 850,000 per car. This same
equipment could be leased for a monthly payment of $10,000 to $10,625.
AMTRAK SERVICE ROLLING STOCK
Amtrak type cars required for Amtrak service are approximately $1,500,000 for a cab car and $1,200,000
for trailers or coaches.

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

-

OPERATING COSTS COMMUTER SERVICE
Operating costs were computed for each service operating over the various rail rights-of-way of the VrR
and the CV. Total operating costs for commuter operations were developed for crew, propulsion, track
maintenance or access fee, vehicle maintenance and station maintenance. Estimates were made of the
crew hours that are associated with each proposed service. It should be noted that,hourly crew costs
differ between the two operators due to unionization. The CV is unionized and the VTR is not. 'There is
no significant difference between the cost for an engineer and the cost for a conductor on the VTR;
however, there is a cost differential between the two positions at the CV. In addition, fringe rates and
benefits differ between the two operators, 77% for the VTR and 55% for the CV. These differences are
accounted for in the estimation of crew costs. Crew time for each operator was assumed to be an eighthour day. This would include initial and final time along with train time. Initial and final times are the times
before and after the train is in revenue service. For commuter rail operations this time is generally
assumed to be 30 minutes.
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It is possible
that another operator could be chosen with a different set of labor costs. 'These estimates do
. .
not presume an operator selection but provide a realistic estimate assuming current Vermont railroad
costs.
Estimates were made of the car miles for each proposed service. Propulsion, or diesel costs, are
calculated on a per, mile basis as diesel fuel consumption is directly related to the number of miles
operated. Diesel costs are assumed to be approximately $1.36 per mile. Track maintenance is also
calculated on a per mile basis as there is a direct relationship between miles operated and the cost of
maintenance. Depending on ownership of the right-of-way, a track maintenance or access fee is
estimated to be $.26 per mile.
Daily operating costs were first calculated. Daily operating costs consist of daily crew costs, daily
maintenance costs and propulsion costs. These figures were then translated into a yearly cost by
applying a yearly factor of operating days. The operating year is assumed to be 250 days (weekday
service only).
Table 2.42 on the following page provides operating cost information based on the proposed service plan.
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Table 2.42

OPERATING COSTS FOR EACH COMMUTER SERVICE
DAILY MILEAGE COSTS
PROPULSION
l~rain
Sets
1weekday Train Miles
~verage-costPer Train
Subtotal

ST. ALBANS

I
I

21
254.40 1
$1.36 (

I

I

$346

TRACKAGE ACCESS/MAINTENANCEFEE

ILocomotive Miles

I

I

254.40

Car Miles
Total Vehicle Miles
Average Cost Per Mile
Subtotal
TOTAL DAILY MILEAGE COST

1

RUTLAND

21
512.00 1
$1.36 (

512.00

$136,000

.

$3,024
250
$756,000

$521

383.20

(

I

$273,750
$1,699

1

$0.26

$0.26
$399
$1,095

$2,480

TOTAL OPERATING COST
Total Daily Operating Cost
Number of Days Operating
TOTAL ANNUAL OPER. COST

1

1

2
383.20 1
$1.36

'

I

$696

$0.26
$198
$544

TOTAL ANNUAL MILEAGE COST I
IDAILY CREW COST
I

BARRE

$299
$820

1

I

$2,794
250
$698,500

$205,000
$2,480

1
I

$3,300
250
$825,000

-

MAINTENANCE COSTS COMMUTER SERVICE

Maintenance costs include the cost of maintaining the equipment necessary to operate the service and
the costs for maintaining stations. Station maintenance is estimated to be $10,000 per station. Tables
2.43 provide information regarding estimated maintenance costs for commuter service.
.

.
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Tables 2.43

ESTIMATED MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR COMMUTER SERVICE
MAINTENANCE COSTS
Annual Diesel
Locomotive Costs
Units Required
Subtotal

ST. ALBANS

RUTLAND

$140,000

I

31

1

$420,000

Annual CabICoach Costs
Cars Required
Subtotal

$36,000

5

$180,000

STATION MAINTENANCE COSTS
Number of Stations
Annual Maintenance Costs
$10,000 Each

$140,000

.

31

1

$420,000
$36,000
5
$180,000

$140,000
3

$420,000
$36,000

5

$180,000

7

6

TOTAL ANNUAL
MAINTENANCE COSTS

BARRE

-

8

$60,000

$70,000

$80,000

$660,000

$670,000

$680,000

-

TOTAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS COMMUTER SERVICE

Total costs are developed by combining annual operating and vehicle and station maintenance costs. An
overhead rate is included and represents any administrative costs associated with the operation of the
service. These costs are provided in Table 2.44.
Table 2.44

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAlNrENANCE COSTS
ST. ALBANS
TOTAL ANNUAL
MAINTENANCE COSTS

TOTAL OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS

$660,000

$1,557,600

RUrLAND
$670,000

$1,505,350

BARRE
$680,000

$1,655,500
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FUNDING ISSUES

Sources of funding to implement the recommended initiation of expanded Vermont passenger rail
services must come.from existing Federal or State resources or new State resources..

THE SHELBURNE ROAD.DEMONSrRATION PROJECT
The short-term traffic mitigation program, including upgrading the right-of-way, establishing inexpensive
temporary stations, leasing rolling stock, operating the trains, providing for the required linkage transit
services and marketing and public communications activities, is all eligible for funding as part of the
Federal-aid highway construction project. 'The Agency of Transportation can request Federal Highway
Administration consideration of the Shelburne Demonstration as an integral part of the construction
project. The demonstration would be included in the Route 7 project design and a cost-sharing proposal
would be made by the State. Additional funds for the Demonstration could be requested from the Federal
Transit Administration, also on a matching basis.
Since under the Section 9 formula program, fixed guideway route miles operated in Vermont would result
in a formula allocation of approximately $25,000 per annual route mile, the State could request
consideration of a waiver of the usual two-year waiting period for this allocation so that it is available when
the service is put in place. This could provide an additional $300,000 per year to finance the operating
costs of the Demonstration.
If additional funds are provided in the Federal Transit Assistance Program through full funding of the
existing Congressional authorization (in the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991),
some of the incremental funds could be used to finance the transit services that will link the passenger rail
trains to employers and other destinations, or a portion of the operating costs.

JNVESTMENT IN UPGRADING THE CORE RAILROAD NETWORK
There is no current source of Federal assistance for inter-city railroad improvements. New Federal
infrastructure programs that are linked to economic development generally, and rural development
particularly, should be advocated by Vermont to provide more flexibility in the use of existing Federal
transportation funds and to add to the urbantrural equity in existing Federal transportation programs.
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Several possibilities exist for developing an additional $5-$7 million annual railroad investment program at
the State level. One possibility is the use of existing State transportation resources that can be replaced
by incremental Federal funds provided under a fully funded transportation program as authorized by
Congress. Another possibility is an increase in the State general fund allocations for transportation
justiiied by the economic benefits of the core railroad network.
PASSENGER OPERATIONS JUSTIFICATION
To the extent that the capital investment is required for expanded Amtrak services or a State of Vermont
tourist-based passenger train service, funding can be secured from additional sources. An agreement
with Amtrak could include a special Congressional appropriation matched with State funds to improve the
specific right-of-way to be used. If a 403(b) agreement is reached with Amtrak, Vermont may also be
required to assist in some of the incremental operating costs of the new service. These funds would be
required to be allocated from the public transportation operations budget of the Vermont Agency of
Transportation. An increase in this budget would be required to prevent a negative impact on existing
Vermont transit grantees.
A tourist-based service could be financed with Federal assistance to the extent that the State could
secure a special appropriation under the authority of the Federal Railroad Administration to finance
railroad improvements. Based on the justificdion of such a service with respect to its impact on the
tourism industry and overall State revenues, a special State appropriation, or participation by the private
sector, may be possible. The key element in securivg such funds is the commercial viability of the
resulting service, the necessity of a quality right-of-way for its use, and the economic justification of the
service with respect to the contributionof the tourist industry to the State.

ACTION PLAN

Prior to the implementationof any passenger senrice, many steps would have to be taken. The services
that are proposed operate over different rights-of-way owned by different entities. Efforts would have to
be made to select an operating entity for the various proposed services. This operating entity would have
responsibility for train operations and management. A single operating entity would eliminate any
potential crew operating conflicts that could occur. Identification should be made of any interest on the
part of the existing railroad operators to provide any of the proposed services.

,
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The proposed services would be required to go through an approval process that could involve the
following agencies:
District EnvironmentalCouncil;
Finance and Management;
Department of Forest, Parks and Recreation;
Department of Motor Vehicles;
Governor's Office; and

.

Agency of Transportation.
These agencies may be requiredto issue permits or approve any type of passenger operation.
The State has leases with both the VTR and GMRC to operate over State-owned right-of-way. The
existing leases convey exclusive operating privileges to both rail operators. If another agency or entity
desired to operate over the State-owned right-of-way, an agreement would have to be secured with both
the VTR and GMRC regarding operating privileges.
Improvements to the rights-of-way recommended in this report would have to be scheduled and funded
prior to beginning passenger operations. 'This would also include fundirrg and scheduling the acquisition
of passenger equipment.

SHELBURNE ROAD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
As it is proposed, Federal funds may be available for the Shelburne Road Demonstration Project. If
Federal funds were used, the project would have to be reviewed by the local Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO), the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission. In any event, coordination
of the project should involve the MPO to ensure that transportation plans are coordinated, that there are
no conflicts with service offered, and to minimizeany potentialfor competing service.
The existing lease between the State and the operating railroad, the VTR, grants exclusive rail operating
authority to the VTR for the term of its leasehold.16 In other words, the VTR, under existing arrangement,
is the only entity that could operate the Shelburne Road Demonstration Project. However, other

l6This is also the case with the State's lease arrangement with the GMRC.
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alternatives may be available to the State. The operation of the Shelburne Road Demonstration Project
could be accomplished in one of the following manners:
The State could directly contract with the VTR for the VTR to operate Shelburne Road passenger
service.
The State could re-activatethe Vermont Transportation Authority (dormant since 1974) to operate
andlor monitor the passenger service. The Authority would then have to negotiate with the VTR to
obtain trackage rights, if the Authority were to operate the service.
The State, with the concurrence of the VTR, could take over maintenance of the right-of-way and
reserve to the VTR the right to operate freight service only.
Each of the above scenarios is discussed below.
The State could directly contract with the VTR for the VTR to operate Shelbume Road passenger
service. Under this arrangement, the State would negotiate a separate agreement with the VTR to

operate Shelbume Road passenger service. The agreement could include minimum service levels much
like the service level requirements for freight service in the existing lease. The new agreement could
commit the State to providing a level of subsidy to cover the cost of operation and a profit percentagefor
the railroad. If this service were to be funded with Federal funds, the proposed service would have to be
reviewed by the local MPO (the ChittendenCounty Regional Planning Commission).
The State could re-activate the Vermont Transportation Authority to operatelmonitor the
passenger service. The Authority would then have to negotiate with the VTR to obtain trackage
rights and/or monitor passenger service for Shelburne Road. In 1973 the State Legislature

establishedthe Vermont Transportation~uthorityl7to acquire, rehabilitateand (if necessary) operate the
former St. Johnsbury & Lamoille County Railroad. Although the Authority has been dormant since 1974,
its enabling legislation has not been repealed. The enabling legislation provides the Authority with wide
operating powers, as well as the authority to establish subsidiaries. While the Authority never functioned
as an operating agency, its statutory existence provides the State with an existing structure that could be
used for the operation of the Shelburne Road

''

em on strati on Project.

'The Legislature would have to re-

Title 29, Chapter 16, Vermont Statutes Annotated. The re-activation of the Vermont Transportation
Authority would not change the existing leasing relationship between the Agency of Transportation and
the VTR or the GMRC.

I
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activate the Authority by funding an appropriation authorizing the Authority to undertake the
demonstration project, and by Senate confirmation of the Governor's appointees to the Authority's Board
of Directors.
The Authority could negotiate with the VTR for either: 1) the type of service levels to be operated by the
VTR, or 2) trackage rights to operate the Shelburne Road service. Under the first scenario, the Authority
could negotiate an agreement with the VTR to establish minimum service levels, using language that is
similar to the minimum service levels for freight service in the existing lease, and include the ability for the
Authority to monitor the service provided to ensure that prescribed service standards are met. In the
second scenario, the Authority would negotiate with the VTR for trackage rights to operate the Shelburne
Road passenger service. If the Authority operated the passenger service, the Authority's crews would
have to be qualified to operate service on the VTR right-of-way, i.e., the crews would have to be familiar
with the physical characteristics of the right-of-way and the railroad's operating and safety procedures.
Under either scenario, the service contract would be between the VTR and the Authority.
The State, with the concurrence of the VTR, could take over maintenance of the right-of-way,
resewing to the VTR the right to operate freight service only. The State could take over the

maintenance of the VTR right-of-way and reserve to the VTR the right to operate freight service only. This
would have to be done with the concurrence of the VTR. If the Vermont Transportation Authority is reactivated, the Authority could perform the negotiations on the State's behalf. If terms could not be agreed
upon, the Authority, through its eminent domain powers, could condemn passenger operating rights from
the VTR.
The last scenario, taking over maintenance of the right-of-way and reserving to the VTR the right to
operate freight service only, is not a recommended approach to establishing the Shelburne Road service.
The first scenario, subsidizing the VTR for the provision of.service, may not meet the State's interest in
ensuring that a minimum level of service is provided. The second scenario, the re-activation of the
Vermont Transportation Authority and negotiating with the VTR to monitor the service provided, is a more
attractive alternative. This scenario provides for an amicable process in that the interests of the State and
the interest of the railroad can best be protected. The railroad is able to maintain its exclusivity to operate
service, and the State has the meansi8

to monitor passenger service to ensure that minimum service

levels are maintained.

l8
The primary difference between the Agency of Transportation (AOT) and the Vermont Transportation
Authority (VTA) is that the AOT does not have the authority to operate transportation services while the
VTA is granted that authority.
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The tourist train, as it is envisioned, would operate over right-of-way that is controlled by three railroads,
the CV, the VTR and the GMRC. Under the existing labor agreement between the CV and its employees,
no employee of another railroad may operate equipment over the CV right-of-way unless trackage rights
or some other form of agreement is obtained permitting other employees to operate equipment.
Regarding the VrR and the GMRC, neither railroad has employees who are qualified to operate service
on the other's right-of-way. To be qualified, an employee needs to be familiar with the right-of-way's
physical characteristics and the railroad's operating and safety procedures.
If a tourist train would be operated directly by, or under contract to, a separate entity, such as the Vermont
Transportation ~uthority,lgthe Authority would have to enter into negotiations with each of the railroads
to obtain trackage rights or some other form of agreement to permit its employees (or its contractor's
employees) to operate equipment over the various rights-of-way (CV, VrR and GMRC). The Authority's
operating crews would have to be qualified, i.e., be familiar with the right-of-way's physical characteristics
and the railroad's operating and safety procedures, before operating equipment on any particular right-ofway. These negotiations may be lengthy so adequate lead time would be riecessary. A similar
arrangement was executed between the VTR, GMRC and the State for the Bicentennial Steam Train.
The language of that agreement could be the basis for any future operating agreement. Of the three
railroads, the CV is a unionized property while the GMRC and the VTR are not.

PRELIMINARY MARKET PLAN

A preliminary market plan for any passenger rail service must focus on the delivery of quality service to
the passenger. Close coordination between the service quality and operating decisions and marketing
and promotion efforts is critical throughout the life of any type of service. Therefore, one of the first
actions that must occur is to clearly establish responsibilities for operations management, including
service delivery, public relations, and advertising. Selling a service that isn't delivered can be extremely
harmful, especially to a new service.

l9As noted in the discussion of the Shelbume Road Demonstration Project, the Authority would need to
have legislative approval by appropriation of funds, approval of passenger service as an authorized
project and Senate confirmation of the Governor's appointments to the Board of Directors. If the State
determined that it did not want a State agency to operate passenger service, the AOT would then be the
agency responsible for monitoringthe passenger service.
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Several activities could occur early in the service planningstages to ensure effective marketingstrategies:
..

Promote integration with existing.public transportation services through early discussion with
multimodal providers for feeder or connecting services, integrated fares, and consistent service
quality.
Includethe community and riding public in the process from the very beginning - promote the driving
of the first spike, the delivery of the first locomotive or coach, the design of the system logo, etc.
Maintain contact with the community on the progress of implementation. Create excitement around
the service start date.
Give priority to public information and advertising campaigns and special promotions (free fares for a
start-up period, special service days, etc.).
Solicit and encourage private participation in station designJownership, shuttle senrices, development
along the proposed route. Work with the local community to create a sense of ownership and pride in
the service.
Create partnerships with major employers in conjunction with tax incentives and employee benefits
providedfor in the Energy Bill.
Concentrate on providing a quality, reliable service.

EVALUATION OF OPTIONS

AMTRAK CONNECTIONS
MARKET ANALYSIS
The State should take every appropriate step to improve the Montrealer service in Connecticut and
Massachusetts. Improved running times through restoration of service to the original route through
Springfield would appear to be an important factor not only in attracting new passengers, but also in
maintaining the existing inter-citymarket.
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The evaluation of a market for the proposed Amtrak service@)warrants additional investigation and

I

analysis by Amtrak to secure its support. The State of Vermont should pursue further detailed rideiship
forecasting with Amtrak, concurrent with Amtrak analysis of operating costs and capital requirements for
the proposed service extensions.

COMMUTER SERVICE
MARKET ANALYSIS
While operational and institutional support for commuter rail is an essential component and assumption
within the ridership estimating process, it also presents unique opportunities for demand that are not
easily forecast with quantitative models. The support and prominence given to the rail service by State
and local officials can certainly increase the opportunities for implementing a successful service.
Furthermore, the support of the private sector can also be critical to the success of the service. The
qualitative benefis of rail senrice are important components of evaluating the effectiveness and feasibility
of providing commuter rail servcie

in each corridor.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The evaluation of the costs and benefis of proposed commuter rail service incorporates the quantifiable
and non-quantifiable benefits and impacts of the proposed service. Tables 2.45 detail the costs and
revenues for each commuter rail corridor. Operating and maintenance costs are estimated based on the
methodology described in the Operating and Maintenance Costs Section of this report. Revenues for
service in each corridor were estimated based on the 1993 ridership forecasts,20 assuming 1993 costs.

,

.

20 The high ridership numbers were used in revenue forecasting.

I

~

I
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Tables 2.45

INITIAL YEAR REVENUES AND COSTS
St. Albans to Burlington
REVENUES & EXPENDITURES
Operating Costs

$1,557,600

Revenues

$235,375

Annual Trips

161,000

COST ANALYSIS
Farebox Recovery

15%

Cost per Trip
Cost per Train Mile
Avg. Cost per Train
Net Subsidy

($1,322,225)

Subsidy per Trip

$8.21

Rutland to Burlington
REVENLIES & EXPENDITURES
Operating Costs
Revenues
Annual Trips

$1,505,350
$175,125
133,000

COST ANALYSIS
Farebox Recovery

12%

Cost per Trip
Cost per Train Mile
Avg. Cost per Train
Net Subsidy
Subsidy per Trip

$10.00
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Tables 2.45 (continued)

Barre to Burlington

Operating Costs

$1,655,500
~

Revenues

$113,125

Annual Trips

~.

80,000

COST ANALYSIS
Farebox Recovery

7%

Cost per Trip
Cost per Train Mile
Avg. Cost per Train
Net Subsidy

($1,542,375)

Subsidy per Trip

$19.28

The cost of providing two peak hour trains a day is $1.5 million to $1.7 million a year. This cost is offset
I

by projected revenues of between $113,125 and $235,375 a year. Based on the percent of annual
operating costs recovered through passenger revenues, the proposed commuter service would require
extensive passenger subsidies for annual operations. The percent of fares recovered through the farebox
is estimated to be from 7% to 15%.
In addition to'annual operating and maintenance costs, the capital costs associated with improvements to
the infrastructure, station construction, and the purchase of rolling stock are also significant. The
estimated capital outlay for each corridor is summarized in Table 2.46.
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Table 2.46

..

CAPITAL COSTS BY CORRIDOR
(1992 Dollars in Millions)

ROLLING
CORRIDOR
St. Albans to Burlington
Rutland to Burlington
Barre to Burlington

RIGHT-OF-WAY

STATIONS

STOCK

TOTAL

. $4.5 $6.0

-

$4.2 $5.0

-

$4.0

$12.7 - $15.0

$0-$30

$5.6 - $6.4

$4.0

$9.6

-

$5.6 $6.4

-

$4.0

$18.4 $22.4

$8.8 $12.

-

$40.4

-

As detailed in the Capital Cost Section of this report, the range of costs associated with right-of-way
improvements is based on upgrade to a Class 2 or Class 3 railroad. 'The range of costs for stations
represents variations in the parking requirements at individual stations. It is important to note that in the
case of both operating and capital costs there may be opportunities for savings through staged
implementation, development of private-public partnerships for station development, and use of existing
facilities. For the purposes of this study we have estimated the costs for new construction, assuming a
long-term useful life. 'There may also be opportunities for cost savings with facilities designed, particularly
stations, to meet shorter-term needs.
The capital and operating costs of commuter rail service in the three corridors are not offset by projected
ridership revenues. 'There are, however, environmental, economic and travel benefits derived with this
type of service. As discussed in the Ancillary Benefits Section of this report, a societal cost savings is
associated with service in each corridor. Savings of from $107,356 to $140,179 have been estimated in
association with the reduction in vehicle miles traveled. Additionally, reductions in certain pollutants and
an annual savings in gasoline would also be realized with commuter rail service. Potential economic
development impacts, particularly around proposed station sites, might also occur. While these impacts
are difficult to predict, they contribute to the benefits of implementing commuter rail service.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on projected operating deficits and the relatively high capital outlay versus low overall user
benefits, commuter rail service as proposed does not appear to be a cost-effective option in these three
corridors.

SHELBLIRNE ROAD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
MARKET ANALYSIS
As a construction mitigation service, the criteria for evaluation of the Shelburne Road Demonstration
Project are somewhat different from those of traditional commuter rail alternatives. The investment in
infrastructure (rights-of-way and rolling stock) can be minimized in the context of a Demonstration project.
The transportation mitigation and environmental benefits are relatively high for the level of service
provided in the Demo. The shortness of the proposed route reduces both capital and operating
expenditures. The competitive advantage that commuter rail service has over significant traffic delays can
be capitalized upon with the Demonstration service. Riders who begin using the train during the
Demonstration project are potential passengers in a continuation of service. As an initial passenger rail
demonstration, the proposed Shelburne Road Demonstration Service could become a catalyst for
change. Furthermore, long-term opportunities for growth in the region, as well as improvements to the
total transportation system, would be enhanced with the initiation of the Shelbume Road Demonstration
Service. Finally, the implementation of this service should be carefully coordinated with current regional
proposals to develop the Burlington Waterfront, implement light rail transit and create a multimodal
transportation facility in Essex Junction.
COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS
As with traditional commuter service, both capital and operating costs are associated with the proposed
service. Although the Capital Cost Section identiiies total capital costs of $6,624,089 to rehabilitate the
track and roadbed between Charlotte and Burlington, for the purposes of the Shelbume Demo project, rail
improvements can be minimized by repairing damaged rail and deferring long-term rail replacement due
to age. Similarly, temporary stations can be constructed to reduce overall construction costs. This
strategy would result in the following total capital outlay (1992 $s):
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Table 2.47

SHELBURNE DEMO CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS
Track Bed
Rail Repair
.

$3,082,334
1,000,000

SignalsICrossings

894,000

Stations

600,000

Rolling Stock

TOTAL

3.000.00Q

$8,776,334

Similarly, for the purposes of the Shelburne Road Demonstration Project, operating and maintenance
costs can be reduced. The relative short distance of the entire proposed route (12 miles) makes it
feasible to operate two peak period trips with a single train. This reduces both the capital and operating
costs associated with equipment. Although for the purposes of this report we have assumed the wage
rates currently in effect on the Vermont Railway, there may also be opportunities to revise both wage and
work rules as part of the Demo service.
As demonstrated in Tables 2.48, the viability of the Demo service is significantly impacted by the expected
travel delay. With a 10-minute delay, passenger revenues are estimated to be approximately 17% of the
total operating costs. With a 40-minute delay, and a significant increase in ridership, passenger revenues
recover 26% of the total operating costs.
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Tables 2.48

INITIAL YEAR REVENUES AND COST
Shelburne Road Demo (10-minute traffic delays12 car trains)

Operating Costs
Revenues
Annual Trips
COST ANALYSIS
Farebox Recovery

17%

Cost Per Trip
Cost Per Train Mile
Avg. Cost Per Train
Net Subsidy
Subsidy Per Trip
Shelburne Road Demo (40-minute traffic delays13 car trains)
REVENUES & EXPENDITURES
Operating Costs
Revenues
Annual Trips
COST ANALYSIS
Farebox Recovery

26%

Cost Per Trip
Cost Per Train Mile
Avg. Cost Per Train
Net Subsidy
Subsidy per Trip
The additional market sewed with continuing service to Essex Junction is small relative to the required
capital investment. Costs to upgrade the Winooski Subdivision are estimated at $4,500,000 to
$6,000,000. With an estimated additional ridership of from 16,000 to 27,500 annual trips (revenues of
$20,000 to $34,375), including this additional service would not significantly improve the attractiveness or
success of the proposed service. The option of providing service into Essex Junction, particularly if
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improvements to the right-of-way are made in conjunction with tourist or freight operations, should be
considered as a possible service expansion at some point.
CONCLUSIONS
With a 26% farebax recovery ratio, the service is considered feasible. The cost of the service is
additionally offset with environmentaland economic impacts, including reductionsin fuel consumption and
pollutants and the societal cost savings associatedwith a reduction in vehicle miles traveled.

SYNTHESIZED SERVICE ALTERNATIVE

The analysis of several alternative passenger service options gives rise to the possibility that a
combination of travel demand requirements can be served by one or two services that are designed to:
Provide some level of tourist-based service linking key tourist destination points,
Serve the Burlingtonarea as a destination in the "commutet' hours of the morning and evening from
at least one corridor,
Provide service between Charlotte and Burlingtonduring the reconstructionof Route 7, and
Providea new link to the national rail passenger networkfrom Albany.

In order to address all of these needs a 'two consist' strategy could be used.
One daily train could begin in Montpelier, travel to Essex Junction and Burlington in the morning peak
period, go on to Rutland and then travel to Albany, New York, via Whitehall to link with Amtrak service to
New York. The train could either carry through cars destined for New York and switched to the Amtrak
train at Albany, or drop its passengers at Albany for a transfer to Amtrak trains bound for New York. The
train would then pick up Vermont-destined passengers andlor cars from New York to make a return trip on
the same route.
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The .second
daily train could begin at Bellows Falls, picking up a car dropped from the Montrealer earlier
.
in the morning, and travel to Rutland, Middlebury, Charlotte, Shelburne, Burlington, Bolton, ~ontpelier,
Randolph, White River Junction and arrive back at Bellows Falls in the early afternoon. A second trip
could then be made in the reverse direction.
Commuter service to and from Burlington on both the Rutland and the Montpelier corridors is provided by
these trains. The Montpelier train serves the AM and PM commute in the Montpelier-Barre corridor. The
Bellows Falls train serves the AM and PM commute in the Rutland corridor. The schedules for these
portions have been calculated from the commuter travel times shown in Tables 2.4, with one extra minute
added at each station to allow for an equipment acceleration that is less optimal than would normally be
used for a strictly commuter operation. The other portions conform to the running times established in
Tables 2.7,2.10, and 2.1 2.
This strategy provides a high level of service with only two trains (consists) running each day. It
presumes that the core railroad network is accessible to passenger trains at Class 3 speeds except for the
GMRC, which, with Amtrak's permission, would only require upgrading to Class 2. It also assumes that
the Montpelier trains can operate over D&WAmtrak territory between Whitehall and Albany, and that an
interlocked connection is in place from the CLP.

Schedules for the proposed strategy are shown below in Table 2.49.
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Tables 2.49

SCHEDULES FOR SYNTHESIZED SERVICE PLAN

Essex Junction

Ar 11:58 AM

White River Junction
Bellows Falls

Dp 1:46 PM

INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the future use of the existing rail infrastructure. Besides the potential of future
passenger rail service, the future of the existing freight rail operations needs to be addressed. This
chapter is presented in two sections. The first section discusses the existing freight operations in terms of
operating analysis, market analysis and institutional issues. The second section discusses the use of
those rail rights-of-way that are no longer in operation or are entering into the abandonment process.

FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION

INTRODUCTION
This section discusses the characteristics of rail freight transportation in Vermont in terms of the system
being operated, railroad companies providing sewice to Vermont businesses, and commodity markets
relying on rail service. In addition, possible growth markets for rail freight are reviewed, focusing on the
use of rail to move Vermont's municipal solid waste and opportunities for Vermont users of rail trailer on flat
car sewices. The systems analysis identifies physical constraints that the railroads have indicated affect
service. Given these system characteristics, State of Vermont policies and practices regarding freight are
reviewed and analyzed. The material is organized in three sections: Operating Analysis, Marketing
Analysis and Institutional Analysis.
The purpose is to provide the basis for developing an understanding of market forces affecting the
Vermont rail freight industry and businesses that rely on rail service. This understanding is in turn the
basis for identifying strategies, plans and programs to increase the utility of Vermont's rail lines and the
contribution of the State's rail industry to the economy of Vermont.
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OPERATING ANALYSIS
.

1

Prior to the formation of Conrail in 1976 and the competitive freedoms offered by the Staggers Act of
1980, most rail traffic crossing Vermont represented shippers using a multitude of routes. Today, only the
primary and more efficient routes remain, routes that often bypass Vermont. While overhead business
(that is, traffic a railroad neither originates nor terminates) did not directly affect the operation of local
sewice provided by Vermont rail lines to Vermont customers, revenues from overhead traffic did
contribute to maintenance and supported improved physical conditions. Loss of that overhead traffic has
made continued operation of most Vermont rail lines reliant upon their ability to generate and retain local
business.
The nature of rail service in Vermont is reviewed first from an operating perspective in both a regional and
local context. Various constraints on the railroads are discussed.
REGIONAL OVERVIEW

New England is served by four major rail systems: Conrail; CN North America, formerly Canadian National
(CN); CP Rail, formerly Canadian Pacific; and Springfield Terminal, formerly Boston & Maine in Vermont.
The first three are major carriers, while Springfield Terminal is a regionalcarrier. Conrail continues to focus
on major markets and intermodal opportunities, and Vermont is neither. Its New England line, a direct line
south of Vermont between Albany, New York, and Boston, Massachusetts, is now pruned of nearly all
branches. CN and CP Rail reach Vermont from the north in Canada. Some Vermont freight to and from
U.S. points travels via Canada. CN's arm in Vermont is owned by its Grand Trunk Railway subsidiary and
operates as the Central Vermont (CV), with most of its traffic to and from Massachusetts. CP Rail's line to

.

Wells River now serves only local Vermont traffic. Former traffic to other New England points now moves
via its Delaware & Hudson subsidiary near Albany, New York, for interchange with Springfield Terminal.
Springfield Terminal's route in Vermont along the Connecticut River similarly now handles only local
business.
The Former Rail Network

From north to south five primary rail routes crossed Vermont. The three Portland routes were Canadian
NationaVGrand Trunk, now St. Lawrence & Atlantic via Island Pond; Maine Central, now (Springfield

I

Terminal)/Canadian Pacific via St. Johnsbury; and Maine Central, now (Springfield Terminal)/St.
Johnsbury; and Lamoille County (now Lamoille Valley) via St. Johnsbury. 'The two southern New England
\
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routes were Boston & Maine, now (Springfield Terminal)/Canadian Pacific via Wells River, and Central
Vermont via St. Albans.
Only the first and last through routes are active, albeit at reduced carloadings. The other three routes
disappeared in the mid-1980s following the merger of the Boston & Maine and Maine Central when traffic
was rerouted through Massachusetts and New York. Major portions of the former Maine Central line in
New Hampshire and Maine are out of service. The Lamoille Valley has not handled any freight in three
years. The Wells River route overhead traffic decreased dramatically, but continued until 1991 when
Canadian Pacific diverted remaining traffic to its newly acquired Delaware & Hudson line. It is unlikely that
any significant through traffic will ever be restored. While track conditions currently are adequate on all
these lines, long-term continuation of service will require: 1) increased Vermont rail traffic, 2) capital
subsidy by the State of Vermont later in this decade to replace ties and make bridge repairs, and 3)
increased economic development efforts by Vermont to realize supplemental rail traffic.
Continuing overhead traffic is also important to retain service on the Central Vermont Railway, which
moves much more freight through the State than it originates and terminates in Vermont. Most of the
Essex Junction and White River Junction line segment would be unable to support itself on entirely local
traffic. Until this year, the St. Lawrence and Atlantic lines had no Vermont traffic since two carloads in
1985. It will rejoin the group of carriers providing service in Vermont next year with an anticipated one
thousand carloads at Island Pond. Recent marketing efforts have built up a small overhead rail traffic
traveling Central Vermont-Green Mountain-Clarendon & Pittsford railroads moving west out of
Massachusetts.
Current Operations
Table 3.1 on the following page summarizes characteristics of Vermont's railroads in terms of mileage
operated, length of the average freight haul and number of employees (this and the first item are both
Vermont and systemwide). Typical operations on each of these railroads are discussed below, although
actual frequency may vary with traffic flow.
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Table 3.1

PRINCIPAL RAILROADS CURRENTLY OPERATING FREIGHT SERVICE IN VERMONT
Miles Onerated
Vermont

Svstem
Averaae Haul

E ~ D ~ o v ~ ~ s
Vermont Total

CV Central ~ermontl
CP CPRail
GMRC Green Mountain
SLR St. Lawrence & Atlantic
ST Springfield Terminal
TSR Twin State
VTR Vermont ~aihrvay2
WACR Washington County

Source: RLBA.

cv is a unit of CN North America that is a 21,000-mile system with 36,000
employees in Canada and the U.S.
21ncludes, for the purposes of displaying statistics, the Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad.
3~~ Not Available
The heaviest rail line usage in Vermont is along the CV. I n addition to Amtrak's daily Montrealer, CV
operates a freight train each way each day between Montreal and Palmer, Massachusetts, with crew
changes in St. Albans and Brattleboro. CV interchangestraffic with five railroads along its Vermont lines:
CN at East Alburg, VTR at Burlington, Washington County at Montpelier Junction, GMRC at Bellows Falls
and Boston & Maine at Brattleboro. A St. Albans based way freight performs local work between Swanton
and Montpelier Junction (interchanging with Washington County) as well as to Burlington (handling a
major local wood chip move and interchanging with VTR). The Washington County runs are made as
needed, sometimes only once a month.
Springfield Terminal operates daily over CV's Connecticut River line between Massachusetts and White
River Junction, providing any local work between Brattleboro and Windsor. Several days each week
Springfield Terminal also serves Woodsville, New Hampshire, where it interchanges with the New
Hampshire & Vermont (NH&VT). Springfield Terminal's main line cuts through the southwest comer of
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Vermont, but it has no local customers there. (The Springfield Terminal is commonly referred to as the
Boston & Maine [B&M]).
Springfield Terminal does not provide annual Vermont traffic levels to AOT, and it would not provide such
information for either this or the MIT studies. Consequently, the market analysis of traffic originating and
terminating in Vermont understates Vermont's total rail business. For the purposes of this report, it is
estimated that the understatement is in the range of 10% to 15%, which is to say that this railroad's
business is comparable to CP Rail's 1991 level.
VrR provides weekday plus Saturday service between Burlington and Rutland, with service to
Bennington as required each week. VTR's affiliate, Clarendon & Pittsford, provides daily plus Saturday
service between Rutland and Whitehall, its connection with CP Rail's affiliate, Delaware & Hudson.
GMRC provides weekday freight service between Rutland and Bellows Fall, also offering seasonal
passenger excursions out of Bellows Falls.
CP Rail operates weeknight service in both directions between Montreal and Newport. Two weekday
locals work out of Newport, one east to Richford five days a week and the other south, reaching St.
Johnsbury three days a week, where it interchanges with the Twin State Railroad. Service south of St.
Johnsbury to Ryegate is provided as needed.
The Twin State Railroad reported weeknight operation between St. Johnsbury and Groveton connecting
with the New Hampshire & Vermont.
'The St. Lawrence & Atlantic operates daily in each direction through Vermont, as it has had no Vermont
business. The railroad reported that it expects two customers to start using rail at Island Pond, Vermont,
next year.
The Lamoille Valley has had no freight service in three years, although it operates seasonal passenger
excursions. Its Morrisville engine house is used by the Twin State.
Chokepoints
Railroad operations in Vermont described above are not constrained by major chokepoints affecting the
North American rail system serving the New England region and the Province of Quebec. A general
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decline in overhead traffic has reduced facility demands on railroads. New intermodal traffic has grown in
the container on flat car double stack market. No Vermont railroad (Central Vermont in particular) is able to
participate in this new traffic because of older restrictive clearances. Central Vermont has suggested
evaluation of what are likely to be extremely costly clearance improvements to allow passage of higher
cars, particularly through Bellows Falls Tunnel. (See extensive discussion among commodity analyses
below.)
On a more local level, possible operating constraints in moving traffic between Vermont railroads and
Conrail and CP Rail in New York, which could have the effect of delaying or limiting the flow of freight, have
been eliminated by operating practices that pre-sort cars (known as blocking) by destination groups
before they are interchanged with the connecting carrier.
Notwithstanding the view that there are no chokepoints (except as noted) from a regional perspective, the
rail lines in Vermont do have physical constraints that, if eliminated, would enhance the efficiency of the
operation and that are consequently worth considering for rehabilitation projects with public funding
1

assistance. Physical constraints can be inadequate speeds (poor track condition), inadequate facilities
(limited interchangetrack, sidings or yard tracks) or restrictivefacilities (limited overhead or side clearances
or light bridge capability).
In general, Vermont's rail facilities are adequate for light traffic, although often less than desired. Track
projects center around what could be characterized as replacements rather than improvements, reflecting
low traffic volumes that frequently will not yield sufficient retum to replace worn capital assets. Traffic
(including overhead) has declined through the 1983-1991 period, generally decreasing rail line use.

-

Three railroads Vermont, Green Mountain and Clarendon & Pittsford - have increased volume during this
period, but all still have additional unused capacity. A review of Vermont's rail infrastructure needs related
to rail freight service is presented below.
Other Constraints on Rail Operations

Government regulation of railroad operations constitutes a costly constraint on rail freight service. Railroad
regulation occurs in a variety of areas, most notably in economic and safety matters. It has primarily been at
the Federal government level, because, by our Constitution, Congress has reserved the right to regulate
interstate commerce. Economic regulation, which has been the purview of the U.S. Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC), has been declining significantly since 1980. Safety on railroads is now administered by
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), which has regulations concerning track, equipment, signals,

,
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employee hours of service, and other areas. These regulations respond to specific problems the Federal
government has identified at various times. Track standards date to the early 1970s when many railroads
were in bankruptcy. The original equipment and hours of service regulations date from the late 1800s and
early 1900s, when railroadingwas an especially dangerous occupation. While many of Vermont's railroads
are shortlines with limited operation, by definition they fall under the same regulatory standards as do
larger, full-service rail systems.
Government action in the safety area continues unabated to this day. Recent Federal efforts have
resulted in engineer licensing and hazardous material training mandates. For a typical shortline, outside
training costs are $800 to $1,200 per year for engineer training. To meet hazardous materials training, the
railroads must hold classes and test employees on the training received.
Even more new responsibilitiesfor railroads are coming. FRA bridge regulations will soon go into effect.
Also, FRA soon will require reports on the results of monthly inspections at each highway crossing. This
will add about four to six person hours per year to railroad maintenance obligations at each protected
crossing. Some Congressmen think adding lights to locomotives, as Canada requires, would improve
motorists' ability to see trains at highway crossings. Congress has requested an effectiveness study with
an intent to mandate such lights, if they are deemed worthwhile. In addition, the FRA has begun
collecting user fees from the railroads to fund the Federal Inspection Program. A 1991 Department of
Transportation report found that user fees have only "minimal" impact on railroad financial conditions, br!:
noted that small railroads may be limited from recouping user fees through revenues because of their
small customer bases.
More FRA regulation can be anticipated as it seeks to provide a regulatory basis in all rail areas. Rail transit
systems, which carry millions of passengers daily, are regulated by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) instead of the FRA, but FTA has never issued regulations in any of the areas previously mentioned.
Rail transit entities must govem themselves.
The drawback to Vermont of FRA regulations are: 1) high train costs discourage a multidisciplinary work
force that can, for example, run an engine one day and fit track the next; 2) costs are imposed on Vermont
railroads to achieve benefits to others, i.e., motorists at highway crossings, rather than the railroad; and 3)
regulation can create or add to unequal competition between modes, as when railroads are required to
ante up for imposed government regulation, while comparable functions in other modes, for example,
truck inspections, are funded by the government.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
This section reviews a variety of topics intended to develop an understanding of the market forces
affecting the Vermont rail freight industry, which is composed of railroads operating in the State and
businesses in Vermont using rail service. A regional perspective is offered first. Rail freight traffic volumes
into, out of and through the State are presented to develop the pattern of flows. A profile of the railroads
now providing freight service in Vermont is presented, followed by a discussion of the characteristics of
the major commodities that now move by rail or have potential to do so.
REGIONAL OVERVIEW
As background for the analysis of rail freight service in Vermont, a New England regional perspective is
provided first. The source of material presented is a draft final report released in April 1992 of a Federally
funded study administered by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials by
the Center for Transportation Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology entitled 'Rail Service
in New England" (MIT Report). The study, prepared for a coalition of all New England states except
Connecticut, was premised on a concern by public officials that 'continuation of past trends threatens to
eliminate the rail system as an alternative to highway transportation of goods and persons."
'The objective of the MIT study was "to find effective strategies that the states can pursue to promote the
long-term health of the New England rail system and to identify its minimum core rail freight system.' The
study developed a preliminary classification of New England rail lines into five categories. The portion of
these lines contained in New England total 4,852 miles, with the distribution of mileage by class as follows:
Table 3.2

NEW ENGLAND LINES BY MILEAGE AND CLASS
New England System
Regional Main Lines
Regional Secondary Lines
Major Branch Lines & Port Connections
Alternative National Network Connections
Other Lines

Mileaoe

m

1,391
650
241
622

29%

1.948

13
5
13

a

MIT defined the regional core network to consist of the 2,280 miles of line that comprise the first three
categories, about half the regional total. 'The remaining lines, those of State significance only, comprise
somewhat more than half of the mileage of the region. Table 3.3 groups Vermont lines according to the
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MIT.classificationscheme. The classification of the State's 720 miles of line (including segments with no
current freight service) has an almost identical mix as the region does at the main and secondary main
levels but, as the following summary displays, has a much greater proportion of its lines rated as alternative
connections to the national network.
Table 3.3

VERMONT'S LINES BY MILEAGE AND CLASS
Line Cateaory
Regional Main Lines
Regional Secondary Lines
Major Branch Lines & Port Connections
Alternative National Network Connections
Other Lines

Vermont System
Mix
Mileaae

-

210
85
0
366

-59
720

29%
12
0
51
8
100%

Regional Policy Considerations
More significantly, the MIT Report focuses on strategic long-term policy issues that are relevant to the
evaluation of the State's policy toward the rail freight sector. The focus is premised on the recognition that
a continuing decrease in rail traffic and abandonment portends continuing rail service elimination and
added truck traffic, resufting in increased consumer costs and State maintenance burdens.
The study emphasizes that states must have justifications for favoring railroads; "need for rail service" must
be established before "policies to promote rail service" can be advanced. Similarly, MIT warns that "need
for rail service, not just the profitability of freight servicenmust be evaluated. Two primary reasons given for
public intervention to increase private rail use are: 1) externalities ("safety, congestion, construction costs,
and maintenance costsn), and 2) numerous adverse socioeconomic impacts of rail service abandonment.
The absence of such societal~costsin the basis for pricing truck '&vices may cause a traffic shift to rail's
competitors, resulting in even higher societal costs. A major portion of the MIT Report is devoted to
causes of the rail decline and possible.state responses.
The study evaluated truck options by comparing rail and truck costs for a variety of distances and
commodities. The study included logistics costs and pavement and bridge costs associated with
increased truck traffic in the absence of rail service. Two interesting points made by MIT are that diversion
of rail freight to rural roads is far more costly than diversion to interstate highways, and that since many
moves are multi-state, diversion to truck may have major impacts on adjacent states, reinforcing a need for
regional consideration of issues.
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In definivg the New England rail system, two lines serving Vermont were considered main lines, the
Central VermontlAmtrak route as a Regional Main Line (as well as the Springfield Terminal line barely
crossing Vermont's southwest comer) and Vermont Railway's Burlington and Rutland line as a Secondary
Main Line. The continuation of this last route to Whitehall, New York, on the CLP was reclassified as a
Secondary Main Line for purposes of this study. Most other Vermont lines were classified by MIT as
alternative links to the national network, which contrasts with the rest of the region which had 46% of its
lines rated in the "other" category.
Much rationalization of the rail network has occurred, and more may be needed. Facility rationalization may
also take place. For example, drayage to regional intermodal terminals appears more economical than
duplicate terminals less than 100 miles away (e.g., Springfield vs. Brattleboro). The study notes that, with
main line terminals in Massachusetts, no rail intermodal terminals appear necessary in Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire or Vermont.
The MIT Report concludes with a set of recommended objectives and possible elements of a regional
plan. A regional plan would focus more on rail corridors and facilities than on state line preservation efforts,
the traditional approach. Project review and selection could change when regional rather than statewide
costs and benefits are considered. MIT proposes that regional policy development activities include:
A forum for regional railroad issues,
Research,
Assistance for railroad rationalization,
Promotion of economic development,
Consistent regulation of regional railroads,
Regulation of competing modes,
Promotion of intermodal transportation,
Indirect financial assistance,
Direct financial support,
Support for light density rail lines, and
Forced restructuringof the rail network.

1
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The.MIT Report makes the following recommendations:
..

From a regional perspective, the most important concerns are the continued existence of an efficient,
financially stable freight rail system that: 1) serves major New England industries, 2) provides access to
potential sites for rail-intensive industrial development, 3)provides intermodal connections, and 4)
provides efficient access to the national and Canadian systems.
A regional focus will be helpful: 1) in dealing with interstate railroads that serve New England, 2) in
dealing with national freight transportation issues (including trucking and port development as well as
railroads), and 3) in coordinating freight and passenger (current and potential) operations.
Coordinationwith industrial development, environmental, and energy policies is important. The states
should work together to ensure efficient rail access to a limited number of prime development sites
within each state. 'They should work with New York and Canadian officials on broader issuesconcerning
access to the national networks. To a great extent, the kind of industrial development the region
promoteswill determinethe potential for railtraffic within the region.
'The New England states acting together should support equitable treatment of rail vis-a-vis other
industrieswith respectto the Federal Employers' Liability Act (FELA), retirement, and other areas where
railroadscurrently are treated uniquely by Federal legislation,
Railroad management and railroad labor should work together to promote more efficient operating
procedures.
'The New England states should produce and, periodically, update a regional rail plan. State rail
representativesshould continue to meet to discuss regional rail issues, exchange information, monitor
rail service, coordinate rail policy, and supervise research. They should seek funding from State and
Federal agencies to support continued analysis of regional railroad problems. Involving railroad and
customer representatives in periodic regionalforums would be very beneficial.
All these recommendationsare reasonable. All would improve rail viability and stability in Vermont, if they
were adopted by the State. Notethat with regardto the first recommendation, stability of Vermont railways
results from outside financial support: the Central Vermont by CN, its parent, and all others through State
financial assistance. A good rail network is in place in Vermont but it suffers from a paucity of rail traffic and
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the economic base needed for long-term stability. Additional investment will be required to maintain the
railroad infrastructure.

,

--

The second recommendationis for a regional focus on transportation not just a local one. Most rail traffic
is to, from or through Vermont and not intrastate. Railway lines in Vermont suffered significant traffic
losses during the past decade as regional rail alliances changed and traffic was diverted. Proposed
improvements will continue to change regional truck and rail flows. For example, Massachusetts' plans to
obtain competitive double stack service into Boston will profoundly change New England traffic flows,
including some diversion of current Vermont rail traffic to containers on trains in and out of Massachusetts
with truck delivery and pickup in Vermont. Consideration of an alternative double stacked route through
Vermont on the CV right-of-waymay make sense.
The study's third recommendation (identify type and extent of economic development) has key
ramifications on the future size of Vermont's rail network. Vermont's past practice of rail line preservation
will require increasing funds to maintain its property adequately. Focusing on concentrating traffic on key
rail lines would improve service, help generate rail capital funds and allow abandonment of other little used
lines. The identification of a Vermont core railroad network, along with steps to reinforce its condition, may
be prudent.
MIT's fourth recommendation is long overdue. Because rail is one of the earliest and largest of this
country's business entities, railroad regulation was natural and accepted in the absence of intermodal
competition. Although conditions have changed dramatically, outmoded laws survive because of their
own advocates and interest groups. The most onerous regulations, at the ICC, were revised 12 years
ago, but numerous other regulations and past practices remain. While Federal examples are more
noticeable, there are outmoded State practices as well, such as requiring that highway crossings be
maintained by rail line operators. This practice will become more onerous as more highway crossings are
signaled.
With its many rail shortlines, Vermont benefis from efficient personnel use on many lines. Springfield
Terminal has achieved most of its desired changes in labor practices. The biggest changes still needed in
Vermont are on the CV, where these issues have been under negotiation for some time. It is hoped that
these ongoing negotiations will resolve the costly restrictions on personnel use and contribute to the
long-term viability of the route. The State may consider its ability to influence railroad efficiency through
conditions in its contractual arrangements to support the railroad.
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Regional Flow Patterns
'rhe Freight Traffic report, "Railroad Traffic in the United States - 1990," published by ALK Associates of
Princeton (ALK), provides a rough picture of Vermont's rail traffic flows and volumes. Based on the ICC's
Carload Waybill Sample, this document provides estimates of tonnage originating and terminating in
Vermont by commodity group, as well as of all traffic flowing between the State and neighboring states
and provinces, and of carload flows by car type. Several limitations of the sample need to be kept in mind;
namely, most of the State's small railroads do not report a sample of traffic they deliver (several thousand
carloads) to the ICC, and traffic terminating in Canada is not sampled.
According to the ICC sample, the six New England states generated more than 28 million tons of rail
freight in 1990, with more than 20 million of that terminating in the region. Vermont ranks fourth in the
region in rail volume, accounting for just under 3 million tons, 10% of the total. The individual state
volumes (millions of tons) were estimated as is shown in Table 3.4
Table 3.4

INDIVIDUAL STATE FREIGHT VOLUMES
(millions of tons)

stilk

Oriainating

Massachusetts
Maine
Connecticut
Vermont
New Hampshire
Rhode Island

0.0

Regional Totals

8.1

Share (%I

Terminating

1.8

4.1
1.I
0.7
0.4
20.4

28.5

100

The 1990 volume of traffic moving by rail in and through Vermont is estimated by the ICC sample to be 5.8
million tons, about double the State's originating and terminating tonnage. The distribution of tonnage
and carloads (including overhead traffic) by route is shown in Table 3.5 on the following page.
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Table 3.5

. .

DISTRIBUTION OF TONNAGE AND CARLOADS BY ROUTE
From
-

Quebec
Vermont
New York
Vermont
Massachusetts
Vermont
New Hampshire

Tonnage

In

(l&k&

Carloads
Uhousands)

Carload
Mix v/d

Vermont
Massachusetts
Vermont
New York
Vermont
Quebec
Vermont

2.1
1.6
1.2
0.5
0.2
0.1
QL!

28
22
15
5
2
1
1
-

38
30
20
7
3
1
1
-

Total Volume

5.8

74

100

Tonnage to Quebec is understated because the ICC sample does not include terminations in Canada.
The distribution of traffic in and through Vermont by car type is shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6

DISTRIBUTION OF 'TRAFFIC IN AND THROUGH VERMONT BY CAR TYPE

GaLDQe

Equipped Box Cars
Covered Hoppers
Tank Cars
Plain Box Cars
Plain Flat Cars
Open Top Hoppers

Carloads
flhousands)
18
18
16
10
6
4

Note that because of rounding this carload total differs from the total of the routes shown above.

The equipped box cars generally flow through Vermont between Quebec and Massachusetts. Covered
hoppers move into the State from Quebec and New York, with a third of the volume moving out of the
State, primarily to Massachusetts. The predominant flow of tank cars is into Vermont from New York. Plain
box cars and flat cars move in the north - south conidor, with half the flat cars destined for Vermont.
The pulp and paper group accounts for 29% of the rail tonnage in and through Vermont, petroleum
products for 16% and grain and grain mill products for 14%. Two groups (lumber and stone) account for
10% each. Volumes of commodity groups on the major routes are shown in Table 3.7 on the following

page.
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Table 3.7

VOLUMES OF COMMODITY GROUPS ON MAJOR ROUTES

Hundreds of Thousands of Net Tons - 1990
New YorkVermontQuebecVermont
Vermont
MassachuseE
Pulp and Paper
.
8
8
Petroleum Products
9
GrainIMill Products
5
2
1
Lumber & Wood
3
3
StonelClay Products
2
2
Metals & Metallic Products 1
1
Waste & Scrap
Food Products
1
Chemicals
1
Stonelsand & Gravel
Non-metallic Minerals

VermontNew York

Other
1

Note that route totals may not equal totals previously shown because of rounding.

This analysis of rail freight traffic flow and operating patterns in Vermont, the New England region and the
Province of Quebec demonstrates the absence of major "chokepoints" affecting the current system.
There are, of course, physical constraints in Vermont restrictirrg CN North America from operating certain
recently acquired equipment in double stack container trains beyond Montreal to New England and the
Mid-Atlantic markets, where that system competes with CP Rail. Were CN North America able to operate
those services (and were an intermodal facility built in northwestern Vermont), business, especially in the
Burlington-Montpelier area, would benefit by the availability of truck-competitive, efficient rail service for a
wide range of commodities that move in intermodal service. (The Brattleboro area already benefits from
intermodal services available through Massachusettsfacilities.)
VERMONT RAIL FREIGHT INDUSTRY PROFILES

As recently as 1983, Vermont originated about as much rail traffic as it terminated. Since then, inbound
traffic has grown and outbound rail business declined. Inbound carloads in 1991 were 34% above the
1983 levels, having peaked at 54% in 1987. Last year outbound rail volume was 29% below the 1983

level, having bottomed at 65% in 1990. Table 3.8 on the following page presents the annual volumes of
rail traffic, and.Figure3.1, Trends in Vermont Rail Traffic by Type, illustratesthe trends.
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Table 3.8

TRENDS IN VERMONT RAIL TRAFFIC
Carloads Originating and Terminating in Vermont
Year

-.

Originated

Terminated

Total O&T

Figure 3.1

TRENDS IN VERMONT RAIL TRAFFIC BY TYPE

-

Originated

T e r m i n a t e d

Four railroads handle most of the freight moving to and from Vermont by rail. The Vermont Railway
(including business of its affiliate, the Clarendon & Pittsford Railraad) is the leading carrier in the State,
having originated or terminated 43% of ~ermonrsrail business. The Central Vermont Railway, which is
marketed by the CN North America, handled 31% of the 1991 Vermont traffic. CP Rail accounted for 18%
of the State's originations and terminations. The Green Mountain Railroad was responsible for 5% of the
traffic. Note that the figures do not include traffic originated or terminated in Vermont by the Springfield
Terminal Company (formerly Boston & Maine lines), which does not report traffic totals to the Agency of
Transportation and would not provide data for this study. Figure 3.2, Railroad Shares of Vermont 1991
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Carloads, illustrates 1991 market shares of Vermont's railroads. In addition to the 30,000 carloads
(exclusive of Springfield Terminal) of Vermont traffic handled in 1991, an additional 40,000 carloads
moved by rail through the State to and from other New England states. As discussed below, this nonVermont business is vital to the livelihood of many of the State's railroads.
In 1991, VTR replaced Central Vermont as the leading railroad in originating and terminating Vermont
traffic. CV hauls more traffic in Vermont than any other railroad (about double VTWCLP's volume) as it is
the major route for freight passing through the State. Table 3.9 presents annual volumes originated and
terminated in Vermont by company between 1983 and 1991. Figure 3.3, Trends in Carrier Vermont
Traffic, illustrates the trends by railroad over that period. Profiles of the individual railroads follow.
Table 3.9

TRENDS IN TRAFFIC OF VERMONT RAILROADS
Carloads Originating and Terminating i n Vermont
VTRICLP
6,450

CV
13,666

CP
5,672

Source: Prepared by RLBA from VAOT and railroad records.

GM
1,636

Others
2,122

Vermont
Totals
29,546
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Figure 3.2

TRENDS IN CARRIER VERMONT TRAFFIC

-m
-GMRC

VrWCLP

-*-cp

-011
-A-

Others

Profile of the Vermont Railway
The Vermont Railway (VTR), which employs about 60 people, operates over a 125-mile line leased from
the State of Vermont between its connection with the Boston & Maine Railroad (BM) at White Creek, New
York, and its connection with Central Vermont Railway (CV), now part of CN North America, at Burlington.
At Rutland, VTR connects with its affiliate, CLP, which provides a route to the D&H via Whitehall, and with
the Green Mountain Railroad Corporation (GMRC). The average haul by VTR is about 65 miles. In the Fall
of 1992, the Boston & Maine gateway was embargoed by VrR due to track conditions on B&M's White
Creek Branch.
n R handled about 13,200 carloads of traffic in 1991 (more than 1.1 million net tons of freight), which
grossed the railroad about $3.3 million in freight revenue with a balance of inbound and outbound moves.
The railroad has a strong positive trend in the volume of traffic handled and in freight revenue. Recent
growth has been strong, buoyed by stone ballast shipments for rehabilitation of the former D&H. Carloads
have grown 65% in the past three years, but revenue grew only 11% in the same period, suggesting low
rated commodities were involved.
About 90% of the VTR's traffic moves on the northern segment between Burlington and Rutland
(inclusive) and 10% moves south of Rutland. Seventy percent of the business moved to, from, or
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through Burlington. Ten percent of VTR traffic moves to or from the north via CV, 85% to or from the west
via CLP and D&H, and small volumes move in the other directions via GMRC and B&M.
Four major commodity groups account for three quarters of VTR's business. In 1991, VTR generated
about 3,500 carloads of stone ballast in Burlington for rail line projects on CP Rail, and 2,800 carloads of
calcium carbonate in Florence. The railroad delivers about 2,400 carloads of gasoline and distillate fuel
shipped from New York State to Burlington and Middlebury, and about 1,000 carloads of road salt from
New York destined for three'transfer stations on the VTR. Building materials such as brick, cement,
lumber, plywood and wallboard move in small quantities to many of the stations served by VTR (subject to
economic conditions). In earlier years, the VTR delivered significant volumes of feed grain to several VTR
stations; however, a recent increase in the maximum loads permitted on Vermont highways resulted in the
diversion of such business to motor carriers. The balance of VTR's traffic includes printing paper, various
chemicals and miscellaneous intermodal freight shipped in trailers on flat cars (TOFC). In 1991 the railroad
delivered about 100 trailers and originated less than half that number.
Profile of the Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad Company
The Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad Company (CLP) operates between Rutland, Vermont, and Whitehall,
New York. In Whitehall, it connects to the Third Subdivision of the Delaware & Hudson. A separate onemile segment, owned and operated by CLP, serves Florence. It connects to the Vermont Railway just
west of Center Rutland. The average haul of the CLP is 24 miles (that is, all trains move over the entire
line), and the railroad has five employees.
The CLP line handled about 13,700 carloads in 1991, more than three quarters being VTR's business
with CP Rail described above, and less than one quarter GMRC's traffic to and from CP Rail. Of the GMRC
business, more than three quarters originates on the CV (a movement expected to be diverted to barge)
and less than one quarter is to and from GMRC. CLP lost a sizable grain movement to Casleton when a
feed mill ceased operation in 1990. Revenue data is not available.
Profile of the Central Vermont Railway
Central Vermont Railway (CV) operates the U.S. portion of a regional main line connecting Montreal and
the Long Island Sound at New London, Connecticut, a distance of 370 miles. Recently, CV acquired
ownership of the segment on this route between Brattleboro and Windsor from Amtrak, which had
exercised condemnation powers to obtain the line from B&M. The railroad's only other line is an eight-mile
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branch connection with the VrR from Essex Junction to Burlington. CV also interchanges traffic with a
number of other railroads in Vermont: CN (the owner of its parent, Grand Trunk Corporation) at East
Alburg, Washington County at Montpelier Junction, GMRC at Bellows Falls and B&M at Brattleboro and
White River Junction.
In 1991, CV handled more than 31,500 carloads, the second largest number of any railroad operating in
Vermont, which generated about $18 million in revenue. (Springfield Terminal handled about five times
CV's volume systemwide but data by State or line segment is unavailable.) CV delivers almost two thirds of
its interline traffic, originates about one tenth and acts as a bridge carrier for one quarter of its traffic. CN
and Conrail are CV's major connections, with 46% and 31% shares of CV's interchanges, respectively. CV
handles a significant volume of business between CN and Conrail. Three Vermont carriers represent 22%
of CV's interline business: B&M lo%, GMRC 8% and VTR 4%. CV moved about 22,000 carloads through
the State.
Traffic to and from Vermont stations sewed by CV constituted 29% of CV's 1991 business, totaling about
9,200 carloads. More than three quarters of CV's Vermont business was inbound and one quarter
outbound. Leading Vermont destinations for CV traffic in 1991 were Burlington (1,900 carloads), Sharon
(US), White River Junction (820), St. Albans (780) and Windsor (470). Most of the Burlington traffic is

wood chips moving from Swanton to Burlington Electric.
Lumber and paper products each represent 26% of CV's total handlings. In addition to the wood chips,
lumber is delivered to intermodal transfer stations on CV, most notably to Quabog Transfer in Palmer,
Massachusetts. About two thirds of the paper involves CV customers and a third is bridged to other
carriers. Almost 10% of CV's traffic is waste, the bulk of which is the fly ash movement previously cited.
CV also delivers a significant quantity of structural steel, sheet plate and pilings to Quabog. The remaining

7% of the business involves chemicals, coal, fuel, metal, road salt and various other products in smaller
quantities.
CV's Vermont traffic has a negative trend, having declined 42% since 1987. The decline is almost evenly
split between outbound and inbound traffic and most occurred on the segment north of Essex Junction.
It is significant to note that CN, the owner of CV's corporate parent and its marketer, has suffered
significant financial pressures as the business experienced deregulation, free trade and weak economies
in North America. According to the trade press, the railroad's strategic response is likely to include
significant restructuring. The expected strength and potential of New England and Mid-Atlantic markets

I
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for CN North America will be a critical factor in how that process affects services offered by CV in Vermont
and New England.
Profile of the Springfield Terminal Railway
The Springfield Terminal Railway (ST), which is the operating arm of Guilford Transportation Industries, Inc.
(G'l'l), operates along the Connecticut River in Vermont between Brattleboro and Wells River. ST is a
1,900-mile regional railroad operating in six states and extending from Rotterdam Junction, New York, on
the south to Mattawaumkeag, Maine, on the north. Seven miles of this line pass through Bennington
County (Pownal) but has no Vermont business. Boston & Maine Corporation, another G'TI subsidiary,
owns the line from White River Junction to Wells River. ST has trackage rights on CV from White River
Junction to the Massachusetts border. This branch line connects with ST's east

- west main line at

Greenfield, Massachusetts.
ST employs more than 1,100 people. In 1991, the railroad handled almost 157,000 carloads with about
15% local to the system and 24% bridged between other railroads. Almost 60% of ST's interline business
was inbound and about 15% outbound. ST serves the Maine paper industry and about a third of its
business is pulp and paper products. Coal was about 12% of ST's 1991 traffic base and the clay and
stone products group 11%. The remaining 45% covers the entire spectrum of products carried by
railroads in New England.
ST interlines traffic with three other Vermont carriers: CP Rail at Wells River, CV at White River Junction
and Brattleboro and GMRC at Bellows Falls. Data provided by those carriers indicates that ST handled
about 5,700 carloads of interline traffic in Vermont in 1991. ST also connects with two New Hampshire
railroads along its route, the Claremont Concord Railroad Corporation (as does the CV) and the New
Hampshire and Vermont Railroad Company (NHVT).
Springfield Terminal does not provide annual Vermont traffic levels to AOT, and it would not provide such
information for this study. The volume of traffic handled by ST originating and terminating in Vermont is
not known. Thus, the summary of Vermont traffic presented above is understated by an unknown
amount. For example, if ST originated and terminated 6,000 cars in Vermont in 1991, the understatement
would be about 17%. It would be 23% if ST'S Vermont business had been 9,000 carloads.
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Profile of CP Rail
CP Rail System is one of Canada's two main line caniers with a route from Vancouver to Montreal and lines
from there to Quebec City and St. John, New Brunswick. This last line passes through Quebec and Maine
and serves a branch line south to Vermont from a junction west of Sherbrooke at Brookport near Famham.
In November 1992;CP

Rail System announced a major restructuring and sought regulatory permission

from Canada's National Transportation Agency to abandon its entire network east of Sherbrooke. Thus,
service would be discontinued in eastern Quebec, Maine, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
The branch line enters the U.S. near Richford and, passing through Canada, reaches North Troy and
Newport before moving north again to terminate just across the border in Beebe Plain. At Newport, CP
has a line south through St. Johnsbury to Wells River. It connects with the Twin State Railroad and, when
it operated, the Lamoille Valley at St. Johnsbury. At Wells River the CP connects with Springfield Terminal
and the NHVT.
CP Rail has two major operations in the U.S., the former 1,500-mile Delaware & Hudson in the northeast
and the SO0 Line, a 5,000-mile Class 1 carrier operating in the Midwest sewing Chicago, Louisville,
Kansas City and Minneapolis and from there to western Canada. 'The recent acquisition of the D&H has
given CP several major routes into the Northeast that are now favored over the Vermont route. The
primary route to Quebec is along the west shore of Lake Champlain and the route to Toronto is via Buffalo.
Consequently, the volume of traffic on CP routes through Vermont to other U.S. markets has been
reduced from 30,000 carloads as recently as 1984 to about 1,600 in 1991, with 1992 expected to be
lower.
The volume of Vermont business originated and terminated by CP Rail has held in a range of 5,400 to
6,800 cars over the past decade. More than 90% of this traffic is terminated, three quarters of that at
Richford.
Profile of the Green Mountain Railroad
GMRC employs about 20 people. In 1992, GMRC handled about 5,000 carloads of freight, 50% of which
is talc being shipped by Luzenac America. For the past two years, GMRC has been participating in the
movement of waste ash, originating at a CV station in Connecticut destined to a West Virginia mine served
by CSX, which has essentially doubled its business base (about 2,500 carloads). Buttressed by the
overhead waste movement, GMRC's average length of haul is 40 miles. Historically, without the ash, the

.
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railroad's length of haul has been 27 miles, reflecting the movement of talc from Gassetts to both ends of
the GMRC.
In 1991 GMRC handled about 4,400 carloads, up 10% from the 1990 level. Over the past three years,
freight revenue has risen by approximately 27%. Two thirds of GMRC's 1991 business was overhead
traffic and 85% of that was fly ash. The overhead business includes about 400 carloads of Vermont
limestone slurry destined for Maine paper plants and significant movement of paper and wood pulp.
GMRC's base of Vermont business is growing, and in 1992 reached more than 2300 carloads. GMRC also
delivers about a dozen carloads of fuel, lumber and particle board. GMRC has a growing excursion train
business that generates about 15% of gross operating revenues.
Other Railroads Operating in Vermont
The St. Lawrence & Atlantic Railroad Company (SLR) operates a 165-mile line from Portland, Maine, to
Norton, Vermont, where it connects with CN's line to Montreal. SLR has no Vermont business on its 36mile route from North Stratford through Island Pond. But SLR moved about 13,400 carloads through the
State in 1991, mostly southbound, which makes this line comparable in length, volume and type of traffic
to the CLP route to New York. When SLR acquired this line from CN in 1988 there was a sharp drop in
volume, down 63% in one year. However, this route's business is cyclical in nature, relying on Maine's
paper industry. More than two thirds of SLR's traffic is pulp and chemicals for that trade. Recent volumes,
for example, are comparable to levels in the mid80s. CV represents an alternative route for overhead
business handled by SLR. SLR expects to develop log (outbound) and lumber (inbound) business in the
Island Pond area.

I

Twin State Railroad Company (TSR) operates a 28-mile line between St. Johnsbury and Whitefield, New
Hampshire, connecting at its end points with CP Rail and NHVT, respectively. This line generates about a
thousand carloads of business, and serves a paper plant at Gilman. About 85% of the traffic is inbound
and 15% outbound. Lumber constitutes 60% of TSR's traffic, pulp and paper products 30%, and
chemicals 10%.
Washington County Railroad Corporation (WACR) is a switching railroad that connects with the CV (the
originating and terminating carrier) at Montpelier Junction. In 1991 WACR handled 46 cars inbound and
60 cars outbound. Business has been at this low level over the past decade, except in 1986 and 1987
!

when more than 1,000 cars were handled by WACR. The railroad's major customer is Bombardier, the
nation's primary rail c i r manufacturer, in Barre, Vermont. WACR transports rail cars from the Bombardier

.
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plant -to Montpelier Junction for further shipment to the product's destination. The remaining traffic
handled by WACR is lumber and granite.
COMMODITY ANALYSES
The ALK report cited above reports the following tonnages originating and terminating in Vermont by
commodity group:
Table 3.10

TONNAGES ORIGINATING AND TERMINATING IN VERMONT BY COMMODITY GROUP
Hundreds of Thousands of Net Tons
Oriainations
Petroleum Products
Grain & Mill Products
Stone & Clay Products
Pulp & Paper
Primary Forest Products
Stonelsand & Gravel
Food Products
Lumber & Wood Products
Non-metallic Minerals

Termination3
9
5

4
1
1

1
2
1
1
1
1

Note that totals do not equal values previously shown because of rounding.

The following discussion addresses four important commodity-related issues: 1) the role of railroads in
moving hazardous materials, 2) the potential for intermodal freight service, 3) solid waste movement
possibilities, and 4) the impacts of free trade on Vermont goods flows. Traffic shifts in 1991 saw some
shifts in this commodity mix, with increased outbound stone tonnage and decreased volumes of inbound
grain products.
The railroads play a critical role in several consumer sectors of the Vermont economy as well as in
Vermont's mining industry. Significant inbound volumes of gasoline and fuel oil are delivered by the
railroads, most notably to the Burlington area. Road salt is delivered to several distribution centers around
the State, as are a variety of building materials. Two major internationally owned Vermont mining products
companies depend on the railroads to keep them competitive with their rail-served customers throughout
North America. Pluess-Staufer Industries' OMYA, Inc., produces fine filler grades of calcium carbonate for
the paper, plastic and paint industries. Luzenac America's Windsor Minerals produces industrial and some
cosmetic talc, the latter perfumed and distributed as baby powder by Johnson & Johnson in Georgia.
I

-.
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Hazardous Materials
As illustrated in Table 3.1 1, a considerable volume of gasoline, fuel, and other hazardous materials move
by rail in Vermont, with an estimate of the annual average being about 6,000 carloads or about 23 per

-

weekday. The CLP Vermont Railway route handles the largest volume of these materials, primarily
gasoline and fuel oil.moving between Albany and Burlington. About half as much moves between Canada
and New England paper mills on the St. Lawrence & Atlantic. Most of the hazardous materials moving on
the CV are passing through the State.

Table 3.1 1

-

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MOVING BY RAIL IN VERMONT ANNUAL CARLOADS

Hazardous Material
Acids
Caustic Soda
Chlorine
Fuel Oil & Kerosene
Gasoline
LPG & Other Gases
Liquid Carbon Dioxide
Other Oil & Solvents
Other Ref. Chemicals
Propane

VTWCLP

SLR
230

B&M
152

CP Rail

Other
10

1

26

169

Other

Totals

2,828

1,560

594

495

333

-

Vermont GMSR
36

Totals
428

196
163

84

6,057

Source: Dubois & King, Inc.

The Emergency Management Division of the Department of Public Safety also has documented truck

-

movements in the report 'Hazardous Materials in Vermont September 1992." As shown in Table 3.12 on
the following page, truck movements of hazardous materials around the State outnumber rail moves by
about 9 to 1.
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Table 3.12

-

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS IN VERMONT SEPTEMBER 1992
DAILY ESTIMATE
Local Emergency Planning Districts
No. Counties

Trucks

Carloads

ANNUAL RAIL
Carloads

1 Chittenden
2 Rutland
3 Windsor
4 Franklin, Grand Isle
5 Washington, Orange, Lamoille
6 Windham
7 Bennington
8 Addison
9 Caledonia, Essex, Orleans

Totals
Source: Vermont Department of Public Safety.

lntermodal
With respect to intermodal traffic, the study team interviewed the carriers directly to ascertain how they
view the marketplace. Factors that contributed to decisions to terminate intermodal services operated by
CV in the 1980s were dominated by lack of sufficient intermodal equipment to offer competitive service.
That situation has been alleviated by the Canadian government's purchase of double stack equipment to
be used in the Halifax market, freeing up previously used equipment for use in other CN North America
markets, and that service is being re-evaluated.
lntermodal in its broadest sense means any movement beginning with one transport mode and continuing
on another. Freight railroading more strictly considers intermodal service as containers or trailers on flat
cars. When lumber, chemical, steel or other products are moved in railcars and transferred to trucks, it is
considered a bulk transfer service. Currently only Vermont Railway advertises intermodal services with
ramps at Burlington and Rutland. These are simple circus-type ramps where trailers are backed onto
pulled-off railcars. No containers can be handled unless moved via chassis on railcar. All major cartiers are
completely or almost completely mechanized with cranes or side-picks to load and unload cars. At
Vermont's low intermodal volumes, circus loading is appropriate, but unit terminal costs are much higher
than at intermodal centers.

I
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CV offered intermodal service in the 1980s that failed because volume was insufficient. Vermont's
railroads all continue to look for interrnodalcustomers.
Vermont could invest in intermodal facility and/or right-of-way clearance projects to benefit Vermont
business by improving availability of rail intermodal service to the State. As a basis for considering
potentialtraffic for such a service, a brief summary of current levels of heavy truck movements in Vermont
is presented. A discussion of rail intermodaltechnology and activities underway in the region to improve
such service follows.
Truck Flows in Rail Corridors i n Vermont
One measure of interrnodal potential is current heavy truck flows. Data collected by the Vermont Agency
of Transportation provides insight into heavy truck (that is, single trailer or multi-unit vehicles) volumes on
highways in corridors served by Vermont railroads. Three data stations which registered the highest
volume of heavy trucks in the State had daily average counts as follows:
1,703 per day on 1-89 at Montpelier,
1,502 per day on 1-89at South Burlington, and
1,105 per day on 1-91 at Brattleboro.
Other 1-89 stations in the Burlington and Montpelier areas averaged between 900 and 1,000 heavy trucks
a day. Just north of Brattleborothe count was almost 800 heavy trucks a day at Putney. Canadian border
crossings averaged 220 on 1-89 and 207 on 1-91. Between the Burlington area and the border, heavy
truck volume averaged more than 300 vehicles. North of St. Johnsbury, volumes on 1-91were in the 200

-

225 vehicle a day range. In the St. Johnsbury area, counts were in the 214 vehicle range, decreasing to
193vehicles at Lyndon. South of this area, heavy truck volumes averaged 190 vehicles on 1-93and 194
on 1-91 north of Ryegate. South of Ryegate, volumes ranged between 190 and 225 heavy trucks a day.
South of White River Junction volumes on 1-91were 363 at Hartland and 766 at Rockingham.
In the Route 7 corridor, heavy trucks averaged 109 at Dorset but increased north of Rutland to 288 at
Brandon and 188 at New Haven. In the Route 4 corridor between Rutland and White River Junction,
volumes were in the 215 to 235 range with stations at Bridgewaterand Woodstock. On Route 103 heavy
truck volumes averaged 194 a day at Cavendish.
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This summary of truck flows should prove a useful benchmark for the State to evaluate any estimates of
traffic potential for intermodal service that might be presented in support of requests for financial support
for intermodal projects in the State.

4

On the subject of truck flows, it is also important to keep in mind that loss of rail service would increase
highway use by trucks significantly (assuming business continued to operate). The volume shipped from
Vermont in 1991 was equivalent to an average of about 90 truck loads per business weekday, assuming
40 tons per truck load. lnbound volumes in 1991 were equivalent to 140 truck loads a day, and traffic

moved by rail through Vermont would have put about 310 more loaded trucks on the road. Thus, under
current conditions, railroads handle the equivalent of 540 loaded truck moves in Vermont ever day they
operate. Under generous assumptions on backhauls (and exclusive of B&M business), about 1,000 truck
moves a day would be added to Vermont's highways without the railroads. In the context of current truck
volumes described above, this would be a signlicant increase in loads on Vermont's highways.
Double Stack
Double stack, perhaps the fastest growing segment of the U.S. rail industry, is not an accidental success.
It is more than just a technology, more than just a service. It is revolutionizing the U.S. intermodal rail
business, the trucking industry, and the third-party industry. Its growth has been phenomenal and double
stack service to New England is a major topic of discussion in the region.
CN North America is studying the market opportunities and costs of implementing double stack container
service though Vermont to southern New England and New London, Connecticut. If CN decides to
proceed, it is likely to approach the State of Vermont for funding assistance to remove rail clearance
obstructions in Vermont. A brief history of double stack service follows, with recent Canadian and New
England competitive developments and a discussion of possible impacts on Vermont of CN's proposed
service.
~ . .

.

Most rail intermodal operations began in the 1950s as a railroad response to trucking flexibility and speed

-- railroads would move trucks between major terminals, but usually left pick-up and delivery to other firms.
This domestic trailer on flat car service (TOFC) allowed railroads to retain high-value business that
otherwise might be lost if it were moved by slower railcar service. Terminal loading and unloading costs for
railcars were and remain significant, so short distance moves were not competitive. Such business often
was marginal; priced below truck costs rather than above fully allocated costs, TOFC revenues more than
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covered out-of-pocket costs, but as such traffic grew, often could not contribute an appropriate share
toward facility maintenance.
TOFC suffered three competitive disadvantages. First, the extra deadweight of a railcar in addition to
trailer deadweight lowered railroading's natural fuel efficiency versus trucking from 4:1 to 2:d. Second,
train length restrictions based on brake response,. combined with long light loadings, limited total trailers
per train. A maximum length trailer-train 8,100 feet long could carry only 4,000 tons of cargo per train,
while shorter coal trains easily exceed 10,000 tons. Third, loss and damage was higher for TOFC than for
truck alternatives.
Double stack cars were invented in the 1970s by a railroad, but the boom did not begin until 1984 when a
steamship company, American President Lines, contracted with railroads to operate whole trains of
double stack equipment it owned serving a rapidly growing market

-- international containerization

between the Far East, U.S. and Europe. Other steamship lines soon joined suit as rail haul between
western and eastern U.S. ports cut days off delivery times as compared with shipping via the Panama
Canal. This generated investment in container ships larger and more efficient than those the Canal could
accommodate. Within a few years the rail interrnodal market went from dominance by trailers to dominance
'by ocean containers.
Double stack cars carry two levels of containers, one container resting on the other. Early containers were
eight feet, six inches, high. Recent containers are nine feet, six inches, and future containers will be
several inches higher. While the bottom container is only 12 inches above the rail, the top container can
tower to 20 feet or more above the rail. Simultaneously, two efficiency restrictionswere solved: each train
could carry twice as many units, and the tare (railcar) weight was halved. Some estimates place rail
operating costs for trains of double stack cars as much as 40% below that of costs for trains hauling trailers.
An unexpected advantage of the lightweight articulated cars was low slack levels (slack is cushioning play
between car couplers), which resulted in reduced cargo damage. Now railroads could underprice truck
rates, provide superior service, yet still be above full allocated costs. However, since such services
generally serve only key markets, with numerous rail competitors seeking steamship train contracts, rates
were held down by competition among railroads, although low rates added traffic growth. Efforts to sell
space in empty backhaul containers led to another major new market

-- domestic containerization.

Initially, both CP Rail and CN did not offer double stack services when the movement spread like wildfire
through the U.S., largely because much of the Canadian ocean container market was in twenty-foot units
that could not be stacked on the original articulated double stack cars. Also, major expenditures were

.
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required to increase rail clearances, a questionable investment merely to compete for steamship contracts
with U.S. railroads since Canadian railroads are saddled with more government regulation and taxes than
their southem counterparts. In addition, CP Rail's eastern port, Saint John, New Brunswick, was no longer
an important harbor; expensive container ships would not wait for the right tides in the Bay of Fundy to
enter Saint John harbor. CN had a lock on rail movement of Atlantic containers to and from Canada via its
Halifax facility.

.

Canadian reluctance in the 1980s has changed to aggressive competitive stances in the 1990s. Recently
CP Rail estimated that proposed services through Vancouver could recover as much as 150,000 to
200,000 twenty-foot equivalent units of cargo Canada has lost to U.S. railroads. CP Rail purchased
bankrupt Delaware & Hudson in 1990 specifically to obtain access to Atlantic ports at Philadelphia and in
New Jersey. Now 13 of CP Rail's 31 intermodal terminals are in the U.S., as are one third of its employees.
Meanwhile, CP Rail has increased system clearances. A route between Vancouver and Chicago should
be completed in November 1992, with routes from Vancouver to Buffalo, Toronto, Montreal and
Binghamton, New York, opening in 1993. South and east of Binghamton, CP Rail connects with the New
York, Susquehanna & Westem Railroad, which moves double stack trains to Little Ferry, New Jersey.
CP Rail, as well as Conrail, is seeking clearance funding from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to allow
double stack trains to reach Philadelphia. 'The Govemor of Pennsylvania has agreed to participate in a $77
million project to raise rail clearances to almost 21 feet at 84 structures along Conrail's main line between
Ohio and Philadelphia, and has introduced a bill that would earmark $34 million in tax money as the

I

Commonwealth's share. Conrail would contribute $39 million plus its portion of costs to be shared with CP
Rail for work east of Reading. CP Rail also would invest $3 million to raise clearances on its line in
Pennsylvania north of Reading.
With funding in Pennsylvania under negotiation and debate and limited access to facilities in New Jersey,
New England (and the port of Boston) has become another focal point in CP Rail's outreach. In
September 1992 an announced partnership with Sprirrgfield Terminal, combined with $95 million in
clearance improvements across Massachusetts proposed to be funded largely by that State, would

I

extend CP Rail setvice to Boston within 18 months. Conrail, which currently must truck containers for

I

double stack movement between Boston and Worchester, Massachusetts, as rail clearances are
inadequate, responded immediately with 30% cuts in Boston-Chicago container rates in a possible
attempt to either dissuade the railroads and Massachusetts from pursuing clearance expenditures, or to

1

ensure that Massachusetts aids Conrail in improving its clearances to Boston. Another shortline railroad,

~

the Providence and Worcester, has asked the State to increase clearances between Worcester and Ayer

I

I
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so that it could connect with the CP route, thereby allowing Conrail's double stack service access to
Boston as well. Clearance improvements would allow the State to market the port to Japanese and
European steamship companies. Few actions could better illustrate the advantages of competition.
Formerly well-situated CN North America must respond to CP Rail's change in competitive position for
Vancouver ocean container business. Earlier this year, CN announced it would spend $128 million to
construct a second tunnel at Sarnia that will allow double stack service between Chicago and eastern
Canada. CP Rail remains limited by the tunnel it uses in Detroit, and must hand off any westward double
stack trains moving via Chicago to a U.S. railroad at ~uffalo.In this context, the Central Vermont is an
attractive extension of CN's double stack services into Massachusetts and New London, Connecticut.
Hampered by lack of rail access into Boston and, as yet, by lack of a deepwater services channel into New
London, CN must make one or both arrangements before planned double stack service becomes a
competitive possibility.
Nevertheless, even if it doesn't do it next year, it is considered likely that CN will approach various public
agencies in New England and request assistance in funding line clearance improvement projects. In
Vermont, the Bellows Falls Tunnel is a major obstacle to double stack trains. Vermont should evaluate any
such proposal and claimed costs and benefits thoroughly and cautiously, firstly, because the railroad may
be willing to pay the lion's share of project expenses and, secondly, to ensure Vermont is very likely to
realize the share of benefits proponents will suggest.
Pennsylvania's recent experiences may be enlightening. Bypassed by double stacks since New York
funded clearances through its state, Pennsylvania authorized spending more than $40 million a few years
ago, but did not release the funds pending further study and negotiation. A recent state study indicates
$60 million in improvements could collectively save Pennsylvaniashippers $37 million a year of a current
$176 million freight bill. Current Chicago and Philadelphia container rates would drop from $599 to $393

versus current truck rates of $563. Recognizing these benefits and the fact that Conrail now proposes to
pay more than half of the improvement costs, as noted above, public support seems likely.
Vermont clearance projects would probably not be comparable in magnitude, costs or benefits with these
other eastern states. However, double stack service through Vermont has the potential of somewhat
reducing truck traffic on the State's highway system, provided one or more intermodal terminals were
positioned in Vermont. (See discussion of truck flows above.) However, Vermont would not accrue
benefits from double stack senrice as large as Pennsylvania has been promised, because volumes of
such traffic to and from Vermont are likely to be an order of magnitude lower than in Pennsylvania. Even if
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CN offered to establish a Vermont intermodal terminal, freight might still favor Montreal and Massachusetts
terminals used now (with subsequent drayage to Vermont customers) because of rate advantages related
to higher frequency and volume of operation as well as the presence of cross-town competition. Since
much double stack container traffic across Vermont might otherwise have taken other routes through New
England, actual in-Vermont truck diversion to rail may be difficult to estimate.
Should CN decide not to proceed with New England double stack service, the company likely would lose
strategic interest in its Vermont route and consider another extreme long-term scenario: a CN spin-off of
CV as one or more shortlinelregional railroads. Most CV traffic is overhead to the State, but significant
services to Burlington and in the Connecticut River Valley would probably remain. The Essex JunctionSharon segment has little on-line traffic and could be a candidate for abandonment under one such
scenario. The State also might have to assist one or more freight operators to retain a rail connection and
service to Montpelier and Barre.

Another intermodal technology with recent market growth having a possible application in Vermont is
RoadRailer. This is a special truck trailer that is fied onto rail wheel sets and combined with other units to
build a train with truck bodies carrying in-train forces. Cargo damage is reduced because slack is
eliminated. Wihout railcars, tare per load is light; frequently only one locomotive unit is used to move large
numbers of such vehicles. In theory, only a short road crossing is needed to place units in, or remove
units from, a train. Existing tracks can be turned into a terminal by spreading stone or paving between the
rails.
Although RoadRailer is everything TOFC should have been, most railroads that experimented with it,
including Union Pacific, Burlington Northern, Illinois Central, Conrail, and CSX, have discontinued efforts
to use the equipment. Only Norfolk Southern (NS) continues to provide RoadRailer service over its
network, comprising Kansas City to Buffalo, Detroit and Chicago to Jacksonville, Florida, and most
recently over CP Rail via Detroit to Toronto. NS also has announced new service to Pennsylvania and
New Jersey over Conrail.
RoadRailer seems to have found a niche for NS as a premium door-to-door service designed to compete
with over-the-road truck service. Triple Crown, which NS set up as a separate subsidiary, sells the service
at retail, handles all customer relations, hires truck drivers, makes up the trains, maintains the equipment
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and.dispatches the trailers. This "truck-like" image was further enhanced by putting people from its
subsidiary, North American Van Lines, into Triple Crown management.

-

Triple Crown costs appear to make it competitive on routes in the 200 900 mile range, where 41% of all
U.S. intercity tons are carried. By comparison, stack trains become competitive in the 900-mile and over
range, which accounts for only 13% of U.S. inter-city tons carried. In fact, NS sees Triple Crown as
complementing, rather than competing with, double stack container trains. The corporation believes that
most of the freight attracted to Triple Crown has come from over-the-road trucks rather than from
conventional intermodal service. Triple Crown trains are always dedicated and are not involved with
conventional freight in any way except for shared track and terminal facilities. An additional boost for the
Triple Crown network is that the terminal workers are not affiliated with the railroad.
NS seeks new corridors by identifying city-to-city flows sufficient to justify daily service. The average

radius in which trailers are carried to a terminal is 50 miles. When expanding into a new corridor, Triple
Crown typically will start up using highway service. Auto parts have been used as the base for a new
service because they have traditionally been the dominant commodity carried; even two years ago one
half of Triple Crown's business was auto parts carried for Chrysler, Ford and GM, but other commodities are
growing in importance. Once highway volumes reach a sufficient level, the service is expanded and units
are carried by rail.
The concept of a semi-trailer with both railroad and highway wheels began when trailers with such
equipment were attached to passenger trains of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to haul mail in Michigan
in 1959, but use of these 26-foot trailers did not spread to general freight service and soon died until it
was reintroduced in 1981. The cycle has now come full turn with recent Amtrak test runs of RoadRailers
attached to its passenger trains. Amtrak is considering using RoadRailers to carry mail. Such a use,
however, requires that the RoadRailers be the last cars of the train and could limit or eliminate the
possibilities of push-pull passenger consists.
If the tests are successful, Amtrak could conceivably carry RoadRailers to and from Vermont in the future.
Simple RoadRailer terminal facilities combined with Vermont's low shortline operating costs might make it
an intermodal option in meeting Vermont's freight needs if units were attached to existing trains. Two
initial impediments would be obtaining an FRA waiver to attach the units to existing trains and funding the
vehicle purchase. RoadRailer trailers would cost an operator about 1.5 times regular trailers and rail trucks
are an extra expense, although fewer truck tractors are required.
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Solid Waste
The markets with the greatest apparent potentialfor growth are rail movement of solid waste and railroad
intermodal shipments discussed above. The study team reviewed the findings set forth both in the
transportation component of the "Interregional Solid Waste Alternative Facilities and Systems Analysisu
prepared for The Vermont Interregional Solid Waste Management Study Committee in 1990, and in the
"Rail Transport Feasibility Studyninitiated in late 1991 by the Solid Waste Management Division of the
Agency of Natural ~esources,Department of Environmental Conservation. These studies, as well as
telephone interviews with various local officials and operators, provided insights as to the perceived
advantageddisadvantagesand role of rail in Vermont's future solid waste transport marketplace.
Opportunitiesfor rail traffic from Vermont's 11waste districts is limited. Most districts intend to dispose of
municipalsolid waste (MSW) in local landfills; associatedvolumes or haul distanceswould not makewasteby-rail competitive. Some will use out-of-district landfills as an interim measure while building new local
landfills to meet impending environmental standards, and interim use is too short a period to amortize
waste-by-rail capital expenditures. In addition, necessarily circuitous routes involving multiple railroads
present impedimentsto rail hauls. Another commodity group, recycled materials, appears far more likely to
use rail haul, although total availabletonnages are much less than those of MSW. Two recyclingfacilities
already are located on rail spurs.

Waste-by-rail has garnered much attention recently as an environmentaltransport mode. While only a
small portionof total waste moves by rail, it is the fastest growing rail traffic market. Continuing growth is
projected as many ongoing projects progress beyond the study phase. Opportunities for intra-Vermont
movement of waste and recyclables are limited, as a discussion of system attributes discloses. System
attributesthat favor waste-by-rail projectsare as follows:
Transfer stations between collectionand disposal.
Long-term system solutiondcontracts,
Longer haul length,
Waste-to-energyfacilities,
Larger MSW volumes,
Small railroad operating flexibility, and
New, "fmm scratch" systems.
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Some of these are attributes of Vermont systems, others are not. A recent report "Railroad Transport of
Solid Waste in Vermont" for Vermont's Solid Waste Management Division demonstrates that rail costs
could be economical within Vermont in some instances based on regional consolidation and disposal.
Interviews with all solid waste districts in Vermont about current plans and an evaluation of rail
opportunities indicate that, absent State intervention, it is doubtful that Vermont's waste will move by rail.
In general, whenever the waste transport system includes a truck-to-truck transfer station, waste might be
as easily transferred to rail, making rail a viable option. Because nearly all district plans include local
disposal, they contemplate collection truck delivery direct to the landfill. Only three of the 11 districts are
even considering manned transfer stations. In addition to the economies of using fewer and larger trucks
to a landfill, transfer stations may provide two benefits: inspection and compaction. Inspection allows
culling of undesirable wastes such as tires, white goods and hazardous materials from the MSW waste
stream, and compaction extends landfill capacity and life.
Waste-by-rail systems usually incur higher capital costs than truck systems, whose costs are more than
balanced by reduced operating costs. Long-term commitments and contracts (15 years or more) usually
are necessary to justify and amortize those capital expenditures. Most Vermont waste disposal contracts
by districts are shorter, usually five-year renewablecontracts.
Most Vermont plans call for short haul distances. Short haul distances do not always negate rail haul
effectiveness, but do limit economics. An active Cape Cod waste-by-rail system includes a 20-mile rail
haul; Roanoke, Virginia, is building a five-mile branch line as part of a proposed 30-mile haul system.
I

Waste-to-energy plants are especially suited to rail haul because incoming material is all unloaded at one
specific location, ideal delivery for a fixed guideway (rail) system. However, most MSW now moving by rail
is to landfills. The Rutland waste-to-energy facility will probably be reactivated, but most anticipated
receipts would be by collection truck.

I

Larger volumes improve rail economics. Most non-Vermont rail systems under study are 600-2,000 tons
per day, although the Cape Cod haul is only 200-300 tons per day. Expected Vermont MSW ranges from
35 to 175 tons per day. Small railroads have lower transportation cost structures and are more willing to
vary current operating schedules. Most Vermont rail lines qualify as "smallurailroads.
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Not surprisingly, rail is far more attractive in "new" systems where both transfer stations and landfills must
be constructed to replace obsolete facilities, than where it is necessary to modify or replace existing
facilities.
Vermont s S~tuat
ion
I

.

Waste solutions of 8 of the 11 districts do not include transfer stations (although several intend to use 40
yard roll-on containers at remote locations). 'The remaining three have special situations that are only
possible, not probable, rail hauls. Addison County is planning an interim transfer station so it can use outof-district fills while permitting its own landfill. This would only be short t e n , and the likely landfills could be
reached only by rail through a roundabout route involving coordination by three or four railroads. Neither
the proposed transfer station nor landfills are on rail lines. Lamoille Regional's situation is similar, although
only two rail lines would be involved. Rutland County intends to use an existing landfill through 1995. At
that time it would use either a waste-to-energy plant at Rutland or an out-of-district landfill as a long-term
solution. If a plant is used at Rutland, packer trucks would deliver direct with no railhaul (although outgoing
ash might be an opportunity). The out-of-district landfill is the only likely rail candidate, although financial
hurdles would be significant.
The most populous district, Chittenden Regional Solid Waste Management District, handles nearly onequarter of Vermont's waste. It is also the district closest to opening a new lined landfill (construction is
underway). This landfill is close to CV's rail line in Williston and the district owns the intermediate land,
which may require resolving a possible wetlands issue before a rail spur could be constructed. Present
plans are for packer trucks to deliver direct to the landfill, which is not consistent with rail haul.

Although recyclable tonnages are significantly lower than MSW, recyclables often travel greater distances
and are more conducive to rail diversion. However, it appears that Vermont recycling centers with rail
access are by accident rather than by design. Only one district mandates rail evaluation in the facility siting
process.

I

Surprisingly, much of Vermont's recyclable collection may soon be processed at rail-accessible facilities
through the efforts of Casella Waste Management, a large private contractor. To date, Casella has moved
little more than test shipments by rail, but has sited its Montpelier and Burlington facilities on rail sidings
and plans to move its Rutlandfacility to a rail spur in a few years. Although few recyclables have moved by

I
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rail, Casella views rail access as vital to improving its access to national and Canadian markets as the
northeastern United States markets are saturated with recycled materials. This strategic planning has
escaped most public planners, as facilities not located on rail will always cause a financial burden compared
to a truck move and load transfer to load railcars, permanently limiting market reach.
One recyclable destination, Stone Container Corporation at Uncasville, Connecticut (north of New
London), on the CV, has been converting old corrugated boxes into new corrugating medium for more
than 90 years. Current rail deliveries are only one-seventh of total receipts and are the equivalent of a
string of rail cars stretching 1.5 miles each year. In progress plant expansion will nearly double capacity,
and the distances from which raw products will be sought will increase and will be more rail competitive,
making shipment of Vermont materials to this plant by the CV economic. Vermont recyclable planning
must anticipate and prepare to meet these rail-favorable trends.
Rail Access

One district stated that any rail-served facility location would be in town, which would maximize truck and
noise impact upon residents. While this answer is simplistic, it illustrates that rail-served facilities are merely
one more goal that often conflicts with others in site selection. Only one district believes that all waste
siting must seriously consider rail access. If rail shipment is to be feasible, rail access review durirrg site
selection must be advocated by the State. It is recommended that transfer stations also should be rail
sited if possible. While truck transfer and rail transfer are different processes, constructing new facilities
during a future shift from one to the other might be simpler than if an entirely new location must be sited
and permitted.

Rail feasibility increases dramatically if waste disposal is solved on a regional instead of district basis. The
State has examined optimal waste management area size for several years following Act 78
implementation as part of an ongoing review to change and improve Vermont's waste disposal
procedures. This analysis was the impetus for the 'Analysis of Solid Waste System Costs for the State of
Vermont,' which analyzed costs and issues associated with using four or two regions instead of 11
districts and indicated some savings with either regional organization over eleven districts. Cost savings
result primarily from recent State and Federal regulations that will require improved landfill systems and
facilities. These increased facility costs offer significant economies of scale at larger volumes; estimated
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landfill quantities are less than 100 tons per day in eight Vermont districts. However, increasedtransport
costs negate much of the savings.
Economicsare not the only issue. Larger regional landfills could be more difficult to site. Citizen protest
against heavy truck traffic and large-scale operations, as well as receipt of out-of-district refuse, may be
significant, although rail receipt might mitigatetruck traffic concerns.
At present, there is no planto reorganize districts into regions. It is, however, highly likely that all the local
in-district landfills may not come to fruition becauseof siting or high unit cost to comply with environmental
regulations in proposed low-volume landfills. For these reasons, temporary truck transfer stations may
become permanent in several districts; therefore, it is encouragedthat both districts and the State include
rail options in siting new facilities. Waste-by-rail systems mightthen be feasible and implemented.

Nearly all waste districts plan local disposal with direct delivery by collection truck. Rail becomes
feasible when volumes, distance, or needto inspect lead to transfer station construction.

-

Waste districts generally have not studied rail presupposing rail to be uneconomic (which is usually
the case). Only one district advocatesstudying rail access in all f a c i l i siting decisions.
Waste-by-rail opportunities will result only as current plans change. Radical change of most current
district plans can be anticipated as delays in siting new landfills occur and as districts recognize the
unfavorableeconomics of each local and small landfillcomplyingwith stringent new standards.
Compliance with new State and Federal standards effective in the Fall of 1993 make current and
planned waste disposal planning chaotic. All but one of the approximately 50 landfills in the State
must close.
Next Fall, increasedtruckingto private regional landfills as an interim measure is likely. Railwill not play
a role. The planning horizons are too short for waste-by-rail operating savings to amortize capital
expenditures.
Waste districts are not siting transfer stations on rail lines, eliminating some railpossibilities.
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State examination of waste systems suggests that regional costs would be lower than district costs
(not the only consideration); however, there is no Statewide push to reorganize districts into regions.
A State study ("Railroad Transport of Solid Waste in Vermont") found that with regional consolidation
waste-by-rail was competitive with truck on several intra-state hauls. On other routes, rail was
hopelesslydisadvantagedwith circuitous multi-railroadhauls.
Vermont has a vested interest in reviewing truck use fees for hauling solid waste as well as waste
district planning, which may not consider possible increased highway maintenance costs.
Recyclablestravel farther to market and are more likely to be railcompetitive.
In general, districts rate rail access much lower than other siting concerns. Surprisingly, a large private
contractor considers rail access vital for strategic reasons (increased marketing reach) and locates new
facilities on rail.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS
The Canadian-American Free Trade Agreement (FTA), which became effective January 1, 1989, has
provided a stimulus to trade between Canada and Veryont (especially northbound)and to New England
to a lesser degree despite declining economic conditions on both sides of the border. The North
American FreeTrade Agreement (NAFTA), which is now under Congressional review, is likely to have less
impact on Vermont and little on the movement of rail freight because of the relatively lower volumes of
trade with Mexico, the primaryfocus of this agreement.
The FTA consists of a variety of provisions, includingthe phased elimination of all tariffs on bilateral trade
and continued industry-driven negotiations that identified more than a thousand specific items that have
benefited from accelerated elimination of duties. The expectation among economic experts is that in the
long run the FTA will force more adjustments on Canadian industry than on the U.S. in so far as some
sectors of the economy have been supported by oligopolistic marketing arrangements and have enjoyed
a comparatively higher level of tariff protection. It is expected that several rail-oriented industries in the
U.S. will be somewhat favorably affected by the FTA, including agriculture, automotive and manufacturing
in general. The impact on the steel industry is considered neutral and somewhat unfavorable to U.S.
producers of plywood. Intra-industrytrade in manufactured goods is considered to be one of the prime
growth areas.
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Studies by the U.S. Labor Department, however, have concluded that on a nationwide basis the FTA will
have a small impact on employment in rail-oriented industries benefiting from the agreement. The paper
industry is projected to add only about 800 jobs, rubber and plastics about 250 and miscellaneous
manufacturing 100, all of which are minuscule percentages of industrywide employment. Similarly, small
levels of job loss are projected for the adversely affected industries, which include chemicals, fabricated
metals, primary metals, machinery, non-metallic minerals, stone/clay/glassware, transportation and wood
products. Obviously, given the nature of the industrial base in Vermont, such job impacts are not
expected to impact the State directly, but international trade is a factor affecting freight flows through
Vermont.
Over the past several years, the FTA, now completing its fourth year of implementation, has had a positive
impact on the State in so far as volume of trade to, from and through the State has been growing. To put
in focus the likely impact of the FTA on rail traffic in Vermont, province-to-province movement data from
Statistics Canada was analyzed with respect to Vermont markets. Since 1988, Vermont's trade with
Canada has totaled more than $9.5 billion (all dollars are Canadian), despite a recession-driven drop in
trade of 26% in 1990. (This is exclusive of imports of natural gas and electricity from Canada, which usually
range from 10% to 20% of total Vermont imports from Canada, except in very cold years such as 1990
when imports of natural gas increased by a factor of five.) Vermont's trade with Canada under the FTA has
been greater than trade totals for all other New England states except Massachusetts. This annual
average of about $3.0 billion represents a 73% increase over the 1987-1988 annual average of about
$1.7 billion. Imports from Canada on average have increased a modest 12% under FTA and exports from
Vermont have increased 71%.
Remarkably, the FTA reversed the mix of Vermont trade with Canada. Over the first three years of the
agreement,' Vermont's exports to Canada totaled about $5.5 billion, 60% of the trade. Prior to initiation of
the FTA, exports accounted for only 39% of the trade. Vermont's imports from Canada (exclusive of
natural gas and electricity) totaled about $3.6 billion in the 1989-91 period, 40% of the trade. Prior to FTA,
Vermont imports representedabout 60% of Canadian trade.
Quebec is Vermont's leading trading partner among the Canadian provinces. About 83% of Vermont's
imports from Canada originated in Quebec over the past three years, up from 59% prior to FTA. Although
destination province is not identified by Statistics Canada, more than 90% of Vermont exports to Canada
entered Canada through Quebec since FTA, up from about 80% prior to 1989.
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As the following discussion of major imporVexport commodities indicates, Vermont's trade with Canada
moves primarily by truck (exclusive of pipelines and transmission lines). Table 3.13 summarizes the
commodities moving by rail between Canada and the U.S. (not all necessarily moving to or from Vermont,
but many moving through the State).
Table 3.13
MAJOR COMMODITIES SHIPPED BY RAIL BETWEEN U.S. AND, CANADA

Atlantic
Provinces

U.S. Ex~orts
Automobile Parts
Clay
Coke
Corn
Industrial Sand
Inorganic Acid Salts
Iron and Steel Scrap
Phosphate Rock
Pulpwood Chips
Sodium Carbonate
Soybean Oil Meal

X
X

OntarioQuebec
X
X
X
X
X

Western
Provinces
X
X
X
X
X
X

Aluminum
Automobiles
Automobile Parts
Cement
Chemicals
Coal
FertilizerIPotash
Liquid Petroleum Gas
Liquid Sulfur
Lumber
Paper
Woodpulp
Source: Statistics Canada, Rail in Canada

- 1987, Figure 6.17.

The State's exports to Canada are dominated by semiconductors, which account for 88% of the State's
exports. In the two years preceding the FTA, this non-rail commodity represented 62% and 72% of
exports to Canada, respectively. The average annual value of exports of semiconductors from Vermont to
Canada has increased 138% under FTA.
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Commodities moved by rail account for less than 3% of Vermont's exports. Average annual trade
between Vermont and Canada has declined for lumber and increased for other products moved by rail.
Export of mineral products to Canada has shown particularly strong growth in recent years.
Telecommunications equipment has been Vermont's leading Canadian import in three of the past five
years, accounting for 61% of the trade in 1991 (exclusive of natural gas and electricity). The next leading
imports in 1991 were apparel, aircraft parts and toys, which together represented about 12%.
Commodities imported by rail for Canada represented about 10% of Vermont's Canadian trade in 1991.
This particular indicator has shown considerable variation over the years, indicating sensitivity to varying
economic conditions. In 1990, for example, rail-oriented commodities imported from Canada represented
about one third of Vermont's imports. In 1987, these commodities represented more than 37% of
imports. In the intervening years, this segment of trade was about 16% of imports.

INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
This issue of identifying rail freight policies is addressed in terms of stated goals and objectives of the
Agency of Transportation with regard to rail freight transportation as well as Agency practice represented
by its long-standing record of rail project expenditures. In addition, it is relevant to make note of policies
affecting economic and industrial development. Views of the railroads on various policies and
government regulation are presented. Finally, a discussion is offered of rail infrastructure needs and State
actions to meet related policy goals.
STATE RAIL PLAN POLICY
The Vermont State Rail Plan 1986 Update (page 2) states:
It is the goal of the State of Vermont to promote a balanced and
integrated transportation system, through the maintenance of adequate
rail service to meet the needs of Vermont's people and industries and
through the improvement of that service wherever it is in the State's
power to do so.
Balanced System Goal
From the perspective of freight transportation, availability of air, highway, rail and water infrastructure could

be said to constitute a "balanced" system. However, it is the view of railroads operating in Vermont (as it is
of the rail industry generally) that public freight transportation policy is not balanced because of major

I
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investments in highways and a fee system whereby, in the view of the railroads, heavy trucks do not pay
their fair share of costs. This is a well-known policy issue that surfaces regularly at the national level (and
did so as recently as 1991) with regard to limits on sizes and weights of trucks on the Federal highway
system. Of course, in Vermont the State's ownership of a significant portion of the State's active freight
rail network tends to be a somewhat positive sign for railroads. Nevertheless, the recent increase of
weight limits on Vermont highways to 90,000 pounds, as well as exemptions for logging trucks of up to
100,000 pounds, is viewed by railroads as evidence of the failure of the Agency to achieve its goal of a
balanced system.
Objectives
'The State Rail Plan also identifies eight objectives; the following six directly affect the freight sector issues
under consideration:
To ensure continuance of existing rail service for attractionof new industryto Vermont,
To retain rail service on as much of the State's rail system as is necessaryto meet the needs of existing
users,
To maintain competition among modes,
To improve the safety of rail operations in the State,
To provide a framework of policy and criteria sufficient to guide future decisions on public involvement
in rail service,
To provide for the equitable and effective use of whatever public funds are made available for the
improvementof rail service in Vermont.
A review of trends in volumes of freight carried by Vermont railroads indicates that, since the Rail Plan
Update, rail service has continued on lines needed'to serve existing users. Service on some lines where
demand has evaporated has declined as policy would suggest is appropriate. As previously noted, State
action regarding truck weight limits is viewed as contrary to the objective of maintaining competitive
conditions. Although safety trends have not been researched as part of this study, in the opinion of the
railroads the safety objective would be enhanced were the State to assume responsibility for protecting
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and maintaining highway crossings of railroads at grade. With regard to the policy framework and criteria for
public spending espoused in the last two objectives stated above, the costtbenefit and public
participation process presented in the Rail Plan Update would seem adequate to meet those objectives.
However, there is a view that the State has not met these objectives in some recent practices. A particular
related issue is the disposition of rental fees paid to the State by railroads operating on State-owned lines
and whether or not the State reinvests these funds in the infrastructure it owns.
As the previous discussion on the municipal waste situation indicated, State and local practice constrains
market opportunities for movement of solid waste. Development of facilities such as warehouses that
would use rail has been affected by the State's normal permitting process. This process has intimidated
potential developers since there is a perception that it is difficult and complex.
Economic Development Policy
Invigoration of Vermont's economic development policy is fundamental to establishing a stable business
base for railroads. 'The bulk of Vermont's current inbound rail business is represented by bulk materials
(namely, gasoline, fuel oil and road salt) driven by population and weather. Mining-based activities
generate the bulk of the State's originating business, some of which is for railroad rehabilitation projects,
not likely to be a long-term continuing activity. A reasonably sized local activity moves wood chips to an
electric utility. Long-term stability of Vermont's railroads requires a bigger traffic base than has recently
been available and that, in turn, requires growth possible from several sources: diversion of freight from
the highways to rail intermodal services, new business such as municipal solid waste and location of new,
rail using business or industry at sites accessible by rail.
I

At one time all industry located on the railroad. Now less than half does. The absence of even the
possibility of access makes rail unlikely to become competitive to new industry. One approach would be to
attempt to turn back the clock by requiring any industry generating a given tonnage annually to locate
along a rail corridor with possible access (including a resewed rail easement) to the facility. The State
could encourage such companies to construct side tracks, although maintaining many such main track

I

turnouts could prove a financial burden if freight did not cover costs. This approach does not seem
inconsistent with growth center development concepts, especially if rail corridors are recognized as
acceptable sites for development. This approach would need to be accompanied by policies zoning lands
along railroad rights-of-way for industrial development. If economic development is to be a source of rail
freight growth, sites along Vermont's railways must be zoned and permits made available under
reasonable planning circumstances to construct new industrial facilities.

1
I
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Economic development policy in Vermont affects railroads in two particular areas. Vermont's planning
process is viewed as restricting the ease with which potential rail customers might locate and develop
facilities along railroads. The basis for this process is described in AOT's policy document Vermont on the
Move as follows.

Vermont long ago undertook the challenge of regulating the sometimes competing needs of
environmental protection and land use through Act 250. Established in 1970, Act 250 provides a sound
procedure for managing growth through citizens boards operating at the regional level, in accordance with
guidelines set down by the Legislature. The State expanded its efforts in land use planning with the
passage of The Growth Management Act of 1988 (Act 200), requiring coordinated State agency, regional
and town planning.
Application of the procedures arising from this legislation has created a perception of complexity and a
need for a more aggressive outreach program to assist potential rail customers interested in Vermont. A
second threat to railroads stems from economic development policy providing a basis for expanding
highways in rail corridors. Several significant new highway corridor projects are under consideration. High
on the list of planned improvement projects are two paralleling the VTWCLP route. As noted in AOT's
policy document, 'fair and effective distribution of economic development to the Southwest quadrant of
the State will require improvements to the transportation corridor between Burlington and Bennington
and may also include improvements between Rutland and lnterstate 87 in New York State." Such
improvements are likely to severely impact the business of the Vermont Railway and its operations over
State-owned lines. AOT's Policy 2, Distribution of Economic Development, is cited as a basis of support
for a major highway improvement in this area:
Rutland, Bennington and Middlebury are the three Vermont urban towns
without the economic support of an Interstate highway. southwestern
Vermont is the principal example of an area that requires support from
transportation infrastructure so economic growth and development
opportunity equals that of other sectors of the state.
After describing the economic history of the State, Vermont on the Move points out that "a high quality
infrastructure and appealing physical environment will continue to play important roles in shaping
Vermont's future." Creating and maintaining the infrastructure necessary to attract and keep the desirable
jobs of the future is a vital element of any economic plan.
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VERMONT SURFACE TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE EXPENDITURES
According to Vermont on the Move, the AOT is charged with maintaining 2,600 miles of roadway (out of
14,000 miles total), which includes 320 miles of lnterstate system. In addition, the Agency owns and
operates ten airports and owns about 320 miles of rail lines, about 290 miles of which are leased to private
operators that operate four railroads.
lnterstate highways represent Vermont's largest single public investment which, using an average of $5
million per mile, amounted to $2.3 billion. Since 1964, Vermont has acquired 222 miles of rail line at a cost
of more than $3.7 million and retired much of the debt from rental payments. Purchase of a 98-mile line
owned by the State was funded by the Federal government. Vermont, in recent years, made a grant in
support of the acquisition of about a 50-mile segment by a private railroad.
Historically Vermont has been aggressive in preserving its rail lines, being the first state to use public
funds to buy lines. Currently, Vermont owns about 290 miles of lines in freight andlor excursion service,
almost 40% of the State's total. (The State also has acquired about 30 miles of right-of-way retired from rail
service.) Two lines (bought in 1964) remain in active service today, handling almost half the State's traffic.
As discussed above, one of these railroads, the 132-mile Vermont Railway handles more Vermont traffic
than any other railroad operating in the State, 43% of the 1991 total. Two other lines (112 miles)
subsequently acquired by the State have not fared as well. 'The 98-mile Lamoille Valley Railroad,
purchased in 1973 with Federal funds and subsequently rehabilitated with Federal and State funds, has
not had freight service in several years but is used for seasonal passenger excursions. State and Federal
investment in this line totaled $20.5 million, very little of which has been recovered. The smaller State line
(purchased in 1980), operated by Washington County Railroad, has handled only about 100 cars annually
in recent years.
The record of expenditures of State funds to purchase rail rights-of-way (in current dollars) is shown in
Table 3.14 on the following page.
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Table 3.14

STATE EXPENDITURES ON RIGHTS-OF-WAY
Year

Railroad

Miles

1964

Vermont Railway

129

1964

Green Mountain

50

816

1980

Washington County

14

777

1982

Delaware & Hudson

10

120

1986

Delaware & Hudson

10

48

1990

Central Vermont

9

20

$(OOO)

1,886

By coincidence, ranking lines by State acquisition costs results in listing properties in order of rail activity as
well, with the last three segments not being in rail service.
The second largest expenditure by the State related to acquisition of rail lines is not listed above (as the
State did not acquire ownership) and involved a grant to a private company rather than a purchase
resulting in public ownership.

In 1988 Central Vermont acquired the 48.2-mile segment of the

Connecticut River Line between Brattleboro and Windsor from Amtrak for more than $2.37 million. Amtrak
had acquired ownership of the line from the Boston & Maine Corporation for that amount after exercising
its statutory right of condemnation, an action upheld by the Supreme Court. 'The line was rehabilitated in
two phases, the first in 1988 and the second in 1991, after legal challenges to the transaction had failed to
overturn it. Funding of the project included public monies from Amtrak and the State of Vermont.
Congress provided Amtrak with $5 million for rehabilitation of the line and the State of Vermont made a
$1.14 million grant to the Central Vermont Railway, an amount almost proportional to the Vermont mileage
acquired by CV. New Hampshire made no contribution although more than half the segment (24.5 miles
north of Bellows Falls) is in New Hampshire and an Amtrak station was added there to the route. In
accounting for the grant, the State allocated about three quarters to sharing the acquisition cost with the
Grand Trunk Corporation, CV's parent, and the balance to supplement Federal rehabilitation funds. 'The
State also participated actively in the extensive and complicated acquisition process, incurring substantial
legal expenses.
In addition to these uses of State funds, Federal funds were used in 1973 to purchase the 98-mile
Lamoille Valley line for $1,244,000, ownership of which accrued to Vermont.
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In addition to State expenditures related to acquisition and development of infrastructure, considerable
funds are spent annually for maintenance, rehabilitation and operation. Significant annual highway
expenditures by AOT include the following:
Roadway construction

$95 Million

Roadway maintenance

$35 Million

Operation of the DMV

.

$10 Million

Paving has averaged $13.1 million on non-interstatehighwaysand $5.4 million on the Interstate.
Rail expenditures pale by comparison. Since it first acquired rail lines almost four decades ago, State
expenditures not related to acquisition have been less than $20 million in total. More recently, Vermont
has spent $1.2 million in the past six years for various rehabilitation projects on rights-of-way it owns, an
average of only about $208,000 a year. This represents about half of rental income paid by rail operators,
which averaged more than $404,000 a year. State expenditures for track and bridge projects on the
Green Mountain representedabout 65% of rentals; Vermont Railway projects amounted to 34% of rentals
received by the State.
As to future expenditures, according to AOT, repairing and restoring the Vermont transportation system
(including needed rehabilitationof the railroads) was estimated several years ago to require spending in
the range of $2 billion, a level of spending not an immediate possibility. A detailed discussion of rail
infrastructure needs is presented below. As to financing the State's needs, AOT's Policy 5, Financins
provides for the continuation of a dedicated Transportation Fund to preserve and enhance the system.
The 1992 plan reports that a suwey of citizens indicates 'Vermonters want to spend dedicated
transportation funds to repair, maintain and improve the State's transportation system," with the primary
focus on road transportation. It would be important to have a dedicated sub-fund to meet rail needs,
including maintenance of bridges and highway crossings. It is the view of rail operators that rent paid to
the State should become part of such a dedicated rail sub-fund.
Ral'Ir oad Views of State and Federal Policies and Reaulation

Most railroadsasked for a level playingfield. State and Federal policies do not recoverfrom trucking's fair
share of highway costs. Furthermore, Vermont has weight exemptions for certain classes of trucking that
further subsidize trucking costs. Increasing truck weights by 10,000 pounds greater than national limits
resulted in an immediate diversionof grain to trucks.
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One railroad pointed out Federal inequities of user fees for government inspectors (FRA) not found in
other industries, hazardous material user fees, and high costs of locomotive engineer licensing on slowspeed lightly used rail lines.
Vermont needs to improve its industrial development image. One rail line rated Vermont's effort as "tenth
out of five states."
Uniform herbicidal rules are needed. Vermont has varying local restrictions on herbicide applications
affecting maintenance-of-waythat are greater than State restrictions of 200 feet from open bodies of water
and 100feet from privatewells.
Vermont is not reinvesting its returns from railroad leases at a rate adequate to meet needs. Only 3 of
1300 staff are devoted to rail projects, and the State has the image that it does not like entrepreneurial
activities.

Review of Rail Infrastructure Needs
'The study design anticipated a need to eliminate physical chokepoints affecting efficient rail freight
operations in Vermont and constrainingservice. Although the nature of the State's freight flows is such
that chokepoints per se are not considered to constrain operations, the study railroads have identified
numerous rail infrastructureneeds that are evaluated in this section. Some were prepared in response to
an expressed interest early in 1992 by the Vermont Senate Transportation Committee concerning
possible rail projects that could create jobs in Vermont. The following project elements were identified by
the State's railroads:
Central Vermont
UpgradeWinooski Branch (Burlingtonand Essex Junction),
RehabilitateCV's historic headquarters building,
Install equipment defect detectors,
Installpollution control devices,
Install locomotive washing equipment,

,

Improve bridges (ties and structural work),
I

i

Improve line clearances,
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Acquire and lease warehouse (Hartland),
Installwelded rail,
Install new ties, and
Acquire brush cutting machines.
Green Mountain Railroad
Replaceties,
Redeck bridges,
Resurface and replace ballast,
Cut brush,
Restore drainage,
Rebuild highwaycrossings,
Stabilize freight house, and
Installmil anchors.
Twin StateMlashington County Railroads
Rehabilitatetracks.
St. Lawrence & Atlantic
Rehabilitate tracks and bridges.
Vermont RailwayIClarendon& Pittsford Railroad
Rehabilitate tracks and bridges,
Improve grade crossings,
Replaceculverts, and
Stabilize subgrade.
Given that the Vermont Railway (VTR), Green Mountain Railroad (GMRC) and Central Vermont Railway
(CV) projects represent possible significant expenditures by the State to rehabilitate tracks and facilities
on Vermont's core route system, the consultant reviewed available maintenance information, projected
normalized maintenance expenditures and interviewed maintenance officers to develop the following
overview of infrastructure needs.
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All three railroads spend a major portion of revenues on maintenance-of-way and structures. GMRC
devoted about one-quarter of gross revenues to track maintenance during the past decade; V r R
expended 31% towards maintenance since inception and has averaged 27% over the past decade. CV
has devoted an average of 24% of revenues to maintenance-of-wayexpense over the past five years, all
ratios being much higher than those of major U.S. railroads. In addition, CV has been buoyed by a recent
influx of more than. $6 million in Federal (Amtrak) and State funding. While CV also operates in New
Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut, more than half its trackage is in Vermont. CV's Vermont track
is in good condition, except for the Winooski Branch (last rehabilitated in 1979), which needs ties. CV's
future ability to maintain good track depends to some extent on future support from its parent, Grand
Trunk Corporation, and on its employees' willingness to accept lower cost agreements.
Like all railroads, CV has adjusted its track maintenance and capital programs to financial realities. Over the
past decade, CV installed ties at a very low annual rate (about 6,000 out of 30,000 in the best of
circumstances) in half the years and only about 15,000 in the other years. Two exceptions to the latter
figure occurred in 1988 and 1991 when Federal and State of Vermont funds were used to rehabilitate the
48 miles of line (just under half in Vermont) previously owned by the Boston & Maine. Similar fluctuations

in the rate of rail replacement occurred over the past decade.
Despite major contributions of railroad revenue, available funds are inadequate to maintain the GMRC and

VTR railroads. For example, it is estimated that at least $550,000 a year ($1992) would be necessary to
maintain the Green Mountain following its proposed three-year rehabilitation to FRA Class 2 standards, or
half again as much as the railroad's annual expenditures of the past four years. VTR right-of-way spending
would have been adequate if only Rutland-Burlington, which has received most of the attention, had
been maintained. However, the need to maintain Rutland-Bennington trackage as well nearly doubles
'necessary maintenance, so neither line segment seems to have received fully adequate maintenance. At
current maintenance levels, the segment south of Rutland would be inoperable before the turn of the
century. It is likely that Vermont soon will need to reevaluate continuation of rail sewice on this segment of
the VTR.
The Green Mountain was largely rehabilitatedonly ten years ago, but its maintenance has failed to keep up
with the need. Quite simply, trackrehabilitation has a finite life. If tie life is 30 years on average, then about
100 of the 3,000 in-place ties per mile can be expected to fail each year (fewer in early years, more in later
years). Since 1986, Green Mountain installed an additional 23,000 ties; however, since rehabilitation,
more than 50,000 ties have failed (that is, they no longer adequately support the rails) because of age and
many (perhaps 20,000) softwood ties have failed prematurely.
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The three core Vermont lines have differing prospects. CV has good track, but recently has been
experiencing a downward trend in traffic and is owned by a public agency experiencing severe financial
pressures. VTR's North Line is fair, needs much work, but has an upward trend in traffic. Prospects for
VTR's South Line are dim. GMRC needs to be rehabilitated but lacks long-term freight traffic growth
prospects. Most other lines in Vermont are marginal operations with inadequate revenues to fund
maintenance, although some are experiencing increased carloadings. Collectively they can be expected
to have future problems funding tie replacement. By identifying those lines it considers critical to State
interests now, Vermont has an opportunity to reduce future public funding needs by encouraging rail use
during current "windows of opportunity" before it must actually fund rehabilitation again, if it wants to
presewe rail service. Individual railroad assessments follow.
Green Mountain Rail&
#

GMRC was a 25 mph railroad following rehabilitationof half the line in 1981. Since then tie renewals have
been concentrated on the southern end, which is traversed by passenger trains, and consequently twothirds of the railroad is now at 10 mph. Although tie installations the past two years have matched
anticipated failures using a 30-year life, about half the State-funded softwood ties (as distinct from the
preferred hardwood ties) installed in 1976 have failed, suggesting a life of only about 16 years on those
ties. Many 10 mph speed restrictions have been placed during only the past year. Faced with a rapidly
deteriorating railroad, recent concentration on tie renewals has diverted attention from track smoothing,
brush control, ditching (poor drainage also shortens tie life) and bolt tightening (reduces wear on rail
ends). Several miles of rail installations are also overdue as Green Mountain has struggled with more
pressing maintenance concerns. Bent rail can never be straightened although frequent and expensive
joint maintenancecan minimize the likelihobd of a rock-off derailment.
GMRC proposed a $5 million, three-year rehabilitation program to the Legislature in January and March
1992. Based on our understanding of track materials installed during the past 15 years and anticipated
deterioration, needed quantities and proposed work appear reasonable, although additional trackwork
should be added to the program, namely three to five miles of relay rail initially and one-half mile annually
thereafter as well as at least one turnout a year. There are likely additional bridge repairs on other of the
railroad's bridges, given their ages.
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Vermont Railwav
VrR has prepared a list of capital improvement projects on its Northern Subdivision involving substantial
tie and rail work as well as subgrade stabilization and culvert replacement. The Rutland-Burlington line
appears to be about 40,000 ties away from Class 3 track conditions, not accounting for the 12,600 ties
(nearly twice anticipated failures) that VTR anticipated installing in 1992. In addition, about six miles of rail
on this segment should be replaced now and about two miles a year thereafter. It is estimated that at least
$800,000 must be expended on roadway replacements and 6,600 ties installed each year just to hold
current conditions on VTR's North Line.
Conditions on the Southern Subdivision to Bennington are much worse. Major tie and bridge work will
soon be necessary to continue operations. South of Rutland, it is estimated that annual roadway
replacements must exceed $650,000, including installing 5,500 ties just to hold conditions. Details on
the extent of rehabilitation necessary to restore track to 25 mph operation are not available.
Central Vermont
CV's program as proposed to the Legislature includes a variety of possible rehabilitation and upgrading
projects. The only trackwork listed, primarily ties, was to upgrade the Winooski Branch. The Branch was
rehabilitated 13 years ago with installation of 1,000 ties per mile ,and therefore again needs ties replaced.
Although not specifically requested, some rail replacement on the branch would reduce annual costs to
maintain a maximum freight speed of 25 mph.
Mainline trackage on the CV in Vermont is nearly all at desired track speed, but continual tie and rail
replacement will be needed. About half the line is on curves where good tie condition is crucial to holding
gage; hence, tie life is shorter. The main line is safe for posted track speeds, but our review of tie
installationsduring the past decade (as listed in Moody's Transportation Manual) indicates that tie renewals
have not kept pace with projected failures, although major renewals may have been performed more than
a decade ago. In addition, although most of the line is good 115 pound per yard rail, some is older, lighter
100 pound per yard rail, which still has usable life left, but within a decade can be expected to suffer
increased internal defect growth and service failures if it is not replaced.
CV's financial stability in recent years has hinged upon successful land sales, and CN has supported it
financially, allowing maintenance programs to continue even in poor years. Recent poor financial
performance by CN could result in less support and increased pressure for profitability by CV, either of
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which would trim at least temporarily CV's continuing program. CV's General Manager has made it clear to
the company's employees that land sales and corporate infusions are a thing of the past and that the
railroad needs a new labor agreement (in negotiation) that will significantly reduce the labor portion of
operating expenses.
Recommended State Actions

This review of freight rail infrastructure needs in Vermont suggests the State consider implementingthe
following practices:
Create a normalized maintenance benchmark of material units to install annually and corresponding
expenditures for each railroad the State intends to support. This would allow Vermont to anticipate
whether track conditions were improvingor deteriorating and respond accordingly.
As long as revenues of critical railroadsare inadequate to maintaintrack to standards, fund physical
plant rehabilitationto replace rail and ties and to repair bridges.
Purchaseand store good second-hand rail when it becomes available on the market. This is already a
de facto state practice since poor tie conditions usually delay installation of State-purchased rail.
Light-weight rail (that is 100-110 pound per yard) is suitableto light traffic lines and far less expensive
than medium weight or new rail. Desirable 112/l15 pound per yard rail costs twice as much and new
railthree times as much.
Purchase properlytreated hardwood ties, avoiding softwoodties with half the life expectancy.
Since quantities of second-hand rail can be purchasedonly following removalfrom rail lines, quality rail with
instant availability at reasonable prices to meet State-funded programs will require an on-hand stock.
GMRC has used pre-1930 105 pound per yard rail sections that have comprised virtually all replacement
rail on both VTR and GMRC for years. Using other weight raiD sections would increase costs because
additional inventory of rails and bars must be kept to protect broken rail replacement, and expensive
special 'compromise' bars must be usedto joint different rail sections. VTR already faces a plethoraof rail
sections (105, 100RE, 100RB and now 100RA) and would prefer control cooled rail that matches an
existing section.

,
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These recommendations suggest two policy issues. The first is that the State needs to take a longer-term
view of the financial expectations of the operators of lines it owns in the context of needs for proper
maintenance practice. The current approach provides some incentive for the operator,by offering a lower
rental rate when track maintenance exceeds $500,000 (fixed and not subject to inflation). VTR exceeded
this level in 19 of the past 20 years. It is quite likely that an operator would have inadequate revenues to
meet long-term maintenance needs, for example,. if its business base were weak. ~ecognizingthat the
State's economic development policies affect rail-oriented business growth, and thereby railroad revenue
and income, the State should consider absorbing more of the risk associated with providing properly
maintained publicly owned rail infrastnrcture.
The second policy issue suggested by this discussion concerns investments made by the State in
privately owned rail infrastructure intended to enhance rail passenger service. It would seem a legitimate
policy question as to what the funding basis should be for private owners to receive public assistance to
acquire or improve privately owned rail infrastructure in Vermont. Some possibilities include grant, debt or
other ownership arrangements, and, of course, varying levels of private-sector matching requirements.

RAIL CORRIDOR UTILIZA'TION

- PRESENT AND FUTURE

The Department of Forest, Parks and Recreation (DFPR) is interested in the Agency of Transportation's
(AOT's) purchasing additional rail rights-of-way for interim recreational use. Rights-of-way (ROW) that are
used for recreational purposes are rail banked for future use and prese~ation.When the DFPR leams of a
ROW that is being abandoned, it contacts the AOT expressing the DFPR's interest in the ROW. The AOT
then institutes the purchasing process to acquire the ROW. Once acquisition is obtained, the AOT then
leases the ROW to the DFPR, which then maintains the ROW for recreational use as a rail trail. Existing rail
trails are legally available to again become rights-of-way for future operating railroads; however, the
process of reclamationcould prove to be difficult.
Telecommunication companies, such as Sprint and MCI, use rail rights-of-way to locate their fiber optic or
buried cable. This is also the case in Vermont. Sprint uses CV's right-of-way between St. Albans and
South Vernon. MCI does not use any rail right-of-way in Vermont, as its communication is via microwave.
Public utility requests for right-of-way use are made through the granting of easements.
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FUTURE UTILIZATION
The Canadian Pacific Railroad is in the process of identifyingcandidate rail rights-of-wayfor rationalization
of its system. Its line between Richfordand Newport is a candidate for disinvestment. The railroad has 'met
with the AOT in an effort to see if the State is interestedin acquiring the right-of-way. The State's policy of
acquiring abandoned rail rights-of-way should be followed in the negotiations with the Canadian Pacific
Railroad. In the future, the State should continue its present policy of acquiring abandoned rail rights-ofway for recreational purposes. This will help ensure the availability of this valuable resource for future
transportation or recreation purposes.

PRESERVATION
State rail policy has beento preserveits rail lines. This usually successful policy -- Vermont has lost only
9% of its rail lines between 1960 and 1987while nationally 26% of rail lines have been abandoned -- was
achieved primarily through three financial means of support: 1) purchase of rail lines prior to cessation of
service, 2) cooperative sharing programs to rehabilitate those lines to allow economic operation, and 3)
limited operating subsidies to entrepreneurs operating State-owned rail lines to support the new
operators while they increase the traffic base. The Vermont Railway and Green Mountain railroad are
successful results of this program.
Some lines, however, remain problems. 'The Lamoille Valley no longer has an adequate traffic base to
cover the costs of railway maintenance. During the past decade, much of rail traffic was diverted by factors
beyond Vermont's control (the creation of the Guilford System, now Springfield Terminal); even local
traffic has declined significantly. Additional lines are now running on borrowed time; major renovation,
more than current rail traffic levels can support, will be neededto continue operations later in this decade,
yet Vermont will be hard pressed to justify expenditures even for continued operation at current levels.
Vermont has a choice. It can: 1) allow rail linesto be abandoned, 2) increase State-funded rehabilitationof
rail lines within the State, or 3) increase economic development efforts to increase rail traffic. By the time
abandonment proceedings begin, many rail lines have suffered from so much physical and service
deterioration as to hardly appear salvageable. It is believed several lines are definitely at risk in the near
term. Most have little freight traffic and may, upon review, not be deemed worth preservation solely for
freight traffic. If they are worth preservation, such efforts should begin now on the following lines:

-

Canadian Pacific Wells Riverto St. Johnsbury (Connecticut River Line),

-

Twin State Railroad St. Johnsbury to Gilrnan,
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-

Lamoille Valley Entire railroad (no freight since 1988), and
Vermont Railway - Rutlandto Bennington Line.
Allocation of scarce resourcesamong competing rail projects is clearly a policy issue. One view would be
to focus resources and economic development efforts on active and viable line segments.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Railroads in Vermont are experiencing modest growth, however, they are at risk from years of deferred
maintenance and the impact of decades of policies which favored alternative modes for the movement
of people and goods. Looking to the future, Vermont's railroads must again play a significant role in the
States economic development and multi-modal transportation systems.
1.

The recommended Vermont Core Railroad Network includes:

Owner
Whitehall to Rutland

CLP

ODerator
CLP

(Clarendon & Pisford)
Rutland to Burlington

State of Vermont

VTR

(Vermont Railway)
Rutland to Bellows Falls

State of Vermont

GMRC

(Green Mountain Railroad)
Burlingtonto Essex Junction

cv

cv

(Central Vermont)

cv
cv

Essex Junction to Montpelier Junction

cv
cv
cv

Montpelier Junction to Barre

State of Vermont

WACR

Essex Junction to St. Albans
St. Albans to Canada

CV

(Washington County Railroad)
Montpelier Junction to White River Jct.
White River Junction to Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls to Brattleboro
Brattleboro to Connecticut

cv
cv
cv

cv
cv
cv
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The State of Vermont has a continuing long term interest in this core railroad network including
its physical condition, level of maintenance and continuation of railroad services. This core
railroad network connects the State to the national railroad network, and Canada and provides
an intra-state transportation system which connects the States major population, commercial,
industrial and business centers.
Other railroad segments in the State are also critical to Vermont shippers, businesses and
communities. Protecting and preserving these additional segments may require future State
actions.

3.

The States critical interest in its railroads is driven by the benefits of its contribution, current and
potential, to the States economic development; the efficiency of railroad transportation as
compared to truck and automobile transportation, the contribution made by railroad
transportation to air quality and energy efficiency, and the State's inherent interest in
maximizing the use of railroad rights-of-wayas an alternative to greater highway use.

4.

The State of Vermont has a long term and continuing interest in the viability of passenger and
freight railroad operations on the Vermont Core Railroad Network. Actions which strengthen
these operations should have a policy priority. Actions which may have a negative impact on
these operations should be avoided. The State should adopt as a policy expanded industrial
use of rail freight and should consider incentives for expanded use of the railroads in its
industrial development, land use, and transportation planning and programming decisions.

5.

The State should maintain the Vermont Rail Council as a representative forum on issues
affecting the viability, performance and improvement of the State's passenger and freight
railroad services.

6.

Without a new source of State funds for railroad improvement, or revised priorities, new
initiatives by the AOT will be limited since existing State transportation funds are all allocated.
If new sources can be identified, programs can be developed in conjunction with the private
sector.

7.

A capital investment in the core railroad network should be made to reach an appropriate FRA
classification consistent with the function served by each segment and the type and density of
its rail traffic and to permit continuing, normalized maintenance. Justification for this investment
should be sought from every possible railroad use including the impact on Vermont of improved
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freight service, the possible development of a tourist train service, an expansion of existing
..

intercity rail passenger service on the network, and the creation of a Shelburne Road
Reconstruction demonstration rail passenger service. Funding of this investment should be
sought from sources. of Federal infrastructure renewal funds, Federal intermodal surface
transportation funds, Federal and State economic development funds, tourism development
funds, a new source of State funds for railroad investment and any other source that could be
applied to the necessary capital investment.

8.

The State has a long range, critical interest in assuring that the core railroad network is
maintained adequately. Where the operators financial condition does not permit this level of
maintenance, the State should develop a means to achieve it.

9.

In the context of an integrated, local, regional and State-wide transportation systems planning
process, the State should develop and maintain a Railroad Systems Plan which is inclusive of
all of the railroad segments in Vermont and describes their current utility, the nature of the
current traffic, their physical condition, their impact and contribution to economic development
and their potential for increased utility in the future. The Railroad Systems Plan should propose
the means for the State to maintain and protect the Railroad System.

10.

The State, should establish policies and procedures to promote the use of railroad rights-of-way
no longer used for transportation purposes, for temporary public use, through
intergovernmental agreements with the appropriate State or local agencies.

11.

The State should work closely with regional bodies such as the New England Governors
conference and the New England Transportation Initiativeto cooperatively develop policies and
programs to maintain and improve the regions freight and passenger railroad network and to
assure that Vermont's concerns are fully considered as such regional policies and programs
are developed.

12.

The State should give support to railroad industry initiatives which will improve railroad
operating and financial performance.
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PASSENGER SERVICE ANALYSIS
.

1.

.

The State has a continuing long term interest in expanding passenger rail services linking
Vermont to New England, the Northeast Corridor and the nation; and for increasing.the
transportation options for Vermont residents and visitors for intrastate travel.

2.

~egularlyscheduled rail passenger services, is currently limited to one Amtrak round trip daily
on the CV between Brattleboro and St. Albans, serving Burlington at Essex Junction,
Waterbury-Stowe, Montpelier at Montpelier Junction, White River Junction, and Bellow Falls.

3.

'The number of passengers which could be attracted to Burlington Commuter Rail Service along
the three identified corridors, St. Albans, Rutland and Montpelier, is too limited to justify the
required capital investment and continuing operating costs for passenger service using
traditional railroad equipment and labor policies.

4.

The State should initiate serious discussions with Amtrak with respect to providing additional
service to Vermont. These discussions should focus on a new link from Albany via Whitehall
serving Rutland and Burlington, a possible Bellows Falls-Rutland-Burlingtonconnection to and
from the Montrealer and day service to Vermont on the route of the Montrealer.
The State should also work with the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut and New York and
the freight railroads involved to consult and coordinate with them on these issues and to
consider methods to improve Montrealer service.
Consideration should be given to comparing the advantages and costs of developing a 403(b)
contract with Amtrak or, if appropriate, contracting directly with the railroads connecting with
Amtrak to provide such additional services.

5.

The AOT should seek Federal approval of a passenger rail demonstration service as one of the
important traffic congestion mitigation activities of the Route 7 Shelbume Road reconstruction
project. Work should begin immediately to develop and implement the demonstration service
which would run from Charlotte to Burlington.

6.

The State should continue to promote the use of public transportation including passenger
railroad links by visitors to the State including developing tourist oriented passenger rail
linkages to major Northeast metropolitanareas.
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There are sufficient indicators of widespread interest in a proposed tourist train service on the
core railroad network to warrant further investigation. High quality tourist train services can help
the State differentiate itself in the New England travel market, attract domestic and international
group travelers who are not now a significant part of the Vermont tourist market, provide a more
"friendly" mode of transportation to tourists than the private automobile, and help to create
"whistle stop" development in destination downtowns.

-

Initial analysis based on Travel Industry Executive interviews and a telephone survey of
persons in the Vermont tourist inquiry database indicates that the product may attract a
great deal of tourism industry interest and be attractive to travel consumers.

-

In order to fully document the economic impact of this travel product, and to define it in
detail, the prudent course of action, prior to making the investment required, is to develop
a baseline understanding of the current economic impact of the tourist industry on the
State of Vermont and to conduct a specific market study.

-

Such services can be scheduled to meet intra-state and limited commuter transportation
needs and can further justify investment and maintenance in the core railroad network.

-

Tourist train services may have a significant impact in increasing the economic benefits to
the State of its tourist industry including the creation of new jobs, additional income to
State residents, increases to State tax revenues, and increased purchases of Vermont's
goods and services.

FREIGHT SERVICE ANALYSIS
1.

The recommended core rail freight network is identical to the recommended Vermont Core
Railroad Network. Freight operations on the network are conducted by lease of State owned
right-of-way by the Green Mountain Railroad (GMRC) between Rutland and Bellows Falls, by
the Washington County Railroad (WACR) between Montpelier Junction and Barre and the
Vermont Railway (VTR) between Rutland and Burlington. The Clarendon & Pittsford, an
affiliate of the VTR, operates between Whitehall and Rutland on right-of-way that it owns and
the Central Vermont operates on right-of-waythat it owns on the balance of the network.
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Actions to preserve and strengthen Vermont's rail freight network should be planned ahd
carried out by the Vermont AOT:

-

Faster freight handling, including increased use of intermodal equipment, to expedite
overall transit time and to promote wherever possible a "seamlessutransportation system
should be encouraged.

-

Lease payments made by the VTR and GMRC should be invested in improving and
maintaining the ROW.

-

Consolidation of facilities should be encouraged where such consolidation reduces overall
operating costs, and improves service to customers.

-

Increased State funding of the costs of highway grade crossing improvements,
maintenance and operations should be considered as part of the AOT overall traffic control
system budget

-

.

The existing matching program for railroad capital projects should be reconstituted,
expanded, and 'marketeda to permit any Vermont railroad to apply for matching funds to
expand customer services, add new customers, improve performance, solve site specific
problems, meet environmental concerns, etc. with justification required based on the short
and long term economic impacts of improvements.

-

The AOT should have a specific mission to provide technical assistance to the railroads,
provide guidance on the use and application of State funds, help create a relationship
among the railroads, the Agency of Development and Community Affairs and the Agency of
Transportation, help influence statewide policy to strengthen the Vermont Core Railroad
Network and monitor the actions of neighboring states to protect Vermont's interests in the
rail freight system and attempt to influence actions taken by neighboring states which may
have an adverse impact.

-

Vermont should reach out to other New England states to determine the utility, regional and
statewide economic impact and costs of creating double-stack routes.
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The State should insure that all of its design standards for construction or reconstructibn
over railroad rights-of-way provide for at least the 20 foot, 6 inch clearance required for
double stack trains.

-

The State should create an incentive for the railroads to propose the development of one or
more new or, expansion of an existing, intermodal terminals to improve freight service for
origiriating and terminating traffic in -theState. Selection of such projects should be based
on the estimated impact on the States economy Uobs, sales, taxes, etc.).

-

The AOT should analyze Vermont's tax policies with respect to the rail freight industry to
determine if existing taxes are inconsistent with regional practices and consider tax relief to
help strengthen the railroads.

-

The AOT should consider the benefits and implementing procedures of developing a State
owned equipment pool for expensive maintenance equipment which can be used by each
of the railroads.

-

The AOT should initiate a review of rules and regulations affecting railroad operations in
Vermont to comprehensively rewrite obsolete codes which are no longer required, simplify
procedures which reduce efficiency and effectiveness and consider changes to any
requirement that reduces the competitivenessof the rail freight industry.

-

The State should develop, articulate and advocate, in association with other states, the
federal government, and other interests as appropriate, changes to federal policies and
programs affecting rail freight transportation to provide incentives for improving freight
railroads, increasing their economic utility.and assisting them in financing state and
federally mandated safety programs.
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The State of Vermont is focusing its attention on the future economic well being of its citizens. The
vitality of the State's economy isa significant determinant of the quality of life for one of the nation's
smallest States. In recognition of the importance of transportation to the economy, the Vermont
Agency of Transportation has been dewloping a m u l t i o & l policy toward the continued
development of the State's transportation system.
The policy recognizes that the State's transportation system must take into account the needs of its
residents and the needs of those who are visiting the State or just passing through it. The objective
of the Agency of Transportation is to assure that the transportation system promotes economic
creating jobs and income for Vermont's citizens,
development in scale with the State's capprofrts for Vermont's businesses, and Vermont tax reenues to offset the cost of the State's
investments. The measureof any State investment in improved railroadservices should be the impact
on the economic well being of Vermont.
The railroad element of Vermont's transportation m m has received significant attention in the past
decade with the State movingto acquire and presem oier 40% of the State's railroad rights-of-way
abandoned by their prior railroadowners. The State has invested modestly in improvements to these
railroad lines and has sought contractual arrangements with private railroad operators to maintain
service and essential freight links within the State and between the State and its New England region
and the national and Canadian railroad networks. The balance of the State's railroad rights-of-way
are owned and operated by private companies.
In 1992, Vermont's only regular passenger railroad service is provided by two daily Amtrak trains, the
Northbound and Southbound Montrealer, making seven (7) stops in Vermont between Brattleboro
and St. Albans. In addition several recreational and scenic passenger services are offered to tourii.
I

I

I

Freight service is provided on lines owned by seven (7) entities induding the State of Vermont In
the entire State approximately fifteen (15) freight trains are operated each day.
The State Railroad policy must consider the role of railroads in the State's future transportation
system and the impact of railroads on Vermont's current economy and future economic
development The policy needs to define the State's financial interest and role in making investments
in this mode of passenger and freight transportation. The policy must take into account the real
financial constraints of public investment and a proper and appropriate role for the private sector.
It should also consider the impact of land use and industrial development decisions on the viability
of freight and passenger railroad service.

.

Policy Context
The nation is moving W r d s a more balanced multi-modal approach to transportation invesknts.
Embodied in the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, paaed by the Congres
and hailed by the Administration as a landmark change in Federal policy, is a view of transportation
investment that recognizes a set of new imperatives with respect to the utila@of the mock of
ground transportation and their impact on the nation's efficiency in the world marketplace.
In summary the Act rejects sole dependence on automobile and highway transportation and
recognizes the need for a higher level of public transportation and a more efficient transportation
system to attain national goals in improving air quality, the quaiii of the environment, mobility,
transportation system effectiveness and economic development
In New England there is a growing movement towards an expanding public transportation system
and .increased utilization of existing railroad rights-ofway for passenger transportation. In
Massachusetts, Maine and New Hampshire, efforts are underwayto define new regional connections
and passenger railroad services.
In other parts of the nation, there are intense eqorts to create new or improve existing passenger
rail services. New passenger railroads are being established in South Florida, Southern California,
Northern Virginia, Northeastern Ohio, North Central Texas and other areas.
In Vermont the State has adopted 'Vermont on The Move' a Policy Plan for Transportation. Thii
policy plan looks to constrain investmenab in expanding the transportation system and adopts a
perspective of making the existing system more efficient tt emphasizes the interdependence of the
individual modes and demands better intemdal connectivity. It supports energy consemtion and
environmental benefitr as criteria for investment Lastly it links transportation decision-making with
the importance of promoting economic growth.
Vermont has routinely asserted a balanced transportation policy. In 1988 Act 200 called for the
provision of safe, efficient and convenient economic and energy efficient transportation systems that
respect the integrity of the natural environment and include modes of transportation that are
mutually supportive, balanced and integrated.
In 1990, through Act 246, Vermont adopted a @icy to encourage the development of accessible
and affordable public transportation. The Act required the Secretary of Transportation to develop
a plan for providing public transportation as a part of an integrated transportation system
incorporating regional development plans.

The State of Vermont has more than 675 miles of railroad rights-of-way connecting every major
population center. The existence of these rights-of-way is part of the heritage of the State from a
past that depended on this mode of transportation almost entirely to connect the State to the rest
of the country and the world. These rights-of-way can not be replicated without extraordinary,
expensive and time consuming processes.

I

1.

.

Multi-Modal Network Element and SociiCEcomxnic Benefit The railroad mode-should
be considered an integral part of a multi-modal passenger and freight transportation system
serving Vermont. The most important measure of the feasibil'q of State investments in rail
is the impact on the economic development and competitiveness of the State. Vermont's
qual'ky of life is its unique identification in New England and the nation. The impact of
increased use of railroad rights-of-way must enhance the State's attractiveness to business,
the effectiveness of its transportationsystem, and the image and reality of Vermont's quality
of life. If investments meet this test and can be j M k d on financial terms including an
identified return on public investments, than. they will also meet the needs of Vermont's
citizens.

2.

Sewice WM'W
Comuonent A passenger rail element should be considered a part of
the overall Statewide effort to expand the public transportation system available to Vermont
citizens and visitors.

3.

Coordination and Promat'wr Wrth Ottrer Moders. Wherever possible, coordination
andlor integration of the railroad mode with other tranqkrtation modes (public
transportation and highway modes) should be accomplished. All design procedures and
processes for any transportation investment in the State should pay particular and specific
attention to coordination and integration. Signing and other public communication medium
should be an integral part of this proms.

4.

. Trarrsfer

It is particularly important to provide convenient links between
Linkaqes.
intestate and local or regional services induding links between Arntrak service and local bus
and paratransit services.

5.

W n q hkfwodc Capabii'i. The current, short-term and long-term utility of Vermont's
railroad nebxxk for freight t r a f f i passenger transportation and potential other uses must
be determined through detailed anam.

6.

ofthe Nebwxk The network of existing rights-of-way should be preserved
by State Government The State should assure that no right-of-way is lost through partial
sale or return to abutting property owners using a right of first refusal proces with methods
of providing fair and consistent reimbursement to owners.

7.

Insabnentcomaenwand W u e Suwort Public funding for passenger rolling sbdc
should be consistent with other public transportation modes and should take into account
the possibility of revenue based financing.

8.

Incerrtire-Related -XI
S6ateqier
Public support for passenger operating costs
should avoid creating disincentives for management and labor effiaency, should maximize
the partjcipationof the private sector with the use of forms of competition to keep costs and
cost escalation under contd, and M u l d assure that fares remain reasonable.

9.

Netwark Investment Impact Just-Hktii. Public investment in passenger rail services
should bejustified on the basis of a return on the investment based on agreed upon specific
public benefits and measures of return including,
preservation of infrastructure,
parallel private investment,
impad on economic development and jobs,
expansion of the tourist industry,
improved mobility,
expansion of labor market participation,
reduced congestion,
greater capacity and utility of the overall transportation system,
improved air quality (reduction in emissions),
other agreed to economic indicators, and
return on investment

10.

An expansion of the current passenger rail service available in
V e m n t and between Vermont and other States should be justified on the basis of
transportation benefrts and improved linkages among Vermont population centers and major
attractions, between Vermont and the rest of New England and between Vermont, the
nation and Canada.

1 1.

L e v e m w Public Funds. Public funding should be consistent with available resources and
maximize the use of Federal funds and private investment

12.

Land Use and Industrial Deuelocrmerrt The State's economic development p r o c e s s and
land use &in-making, should consider the proximity of traffic generators (goods and
people) to railrcrad righ-f-way.
Consideration should be given to providing i n c e n h to
attract railroad customers and to prioritize goods movement by rail.

For -r
1.

Expansion Justification.

T
a
r-

Req-kmal Service AMWi Regionalsenrice to the State's largest urban center, Burlington,
may be feasible. The density of travel demand and potential need for public tranqmrtatbn
service to provide mobility op
oitns
to .the private automobile provide the b a s to investigate
passenger rail service connecting Burlington to S t Albans, Shelbume, and Montpelier and
Bane.

2.
..

Demonstratian Ptoiect The reconstruction project scheduled for 1993-1994 on Route 7
bemeen the Village of Shelburne and Burlington may provide an opportunity for an early
demonstration of the contribution passenger rail senrice can make to this metropolitan area.
During the construction period, a demonstration sewice could help to mitigate the traffic
impacts of the road project using the available railroad right-of-way parallel to Route 7. A'
demonstration project should be planned.

3.

Support uf Twrist Industry. Existing recreationalrail service in ~ermont
is widely scattered
and not linked to major attractions. The potential use of passenger rail senrice to link
Vermont's tourist destinations and to become a major force in the marketing of Vermont as
a tourist destination should be studied. Vermont is close to a major portion of the American
tourist market and linked to the international market. Passenger rail may offer a new
method of expanding Vermont's tourist industry ( i i second largest) and increasing its impact
on the State's economy.

4.

Inkvsbte tinVermont's link to the national rail passenger network and emerging
high speed rail network is ina&quate. Studies of better and more frequent links with
Amtrak should be made particularly to relate to the New York-Albany sewice and to
Springfield, Massachusetts(avoiding paths that result in North Station, Boston destinations).

For FreightTranqmtation:

5.

Freiqht T r a m Reservation. Existing railroad rightr-of-way should be inventoried to
determine their long term viability as freight routes. Rights-of-way should be divided by
functional dassification into local, regional and interstate routes with a determination made
on the vital routes which provide external linkages to the State. The nature and cost of
capital inwstments to bring routes up to an appropriate standard for their function should
be determined.

6.

FreiqhtTramport lm~rovementrPhysical, financial, and institutional impedimentsto the
viability of the State's rail freight industry should be determined with recommendations made
for solutions to identified problems.

7.

Industrial Deu~lo~nent
and Land U. Current procedures and programs should be
reviewed and changes considered to provide incentivw to attracting rail freight 'users.

Overall:

a)

Evaluate Fundina Resources. Existing State resources for transportation investment
shwld be reviewed and compared to other States to determine their adequacy for
the future.

b)

Evaluate the Optional Uses of Federal Funds. New flexibilii in the use of Federal
funds should .be explored to determine if a more multi-modal investment approach
can be, in major part, supported with Federal funds.

c)

Passenqer Facilitv Fee Allocations. The new FAA Passenger Facility Fees should be
explored to &ermine if a new source of funds to better link Burlington Airport with
downtown Burlington could be financed with this new resource.

d)

Private Sector Finance. The use and application of private sector funding and
innovative funding sources should be explored.
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The Stateof Vermont Department of Travel and Tourism is considering
an excursion train as a possible tourism attraction for the Stateof
Vermont. The train would travel through the state, touring through
scenic and historic areas. In order to assess the potential market for the
excursion train Vermont Travel and Tourism contracted.withLS
kit Systems, Inc., a transportation engineering firm, to work on the
Vermont Rail Feasibility Study.LS Transit Systems in turn subcontracted with the McDowell Group, Inc., to contribute their in-depth
knowledge of the tourism industry.
McDowell Group services include providing tourism expertise and
advice, conducting and evaluating executiveinterviews of tourism
industry experts in the United States and Canada - bus tour operators
and major tour operators. Burson-Marsteller, another sub-contractorof
LS Transit Systems contributed to this study by conducting i n t e ~ e w s
of travel industry experts (tour planners, travel agents, retail and
wholesale marketers, travel media) in the United States, United
Kingdom, Germany and Japan.
The followingreport is a summary of the information compiled from
nearly sixty interviews. Executiveinterview data is highly qualitative
and provides general directionalinformation rather than quantitative
'dormation.

Methodology
-.

The McDowellGroup and Burson-Marsteller compiled a list of openended questions, requiring no specific answer. The questionscovered a
range'of issues includingthe appeal of Vermont in general, excursion
train travel and potential users of an excursion train. Lists of potential
industry contacts were generated and interviews were made asking
each industry expert the series of questions. Interview length varied
between ten to fifteen minutes dependingon the range of discussion ..
followingeach open-ended question.

.

Interviews conducted with travel professionals in the United Kingdom,
Germany and Japan were less detailed due to lack of awareness of
Vermont. Informationgleaned from these experts are mostly general
impressions.

McDowd Group

7

Executive Summary
This d o n provides a s m a r y of the general issues obtained from the
executiveintenriew.This discussion includes some points on Vermont
tourism in general as well as excursion train travel issues. A more detailed
discussionfollows the executivesummary.
Vennont needs to aeate more awareness in the tourism industry to be
considered as a tourist destination. Most United States executives
indicated that Vermont was not distinguishable from other New
England states and foreign executives were unaware of Vermont.
According to industry executives, Vermont should aeate a more
specificidentity that will draw visitors intrigued by specificimages,
sites and activities. Vermont can only differentiateitself from other
New England statesby focusing on specific differencesand selling
them as unique to Vermont.
Industry experts agreed that the Vermont excursion train has potential
as a tourism attraction. The unique form of travel, offering both
nostalgia and romance could be a popular tour for visitors to Vermont.
Experts qualified their support of the train as an appealing tour option.
Industry experts focused on tour package specifics such as the type of
services, quality and length of the actual tour. The-tourcould be a
success if the product meets industry standardsfor efficiency and
serviceand combines well with their current schedules.
The excursion train, to be successful, should comprise the following
quality amenities and services; food service, Live commentary, speaal
seating and seating arrangements, well designed literature to
accompanythe commentary and explain the stops along the way.
The excursion train should offer flexibility. Neither the full day loop
option or the train offering overnight stopovers was found to be more
favorable than the other. In fact several experts indicated that the train
should offer both options to not excludebusiness from any one market.
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A major potential market for the excursion train would be travelers
fifty years and older. Trains are considered a leisurely, relaxing way to
travel and older visitors have more free time to take more lengthy .
trips. Many older travelers have done a wide variety of traveling and
are looking for innovativeunique travel experiences. The Vennont
excursion train could fit the bill.

A moderatelypriced tour package was the most favored choice among

industry experts. The current slow economy has made the market very
competitive and potential travelers areprice sensitive. In order to reach
as many possible travelers, the Vermont excursion train should be
moderately priced and present an image of quality service for a good
price.

-
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Vermont As a TravelDestination
Vermont is not easily distinguished from other New England states and tends to be grouped with ~ e Hampshire,
k
Rhode Island, Maine
and Connecticut. This is true of operators who send tours to the state
as well as those who do not. Vermont needs to create more awareness.
of the state in general and focus on key selling points that will be
associated with Vermont and become draws for tourist traffic.
Several industry experts were able to focuson features that give
Vermont in edge over other travel destinations. Vermont assets
suggested by those interviewed include: natural beauty and scenery,
quaint ambiance, arts and aafts, lovely inns and lodges, and
mountains. Adjectives used to describe Vermont included "unspoiled,
clean, old fashioned, rustic and authentic."
Advantages included specificseasonal activities such as viewing fall
foliage, and skiing during the winter. Other Vennont advantages as a
tourist destination included hiking,horseback riding, maple syrup
tours and cider mill tours. Specificsites suggested by industry experts
included Ben and Jeny's ice cream factory, the ShelburneMuseum,
Woodstockand Black Bear Inn.
Disadvantages of Vermont as a tourist destination were directed more
at the perceived lack of tourism promotion and the lack of
sophisticationof some "momand pop" operators who tend not to offer
discounts tooperatorsor understand the function of travel agents. A
general lack of knowledge of industry standard procedures as well as
infrequentflights, inefficient rail serviceand poor road conditions for
those using the highway were listed.
Some experts interviewed were unable to suggest any disadvantages
because they felt none existed. These respondents also indicated that
Vermont did not have any real advantages and were neutral towards
the state.
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General Rail Service
Currentrail service to and within Vermont does not appear to be an
issue for most of the respondents i n t e ~ e w e dthough
,
industry experts
recognized the lack of convenient rail serviceto Vermont. Rail service
was described as "adequate"by those who were familiar with it.
Several tour operators had not had the opportunity to use the Vermont
train system and could not venture any opinion of trains.toor within
Vennont.

Of those who considered rail serviceunimportant, most stated that
visitors traveled to Vermont via highway. Tour operators use
motorcoaches to tour through the New England statesrather than book
other modes of transportation.
The lack of quality rail service was also seen as an opportunity. The
increase in domestic air fares and poor road conditionswere ated as
two reasons for pursuing train travel as another mode of
transportation.

Rail Service in Vermont
GeneralAppeal of a Vermont Excursion Train
All experts were asked if train travel through Vermont was appealing.
The general consensustoward an-excursiontrain in Vermont was
positive. Commentsfocused on the unique new form of travel. Though
positive, these remarks were often qualified with a number of
concerns.

Qualifications centered around the type and quality of services and
amenitiesthe train would provide its passengers. Respondentswere
also concerned with the length of the excursion - whether the train
would be a day excursionor allowed stopovers along the travel route,
and whether the train would in fact cover territory not accessibleby
highway. New territory not accessibleby highway is very important to
motorcoach operators who would rather not competewith their own
operations. These issues affect the appeal of the Vennont excursion
train to passengers and tour planners.
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The train became "popular"in the eyes of industryexperts if it were
.
able to provide the correct ambiance and amenities assodated with
train travel. Nostalgia was a key word brought up by experts. The train
ride would be more appealing if it had historical value and an aura of
romance. An older train was suggested as a possible means for creating
the appropriateflavor for the train experience. Costumed train
personnel as well as decor within the train could make the train a novel
experience for its.passengers. .
Several experts indicated that train travel could be "sexy"and have
"pizzazz"in comparison to other modes of travel if it were packaged
and marketed correctly. Clearly it offers something new to travelers
who may be tired of air travel and find driving personal vehicles
tedious, tiring and hazardous because of poor road conditions.
Several experts indicated that the train could give Vermont an
advantageover other New England states in potential travelers'
decision making. The train excursion could be more interesting than
other day trips or tour packages offered in other New England states.
Some respondents felt that the train would have no impact at all and
that if travelers had already selected another state to visit, the train
would not have enough extra appeal to change their decision.
Those who did not believe the Vermont excursion train had any appeal
had some very specificobjections. One stated that Vermont did not
have the broad vistas suitablefor sightseeingfrom the train and cited
Alaska and the northwestern United States as prime examples of train
touring destinations. One respondent indicated that Vermont did not
have enough to offer as a tourist destination and that the train should
be a New England express not solely a Vermont train experience.
Excursion train opposition also indicated that there is a lack of
maintenance on existing rail track used for freight and shipping and
that new track for tourism "wouldnot be worth what it would cost to
build."

Specific Amenities Desired
Among amenities suggested by industry experts, food service was
cited most often. Interviewees also stated clearly that the food whether snack bar or sit down dining - needed to be well prepared,
well presented and could not be anything akin to domesticair food.
The term "notmicrowaveable" was brought up several times.

-
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Live narration was also listed as an excursion train must by several
.
respondents. Preferably, live commentary would cover history of sites
along the way and explain any of the natural beauty, land formations,
and types of flora and fauna. A live commentator could also forewarn
passengers of the stops along the way so that any passengers
disembarking would be ready when the train pulls into the station.
Specialseatingcars with good views possible from every seat and
every rail car are important. Swivel chairs with non-traditional seating
. plans are desired. A special dome car was cited several times as well as
lounge cars and an out-door car for passengers to experience the ride
in the open air. If the familymarket was targeted, one respondent
suggested a special car with video games to keep children from getting
bored on the journey.
Well designed pamphlets with information about stops along the train
route containing historical information and legends would
complementthe live narration.

Other suggested amenities and services include, bar service,
entertainment,club car, porter service, secure parking, comfort, hats
and tee-shirts, to name a few.
One of the most important desires focuses on what is outside the train.
The views need to be "fabulous"and unobstructed.The train ride
becomes an average experienceif the views are not significantly
beautiful.
Passengers should see what is advertised. If they do not see what they
expect to see they will be very disappointed. Tour operators are
particularly concerned with the excursion train meeting passenger
expectations. Any disappointment the.client experiences is a reflection
of the tour company and the servicesthey offer. A bad experience can
mean the loss of a customer. Operatorsare veryaware that they have
no control over their client's experience once they board the train.

Train Roufe Preference
The excursion train could offer several possible routes to its
passengers. Industry experts were asked to select the route that would
have the most appeal; a loop that began and ended at the same location
or a train excursion that would permit passengers to get off and stay
overnight in differing communities.Neither option was selected as
having a significantadvantageover the other.
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Industry experts favoring the loop trainsuggested that the day
excursion was easier to fit into the schedulesof some operators without
changing New England packages too drastically. One bus operator offers a three day tour out of Massachusetts.The operator indicated
that the day excursion train could easilybe scheduled as a part of the
three-day package currently scheduled for their New England tours.
Other operators mentioned that it was a plus to take a bus load to a
singlepoint and park for the day while the train makes its loop.
Passengers would then reboard the bus at the end of the train
excursion and continue to the next destination on their packaged tour.
Overnight stopover proponents suggested that the overnight
experiencewould give travelers more variety and would increase the
tour options m e n t l y availablefor New England packages. The
tourism industry is always looking for new tours to add to their
inventory and an excursion train if operated and packaged well could
be an excellent addition. Some respondents felt that spending time on
the train all day would be tedious and that stopovers in communities
would add more variety to the tour.
Another issue needing considerationwhen offering the overnight
option in various communitiesis the number of rooms available for
passengers wishing to visit a particular community. This particular
option may be limited depending on the number of hotels, bed and
breakfasts and inns along the trainroute.
A number of respondents indicated that both options should be
availableto cater to a larger number of markets. An operator with a
larger inventory of tour packages is more likely to sell to more
travelers. Very few resondents had no idea which option would be
more appealing.

Tourism industry experts were asked to state which groups would be
most attracted to excursion train travel. The group cited most
frequently were seniors, and fifty years and older. These travelers have
used oth& modes of travel and are interested in a new unique way of
seeing sites. They have more leisure time to spend sightseeing and
desire a relaxed way to travel. Some bus tour operators indicated that
they have many repeat customers and that a new tour component such
as an excursion train in Vermont would be very appealing to their
clientele.

-
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Some stated that families would be potential train travelers. Train
travel has an image of being a moderately priced travel method which
is good for families traveling on a budget. Other experts made another
observationregarding families as potential train users suggesting that
train travel could be considered too confining for some children.
Young travelers are busy traveling to a destination to do something.
Some experts suggested that travel is the means to an end, not a
touring experience for this group.

Tour Pricing
All respondentsfavored a moderately priced train fare over a high-end
luxury trip, although a few indicated that the train should offerboth
options t'opassengers. The main reason for the preference of a lower
priced package is price sensitivityamong travelers. The slow economy
has greatly affected travel decisionmaking and this has resulted in
increased competition among tour operators and discounting for some
tour packages.

Many of the older travelers cited as the market with the greatest
potential for the excursiontrain are retired and living on fixed
incomes. These travelers are budget conscious and will be looking for
the best possible product for the best possible price. Somerespondents
indicated that travelers expect trains to be less expensivethan flying
and that "Vermontis attractivebecause it is affordable."
Respondents concerned with accommodating the upscale market
suggested packaging the train excursion with upscale country inns to
increase the value of the package. The high-end travelers could also be
allowed seating in a special car or be given preferred seating to create a
more l d o u s experience.

-
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Introduction
. .

The State of Vermont is contemplating expanding its tourism economy
by establishing an excursion train that would tour through the state.
The train would make a 250-mile scenicloop stopping at a number of
the state's major attractions,resorts and communities.
Thestate of Vermont contracted with LS Transit Systems,'Inc. a
transportation engineeringfirm, to study the feasibility of establishing
an excursion train in Vermont. LS Transit Systemssubsequently
subcontracted with the McDowell Group, Inc. as tourism experts to
offer advice to the Vennont Rail Council and to design of a survey
administered to 300 Vennont travel inquirers. LS Transit Systems, Inc.
contracted Macro International, Inc., an East Coast research firm, to do
the surveyfielding. Maao International, data processed the data
generated by the responses.

Methodology
A survey instrument, designed by the McDowell Group, was
administered to a sampleof 316 Vermont Department of Travel and
Tourism inquirers.. The Stateof Vermont Travel and Tourism
Department experiencesa number of inquiries regarding travel in the
state. Tourism personnel collect data from those making inquiries on
travel to the state and have developed a data base that provides
infonnationranging from address, phone number and origin to the
season and type of lodging they are interested in. This data base was
the source of the names and numbers used for the survey sample.

The sample provided to Macro Internationalcontained 1200 names,
700 from the s m e r inquiry list and 500 from winter. The final goal
for the actual samplewas 300 households, with 175 to be completed
from the summer list and 125from winter .Survey fieldingresulted in
316 surveys.
Readers should be reminded that this is not a survey of visitors to
Vermont. It is a surveyof the only easily availablelist of potential
visitors to Vermont, generated from a very limited data base. The
purpose of this survey is to obtain a general indication of interest by a
very limited group - people who respond to Stateof Vermont
marketing programs asking for more information.
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Summary of Findings
. .

Vermont inquirers expressed considerableinterest in using the
proposed Vermont excursion train - and for a variety of travel
experiences ranging from a singleday loop excursion to staying
overnight at various points along the route. Half of those surveyed
classified themselves as "very interested in using the train.
The train concept appears to add to Vermont's attractiveness, and
therefore, its economy. Half of thoseinterested in using the train said
they would lengthen their stay in Vennont, typically by two to three
days.
Respondents usually were experiencedNew England and Vermont
travelers who took more than onepleasure trip per year.
Most Vennont inquirers were willing to pay at least $60 for a full day
excursion.They suggesteda variety of servicessuch as fooci/dining,
shuttles to attractionsand lodging, concierge and visitor information.
Vermont inquirers tend to be well educated, at least moderately
affluent and in the prime years of 25 to 54.

General Pleasure Trip History
Vermont inquirers make frequent tips to the New England states.
Nearly one third of those interviewedindicated they had traveled
to New England more than six times in the past three years. These
results are similar for both *ter and summer seasoninquirers.
Many of those inte~ewedtake severalpleasure trips each year.
Nearly six of ten of thoseinterviewed take between one and three
while 23% take at least two pleasure trips each year.
Most respondents (80%)spend between two and seven nights on a
pleasuretrip. Nearly five in ten respondents spend between three
and seven nights on a typical pleasure trip. The two to three night
t i p is the most common onefor one-third of those surveyed.
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Vermont Travel History and Interest
Vermont inquirersare repeat visitors. Three-quartersof the
households surveyed have been to Vermont. This proportion holds
true for both winter and summer travelers.
In the past three years, onein four Vennont inquirers traveled to
the statefor pleasure six or more times. An equal proportion have
visited Vermont just oncein the same period.

Length of the most recent Vermont trip was two and three nights
for half of those who visited the state. Two in ten spent between
three and five nights in the stateon their most recent trip.
Virtually all (96%) visitors to Vermont stated that they traveled to
the statein their own vehicle. Few traveled to Vermont by
motorcoach (1%)and less than onepercent traveled to Vermont by
train.
Most respondents indicated interest in visiting Vermont in the next
three years. They were allowed to designatetheir interest level by
statingwhether or not they were "not at all interested","somewhat
interested", "interested"and "very interested.". Nearly two-thirds
were "veryinterested"and another twenty percent said they were
"interested".Only three percent indicated they had no interest at all
in visiting Vennont.

Interest in Vermont Rail Experience
The proposed train excursion was interesting to'the majority of
those interviewed. Seven of ten respondents indicated they would
be "interested"in visiting Vermont if the train were in operation
today. More than half were ''very interested".One in six of those
surveyed indicated no interest in the train.
More than half (54%)of the respondents said they were "very
interested in using the train if it were in operation. Those
interested in the excursion train inaeases to seventy-threepercent
when the "interested"respondentsare added.
A full day examion consistingof a loop route beginning and
ending in the sameplace was suggested as a possible excursion
alternative. More than six of ten Vermont inquirers stated they were
interested in the day loop excursion. with four in ten being "very
interested".
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Price Thresholds
Vermont inquirers were willing to spend for the train experience.
Nearly all Vermont inquirers (91%) were willing to spend more
than forty dollars while 42% were willing to spend at ledst eighty
dollars per person for a day's scenicride through the state. Three of
ten respondents found sixty dollars acceptablefor the full day
excursion, while seventeen percent believed forty dollars to be a fair
price.

AmenitiedServices
Respondentssuggested a wide range of amenities or services for
the excursion train.The most frequentlymentioned service (29%)
was the food or dining service.Two of ten respondents wanted
shuttle service to points of interest at the train stops.Next on the
senrice list were shuttles to local inns and concierge/visitor
infonnation booths.
Train Travel Options
Respondentsexpressed interest in a variety of train experiences
including day trips, staged travel, over-nighting along the way and
open tickets.

Interest was expressed in staged travel train trips where visitors
start and end in'differentlocations. Four of ten respondents
indicated they were either "interested"(27%)or "veryinterested
(16%).Three in ten were not interested in a staged travel tour
package.
Interest is high for a train that allowspassengers to disembarkand
spend two or thr& days visiting in various Vermont communities
before reboarding the train. Nearly half were interested and one of
four, "veryinterested". About one in four had no interestin this
type of tour package.
The open ticket concept was appealing to many of the respondents,
with almost half indicating they were "very interested".

Rail Impact on Length of Vermont Visit
The train would dearly increase the length of time in Vermont.
More than half (52%)said they would increase the length of their
visit to Vermont if the train were operating.
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Those who would extend their stay because of the train would s*ly
significantlylonger. Half would add two to three nights. Another
fifteenpercent said they would extend their stay by one night.

'

Demographics
The largest age group of Vermont inquirers(27%) is thirty-five to
forty-four Twenty-threepercent are between 25 and 34, and 19%
between 45 and 54.

.

Vermont inquirers are well educated. Over half of respondents
(55%)are at least collegegraduates and one of four respondents
holds an advanced degree.
,

..

Vermont travel inquirers are relatively affluent. Forty-three percent
earn over $50,000 and another 24% earn between $35,000 and

.so,ooo.
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Vermont Rail Study Task 4: Tourism Potential

Report of Harold & Associates

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
.

.

The goal of Task 4 of the Vermont Rail Study was to determine a possible role for
Vermont's rail system as a contributor to its tourist economy. As an elementof this task,
Harold & Associates conducted a series of in-person and telephone interviews with
managers of major Vermont destinationsand attractions, as well as phone discussions with
operators of recreationalrail services in other parts of the U.S. This latter group of
interviews obtained information on nature of service offered, ridership, times and seasons
of operations, fares, links to other transit modes, amenities offered, and characteristics of
customers.
The initial subject of the study was a hypothetical "loop train" running on a circuit that
would include stops in Bellows Falls, White River Junction, BarrefMontpelier, Waterbury,
Burlington, Rutland, and Ludlow. As the interviews progressed, various excursion train
concepts were also explored: nostalgic steam train rides, dinner trains, "murder mystery"
trains, and the like.
METHODOLOGY

Harold & Associates interviewed senior managers of the major tourist destinationsin
Vermont that seemed likeliest to have, or be able to establish, links to the rail network.
Each of these interviewsfollowed roughly the same format, focusing on the following
areas:
Number, geographic origins and characteristicsof visitors
Mode of travel to and within Vermont
Seasonal variations in visitor patterns
Length of stay, reasons for visit and activitiesengaged in while in Vermont .
Resortlattraction's assessment of current and potential visitors' interest in rail as
travel mode
Type of rail service which might appeal to resortlattraction's visitors
Resortlattraction's interest in providing shuttleserviceto railhead and in packaging
tours that include rail
Harold & Associates prepared a questionnaire along these same lines which the Vermont
Chamber of CommerceNermontAttractions Association sent to members with its October
newsletter. About 2% of the questionnaireswere returned -a small group, but one whose
responses were fairly consistent with those obtained through interviews.

As has been noted in many other quarters, a comprehensive, reliable database of
information on the Vermont tourist market and its economic impacts does not yet exist. A
hoped-for secondary benefit of the rail study interviewswas to obtain basic market
information from the industry's major players which might be pieced together into a first
approximation of the whole tourism picture for the State.
The interviews therefore welcomed and sought to capture the respondents' more general
thoughts on tourism in Vermont, the rail system, and anything else that might provide
useful perspective for the study or for tourism marketing in general.

1
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Findings from the interviews are presented in geographic clusters according to the major
rail stop by which the destination or attraction seemed likeliestto be served. Data
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designated as proprietary or confidential by respondents has been aggregated or omitted.
Information from Chamber questionnaire responses has been included in the appropriate
geographic clusters, which are as follows:
Bellows Falls
Waterbury
Rutland

White River Junction Barre-Montpelier Junction
Burlington
Middlebury .

Ludlow

Bellows Falls: '~estinations
Village of Grafton/Old Tavern
Green Mountain Flyer foliage excursions, Bellows Falls-Chester
The Inn at Highview
Blue Haven Bed & Breakfast .
Bellows Falls: Market Characteristics
30,000 is the magic number for the major attractions in the Bellows Falls area That figure
represents overnight guests at the Old Tavern at Grafton, a picturesque restored New
England village which attracts at least that number of day visitors as well. The Green
Mountain Flyer, a vintage diesel excursion train running from Bellows Falls to Chester
(and during high season, to Ludlow), just had its best year ever with 30,000 riders.

Foliage season is busiest in this region, apparently drawing about 40% of the year's
visitors, followed by summer and then winter. The Windham Foundation, which owns the
Old Tavern at Grafton, also owns a cross-country ski center which provides heavy winter
weekend business. The Green Mountain Flyer runs only from late June through Columbus
Day but is contemplating some special winter runs.
75% of the Flyer's riders come by private car, with the remainder on bus tours. Old Tavern
and inn guests arrive almost exclusively by car, though somewhere between 20% and 45%
are in rental cars, having flown in from cities beyond easy driving distance.

80% of the Old Tavern's guests are leisure travelers, while 15-20% are attending
conferences, meetings or retreats as part of a group. About 20% are families with children.
The Old Tavern does not do business with bus tour groups, and in fact motorcoaches are
banned from the narrow streets of the Village.
Length of stay in the area is in the range of 2 to 2.5 days; at the Old Tavern, the figure is
lower in the summer when guests are predominantly younger (though still over 40)
professional couples, somewhat longer in fall when older, more leisured guests
predominate. The former group comes for a quick decompression, the latter for a longer
trip that often includes other Vermont destinations such as Woodstock and Manchester. The
seniors are reportedly more active than the younger guests!
The Flyer reports young families with children (parents aged 25-40) predominating in
summer, with senior citizens on bus tours more visible in the fall. Guests at the two inns
are typically middle-aged couples. Flyer riders are also interested in such major Vermont
attractions as the Vermont Teddy Bear Company and the Vermont Marble Exhibit.
Most Old Tavern visitors come from within a day's drive -New York, Boston, Hartford,
and Montreal -but Californians and Texans are close behind in the rankings. The Flyer

-
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also noted a sizeable number of Texans as well as Floridians this year and a smattering of
international visitors, but Northeastern residents predominate. Business from Britain is on
the rise at the Old Tavern, perhaps because of the favorable exchange rate.

Bellows Falls: Reactions to Train Service
The Old Tavern would welcome expanded rail service and believes its visitors would use it,
whether in the form of a tourist loop or excursion trains. Its clients are growing older and
less willing to waste leisure opportunities in driving. They see Vermont as not an easy state
to explore by car, especially given uncertain winter weather conditions.
Expanded train service would help ease automotive congestion in the Village, which
detracts from the peaceful old-world atmosphere visitors are seeking and requires
increasing amounts of parking space. It would appeal particularly to the high-level
corporate groups who come to the Old Tavern and are looking to its staff for organized
recreational opportunities during their stay. It would even appeal to people who would
continue to get to Vermont by car, but use the train for day trips within the State.
Keys to success for excursion trains in the Old Tavern's judgment would be a personal
connection with Vermont: a friendly local narrator who could tell stories about the sights
being seen and answer visitors' questions.
The Old Tavern would consider instituting shuttle service to the train station and would
welcome the opportunity to participate in wholesale packages which included train tickets.
The Green Mountain Flyer already provides just the sort of service which the Old Tavern
thinks would do well. Most of its cars are between 30 and 40 years old, but two are
genuine antiques. There is a snack car and the train provides box lunches on board for
some groups. A narrator entertains riders with Vermont history and folklore and points out
scenic gorges and covered bridges enroute. The round trip is two hours, except for the
Ludlow runs on foliage weekends, 54-mile round trips which include time in the town for
shopping. Adult fare is $10 (more for the antique cars), but groups and schoolchildren
receive discounts. A typical day's ridership would be about 600.
The Flyer's reaction to expanding train service, however, is mixed. Its parent company,
the Green Mountain Railroad, which runs freight service year round between Bellows Falls
and Ludlow, has made major investments in advertising and equipment to achieve growth
of over 100%in ridership over the last five years. It is concerned about whether the market
for excursion train services is large enough to support a significant number of other such
lines in the state or would merely divide the existing pie to levels that are not viable for any
one operator.
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The Flyer also has concerns about the loop train concept, noting that it would run on their
route and compete directly for their passengers. They also see Vermont visitors wanting to
hold onto their cars as the primary means of getting around the state, with a train trip being
an intemting two-hour diversion but not a full day commitment The Green Mountain
Railroad wishes to expand passenger service, however, and would be interested in
working with the State to explore expanding its existing service and running other tourist
trains on other State-owned railbeds.

White River Junction: Destinations
Woodstock Chamber of Commerce

Woodstock Inn
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Hanover, NH Chamber of Commerce
Historic Windsor, Inc.
Coolidge Hotel
Lake Morey Inn & Resort
Super 8 Motel
Rantree Farm B&B, Randolph
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Hanover Inn

White River Junction: Market Characteristics
Hanover, NH and Woodstock are popular stops for affluent visitors making a tour of the
Upper Connecticut River Valley. The two major hotels in these destinations between them
attract almost 100,000 overnight visitors a year.
Like many resorts in the area, they see peak hotel occupancy during foliage season, but a
plurality of visitors in the summer. The Woodstock Inn has been working to build winter
business, aided by the fact that it owns both a downhill and cross-country ski center, both
of which are included in the room rate.
Almost all visitors to the area arrive by car, although a sizeable proportion of Hanover
visitors, especially for conferences, fly to a major airport and rent a car. Bus tours are a
factor for the Coolidge and for visits to Windsor's Constitution House.
Length of stay in the area is typically about 2 days, slightly longer in summer and shorter in
winter. Stays in Hanover are typically shorter, perhaps reflecting its Chamber's
characterization of the town as a passthrough stop rather than a destination.
Guests at the Woodstock Inn and Hanover Inn are affluent and mature leisure travelers, or
professionals or high level executives attending a conference. Golfing is extremely popular
on the Inn's own course. Summer visitors to the Town of Woodstock, however, are
described as "baby boomer" families with school aged children. In the fall, older couples
and families with preschool children predominate in Woodstock. The Inn attracts these
younger families with children in the winter, including skiers who spend the day at
Killington or Okemo and come back to the Inn at night.
Some 90%of the Hanover Inn's guests have some relationship to Dartmouth College or are
attending an event there. The other inns attract middle-aged and older middle class couples,
many in transit to southerly destinations. The LA;.Morey Inn,also noted for its golfing
facilities, is also a destination resort and hosts many national associations. Conference
visitors account for roughly half of its room nights.
Southern New England, especially Boston and Hartford (each about 2 112 hours away), is
the primary feeder market for Upper Valley destinations, though Hanover and Woodstock
draw from Northern New England and also have international visitors, many of them also
Dartmouth-related in Hanover's case. Woodstock has been prominently featured in English
and German travel magazines in recent years, and these two countries supply a growing
number of visitors to the Town and Inn.
A typical Woodstock Inn visitor might be touring New England golf resorts, stopping at
the Balsams, North Conway, Samoset, Stowe, and Manchester as well as Woodstock.
Town visitors might also be going to Stowe, North Conway, Quechee, and Cape Cod.
Hanover visitors are often drawn by special events at Dartmouth College and the Hopkins
Performing Arts Center as well as the Montshire Museum.
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White River Junction: Reactions to Train Service
This group's response to the loop train concept ranged from mildly enthusiastic to
dismissive. All noted that their current clients appreciate the freedom and flexibility of using
their own cars and are unlikely to switch travel modes, although the Lake Morey Inn noted
that once visitors arrive, they tend not to use their cars at all during their stay. Lake Morey
saw the loop train as more desirable for guests than an excursion train because of the
freedom to choose destinations.
In general, however, the notion of an excursion train running a two- or three-hour trip to an
attractive destination drew more positive comments. "Golf widows" from the Woodstock
Inn, conference goers from the Hanover and Lake Morey Inns,bus tour visitors to White
River and Hanover, and perhaps 25-30% of visitors to Woodstock could be markets for a
scenic ride or for a dinner train, according to respondents. Excursion schedules would have
to be short and flexible enough to meet the tight time demands of conference planners and
bus tour operators. The dinner train cost should be in the $25-30 range per person. Most
would consider a shuttle service; the Coolidge Hotel is across a parking lot from the White
River Junction train station and would enthusiastically welcome more train-based business.
BarreMontpelier Junction: Destinations
Rock of Ages granite quarry, Barre Town
Highland Lodge, Greensboro
BarrelMontpelier Junction: Market Characteristics
Rock of Ages is the primary tourist attraction in Central Vermont, with the possible
exception of the Statehouse. The quarry attracts an average of 50,000 visitors a year, half
arriving in cars and half on bus tours, with 60% of these arriving in the fall and 30%in
summer. The quarry is not open to visitors in winter. Rock of Ages officials believe that
most of their visitors are touring Vermont for several days, just under a week on average.
Greensboro is a "stretch" destination from BarreIMontpelier, but it is a well-known
summer home for academics and executives from all over the East, including Chief Justice
Rehnquist. Some 2,000 to 2,500 visitors a year come to Highland Lodge, where summer
is the premier season (38% of visits), followed by winter (30%; the inn's cross-country
skiing and cozy ambience are celebrated along with its cuisine) and fall (22%). 90% of the
Lodge's visitors arrive by car, with another 7% flying in and renting a car, and 3% arriving
by Arntrak from Montpelier or Waterbury. By comparison with other resorts, Highland
guests tend to linger, staying from 3 to 7 days on average.

I

Rock of Ages visitors hail from New York City and State, New Jersey and New England.
Canadian traffic is off because of the present exchange rate differential, but Ontario and
and about equal contributors. As in other areas of Vermont, foreign
Quebec are significant
visitors tend to be Geman or English, although the company's afffiate in Japan has led to
many visits from Japanese in recent years.

1

I

I
I

Highland's visitors depart from the prevailing southern New EnglandfNew York suburbs
pattern prevalent elsewhere in the state; 40% of its guests are from Maine or New
Hampshire, followed by Boston/Providence and the mid-Atlantic states at 20% each, New
York, Quebec, and Ontario.
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Sunimer visitors to Rock of Ages are typically families with children; active, retired couples
with significant income (as evidenced by their purchases of expensive items in the Visitor
Center gift shop) predominate in fall along with tourbus visitors, whose incomes are lower
and who are generally older. On the same trip, these travelers are also likely to visit covered
bridges, Ben & Jerry's, and Stowe area attractions such as the Cold Hollow Cider Mill.
Many ask about and prefer to stay in bed & breakfast accommodations.
Highland Lodge guests range in age from 35 to 70; they are typically upper middle class
families with children, for whom the Lodge provides many activities. Their side trips are
similar to those of the Rock of Ages visitors.

-
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BarrelMontpelier Junction: Reactions to Train Service
Rock of Ages applauds the train concept and believes that both the loop train and excursion
trains would do well if they recognize the increasingly sophisticated needs of travelers. In
past times, trains went right up to the quarry, and some of the old lines are there still,
though many years unused. Passengers enjoyed this mode of visiting the quarries
immensely. The trains should have good food, attractive restrooms, and "luxurious
surroundings". An appropriate cost for an excursion would be $12 for adults and $7 for
children (without food).

Rock of Ages would be concerned about the expense of a shuttle to the train station but
would consider it. The company does not have standing arrangements with tour companies
at present, but does give discounts to group tours, which it could do for train-based tours.
From the viewpoint of Highland Lodge, trains could be a desirable and safer alternative to
flying to Vermont in winter if they were more comfortable and if they ran more frequently
and rapidly over "welded rails and level railbeds". The Lodge would be happy to institute a
shuttle service; it now uses expensive commercial taxis to get guests to and from arrival
points.
Waterbury: Destinations
Stowe Area Association
Ben & Jerry's factory, Route 100, Waterbury Center
Thatcher Brook Inn,Waterbury
Griinberg Haus Bed & Break€ast,Waitsfield
Knoll Farm Inn,Waitsfield
Newtons' 1824 House Inn
Waterbury: Market Characteristics
Totals for visitors to the WaterburyIStowelWaitsfield area are hard to come by. The four
small inns listed above collectively account for perhaps 10,000 visitors a year, but this is a
tiny fraction of the total. We do know that visits to the Stowe area's 65 lodges and 45
restaurants have been growing rapidly (over 5% per year) in the last few years, while the
rest of Vermont has declined. Ben & Jeny's, which has reportedly become Vermont's top
tourist destination, may account for a portion of this growth along with the strengthened
collective marketing efforts of the Stowe resorts and atractions.

Stowe's premier season, as might be expected, is still winter, but summer and fall have
been gaining rapidly, thanks in large part to the Stowe Bike Path. This has become a link
among all the major stopping points in the Village and a gathering place for locals and
visitors alike. One-third of Stowe's visitors now come in summer.
Ben & Jerry's visits peak in July and August, with dailv counts in the range of 4,000.
Foliage season is the next largest time, with bus tours predominating at midweek An
estimated 60% of visitors to Stowe also visit Ben & Jerry's.
Most area visitors are in their own cars, despite Stowe's attempts to promote flyldrive
packages and a special rate on Amtrak's Montrealer ($89 from Washington). Bus tours are
less of a factor for Stowe than for other Vermont resort areas, but a significant factor for
Ben & Jerry's.

-
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An average length of stay in the area is about 3 days; slightly less in summer, slightly more
in winter.

Winter visitors to Stowe are younger than in summer, and most are skiers or cross-country
skiers. Half are unmarried, 30% families with children, and 20% couples. Summer brings
a preponderance of "empty nesters" (40%), families with children (30%), and young
couples (20%). Most of the small WaitsfieldWaterbury area inns cater to middle-aged,
middle-class couples and some singles.
The typical stow; visitor is either on a three- or four-day "mini vacation" just to Stowe, or
is touring around Northern New England and the Adirondacks. They are seeking escape,
but also want activity such 'as walking or riding on the Bike Path and hiking in summer,
and skiing in winter.

As already noted, Ben & Jerry's is a major destination for most of the visitors to Stowe and
the small inns of the Waitsfield area. In May and June, school groups predominate at the
plant, followed in summer by families with children, bicycle tour participants, and
recreational vehicle travelers. Fall brings bus tours and senior citizens' groups. The Cold
Hollow Cider Mill, Shelburne Museum and Shelburne Farms, foliage viewing, and crafts
and antique fairs are among the many activities enjoyed by all of these visitors. As with
many other destinations, special events such as antique car shows and balloon festivals are
increasingly the focal point of a visit to the area.
Waterbury: Reactions to Train Service
The Stowe area has a trolley service which circles the village and major resorts, and which
could be expanded to serve as a train link -if train traffic existed, which it does not at
present Association staff are skeptical that a loop train would ever be viable for visitors to
the area, since almost all presently come by car and need a car to get around the Village
even with trolley service available. Since the essence of the Vermont experience for many is
in getting off the beaten track, they are unlikely to accept the schedule constraints and
geographic limitations of a train. As noted, prior attempts to create fly-drive packages and
incentive rates on Amtrak have failed to induce many Stowe visitors to abandon their cars.
Ben & Jerry's notes that many of its visitors come from Stowe, visit the plant and proceed
on to points farther south in Vermont. They believe visitors need a car to get around
Vermont, and only by building a full set of support services, such as shuttles, which Ben
& Jerry's would consider too expensive, might people use a train.
The small inns already offer shuttle service to the train station and would expand it if the
train schedule expanded; however, they note that service would have to be much more
convenient than it is now. Attractions in the StowelWaterburyarea are probably more
influenced in their thinking about trains by the dismal record of the Montrealer than are
those in any other area of the state.

Burlington: Destinations
The Shelburne Museum, Shelburne
Sheraton-Burlington
Radisson-Burlington
Downtown Burlington
Lake Champlain ferries
Champlain Mill, Winooski
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Vermont Teddy Bear Company, Shelburne
Thomas Mott Bed & Breakfast, Alburg
Burlington: Market Characteristics
The Burlington area attracts the largest concentrations of visitors to Vermont. The
Shelburne Museum has been one of Vermont's premier attractions for many years and
presently hosts 175,000 visitors a year. About half of these visitors have the Museum in
mind as a primary destination. The full Museum is open from late May through late
October, with a limited once-a-day tour during the off season.
Two of the state's major resort hotels and conference centers, the Sheraton-Burlington and
the Radisson, collectively host almost 200,000 visitors annually. Although there is no
accurate way to count visitors to downtown Burlington, it seems likely that almost all
Shelburne Museum visitors and guests at the Radisson and Sheraton pay at least one visit
to the Burlington Marketplace.
Both the Sheraton and the Radisson are major conference and convention destinations in
Vermont, with such group business representing almost half of the occupancy of each.
Conference season at the Sheraton is May to November, while individual leisure travel
peaks from July through October. August is the Radisson's strongest month, with
September and October close behind, followed by May through July. Winter business is
slow, but special packages such as "Ski the Vermont Classics" which allows a Burlingtonbased skier to try three or four northern Vermont ski areas, are growing in popularity.
'

The Lake Champlain femes at Burlington and Charlotte transport between 150,000 and
200,000 cars per year containing pleasure travelers. The company estimates that about half
of these are Canadians, and that the majority of Canadian travelers are not staying in
Vermont but merely using the femes as a convenient and scenic way to get to destinations
to the east and south. The ferries also transport some 1200 to 1400 bus tours per year, or
about 50,000 visitors who are at least stopping at one or more Vermont attractions.
The Burlington ferry runs from mid-May through mid-October, while the Charlotte run
extends from April until ice closes the passage, usually in early January.
The Vermont Teddy Bear Company has only recently moved to its new factory at Teddy
Bear Common in Shelburne, but is already seeing impressive numbers of visitors which it
expects will grow rapidly in the years ahead. During the summer months this year, 10,000
visitors a month were watching bears being made in the "tourable-by-design" facility.
Numbers have dropped off since then, but the company has plans to lure skiers down from
the slopes for factory visits this winter.

On the farthest extreme of the Burlington market area, the Thomas Mott Bed & Breakfast in
Alburg, a border town in the Lake Champlain Islands, draws 1450 visitors a year, the great
majority of whom visit in the summer months.
Because of the higher proportion of conference attendees in the Burlington hotel market, a
higher proportion of visitors to.the area arrive by plane. This varies significantly by hotels
and their demographics; for example, 30-40% of Sheraton guests arrive by plane, 3% on
bus tours, the rest by car. At the Ramada Inn,a more budget-oriented hotel across the
street, owned by the same company, 90% of guests arrive by car. Most Radisson guests
arrive by car; conference attendees are more likely to fly in. Almost all of the Shelburne
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Museum's visitors arrive by car, with the exception of about 10,000per year who are part
of a.bus tour. At the Thomas Mott, over half of the guests fly in and rent cars; the rest drive
there.
The Sheraton and Radisson draw heavily from the Boston, New York, Hartford and
Montreal markets. Both attract many national association conventions, which bring visitors
from all over the country. The Shelburne Museum's geographic markets are similar, with a
notable smattering of international visitors, especially from France, Germany, and Japan.
Toronto is a growing feeder market for the Burlington area. Vermont Teddy Bear sees
much tour trafEc from its key radio advertising markets, New York City and Chicago, and
some visitors from Germany and England which, though the numbers are still small, seem
to be the most prevalent international markets for Vermont.
Guests in the Burlington area stay an average of just under 2 days, with conference
attendees staying slightly longer, often coming in a day early to take advantage of lower
Saturday-overnight airfares. As with travelers in other areas of Vermont, many are visiting
as part of a wider Vermont or northern New England tour.
Demographics of leisure travelers for the Sheraton and Radisson are upper middle class,
early to late middle age, professional two-income families, with the Sheraton attracting
relatively more families (because of its "kids stay free"policy) and the Radisson drawing
more couples, although families predominate there in midsummer. Among these,
Canadians coming for tax-free shopping expeditions (retail sales in Canada are subject to
about a 15%Goods and Services Tax, which wipes out most of the currency differential)
are a significant group. Travelers above these segments in income and social standing
would most likely stay at the Inn at Essex or the Shelburne House, the summer-only
mansion on the grounds of Shelburne Farms.
At the Shelburne Museum, typical visitors are well-educated, higher middle income
families in the summer, and older couples in the fall and winter. Conference attendees at the
Sheraton and Radisson tend to be younger, affluent business travelers. Vermont Teddy
Bear sees a wide range of visitor groups, from families with small children to older couples
and bus tours. All of the Burlington destinations attract a sizeable portion of business from
University of Vermont parents and alumni. As in other destinations, fall visitors in the
'Burlington area tend to be older, upscale couples, and senior citizens on bus tours.
Festivals and special events held in downtown Burlington, at the Lake Champlain
waterfront or at Shelburne Farms such as the Burlington Jazz Festival, the Green Mountain
Chew Chew and the Shelburne Farms Craft Fair are increasingly the focal point for visitors
to the Burlington area. They also visit Stowe, Ben & Jerry's, and Shelburne Farms. Many
come for the weekend to shop in downtown Burlington and at the Champlain Mill. Almost
all Vermont Teddy Bear visitors are also going to Ben & Jerry's, and many are visiting
Shelburne Farms, the Shelbwne Museum, and Sugarbush, with which VTB has a joint
promotion program.

Burlington: Reactions to Train Service
A Vermont Teddy Bear manager who recently moved to Burlington from Connecticut
speculated that a loop train might attract more urban dwellers from southern New England
up to northern Vermont, possibly at the expense of southern Vermont. Southern Vermont
is a tolerable drive, but the extra hour or hour and a half to the Burlington and Stowe areas
may discourage many. This .would only work, however, if interstate rail links into Vermont

.
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werz more extensive and if the train within Vermont ran on a favorable schedule'(everytwo
hours, with shuttles and taxis ready at all stops to take travelers to hotels and attractions).
Vermont Teddy Bear staff noted that cars represent freedom and convenience to urban
dwellers, many of whom do not drive in the city but love the open road when vacationing.
For these, the train would compete poorly with the many inexpensive car rental options
available to them. An excursion train that took only part of a day, or a train with piggyback
service for cars, would be more appealing than a train designed to be an alternative to
driving, which they saw as too inflexible.
The Burlington-Rutland rail line runs 300 yards from Vermont Teddy Bear's property, and
they would love to have a stop right at the factory. VTB itself would be unlikely, because
of cost factors, to run a shuttle to Burlington if the train did not stop in Shelburne. The
Shelburne Museum welcomes the idea of restoring train service while doubting that it
would draw a significant ridership. It would like to encourage the service, however, and
could move a historic train station from its present location to a trackside spot to serve as a
stop on the Burlington-Middlebury-Rutland stretch. The Museum would not be in a
position to provide shuttle service to Burlington, however, if the train stopped only there.
The Radisson's representative thinks many of its current visitor types would be a good
potential market for a loop train, but that it would take years of marketing and consumer
education to get them to use it. She was not enthusiastic about any of a number of
excursion train scenarios presented and doubted they would appeal to Radisson guests.
The loop train might appeal especially to older travelers who do not enjoy driving long
distances. To succeed for Radisson guests, it would have to arrive and depart at midday or
early in the moming, have a club car, offer rates competitive with other transportation
modes (including auto), and offer packages with hotels and attractions as well as frequentuser incentives. It should be a unique, fun experience in itself. The Radisson already runs
an airport shuttle and could easily pick up passengers from Union Station, which is only a
block away. The Sheraton also provides shuttle service.
The Sheraton has a package with Amtrak but sees little train-based business as a result. It
sees more promise for reasonably priced rail excursions, especially among the conference
groups which frequently have scheduled slots for more recreational activities. These would
only be viable during the peak months of mid-May to mid-November, and $25-30 would
be about as much as people would pay for a loop excursion. Meetings, cocktail parties and
dinners could all be held on the train. There is particular potential among the "SMERF'
segment: the social, military,ethnic, religious and fraternal organizations who provide
significant business to the Sheraton.
For excursion trains to succeed, the operator would have to market heavily to hotels,
meeting planners, tour packagers and destination management companies. "Fam tours" to
allow these intermediaries to experience the train would work well. Train decor ought to be
middle-of-the-road, not intimidatingly luxurious; if it is even perceived as expensive, it will
not work.
Burlington city officials have great plans for the waterfront, including a transportation
center and new hotel and office buildings immediately south of the Radisson. The city has
been running free trolley service between the waterfront and the Universityhdedical Center
complex, which drew 40,000 riders between Memorial Day and Labor Day this year.
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Based on current plans, which include a children's museum, lake study center, restaurants,
space for artists' and craftspeoples' studios, and many more docks and parking spaces,
there is no doubt that the waterfront will become a major Vermont destination over the next
ten years. The City strongly supports alternative mass transit and would do whatever it
could to encourage tourist and commuter train service to Union Station.

Middlebury: Destinations
Basin Harbor Club
State Craft Center a t Frog Hollow
Middlebury: Market Characteristics
The Basin Harbor Club, a 106-year-old, self-contained resort in Fenisburgh on the shores
of Lake Champlain, lies a few miles north of Middlebury. The resort, which has 110
buildings scattered around its well-tended grounds, hosts 7,000 guests between late May
and September, with conferences and groups predominating from late May through June
and September to mid-October, when the resort closes. Family guests predominate in July
and August, about 70% of them repeat visitors who often occupy the same cabin from year
to year. In the fall, older "empty nester" couples come for short stays, typically one or two
days.
The Vermont State Craft Center at Frog Hollow in Middlebury is one of three such centers
operated by a not-for-profit organization; the others are in Burlington and Manchester. The
three centers collectively attracted 155,000 visitors last year, 35-40% of whom were
Vermonters. Frog Hollow in Middlebury, the original center, is a destination around which
have sprung up many other crafts and antique shops and restaurants in the charming college
town.
Frog Hollow's business peaks in August and is also strong in June and July. October is the
second peak because of foliage traffic. Special exhibits draw some visitors in April and
May, but from January through March the Center "could be closed" without much affecting
sales.
Basin Harbor summer guests are unusual for Vermont in several respects: they stay an
average of almost a week; they visit few outside attractions, and they are primarily uppermiddle to upper class "old money" residents of greater New York City and New York
State, with few coming from Boston. In another respect, however, they are typical of
Vermont visitors; almost.all arrive by car.

A majority of Frog Hollow visitors also arrive by car, and most of these, the Center
estimates, are day trippers from New York and Connecticut (a round trip of five hours or
more notwithstanding). The Middlebury store attracts the most vacationers of the three, and
this group tends to be parents in the 30-50 age range, with a notable number of children in
strollers. Downtown Middlebury streets are too narrow and congested to accommodate bus
tours, so these are not visibly a part of its market.

As noted, Basin Harbor guests tend to stay onsite for most of their visit. Candidates for
offsite activities tend to be wives whose husbands are goKmg. Individually or in small
groups (they resist being herded into excursions) these guests visit the Shelbume Museum,
go for rides to admire the fall foliage, or shop in Middlebury or at the Kennedy Brothers
Marketplace in nearby Vergennes. .
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Middlebury: Reactions to Train Service
Basin Harbor sees the train as a less-than-appealingway for its guests to getfrom their
point of origin to the resort for several reasons:
The logistical difficulties of getting to a New York City train station from the
suburbs
Ease of throwing everything into one's car and heading out on one's own schedule
Train trip is lengthier than driving
Since Basin Harbor guests generally like to stay within the resort for their full visit, it is
unlikely that either a loop train or an excursion train would be of interest to them. The
innkeeper made several valiant but unsuccessful efforts to envision a train scenario that
'would appeal to the resort's guests. Basin Harbor would be happy to revert to its historic
practice of picking up guests at the Vergennes train station if such services were restored,
but doubts that there would be many more such guests than there are now.
Frog Hollow, by contrast, sees the train as the ideal vehicle for the Vermont experience, the
centerpiece of a Vermont vacation package that might also include accommodations, meals,
and admission to attractions. The train fits with Vermont's image as a lovely, quaint yet real
place and would have wide appeal. Frog Hollow would look into a cooperativeeffort with
other Middlebury businesses to develop a shuttle service.
Rutland: Destinations
Killington ski area, Sherburne
Manchester and the MountainsChamber of Commerce
Equinox Hotel
Cortina Inn
Bennington Museum
Manor House of Arlington
Highlander Motel, Rutland
Cascades Lodge, Killington
Rutland: Market Characteristics
With a wealth of ski areas, shopping opportunities, historic and cultural sites, special
events, cozy inns and grand hostelries, the Rutland-Manchester-Bennington region is
probably closer to being a four-season, broad-market destination than any other area along
the rail route.
Killington is a national attraction, with the seventh highest skier days of any ski resort in
the U.S., according to a recent article in SKI magazine. At 920,000 skier days per year,
this resort alone probably draws close to half a million guests per year, heavily weighted,
of course, to the November-March period.
Some 15,000 to 17,000 guests each year stay at the venerable and enormous Equinox
Hotel, a half hour from Rutland in the pristine historic village of Manchester. Many
thousands more -by some estimates, as many as 3.5 million travelers per year -visit
Manchester for the day or stay in a wide range of accommodations from historic inns to
economy motels.

In the last several years, Manchester has become a mecca for upper-end factory outlets
which, along with the historic village itself, the mansion and gardens of Hildene, and the
Orvis fly-fishing and shooting school, fill the town on summer and fall weekends. For

-
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every wealthy visitor, the local Chamber estimates, there are five representatives of "Mom
and-Pop middle America".
The nearby ski areas of Bromley and Stratton also draw Manchester guests, who may stay
at the Equinox and ride its shuttle to 'the slopes. Bromley, Stratton, Killington and Pico
each have their niche in the ski world: Bromley for old-money New England Ivy Leaguers
who scorn fluorescent clothing and high-tech equipment; wealthy, status-conscious
denizens of Manhattan and the inner suburbs of New York at Stratton; "ski all day, party all
night" young, upper-income singles at Killington, and families at Pico.
An hour south of Rutland, the Bennington Museum in that historic and often
underestimated town hosts over 60,000 visitors a year, primarily in summer and fall.

The accommodations in this region are also diverse, with the Equinox, a world-class
facility drawing many international visitors, at the high end, the Cortina Inn appealing to an
upper middle class clientele, and the immediate Rutland area chains and independent motels
providing for the budget-minded traveler.
As in other areas where skiing is important, the visitors vary by season. In Manchester,
families and older couples mingle, with retirees predominating in fall, and also in summer
at the Equinox. Winter brings a younger, weekend skiing crowd, though the Equinox hosts
more families with children at that season.
A typical visit to Manchester and the Equinox is two days, but Killington is a destination
vacation resort, and five day packages are more typical, with many on the three-day and
seven-day ends also. Perhaps because of this, the inns in the Killington area report an
average stay of about 2.5 days, slightly above the range for the state generally..

Manchester and Killington report that almost all their visitors come by car. Some of the
smaller lodges have more fly-in visitors and the Cortina hosts a sizeable bus tour business,
but cars are dominant. Killington skiers come in their own cars from as much as five hours
away, but especially from the New York, Boston, Hartford and Philadelphia metro areas.
There are actually some who drive for three or four hours to Killington, ski for the day,
and drive home the same day.
Manchester visitors come in droves from Long Island, Brooklyn, and New York City.
Connecticut is a growing market, but Boston visitors are limited; for them, Manchester
seems too far and hard to get to on secondary routes.
Killington skiers typically take a day or two on their week-long visit and explore the area.
They may ski at another area, or visit crafts shops, museums, and attractions like the
Shelburne Museum, Woodstock, or the Statehouse. They enjoy the freedom of driving
around and discovering little villages, quaint shops and scenery. Equinox guests play golf,
fish, shop, and use the resort's spa. Manchester visitors in general shop, and many tend
not to want to go off the beaten path. Guests at other area inns like to hike,canoe, fish, and
view fall foliage.
Rutland: Reactions to Train Service
Killington officials assisted the Town of Randolph a few years ago in lobbying for a
Montrealer stop there, reasoning that it would be more attractive and convenient for
Killington visitors than White River Junction, currently the nearest stop. Nonetheless,
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Killington doubts that many of its guests would travel to or around Vermont by train if a
loop train were available. For one thing, most of Killington's visitors stay there for every
night of their five- to seven-day Vermont vacation. Like most Vermont ski resort areas,
Killington is spread out, with shops, restaurants and nightspots strung out along the
mountain road, requiring a car to get between one and another. Killington guests value their
mobility and autonomy and would resist being tied to any type of schedule.
If a train were to have any chance of working as a means of getting to, from and around
Vermont, it would in Killington's view have to beat personal autos on convenience, time
saving, logistical ease, cost, and recreational experience -a tall order.
An interesting point raised'by Killington is that the mobility and flexibility provided by a
car facilitates impulse visits to Vermont, and impulse purchases in its tourist areas. If by
tying the traveler's schedule to a less flexible train service, we make it harder to get to the
many places where they can spend money, how would such service benefit Vermont tourist
areas? Vermont is "a lot of interesting individual sites connected by beautiful scenery",
requiring a car to take full advantage of this experience.
That said, Killington could see much tourist appeal in an excursion train that could take
visitors off for day trips to places like the Shelburne Museum, Ben & Jerry's, downtown
Burlington, Woodstock, and Quechee. The service would probably be most successful
outside of winter. Skiers, especially Killington skiers, tend to be focused on their sport to
the exclusion of almost everything else.
The Manchester Chamber sees rail as a viable means for getting from Manchester to New
York City (via Rensselaer), but not vice-versa. The needed support services and shuttle
links do not exist on the northern end. However, it was positive on the idea of an excursion
train, noting that someone in the Bennington area is exploring the possibility of a dinner
train, and could see it linking several Vermont "escape" attractions which Manchester
visitors also enjoy, such as Woodstock and Plymouth.
The Equinox notes that northbound traffic from New York City on Fridays is
discouraging, and that a well-marketed, highly convenient, hassle-free train service could
conceivably get Vermont-bound people out of their cars. However, Manchester is too far
from the Rutland station for this to appeal to Manchester visitors. An excursion to a popular
destination such as the Shelburne Museum could be appealing to Equinox guests, however.
Other inns mentioned that a convenient, frequent schedule (daytime arrivals and
departures), and good shuttle service from Rutland would be required to make train service
desirable.

Ludlow: Destinations
Okemo ski area, Ludlow
Inn at Weathersfield
Ludlow: Market Characteristics
Okemo ski area and the village of Ludlow are perhaps the best configured of the Vermont
ski towns for a resort village experience -compact, with the ski area a short distance up a
hill from the village, and with the railroad running right through the middle of town.

-
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Over 400,000skiers a year now visit Okemo, which has been taking market share from its
neighbors thanks to an aggressive customer service and quality management program. Here
are baby boomers with their children, multigenerational families, and groups of friends
vacationing together. They seek escape from the urban hurly-burly and the more youthoriented scene at Killington.
The Inn at Weathersfield, in a village not far from Ludlow, draws some 5000 or 6000
guests per year. Fall is its busiest season, followed by winter and summer. Almost all of its
guests arrive by car, usually their own, and predominantly come from the Boston area, the
mid-Atlantic states, the West and South, with the New York area the last of its major
geographic markets. Guests are typically baby boomer professional couples with incomes
in the upper-middle range.
'

Okemo skiers come from western Connecticut, New York and Massachusetts, as well as
the rest of the mid-Atlantic metropolitan comdor and Ontario. Almost all drive, with
occasional weekend bus tours and a few flying in. Unlike most ski areas, Okemo sees its
length of stay growing; weekend stays are lengthening, 7-day stays becoming more and
more prevalent, and day trips growing. The only pattern that is stable or shrinking is the
traditional Friday-Sunday weekend.

,

Okemo visitors mainly ski, but enjoy the Victorian inns and eateries of Ludlow, the apresski bars, and area attractions like the Green Mountain Sugarhouse, Cerniglia Winery, and
the Vermont Country Store in Weston. Most Okemo and Ludlow visitors are not traveling
elsewhere in Vermont.

-
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Ludlow: Reactions to Train Service
Okemo sees merit in train travel as a way to begin a relaxing vacation earlier, but doubts
that its guests would be willing to give up the freedom, control and absence of logistical
difficulties they associate with their cars. Trains are an experience to share with one's
children, but cars are a more economical way to get to one's destination. Okemo does not
see its visitors as part of the likely market for excursion train service, but believes that there
would be a market for this among other visitors. Still, Ludlow's compact village and
proximity to the rail line might interest visitors in using a loop train service if it were
available.
The Inn at Weathersfield, however, sums up what may be a consensus of many opinions
received in this study as follows: "Nothing would do it! If price, schedule and convenient
departure points were solved, virtually all would need to rent a car once here to see 'the
sights'- and since a major percentage live within half a day's drive, it is best, cheapest,
easiest to drive up in their own car or rented car from the airport of arrival."
Both Okemo and the Inn already have shuttle service which could certainly be made
available to pick up train passengers if the service were instituted.

Statewide: Travel Professionals and Organizations
Vermont Bicycle ToursNermont Hiking Holidays
"The Original" bike tour company brings some 7,000 visitors a year to Vermont, over half
of whom are taking long-weekend trips while the others are on five-day excursions. These
hardy souls cycle or hike from one charming country inn to another, regaled along the way
by hearty gourmet cuisine.
While over 60% of the company's clients come from the Northeast, a sizeable portion of
the 5-day travelers in midsummer and foliage season are from Texas, Florida, and the
Midwest. Canadians constitute about 10% of VBT's market. About 20% of tour
participants fly into Burlington, while the others drive to the departure point for the tour.
Typical clients are suburban residents of metro areas; for example, Boston-area visitors
would come from towns like Wellesley, Marblehead, and Andover. They are welleducated, upper-middle and upper-income professionals, and traveling either as couples or
in self-formed groups of 6 to 20. Bike tour participants tend to be 25 to 45 and heavily
exercise and fitness-oriented, while hiking tour members range in age from 40 to 70 and
are environmentally concerned.
Many five-day tour participants are spending one or two days in Vermont before or after
their bike tour, but the company is not aware of their activities.
VBT's reaction to the loop train concept was skeptical. If there were fast, convenient and
comfortable train service from feeder cities such as New York and Boston linking into the
Vermont loop train, this might increase the volume of visits to Vermont. Absent such
service, the company doubts that the loop train alone would appeal to many of its tour
participants, who are not used to riding trains as a transit link VBT also questioned
whether Vermont as a tourist destination has a compelling enough itinerary at points along
the loop line to make such service viable.
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In addition to this concern, Vermont's uncertain weather (of which a company featuring
self-propelled transportation while exposed to the elements is particularly aware) results in
only a three and a half month window for peak tourism (high summer and foliage season)
and by implication for viable train service. Matched with the year-round capital investment
in rail and rolling stock, this seasonal revenue stream would not stack up.
VBT does not believe that its customers would be at all interested in excursion trains,
which it sees as a more appropriate attraction for senior citizen bus tows.
Lake Champlain Convention & Visitors Bureau
An offshoot of the Lake Champlain Regional Chamber of Commerce, the Convention
Bureau serves a wide area from Burlington to Stowe and the Mad River Valley. The major
conference facilities in Vermont include the following:

The Sheraton-Burlington
The Radisson-Bwlington
The Hampton Inn, Colchester
Howard Johnson's Hotel, Shelbume Rd., South Burlington Econolodge, S. Burlington
The Inn at Essex
Bolton Valley ski area
The Topnotch at Stowe
The Stoweflake Inn
A survey by the Bureau to which 12 of its major facilities responded revealed that some

5,300 conferences and meetings occur in these facilities every year, accounting for 70,000
rooms booked in the region. Vermont is becoming more popular as a conference and retreat
destination, with its reputation for rural tranquility and unspoiled vistas.
Conferencesin Vermont today are typically fromEast Coast organizations and national
associations headquartered in Washington, DC.Most occur over a long weekend, allowing
on average a day's worth of time for independent recreation before or after the meeting
itself. Most conferees, unlike typical leisure travelers, fly into Vermont.
These groups are typically interested in visiting Ben & Jerry's, the Cold Hollow Cider
Mill, and the Shelburne Museum. If their meeting is in Stowe, they are likely to stay there
for the duration of their visit. The Convention Bureau doubts that convention and
conference attendees would be a strong market for tourist train services. They would
probably prefer to spend their "free*'day on a bus taking side trips to the destinations
mentioned above -unless the train service provided was fast and convenient, stopping at
each of these major attractions.
Bureau staff does see potential for excursion trains for group tows, however, based on the
success of the Lake Champlain f e d and the Spirit of Ethan Allen paddlewheeler on the
Burlington lakefront. An excursion through scenic Vermont countryside and quaint small
towns, arriving at an attractive destination such as Frog Hollow in Middlebury or the new
Simon Pearce glass factory in Windsor, would do well. Winter would be a good time for
dinner trains, mystery trains, and special event trains with on-b'oard cocktail parties, for
example.
Such excursions would have to be price-competitive with alternatives such as the Spirit of
Ethan m e n , which for a two-hour cruise charges $7.50 for adults ($8.45 for sunset and
moonlight cruises), $3.50 for children, and $22.90 for a dinner cruise.
Bureau staff observed that there is a lot of interest at trade shows in getting into Vermont by
train. Amtrak folders were disappearing rapidly at a recent Montreal consumer show;
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evidently Montrealers like to ride trains and, although they are not as large a travel market
for Vermont as their proximity would suggest, it might be that expanded rail service would
increase their numbers in Vermont.

-
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Accent Vermont
Accent Vermont is a destination management offshoot of Accent Travel, a member of the
national Carlson Travel Network It works with attractions and hotels to package activities
and day trips for conference groups. For a recent major convention at the Sheraton which
had 1500 attendees, the National Association for Community and Family Education (which
changed its name this year from the former Extension Homemakers), Accent offered 29
separate tours ranging from a shuttle service to downtown Burlington and the Champlain
Mill,to full-day trips to Montreal and Lake Placid.

Accent works with meeting planners and conference sales directors at the major hotels in
the Burlington area. Unlike the leisure market, conferences plan sometimes years in
advance. While the corporzite segment of this market has shrunk somewhat in the last year
because of the economy, the national associations (what the Sheraton refers to as the
SMERFs), who are similar in their demographics and interests to individual leisure
travelers, continue to attend their conferences and conventions.
Accent sees potential to expand conference business in Vermont from markets that are
within one flight leg of Burlington: Chicago, Washington, DC, and Pittsburgh
(Philadelphia, Boston and New York also meet this criterion).
Host hotels offer meeting planners incentives to get members of their groups to stay an
extra night, and offer discounts to those doing so. Planners therefore routinely organize
pre- and post-meeting recreational activities. Tour activities for these groups must meet two
criteria: be within a short driving distance of the hotel (an hour and a half at most) and be
doable in a fairly short period. In this regard, for instance, the Spirit of Ethan Allen is ideal
for Sheraton and Radisson conference goers: a few minutes from the hotel, a two-hour
excursion.
A dinner train with special events and entertainment, and with easy linksto and from the
conference centers, would appeal greatly to these groups, in Accent's opinion. There
would even be a possibility of packaging a 3- or 4-day pre- or post-conference excursion
including train tickets, hotels, and meals for a total cost in the range of $640. A more
certain market, however, would be the 2-hour dinner train with a cost comparable to the
dinner option on the Spirit of Ethan Allen ($23 or so). Accent sees this as an attraction for
local area residents as well, for special occasions or for showing visiting family and friends
a piece of Vermont,
Accent also sees the possibility of gettihg group tour operators, many of whom do not own
their own buses and have no vested interest in getting their customers around in that way,
interested in the loop train concept. However, it would be hard to compete with the
flexibility of routes and schedules which buses can offer, and with their ability to take
groups right to the desired site.
Vermont Tourism Network
This company promotes Vermont destinations to the motorcoach industry, mainly members
of the National Tour Association and the American Bus Association. VTN believes that
coach tours represent about $15.0 million in business in Vermont every year, and this
market is growing as the population ages. Reinforcing popular stereotypes, 95% of
motorcoach travelers are over 50; this age segment will grow by 20-30% in the next 20
years.

-
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Short train excursions are very popular in this market and the bus operators do not see them
as a threat, but rather an added attraction on the itinerary. VTN sees no potential whatever
for a loop train in the near future. "No tourist will do a 200 mile, 6 hour loop". Aidrail
packages are expensive and inconvenient, and the associated infrastructure -shuttles and
internal transportation services within the resort areas -are not in place.
Like other industry observers, VTN sees the optimum time for a train excursion as being
quite short: 1 314 to 3 hours. It notes that children and older people are the determinants of
tourist schedules today, the former having limited attention spans and the latter perhaps
limited stamina for long days.
VTN believes dinner train excursions could be very successful in Vermont, if the proper
level of investment was made in equipment, on-board entertainment, and amenities. A run
of 2 to 2 112 hours to the Shelbume Museum, the Kennedy Brothers marketplace or the
Burlington waterfront would be attractive. Restored antique coaches would be more
appropriate to the Vermont experience than dome cars, and a dinner train out of Burlington
"would have every coach tour in Vermont using it within a couple of years."

VTN notes that the Lake Champlain Chamber is working on developing a Christmas Lights
festival and that, if this materalizes in the future, a Christmas train running between an
illuminated Burlington waterfront and Shelburne Museum could be a charming and
memorable part of this experience.
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TOURIST RAIL OPERATIONS ELSEWHERE IN THE U.S.
Services, Rates and Schedules; Markets and Trends
Princess Tours offers a summer (mid-May to mid-September) excursion in two luxury
dome cars from Anchorage to Fairbanks, Alaska with a stop at Denali National Park,
mostly in conjunction with Vancouver, BC-Seward, AK cruises but also available as railonly, or as part of a package with an overnight stay at a Princess-owned hotel at Denali's
entrance. The dome cars are pulled by the Alaska Railroad. Seating capacity is 180lday in
each direction.

Schedule is daily departure from Anchorage at 8:30 a.m., arrival at Denali 3:45 p.m., and
terminus at Fairbanks 7:45 p.m. Also daily departure from Fairbanks at 8:30 a.m., arrival
at Denali 12:30 p.m, terminus at Anchorage 7:45 p.m. 180 seats per day are available in
each direction.
The trip features a full dining area in the dome with "the largest single piece of glass in the
world" for viewing the Alaska Range enroute, along with narration. There is a gift shop,
full bar and an outdoor viewing platform. Fare is $170 one way for rail-only; an additional
$150/person/night for stay at hotel in Denali. Most passengers are part of a Princess boat
cruise and train fare is incorporated in the cruise price.
Passenger demographics are changing; the average age used to be in low 60s but is now in
mid-40s. Most visitors are couples; very few have children with them. 55% are part of a
package tour, usually a boat cruise. Most are upper to upper-middle income people looking
for "rustic luxury" and upscale amenities in travel and hotel; if they are not coming in by
cruise ship they are arriving by plane. Hardly any arrive by car. Ridership has been rising
because of improved marketing methods and now averages 85% when May and September
"shoulder seasons" are included; during peak summer it is 97%.
Holland-America West Tours also has two dome cars on the same run offering similar
services and amenities.
Princess Tours also operates the Alaska Cruise Train between Whittier (where its cruise
ships dock) and Anchorage, primarily as a convenient way to get cruise boat passengers
into Anchorage.
Alaska Railroad offers a full service train in summer from Anchorage to Fairbanks
featuring its own passenger coaches and a 64-seat dome car as well as pulling the four
Princess and Holland-America dome cars -hence, runs on same schedule outlined above.
In the off season, Alaska Railroad runs a Rail Diesel Car (RDC) from Anchorage to
Fairbanks on Saturday, returning Sunday, mainly to serve bush residents enroute. The
summer train features high school student tourguides from the Anchorage and Fairbanks
areas who provide narratives on sights along route, flora and fauna, history, etc.

Summer fare one way is $120; winter, $70; dome car service is higher.
Alaska Railroad offers Anchorage-Seward service in summer, mainly as a day trip service
for visitors to Anchorage. Round trip fare is $70. The 70-mile Hurricane Turn service
between Talkeetna and Hurricane Gulch, mainly for local residents but also for Mt.
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McKinley climbers, runs three times a week in summer, once a week in winter. Round trip
fare is $88.
The railroad also operates the 12-mile Portage-Whittier service, a mainly local service that
connects with the Whittier-Valdez ferry and Prince William Sound, where many Anchorage
residents moor their boats.
The Anchorage-Fairbanks run carries 300,000 passengers per year, not counting Princess
and Holland-America passengers. Its demographics are also changing; riders used to be
mainly retirees in their late 50s and early 60s; newer passengers are in their 30s and 40s,
mostly without children, looking for "wilderness adventure" experiences. Passengers are
closer to middle-income than the segment Princess Tours attracts.
Ecotourism is a growing trend in the region from which the railroad expects to benefit.
There is much demand for day trips by rail from Anchorage, mainly from people who have
flown in or come on a cruise boat. After years in which freight operations have
"subsidized" passenger lines, the railroad expects to break even on passenger service in the
coming year. There are no public operating subsidies for the Railroad's passenger trains
described here.
The Bud (Rio Grande) Ski Train: Winter Park is a Denver municipal ski area 60
miles west of the city. The Ansco Company operates the 120-mile round-trip, sarne-day
excursion between Denver's Union Station and Winter Park. The train, which runs
Saturdays and Sundays only from December 19 through April 4, except for President's
Day, has coach and first-class cars. Average speed on the trip is 40 mph, which is
comparable to the speed of an auto trip under uncongested conditions.
Coach fare in early season (12/19-U5) is $30; first class is $40. In high season (U6-4/4),
coach fare is $35, first class $45. The service runs at 90% occupancy and is now breaking
even after several years of operation by a relatively new owner, a wealthy individual who
took it over as a labor of love when it was doing poorly and invested heavily in upgrading
equipment
The Ski Train is set up for transporting Denver skiers to the slopes as comfortably and
efficiently as possible. Roads through the Berthoud Pass are steep and difficult in winter
weather, and are also very congested on ski weekends. One accident can tie up traffic for
long periods.
The Ski Train provides an alternative which is more comfortable, less stressful, more
convenient, and reasonably priced. There is a snack bar on board which serves beer and
wine on the return trip (Anheuser-Busch is a sponsor of the service). Passengers load their
skis into specially designed lockers as they board, assisted by train personnel who
emphasize friendly, personal service. As they exit the train,right at the lift line, each
passenger grabs the nearest set of skis, and equipment is exchanged on the platform. This
works surprisingly well. Once at Winter Park, Ski Train riders hit the slopes sooner than
do skiers who drive to the area.
The train is now being used for summer excursions by group tours of non-skiers, such as
senior citizens' tours, school groups, and winners of corporate sales incentive awards.
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Newport (RI) Star Clipper operates a year-round 30-mile round trip dinner train
excursion along west coast of Aquidneck Island (which includes the towns of Newport,
Middletown, and Portsmouth). Dinner trains run from 7 to 10 p.m., usually five days per
week; lunch tours run from 1 to 2:30 p.m., less often. The train has a capacity of 144 and
only runs if 25 or more passengers are signed up. The train is pulled by a 1943-vintage
diesel engine and features 1952 Budd cars with decor from that era (flocked wallpaper and
platinum-rimmed dinner plates).

Dinner fare, inclu.ding the meal and train ride, is $45.48 per person. There are no operating
subsidies for the train, which has been running for four years. The operator has tour
package arrangements with local hotels.
Newport Star Clipper riders range in age from 25 to 65; in summer, most are people
vacationing in Newport or at other Rhode Island shore resorts. Ridership was increasing
steadily in the first three years of operation but flattened out this year. Riders are typically
couples celebrating a special occasion, usually without children. Most come from within a
100-mile radius of Newport, by car; however, much of the lunch traffic is from bus tours.
Santa Cruz, Big Trees, and Pacific Railway Company: located on the southwest
edge of the San Francisco Bay area, this longstanding tourist rail operation offers both
narrow-gauge and standard-gauge excursions, primarily to a local California market. The
company which owns and operates the trains also owns the rail line itself.

The standard gauge Santa Cruz, Big Trees & Pacific line is frequently used for day trips by
area families to the beach in Santa Cruz,where the train runs down the middle of the
oceanfront street. This train, which seats 350, features three enclosed turn-of-the-century
wooden coaches with coal stoves, as well as a series of open-air, unroofed cars with
benches and railings. The trips leave from Roaring Camp and the Henry Cowell StatePark
at 10:30 a.m. and 2 5 0 p.m., arriving in in Santa Cruz at 11:45 and 4 p.m. respectively,
and pennit travelers to spend a reasonably long day at the beach if they choose, returning to
Roaring Camp as late as 6:30 p.m.
Traffic on the Santa Cruz line is heavy on weekends, heaviest of all on major holiday
weekends, but under capacity during the week. Almost all passengers get to the railhead by
car, a few on tourbuses. few inquire about staying overnight, but most are day trippers.
Standard-gauge passengers are middle to upper class, a slightly higher demographic than
the narrow-gauge riders.
The Roaring Camp & Big Trees nmow-gauge line offers short (roughly hour-long)
excursions which are attractive to tour groups and impulse travelers. At the terminus in
Felton, there are snack bars, picnic areas and family amusements. The company notes that
it is hard to market long train trips; shorter trips are easier to fit into the inflexible itineraries
of group tours, and to sell to impulse travelers who are in the area for only a day or two.
The company is increasing its cable TV advertising, which is showing results particularly
for the narrow-gauge service.
Train riders, if they are not merely on the train trip for a short day's break, may also be
camping, visiting the Redwoods State Park, taking scenic drives around Monterey Bay, or
visiting Los Gatos, a historic Spanish mission town nearby.

.
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These rail services are now beginning to break even after years of investment. The lines
also carry some freight, which helps provide cash flow. The owners are heartened by
California's apparent interest in reactivating rail service as a means of improving air quality,
and expect that this trend will ultimately bring them more freight traffic to help stabilize
revenues.

Cumbries & Toltec Railroad: the present sales director of the Santa Cruz operations
formerly managed this scenic railroad operation in northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado. Recognizing the increasing tend to impulse traveling by overstressed twoworker families, the company revamped its marketing strategy to catch these families'
attention via billboards on the Interstate highway, 85 miles away from the railhead. These
reinforced the message of its brochures which were placed at logical tourist stops. It also
targeted senior citizens, "empty nesters" and younger couples without children in Arizona
and Southern California with a message to come ride the train at midweek during "fall
color" season (an interesting concept in a desert environment).
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ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Vermont Rail Traveler, Present and Future
In general, Vermont today draws business in the individual leisure market (couples,
families and friends traveling together for recreation) from metropolitanmarkets to the
south and east within a half-day's drive. For these visitors, Vermont, even in prime
summer vacation season, is a secondary destination: a place to get away for a weekend of
relaxation or skiing, or a stopover for a day or two on a broader tour of Northern New
England and the Adirondacks. There are a few resorts in Vermont, such as Basin Harbor
and Killington, that are primary vacation spots for their clients, but they are the exception
rather than the rule.

For these weekenders, Vermont is competing with a wide array of attractive alternatives,
including major cities, beaches, and other New England states. Its competitivepositioning
in the market seems to be that of a convenient, quick, scenic and not too costly escape from
urban stress and pollution for harried working couples in nearby metropolitan areas, or a
place for retirees to enjoy a leisurely drive among the fall foliage.
For this market, a loop train is an unattractive means of getting around Vermont. They
value the flexibility and freedom of their cars, do not want to be tied to a schedule, and
prefer to experience the outdoors directly rather than being passively transported from one
place to another.
Excursion trains for this group may be attractive if they are properly packaged and sold. A
reasonably priced, pleasantly decorated dinner train, preferably with vintage equipment and
decor, going on a short run (1-3 hours) to an interesting destination from one of the major
concentrationsof tourism activity (Burlington or Killington, most likely) might well
succeed. Whether the $25 fare mentioned by most respondents as the appropriate price
point for the dinner and round trip would cover operating costs is a question deserving
more detailed study.

In addition to the mass market of weekenders from nearby metropolitanareas, there are
four emerging niche markets in the individual leisure travel segment to which Vermont can
successfully respond. Two of these have potential for using train service.
Seekers of active, outdoorsexperiences. The success of Vermont Bicycle Tours,
Vermont Hiking Holidays, Vermont Country Cyclers and similar businesses attests
to the viability of this market in Vermont. It is not, however, a likely market for
loop or excursion train service, according to those who manage the businesses
serving it.
Cultural and historic tourism. Vermont has much to offer in this area, although the
offeringshave not been packaged and promoted in coherent fashion. Attractions
like the Billings Farm Museum, a working farm in Woodstock; Hildene in
Manchester, and the hands-on activities for children at the Shelburne Museum have
been growing in popularity. Travelers with these interests are more likely than most
to be interested in excursion train service, especially on vintage equipment -steam
engines, Budd cars and the like and especially if the destination for the run is a
historic or cultural attraction in itself.

-
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Seekers of country inn experiences. Vermont is highly competitive in this area,
particularly since the days of the Bob Newhart Show. The typical roadside motels
of the '50s and '60s are giving way to a network of small historic inns and bed &
breakfast accommodations. Scattered and secluded as they are in out-of-the-way
places, these inns do not lend themselves well to scheduled train service, nor are
their one- and two-night guests likely to venture forth from their retreats to take an
excursion train.
Overseas .visitors. Repeatedly in the course of interviews we heard that English and
German visitors are increasingly prevalent in Vermont; these happen to be the
overseasmarkets that the State, and New England travel marketing effortsin
general, have targeted. International traffic at Logan Airport grew by 19%this
summer, suggesting that if the State can cooperatively market itself as part of a New
England tour, it may benefit substantially from this business. These visitors are
used to getting around on trains, are not culturally wedded to their cars, and are
committed to the area for more than a couple of days. They may well represent an
important niche market for train service, although it may be decades before there are
enough of them to create a critical mass for loop train service.
For group tours, typically motorcoach tours, Vermont is also a one- or two-day trip, or a
segment of a longer tour of New England. The notion of replacing these coacheswith a
loop train is unlikely to succeed, given that abouthalf of the tour companies own their
equipment and the others are used to established itineraries and schedulesto which
motorcoaches readily lend themselves.
However,short and inexpensive scenic excursions, and possibly dinner excursions, could
do very well with this market. A train ride is an appealing activity for the older people who
typically constitute this market, as demonstrated by the high representation of tourbus
riders in the business base of the Green Mountain Flyer (25% of ridership). Special events,
entertainmentand an interestingdestination for the excursion would be keys to successful
expansion of such service in this market.
The group business segment, convention and conference travelers, is not in its present
patterns a target market for a loop train. They are on a fixed and crowded schedule and are
typically spending no more than one or two days in Vermont other than at conference
sessions. However, since a high proportion of them fly to Vermont from a distance which
is impractical to drive, and get around on hotel shuttles, they are less car-oriented than
individual leisuretravelers, and it might'be possible to interestthem in a 3- or 4-day railresort package for a return trip with their spouses or families.

In fact, converting today's conference attendees to future individual leisure travelers, and
inducing them to return to Vermont as a destination for a week-long vacation (which people
are still taking; they just aren't taking them in Vermont), should be a strategic goal for the
Vermont travel industry. This growing market, discoveringVermont for the fust time,
represents perhaps the best potential for expanding Vermont's geographic draw and
converting it from a low-cost, short-term, car-focused, conveniencetravel experience to a
longer-term, vacation destination experience.
By contrast, Vermont's current base of ~ostoniansand New Yorkers know (or think) that
they can always decide to hop in their cars some Friday afternoon in foliage season and

-
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find a place to stay for a night or two in Vermont; they take their "real" family vacation, on
which they spend more lavishly, at Disney World, or on a wann beach somewhere.
Conference attendees already are a strong potential market for entertaining, scenic train
excursions. Meeting planners are looking for activities that can easily be done in groups,
that have broad appeal, are easily accessible from the conferencesite, are relatively
inexpensive, and can be completed in under three hours. Excursion trains can meet all these
criteria. Burlington-based conferences in particular will be strong markets for train
excursionsto already popular destinations such as the ShelburneMuseum and Ben &
Jerry's.
Our preliminary conclusion, therefore, based on this anecdotal research, is that there is
potential for expandingexcursion train markets and service in Vermont in all three of the
State's major tourist segments: individual leisure travel, group tour travel, and conference
and convention business. In contemplating such expansion, the State or whatever other
parties might operate these services should keep in mind the concerns and experience of the
existing excursion operators, Green Mountain Railroad and the Larnoille Valley Railroad,
which have struggled and invested heavily to build their business and which are
appropriatelyconcerned about the potential for diluting what they fear may be a limited
market for train excursions.
Based on what we have learned from the respondents in this study, the great majority of
travelers in Vermont's present tourist markets are not likely to respond to a vacation
concept based on a loop train that allows travel around the state with links to all the major
destinations. It may be that there are untapped markets "out there somewherey'for whom
the availability of such a train-based package, along the lines of the Eurailpass or TourRail
Alaska, would make the difference between vacationing in Vermont and going elsewhere,
but there was no evidence presented in the course of this work as to the nature and potential
size of such markets.

Learning from Experience
From those operating tourist rail service elsewhere in North America, we can l e a .several
lessons:
Tourist rail operations in Alaska appear to owe their success to the fact that it is
difficult and time-consumingto get to and around Alaska by car. Most visitors
taking these trains are arriving by plane or as part of a boat cruise. Many visitors to
the Winter Park area are probably also arriving in Denver by plane and may be
reluctant to deal with the exceptionallysevere winter driving conditions along this
route.
The growth in the Alaskan rail markets seems to be coming from young-to-earlymiddle-aged outdoorsenthusiastsin search of a wilderness experience or planning
to climb Mt. McKinley. The train is the only reasonable way for them to get to their
playgrounds. These "ecotourists" are a growing market niche for which Vermont
may have some appeal, though not to the same degree as such unique, undeveloped
environments as Alaska or Costa Rican rain forests.
These and other train services aimed primarily at tourists offer a unique experience
on route, not just a mode of transportation. The train itselfis a vacation
"destination". There is beautiful scenery, narration, fine dining, nostalgia, or a
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theme -for example, the Napa and Sonoma Valley Wine Trains and various
"murder mystery" dinner trains. With the exception of the wine train,fares are quite
low, and this limited revenue base is reflected in the fact that most of the operations
are not wildly profitable.
Almost all of the train operators we talked with have endured a lengthy period of
negativecash flow while investing in expensivecapital equipment, and marketing
heavily to build ridership. In many cases the motivation for the investment was love
of train travel and a desire to preserve a piece of history rather than profit.
If Vemont wants to see more rail based tourism, persons or organizationsas yet
unidentified will have to make a major high-risk investment in equipment and initial
operating subsidies. If the experience of other train operators around the country is any
guide, the return on this investment is unlikely to be competitivewith the many other
investment alternatives that exist in the marketplace.

Investments yielding less than market return, but which are seen to have significant public
benefit, such as education and social services, typically become the responsibility of
government. The question, then, is likely to be whether the State of Vermont and its
taxpayers will consider such investment feasible and worthwhile.

In this context, a cautionary note from history may be in order:

"In general it is to be said that Vermont railroads found it possible to remain alive
only where supported by ones more prosperous or where backed by industrial
enterprise. Lumbering was too evanescent, and farming on too small a scale, alone
to bear the cost of rail transportation, which is basically dependent for success on
ample never failing
The railroads well served their purpose as a link in New England's independent
connection with Canada and the West, and as an outlet for Vermont's products
including its budding industries, but they brought sad disappointment to their
investors and failed to check stagnation in the state-..railroads serving rural regions
only, have been abandoned one by one..AlL..have had disastrous outcomesfor
theirprivate owners."l
One respondent had a worthwhile suggestion about how to test the market for excursion
service in a relatively low-risk fashion. If in the course of ShelbumeRoad improvements,
the State initiates a test of commuter rail on the Shelburne-Burlingtoncomdor, and if that
service is convenient, comfortable, and pleasant, attractingmany riders, it could easily be
expanded into a dinner excursion train for visitors (and locals) after the road improvements
are done. Decorated with festive lights along with the attractions it passes during the
holiday season, such a train could create a memorable experience for winter visitors to
Vemont.

l ~ i l l i a mJ. Wilgus, nte Role of Transportation in the Development of Vennont
(Montpelier; Vermont Historical Society, 1945).

